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INTRODUCTION

This report, the seventy-seventh in a series of

quarterly progress reports issued by the Research.

Laboratory of Electronics, contains a review of tile

research activities of the Laboratory for the tnree-

month period ending February 28, 1965. Si.ace this

is a report on work in progress, some of the results

may not be final.
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I. MOLECULARBEAMS

Prof. J. R. Zacharias
Prof. J. G. King
Prof. C. L. Searle
Prof. K. W. Billman
Prof. E. F. Taylor

R. S. Badessa S.G. Kukolich
J. F. Brenner F.J. O'Brien
R. Golub R.D. Posner
G. L. Guttrich C.O. Thornburg, Jr.
W. D. Johnston, Jr. L.H. Veneklasen

A. NEUTRALITY OF ATOMS (ATOMIC BEAM METHOD}

To provide an experimental determination of an upper limit of possible ch&rge

residing on an un-ionized atom, a cesium beam experiment is in progress. In it, a beam

of atoms is passed through a uniform electric field directed perpendicular to the beam's

path. Hence a Cs atom would be deflected if it bore a net charge, q. The present exper-

imental arrangement is such that a deflection of 2 /_ would be expected if q = 10 -18 e =

I. 6 X 10 -37 coulomb.

Orginally the experiment was performed with a DC electric field in the deflecting

region. This resulted in a value q = (8.4 + 8.0) × I0 -16 e. Further improvements,

including the rejection, to a large extent, of beam deflections that result from field

gradients, vibration of the apparatus, and similar effects, have been made by modu-

lating the deflecting field and looking for the signal appropriate to a true Cs charge with

a lock-in detector. A method for in sit u calibration of the apparatus sensitivity, so

essential in any null experiment, by electrically deflecting the beam a known number of

angstroms at frequent intervals during data accumulation, has also been incorporated.

The most recent determinations have resulted in a value q = (-2.0 + I. 0) X 10 -18 e. This
-17

result should be compared with the value q = (l. 3 + 5.6) × I0 e obtained by Zorn, and
1

his co-workers.

The present result can be interpreted in terms of possible neutron, qn' and electron-

proton pair, qep' charges that give for the cesium atom q = 55 qep + 78 qn" Assuming

qn = qp yields qep = qn = (-1.5 + 0.75) × 10 -20 e. The precision of this result approaches
2

that obtained by gas efflux methods.

K. W. Billman, J. G. King

References
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B. LOW TEMPERATURE HELIUM BEAM EXPERIMENT

I. Detector Operation

The following changes have been made in the detector assembly (see Quarterly Prog-

ress Report No. 76 (pages 13-15).
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(I. MOLECULAR BEAMS)

1. TheP-16 phosphor screen has been replaced with Willemite. This is slower
(decaytime, microseconds) but has several hundredtimes higher luminous efficiency
for 12-kv ions.

2. The needle holder has beenadaptedto point the needledirectly at the phosphor
screen. A study of the field electron emission pattern from the needletip hasshown
that almost all field lines from the sharp tip region emergewithin a 15° half-angle cone
of divergencefrom the needleshaft axis.

3. The method of mounting the Pyrex disc on which the phosphor screen
is deposited has been modified. In the old design an aluminum capture ring
and a 0.020-inch gold wire gasket were used under the 1/2 inch thick glass
disc. This resulted in fracture of the glass disc under temperature cycling when
cooling the photomultiplier tube with dry ice. In the new configuration a stainless-
steel capture ring and a 0. 028-inch neoprene flat gasket which are used under
the glass have thus far proved completely reliable. Also, 3/4 inch thick glass
discs are now being used. The use of the neoprene seal has not resulted in

-10
poorer vacuum conditions, as a detector chamber pressure of 2× 10 torr is
still obtained, with or without dry-ice cooling of the photomultiplier-glass disc
assembly.

Initial performance data of the detector were taken by reading the photomulti-
plier output current with a Keithley Model 600 electrometer, and by varying the

partial pressures of N2, A, and He in the detector chamber through the range
1 × 10-7-2 X 10-10 torr. Pressure was monitored by a Bayard-Alpert gauge,with

1
the correction factor appropriate for the various gases applied. An over-all
detection conversion efficiency (number of electrons from photomultiplier photo-
cathode divided by number of atoms incident on needle tip, per unit time} of
from 5%to 30%was calculated.

The sensitivity for He is approximately 4 times that for N2, which is approxi-
mately 3/2 that for A. This is to be expected, as the phosphor yield should
go as the momentum of the exciting ions, hence as the square root of the mass
ratios. There is a further slight enhancement, since the helium, with a higher
ionization potential, must approach the tip more closely to be ionized, the He+ ions
are formed in a higher potential region than, say, N2+, and hence have more
energy when striking the phosphor.

The signal intensity now goes as the square of the needle tip voltage. The
elimination of the electroluminescent effect (intensity exponential with tip voltage)
noted previously is attributed to using Willemite rather than P-16, and is con-
sistent with the observation that zinc-silicate base phosphors are, as a class,
much less electroluminescent than zinc-sulfide base phosphors, or other common

2
phosphor types.

QPR No. 77 2
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2. Beam Investigations

The room-temperature beam source must be operated at an excessive pressure to

produce a signal visible on the Keithley electrometer, and a well-defined beam could not

be obtained in this way. At a proper source pressure of the order of 10 " torr one would

expect approximately 500 atoms per second detected beam. Accordingly, pulse-counting

electronic equipment has been incorporated. The arrangement, at present, consists of

an emitter follower preamplifier, a Franklin Model 348 linear amplifier with internal

pulse-height selector, and an R. L.E. Model 210 pulse counter (scale of 215). The over-

all resolution time is 5 _sec, and is judged appropriate for the Willemite phosphor.

This equipment has just been adjusted for optimum operation, and only preliminary

results are now available. The counting statistics for the background gas fit the assump-

tion of a random distribution, that is, the standard deviation of the means agrees within

5% of the _-N expected, when allowance is made for the counter inefficiency resulting

from the 5-_sec resolution time and the 0.3% random timing error of the electro-

mechanical counter timing gate.

There are preliminary indications consistent with a beam of 50 counts per second,

with a source pressure of 4 × 10 -2 torr; however, this has not been confirmed by

scanning the needle across the beam.

An electronic gate is to be added between the Franklin and the counter for use with

the beam chopper in taking velocity distributions. It is to be noted that the detected beam

intensity goes inversely as the 3/2 power of the source temperature, so that at 0.9 ° K,

with the vapor pressure of He 4 is 4 × 10 -2 torr, the detected beam would be 2500 counts

per second, even after a 0. l%duty cycle in the chopper. Thus, from a signal-to-noise

point of view, this experiment will be substantially easier with low-temperature sources.

W. D. Johnston, Jr.

References
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C. HIGH-RESOLUTION MEASUREMENTS OF THE 3-3 INVERSION TRANSITION

IN AMMONIA

The two-cavity maser spectrometer described in previous reports 1 is now being used

to study the hyperfine structure of the J = 3, K = 3, inversion line of NH 3. A resonance

linewidth of 350 cps is obtained with a cavity separation of 115 cm. This constitutes
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2
improvement in resolution by a factor of 20 over previous measurements, and many

more lines are now resolvable.

The main line (AF=AFI=0) at zero magnetic field is split as shown in Fig. l-l.

The calculations of Gordon 2 indicate that the main line will be split into three

Fig.

i I I r l I I !

i i I
El

t,"1 ,i I "i 11

I-1. J = 3, K = 3 main-line (AF=AFI=0) components at 23,870, 127. 95 kc

and 23,870,129.62 kc (first derivative of resonance).

components if the quadrupole coupling constant eqQ is different in the two inversion

states. The separation between the F 1 = 4 and F l = 2 components (F 1 = J+ IN, I N = nitro-

gen spin) is small (<500 cps), and the F l = 2 component should be much weaker because

the degeneracy is smaller and the focussing is weaker for this state. Therefore we see

primarily the F 1 = 3 and F l = 4 AF 1 = 0 transitions, and the contribution from F l = 2 is

much smaller. Seven of the nine components of the magnetic satellites have been

observed. These magnetic satellites result when one hydrogen spin is "flipped I' simul-

taneously with the inversion.

The main-line measurements indicate that the quadrupole coupling constant eqQ is

larger in the lower inversion state by 3. 6 ± 0. l kc.

We have also observed three of the four components of one of the upper quadrupole

satellites. More data will be necessary to identify each of the satellite components, but

if we average over magnetic interactions we obtain agreement with Gordonts value of eqQ,

4094.8 ± I. 5 kc for the 3-3 state. When these magnetic components are identified we

should obtain at least an order of magnitude improvement in accuracy for the magnetic

and quadrupole coupling constants. These results provide better data on electronic wave

functions and geometrical parameters for the NH 3 molecule.

S. G. Kukolich
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A. OBSERVATIONS OF INCOHERENT PHONON PROPAGATION IN X-CUT QUARTZ

Using techniques similar to those of Gutfetd and Nethercot, 1 we have observed pulses

of incoherent phonons propagating along the x axis of quartz. Figure II-1 is an oscillo-

scope picture of these pulses that have been generated in an aluminum film, approx-

imately 100 /_ thick, propagated along a rod of x-cut quartz, 3 mm in diameter and

19.3 mm long, and detected by means of a superconducting tin-alloy bolometer. The

experiment was carried out at 3.6°K, where the maximum of the slope of the p(T) func-

tion for the tin alloy occurred. The peak of the received signal is approximately 90 _v,

corresponding to a bolometer current of 38 rna. The droop in the trailing edge of the

signal at the right-hand side of the photograph is caused by the greatly decreased fre-

quency response at l l_ic and ringing in the video amplifier circuit. The lower trace in

Fig. II-I shows the generating pulse of ~40 watts peak power and 0. 12 _sec in duration.

Fig. II-I. Pulses of incoherent phonons in x-cut
quartz. Lower trace shows the gen-
erating pulse which marks zero on the
time axis. The oscilloscope sweep
rate is 1 _sec/em.

The symmetry of the signal pulses indicates that the mechanism responsible for the

broadening is not related to thermal time constants in either the generating or the

receiving metallic films.

In a previous report, 2 we pointed out that the x axis of quartz is a pure-mode axis

for the longitudinal and both of the transverse elastic modes and, furthermore, that the

ultrasonic Poynting vectors should be co!!inear with the wave vectors along this axis

for each of these three modes. Thus, each of these modes should be evident in a heat

pulse directed along the x axis. In Fig. II-2, we show the three modes of coherent
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(II. MICROWAVESPECTROSCOPY)

phononsat 0.9 Gc, generated in the usual manner, 3 by means of a re-entrant microwave

cavity.

(a)

!

(b)

t2 I' tl

(a)

(b)

Fig. II-2.

Coherent 0.9-Gc phonons in x-cut quartz. First
pulse on the left is leakage from the transmitter
and marks zero on the time axis.

Same as (a) but with increased gain.
The oscilloscope sweep rate is 2 _sec/cm, but

the pulses have made a round trip within the quartz
rod and are received by the transmission cavity.
Thus the scales of Fig. II-1 and II-2 can be con-
sidered the same for the purpose of total time-
delay comparison. It was necessary to increase
the path length in the 0.9-Gc coherent phonon
experiment to resolve the longitudinal and fast-
transverse modes.

In Fig. II-2a, _ denotes the leading edge of the first reflected longitudinal mode and

tl, the peak of the first reflected fast-transverse mode. The first reflected slow-

transverse mode cannot be seen unless we increase the gain of the receiver. This is

shown in Fig. II-2b, in which the peak of the slow-transverse mode is denoted t 2. Sec-

ond reflections of these modes are denoted by primes in Fig. II-2. Note that, although

the time scales and triggering are identical in Figs. II-2a and 2b, the leading edge of

the longitudinal mode appears somewhat earlier in Fig. II-2b. This effect is caused by

the finite rise time of the pulse. Thus comparisons between the leading edges of the

longitudinal modes should be made between Fig. II-l and Fig. II-2a, only.

Comparative measurements between the individual modes of the incoherent and the

coherent phonon experiments are listed in Table II-l. We conclude that pulse no. l in

the incoherent phonon experiment is actually a superposition of the longitudinal and fast-

transverse pure modes. Pulse no. 4 corresponds most closely to the slow-transverse

pure mode. Pulses X and Y are "extra 'w pulses, whose wave vectors are unknown,

which happen to have Poynting vectors lying within the solid angle subtended by the

receiving bolometer. In general, analytic determination of ultrasonic wave vectors as

a function of the Poynting vector does not appear to be possible for an anisotropic prop-

agation medium. Graphical methods are available,4 and an approach by machine com-

putation is under investigation.

At the present time, we can only speculate on the mechanism that is causing the heat

pulse to broaden from 0. 12 _sec to over 0.50 _sec for each of the pulses reaching the

receiver. As we have pointed out in a previous report, 2 a resistive metallic film, bonded

to a semi-infinite elastic medium and heated by means of a short pulse of electric energy,
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Table II-1. Summaryof pulse-delay data.

Experiment Pulse Reference Delay (_sec} Velocity {km/sec} Mode

Incoherent
Phonons
(Fig. II- 1)

1 leading edge 3.4 5.7 longitudinal

l peak 3.8 5. l fast-transverse

Z leading edge 4.3 4.5; X

2 peak 4.7 4. lJ

3 leading edge 5.Z 3.71 Y

3 peak 5.45 3. 5J

4 peak 6.25 3.

Coherent _ leading edge 3.35 5.8 longitudinal
Phonons *

t 1 peak 3.8 5. 1 fast-transverseat 0. 9 Gc

(Fig. II-2) t 2 leading edge 5.9 3.3 slow-transverse

*Since the coherent phonon experiment involved observations of reflected pulses,

actual delay times have been divided by 2 in order to correspond to the single-pass
measurements made on the incoherent phonon pulses.

is capable of generating simultaneously all of the vibrational modes of an elastic propa-

gation medium that have their Poynting vectors lying within a solid angle of Z= about any

point on the surface of the film. The degree of excitation of any given mode will depend

upon the characteristic of the emission of the metallic generating film and on the phonon

excitation spectrum of both the generating film and the elastic propagation medium. It

seems likely that the characteristic of the emission of the generating film is essentially

Lambertian, modified by the effects of the elastic mismatch between the metal and the

propagation medium and by the detailed geometrical nature of the interface.

Thus each of the pulses in the incoherent phonon experiment (Fig. II-1) actually

contains a mixture of all of the modes whose Poynting vectors lie within the solid angle

subtended by the receiving bolometer. The arrival time of each mode depends not only

upon the phase velocity of the mode but also upon the angle qa between the wave vec-

tor _ and the Poynting vector _ and the angle _ between the Poynting vector _ and the

x axis of the quartz rod. These angles are illustrated in Fig. II-3 in which we have

indicated a ray of elastic energy emanating from an arbitrary point O in the metallic

generating film and propagating in the direction of the Poynting vector S. The cross-

hatching in the i"ay represents _,,,,_,,_,_..... v.¢ _,n_+_nt............... ph_._e, which are perpendicular_ to

the wave vector k_ It must be emphasized that Fig. II-3 is a diagram presented for the

sole purpose of defining angles. Physically, a single ray of incoherent elastic energy
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SUPERCONDUCTING
BOLOMETER

UARTZ
ROD

METALLIC
GENERATING

FILM

Fig. II- 3. Phonon propagation in a rod of an anisotropic solid

for arbitrary wave vector k. The Poynting vector

S denotes the direction of energy propagation.

cannot be characterized by a single wave vector, as there are no surfaces of constant

phase. Rather, each ray contains an infinite distribution of _ vectors, varying both in

length and direction. It is just this sort of distribution in k-space that could give rise

to the pulse broadening that is evident in Fig. II-1. In order to see this more clearly,

we write an expression for the arrival time of elastic energy as a function of the wave

vector _ and the angles _ and _, which are also functions of the wave vector _.

cos _ (1)
Tk- v kcoscr '

whereT k is the delay time of the k th mode,__ v k is the phase velocity_, of _,the k th mode,

= _(k) is the angle between wave vector k and Poynting vector S, _ = Gr(k) is the angle

between Poynting vector S and quartz rod axis, and _ is the length of the quartz rod.

Thus the broadening of the incoherent pulses could arise from the distribution in the
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arrival time T because the angle between the wave vectors _ and the rod axis OX
varies betweenzero and _r, subject to the restriction 0 _<0-_<0- . The maximummax
value of the angle 0- is simply the angle subtendedby the bolometer

O-max = tan -1 {d/f), (2)

where d is the diameter of the quartz rod and f is the length of the quartz rod.

The salient effect of the elastic mismatch between the metallic generating and

receiving films and the quartz propagation medium manifests itself in the time constants

of the generator and the detector. At low temperatures a thermal discontinuity, AT,

exists at the interface between any two solid media in thermal contact whenever a heat

flux passes across the interface. This so-called thermal boundary resistance, RB, is

similar to the Kapitza resistance between liquid helium and a solid and is defined as

AAT
Q = . , (3)

R B

where Q is the rate of heat flow (watts), A is the area of interface (cm2), AT is the
* 2

thermal discontinuity (°K), and R B is the thermal boundary resistance (°K cm watts-l).

A theoretical expression for the thermal boundary resistance has been derived by W. A.
5

Little, and is expressed as a function of the elastic properties of the adjoining media.

Experimental values for the boundary resistance between indium and sapphire have been

obtained by Neeper and Dillinger.6 The results of their experiments compare favorably

with an extrapolation of the theory of Little; hence, we have estimated the boundary

resistance of a quartz-tin interface, using a similar extrapolation. Thus

* °K 2R B = 8T -3 cm watts -1 (estimated for quartz-tin}. (4)

It is not entirely obvious that the Kapitza resistance between a liquid helium-metal

interface should have the same order of magnitude as the thermal boundary resistance

between quartz and tin; yet with gold and copper this has been the experimental obser-

vation 7

* 2
R K = 8T -3 °K cm watts -1 (observed for gold-liquid helium). (5)

We have no data on the Kapitza resistance of tin; we assume that the value

for gold represents a very good approximation. The thermal time constant of

a metallic fiL-_, on a solid mlbstrate submerged in liquid helium is determined

by the parallel combination of the thermal boundary resistance and the Kapitza

resistance.
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RKRB
v = PCvd . , sec, (6)

R K + R B

where p is the density of the metallic film (gm cm-3), c is the heat capacity of the
v

metallic film (J gm -1 °K-l), and d is the thickness of the metallic film (cm). Using

recent data on the low-temperature heat capacity of tin, we find that the time constant

of a 1000 A film at 3.6°K is 10 -9 sec. This figure supports our previous contention that

the pulse broadening is not associated with the thermal response time of the bolometer.

In a subsequent experiment, a layer of glue, ~10 .3 cm thick, was painted over the

bolometer. Typical heat capacities of such materials are ten times greater than those

for metals at helium temperature. We have no data on the thermal boundary and Kapitza

resistances for glue, but perhaps it is relevant to point out that experimental values of
7

these resistances vary less than an order of magnitude over a wide range of materials.

Assuming that the thermal resistances associated with the glue are not significantly

different, we obtain a time constant, v ~ 10 -6 sec, for the glue-coated bolometer.

Figure II-4 shows the pulses of incoherent phonons intercepted by the glue-coated

bolometer. As expected, most of the mode structure has been lost.

Fig. II-4. Incoherent phonons in x-cut
quartz observed with a glue-
coated bolometer.

Using an expression for the thermal discontinuity across an interface that is valid
5

when the temperature difference is large compared with the ambient temperature, we

can estimate the temperature rise of our generating film.

(7)

From VSWR measurements on the aluminum-generating film, we have determined that

approximately 20 per cent of the input power is converted into heat in the film. There-

fore, for a total power input of Q = 40 watts, we find T ~ 7°K. (This is sufficiently high

to call into question our tacit assumption of thermal equilibrium.) If we also assume

that the frequency spectrum of the thermal vibration in our generating film can

be characterized by a Planck distribution, we can estimate the order of magnitude of the

dominant frequencies involved in the transport of thermal energy through the quartz

rod:
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3kT

Vpeak = --h--- (8)

The peak of the Planck distribution occurs at Vpeak = 0.4 × 1012 -1 .sec in our experiment.

The !att_c_ _nnstant of quartz is approximately 5 /_. This places the edge of the

first Brillouin zone at 6.3 X 107 cm -I. Thus, the maximum frequency that can be

propagated on the longitudinal branch of the acoustic mode is given by

v = 5.7 X I012 -Isec (9)max

For the slow-transverse branch,

Vma x = 3.3 × I0 Iz sec -I (I0)

These considerations serve to point out a second possible origin of the signal-pulse

broadening that is evident in Fig. II-l. From the foregoing analysis, it appears that a

significant portion of the elastic energy of these incoherent phonon pulses is carried by

modes whose frequencies are close to the cutoff frequency of the lattice. Whether dis-

persion effects are making an appreciable contribution to the pulse broadening is a sub-

ject for further investigation.

At low temperatures the mean-free path of a phonon in a crystal approaches the

dimension of the crystal. Our observations are consistent with rectilinear propagation of

the phonons, without evidence of the dominant scattering mechanism that characterizes

heat flow in solids at room temperature. Thus we have observed the breakdown of the

diffusion equation. As we have mentioned, approximately 20 per cent of our total input

power is dissipated in the aluminum generating film. Of this, half flows directly to the

liquid helium through the Kapitza resistance. Thus, for a peak input power of 40 watts,

only -4 watts enters the quartz rod through the thermal boundary resistance. Because

of rectilinear propagation, only 4 X 10 -3 watt intercepts the receiving bolometer

directly, if we assume that the thermal energy at the generating film is distributed

evenly over a solid angle of Z_.

In order to estimate the resulting voltage rise in the bolometer, we draw upon an
8

expression for the responsivity of a bolometer.

AV iaRR

r AQ ZA ' (i11

where AV is the voltage rise (volts), AQ is the power input (watts), i is the bias current

1 d___RRis the temperature coefficient of resistivity (°K-l), R is the resis-
(amps), a = R dT .
tance of the bolometer (ohms), R is the effective thermal resistance of bolometric film

(°K cm 2 watts-i), and A is the area of the bolometric film (cruZ).

In Eq. 11 we have assumed that the bolometer is terminated in a load impedance
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Fig. 11-5.

100
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25
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I I I I I I I I I
3.55 3.57 3.59 3.61 3.63

TEMPERATURE, T (° K)

I
3.65

Signal voltage as a function of bolometer temperature. The peak occurs
at the maximum slope of the resistivity for the superconducting transition
of the bolometer.

equal to its own resistance, R. In order to estimate a, we plotted the received signal

as a function of bolometer (ambient) temperature. This is shown in Fig. II-5. We see

that the sensitive region of the bolometer occurs within a temperature range of 0.0S°K.
-1

Since a -- (AT) , we estimate a _ 20. The resistance of the bolometer, R, is ~0.1 12,

and the bias current was 38 ma for our observations. The effective thermal boundary

resistance, previously calculated, is ~4T -3, and the area, A, of the bolometer is

0.07 cm 2. These values, substituted in Eq. 11 yield a responsivity, r ~0.05 volts/watt.

With 4 X 10 -3 watt incident upon the bolometer, we expect a voltage rise of the order of

200 _v. Within the approximate nature of our calculation, this compares favorably with

the observed voltage of 90 _v.

The author wishes to express appreciation to Professor J. F. Cochran, who pointed

out the importance of the thermal-boundary resistance and the Kapitza resistance, and

to acknowledge the a_sistance of Mr. M. C. Graham, who took part in the experi-

ments.

J. M. Andrews, Jr.
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III. RADIO ASTRONOMY*
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A. MEASUREMENTS OF THE MICROWAVE SPECTRUM OF VENUS NEAR

1-cm WAVELENGTH

During June and July, 1964, observations were made of the planet Venus 1 at 9-

14 mm wavelengths. These observations were made with the use of the Research Labora-

tory of Electronics five-channel microwave radiometer 2 mounted in the 28-ft millimeter

wavelength antenna at Lincoln Laboratory, M.I.T. The frequencies 21.9, 23.5, 25. 5,

29.5, and 32.4 Gc/sec were observed simultaneously; the frequency 21. 1 Gc/sec was

observed separately with a one-channel radiometer.

The spectral measurements were made by comparing the radio spectrum of Venus

with that of the moon. The moon was observed on 17 days during the experimental

period. In order to relate the observations of Venus to those of the moon, antenna pat-

terns and values of the atmospheric absorption as a function of frequency were required.

The antenna pattern at each frequency was measured with a test signal source mounted

on a tower, 6 miles from the antenna site. The antenna was suitably defocused for these

measurements, and cross-polarization patterns were also measured. The atmospheric

opacity was determined by a series of solar extinction measurements which were used

to relate the opacity to the ground-level humidity. This empirically determined rela-

tionship was then used to determine the appropriate atmospheric opacity at any given

time.

The results obtained on each day are summarized in Table III-1. In the table,

TBv(°K) is the average brightness temperature of the visible disk of Venus. o-(%) is

the estimated standard deviation of the measured signal from its true value and does

not include uncertainties introduced by atmospheric absorption, antenna pointing, and

so forth.

If all of the separate observations are averaged together, and each is weighted by its

estimated accuracy, then the results listed in Table III-2 are obtained.

The absolute error presented in Table III-2 includes all sources of error; measure-

ments made at different frequencies are considered to be independent. The relative

error includes only those components of error that are independent from channel to

channel.

*This work was supported in part by the National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-
tration {Grant NsG-419).
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Table III-2.
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Averaged and weighted results.

(Gc/sec)

32.4

29.5

25.5

23.5

21.9

21.1

TBv(°K)

430

463

428

450

404

502

Relative error (°K)

+24

+32

+20

+23

±28

+82

Absolute error (°K)

±42

±68

±46

_41

±39

±100

The results are also presented in Fig. III-1, together with the results of other

observers made during several inferior conjunctions. One theoretical spectrum was

computed for a cloud layer that is uniform from 465°K to 270°K, with absorption coef-

ficient proportional to the square of the frequency. A similar spectrum would be

expected from water clouds. The second theoretical spectrum is for nonresonant absorp-

tion by a 10% CO2-90% N 2 atmosphere with surface pressure approximately 150 atmos-

pheres.

The 32.4 and 29.5 Gc/sec data points are 1.5 and 1.7 standard deviations above the

nonresonant spectrum, respectively, and the 21.9 Gc/sec measurement is 2.0 standard

deviations below the same curve. Even if the absolute error brackets are used, the

6o01 co_-_
580[-

-- 5601-

5401-

52o1- _:K_2

 LOUO
elm 460

_ •
_ _oo_-_

• THIS EXPERIMENT-
_T 580_ t l- RELATIVE-E RROR BRACKETS569

540' _ A OTHER DATA

520_
500

_ "_ P_, 20 15 I0O:D _,v --

FREQUENCY (Gc/s)

Fig. III-l. Microwave spectrum of Venus near 1-cm wavelength.
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displacements are 0.9, 0.8, and I.4z, respectively. The probability of being farther

than I.5 standard deviations from the correct value is approximately 0. 13, and the prob-

ability of being farther than 2.0 standard deviations is approximately 0.05. Thus ifthe

relative error brackets are used, it is unlikely that the microwave spectrum of Venus

is nonresonant in character over this speetral region.

Atmospheric models in better agreement with the data are those having molecular

resonances in the millimeter wavelength region. Also, models incorporating scattering

are in agreement. A study of these models is in progress.

D. H. Staelin, A. H. Barrett
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B. OBSERVATIONS OF MICROWAVE EMISSION FROM ATMOSPHERIC OXYGEN

Two more balloon flightsl'2 were undertaken from Palestine, Texas, in the fall of

1964. The first, Flight No. 88P, on 29 October, was partially successful. The second,

Flight No. 89P, on 8 November, was completely sueeessful, yielding good data for the

entire flight.

I. Flight Radiometer

The radiometer is basically the same as the one used in previous flights. See

Fig. III-2. For these flights the telemeter was operating, giving a real-time data output.

The errors are the sum of a consistent error (constant over the duration of the

flight) and a random noise. The consistent error varies from +8°K for a brightness tem-

perature of 0°Kto +l°K for a brightness temperature of 300°K. The rms temperature

variation of the radiometer is approximately l°K on each channel.

2. Results

Flight No. 88P, 29 October 1964

This flight was only partially successful. Data were recovered from the 20-Mc and

200-Mc IF channels during a period of 2 hours (approximately the time for ascending to

float altitude 30 kin), and from the 60-Mc IF channel for the first 20 minutes and the last

20 minutes of the first 2 hours.

After 2 hours, the programmer assumed a supposedly unallowed state and began
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ANTENNA I
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Fig. III-2. Flight radiometer.

switching between the calibration loads only. The difficulty in the 60-Me IF channel

was traced to a faulty relay which evidently failed after 20 minutes and then began to

perform properly after one hour of failure.

Telemetry apparatus permitted the malfunctions to be viewed as they were happening.

As soon as the programmer malfunction was diagnosed, the flight was terminated.

The small amount of data from flight No. 88P has not been reduced yet.

300

280

2O0

24O

220

201)

180

160

Fig. III-3.

I I 1 I 1 I
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km

Flight No. 89P atmospheric temperature vs height.
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Flight No. 89P, 8 November 1964

The erratic relay was replaced and the programmer's difficulty was solved by use

of a mechanical commutator. The profile of the flight was the following.

1. Approximate linear ascent to 30 km in 2 hours.

2. Float at 30 km for 4 hours.
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Fig. III-4. Flight No. 89P brightness temperatures vs height.
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3. Approximate linear descent to 5.5 km in 3 hours.

4. Parachute to ground.

The atmospheric temperature versus height as measured during the flight is shown

in Fig. III-3.

Data were taken in three ways:

1. At the balloon base with the master receiver as indicated in the block diagram

of Fig. III-2.

2. In a car, equipped with a receiver and a chart recorder, following the path of

the balloon.

3. On a tape recorder in the flight gondola.

Data taken by method 1 were the most accurate because of the resolution it afforded.

Data taken by method 2 was the least accurate because the chart recording could only be

read to ±5°K, while the radiometer noise was only +l°K. Data taken by method 2 should

eventually be as accurate as that taken by method 1. Tape-recorder malfunctions have

prevented getting all of the data from the tape.

The brightness temperatures versus height for the three IF channels and the two

antenna angles are shown in Fig. III-4.

The six brightness temperatures averaged over the duration of the flight at float alti-

tude are given in Table III-3.

Table III-3. Float brightness temperature averages.

Channel

20 Mc IF

60 Mc IF

200 Mc IF

60 ° Antenna

190°K

102°K

19°K

75 ° Antenna

215°K

148°K

36°K

Work continues on further interpretation of these data. In particular, work is under

way to see how much information can be obtained about the atmospheric thermal struc-

ture above float height, to see what can be inferred about the linewidth, and what can be

said about the line intensity.

Another series of flights is planned tentatively for Summer 1965 with improvements

that should lower the temperature sensitivity to less than 2°K for all brightness tem-

peratures.

W. B. Lenoir
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C. MATRIX FORMULATION OF RADIATIVE TRANSFER

In many cases of practical Lnterest the emission and absorption properties of a medi-

um depend on the polarization of the radiation. In these cases, for a general treatment,

it does not suffice to treat the radiative transfer in the framework of the scalar equation

of radiative transfer. A new treatment must be developed which includes polarization

information, as well as intensity information. This report concerns such a development.

It is assumed that a spatially and angularly incoherent TEM wave traveling in the +Z

direction is being dealt with.

1. Coherency Spectrum Matrix

The electric field can be written

_(t) = _a(t) + _'a#(t) (1)

in which the subscripts a and _ indicate the components of _(t) with polarization a and

_, respectively, with a and _ being any two opposite polarizations. They will be called

a "polarization basis."

Samples of _a(t) and 4_(t) that are of T duration will have Fourier Transforms

given by

f T/2 -iZwvtE ) = 0(a (t) e
a, T (v "J-T/2 a

dt (2a)

f T/2
E_, T(V) = "J-T/2 _'_(t) e-i2_rvt dt. (2b)

The Fourier transform of the corresponding sample of ET(t), also of T duration,

can be written as a vector in the two-dimensional vector space of polarizations.

ET(V) \E_, T(V)/

(3)

A "coherency spectrum matrix" can now be defined as

J(v)=(lim ET(V) E_*(v) 1
-- \T-0o T

(4}

in which J denotes that J is a matrix, t denotes transpose, * denotes complex conju-

gate, and the bar over the relation denotes the ensemble average. 1 This J(v) is related

to the coherency matrix of Wolf z but does not require a narrow-band assumption.

Substitution of (3) in (4) yields
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IE )1 ,Tlira a, T (v a, 3 (v (

LT-oo T limLT--oo

=J(_)= g _* ,,,__ ,,,_7 g IP t_lz q l" (s)

LT_+ T LT__

E

'-p, T' "

T

Through use of the relation for power spectral density

r 1Ei, T(V) Ej, T(V

¢ij(v)= m w ,

Eq. 5 becomes

(6)

,l(v) = (Caa(v)

\¢13,,(v)
(7)

which is more general, since ¢ij(v) is defined for random noiselike fields, whereas E(v)
is not.

Examination of (7), or equivalently of (5), shows at once that J(v) is Hermitian (self-

adjoint), that is, =J(v) = J(v) t*. It is also obvious that Caa(V) and Cpp(v) are real and non-

negative. Caa(V) and _pp(v) are the power spectral densities in polarizations a and p,

respectively. Hence the trace of J(v),

tr_if(v) = ¢ (v) + >t O,
- aa ¢_p(v) (8)

is the total power spectral density of the radiation.

The off-diagonal terms, Ca_(v) and Opa(V), measure the degree of coherence between

the radiation with polarization a and that with polarization p. By Schwartz' inequality,

the determinant of J(v),

det_J(v) = • (v)
-- aa 0f3_3(v) - Oaf3 (v) ¢_3a(V), (9)

is real and non-negative.

The analysis thus far has assumed a,f3 to be the polarization basis. The change from

one polarization basis a,p to another, x, y, is effected through a unitary transformation, U.

:x, ,lO,
This changes only the polarization basis in which the radiation is described. It does not

change the radiation itself in any way.

From (5) and (10), the coherency spectrum matrix is transformed to the basis x,y
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through

_x,y(V) = u==a,J _(v) =ut*. (11)

From which it is obvious thatJx,y(V)_ is Hermitian, since =aJ , _(v) is.

From the properties of unitary transformations it can be shown that the trace, deter-

minant, and eigenvalues are invariant under a transformation such as (11). So that

tr__J(v), det__J(v), kl(V), k2(v)are the trace, determinant, and eigenvalues ofJ(v)in any

polarization basis.

Then there exists a unitary transformation, UD(V) to a polarization basis, m, n in

which J(v) is diagonal.

J.._m,n(V)= U=D(V) Ja,_(v) UtD*(V) = (Jm_V)

with Jm(V) = kl(V) and Jn(V) = k2(v).

0 ) (12)
Jn (v)

Assuming, with no loss of generality, that Jm(V) >_

Jn(V), we have

Co:) (: :)J n(V) = Jn(V) + [Jm(V)-Jn(V) ,=m,
(13)

where both matrices on the right are valid coherency spectrum matrices.

The first is seen to be that of a randomly polarized (unpolarized) wave; while the

second is that of a totally polarized wave with polarization m. Such a decomposition

exists uniquely (through a function of v in general) for all coherency spectrum matrices.

The fractional polarization spectrum can now be defined as the power spectral den-

sity of the polarized part divided by the total power spectral density

Jm (v) - Jn (v) (14)
p(v) =

Jm(V) + Jn(V)

Here, p(v) is independent of the polarization basis and is given more generally by

4 det J(v)
p(v) = [tr J(v)]2 "

(IS)

In radio astronomy it is often convenient to use the concept of brightness tempera-

ture, rather than intensity or spectral flux density. For the scalar description, the

brightness temperature (in the microwave region with hv <<kT) is defined by

l(v) :
2kV2TB(V)

2
c

(16)
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where I is the intensity; TB, the brightness temperature; k, Boltzmann's constant; and
c, the velocity of light.

It will also beconvenientto define a brightness-temperature coherency spectrum
2kv2 c2 • ,,__matrix in similar fashion. Since / is constant (for a given v). _nA .Tl,,% IS _,,_

Lntensity coherency spectrum matrix (except for a multiplicative constant), we may

define

TB(V) = const (v) =J(v)

as the brightness-temperature coherency spectrum matrix.

basis, a,

(17)

Thus on the polarization

Taa(V) Ta_R(V)+iTa_i (v)

TB(V) = , (18)

Ta_R(v )-iTa_i(v ) T_(v)

where Taa(V) and T_(v) are the brightness temperatures (in a scalar sense) of the radi-

ation with polarizations a and _. The general properties of J(v) apply also to T_____(v).
In particular, the fraction polarization spectrum, p(v), is unchanged.

4 det T__B(v)p(v)= [trT_ (19)

2. Matrix Equation of Radiative Transfer

The propagation of the brightness-temperature coherency spectrum matrix through

a medium will now be considered. The medium is assumed to be only slightly in_homo-

geneous (the properties of the medium vary only slightly over a wavelength's distance).

Then a complex propagation matrix, A.(v), that is the matrix equivalent of the scalar

IN OUT
Fig. 111-5.

_+z

Geometry for a slab of infinitesimal thickness.

complex propagation constant can be defined. A(v) describes the absorl_tion and propa-

gation properties of the medium and, in general, will be a function of position (subject
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to the slightly inhomogeneous assumption).

The relations for the geometry of Fig. III-5 are

Eout(V ) = [l-A(v)dz] Ein(V) (Z0)

(,0)with I ; and A(v) is the complex propagation matrix. This equation is consistent
0 1 _

with Max_vell's equations (assuming small loss and only slight inhomogeneities). A(v)

can be found in terms of E(v), _(v), _r(v) which appear in the matrix formulation of

Maxwetl's equations.

From (Z0) and (5) we obtain

Jout(V) = _J_in(V)- A(v) Jin(V) dz - __Jin(V)At*(v) dz + A_(v)Jin(V) At*(v) dz 2.

Letting dJ(v) = Jout(V) -__Jin(V)and taking lira yields
dz--0

 J(vl+ + A__t*(vl=o (Zl)

Equation Zl is the matrix equation of radiative transfer in which emission from the

medium has been ignored.

The equivalent equation in brightness temperature notation is

d-_TB(V) + A(v) TB(V ) + TB(V )A2*(v ) = 0. (Z2)

Consider the propagation through a slab of finite thickness with A(v) independent of

position (see Fig. III-6). The problem is to solve (Z2) for an incident brightness tem-

perature coherency spectrum matrix of TB.(V).
1

___A(v)

Z Z
0

"[Bout (v) Fig. III-6.

Z - Z ---- AZ
0

Geometry for a slab of finite
thickness.

TBi(V) is not sufficient to specify Ei(v); nevertheless it is often useful to consider

El(V) as if it were known and to convert to T B Iv) only at the last step. As long as
O

claims are made only to T B (v) and not to Eo(v), this is a valid procedure.
O
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In this manner Eq. 20 is readily solved to yield

Eo(V) = e-=_A(v)Az El(V), (23)

where the exponential of a matrix is defined by the power series

_ [-A(v)Az] ne-A(v) z_z =
"-- = n! ; with____A(v)° I_ (24)

n=O

A word of warning is in order here. Considerable care must be exercised when dealing

with exponentials of matrices. Many of the familiar relations and rules governing expo-

nentials of scalars do not apply to the exponentials of matrices. For example, if X and

Y are matrices, then e x+=y = e x e y if and only if X__Y= Y__XX,that is, X and Y commute.

Using (23), we obtain the solution for T B (v):
o

T B (v) = e------A(v)Az TB.(V ) e-A_ *(v)Az (25)
o 1

Thus far the possibility of emission from the medium has been ignored. To allow

for it Eq. 22 can be rewritten as

_z___TB(V)+ __A(v)TB(V ) + TB(V ) At*(v) = Se(V ) (26)

with S (v) being the Hermitian emission spectrum matrix.=e

The problem of finding Se(V) can be solved through definition of an emission temper-

ature spectrum matrix, Te(V). Consider a slab as illustrated in Fig. III-6. Then T (v)=e
is defined to be the brightness temperature coherency spectrum matrix necessary to

fulfill the condition that if Ts.(V) = Te(V), then T B (v) = Te(V ) also, independent of z.
This gives 1 o

Se(V ) = A(v) __Te(V) + =Te(V )At*(v), (27)

so that the emission spectrum matrix depends on the emission temperature spectrum

matrix and the complex propagation properties of the medium. This is the matrix equiv-

alent of the scalar equation 4

j = yT e

in which j is the emission coefficient; y, the power absorption coefficient; and T
e

scalar emission temperature.

If the medium is the local thermodynamic equilibrium, then

, the

Te(V) = T k = tkI, (28)
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where T k is the kinetic temperature matrix, t k the scalar kinetic temperature, andI

the 2 × 2 unit matrix.

In general Eq. _u" _ can be written as

d_TB(V) + A(v) TB(V) + TB(V)At*(v)= A(v) Te(V) + Te(V)At*(v). (29)

When Eq. 28 is valid this becomes

d
d___TBlV) + A(v) TB(V ) + TBlV }A t*(v) = tk[A(v)+AZ*(v)]. 130)

The solution to Eq. 29 appropriate to Fig. III-6 is

= e-At*(v)LXz IT -A(v)Az e-At*(v)Az 1T B (v) = e-A(v)Az TB.(V) _ + e(V)- e -- --meT(v) _--- . 131)
o l

The first term in Eq. 31 represents the part of T B (v) which is due to the TB.(V) that
o 1

is incident on the slab. The second term refers to the emission in the interval (z o, z)

and its subsequent propagation through the rest of the slab.

For cases in which TelV) = tk_ the solution becomes

T B (v)= e --_A(v)Az TB.(V)e-A_*(v)Az + tk[I-e -A(v)Az e-At*(v)Lxz]. (32)
O 1

3. Finite Bandwidth Considerations

Equation 31 integrated over a finite frequency band will yield the brightness temper-

ature coherency matrix for that center frequency, v c, and that bandwidth, Av.

_ Vc+AV /2
TBo(Vc' _'v) = "'v -Av/2 TBo(v) dr. (33)

c

This T B (v c, LXv) would describe the radiation appropriate to Eq. 31 after it had been
o

passed through an appropriate bandpass filter.

The fractional polarization of T B (v c, Av) is given by
o

y 4 det TBo(V c, Av)
P(Vc, _v) ...... _ .

[tr TBo(Vc, Av) ]

134)

Note that it is no..._tequal to S p(v) dr.

In general (33) represents quite a formidable integration. Special cases exist in

which Eq. 33 can be greatly simplified. Physically, these cases are of great impor-

tance as they encompass the narrow-band cases.
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If A(v) exhibits essentially no v dependence over the interval (v __v __)-- \ c 2 ' v + thenC '

(33) assumes the same form as (31) with all temperature coherency spectrum matrices

replaced by their integral over the bandwidth in question. That is,

_ Ve+i'v /c
TBtv)-- Uv -Av/c TBtv) dr. (35)

C

For cases in which TB.(V ) and T (v) are essentially independent of temperature over--e
1

the bandwidth this reduces to

TB(V ) - TB(Vc) Av, (36)

4. Complex Propagation Matrix for the Small-Loss Case

The assumption of small loss means that the loss mechanism absorbs an amount of

power over a wavelength that is small compared with the total power of the wave. A

TEM solution to Maxwell's equations is sought.

_(r, v) and H(_, v) are the Fourier transforms of the electric and magnetic fields at

a position indicated by _. They can be broken into a sum of two components with oppo-

site polarizations.

E(r, v) = EI(_ , v) + Ez(r , v) (37a)

and

_'(_, v) = _'1(_, v) + _2(_',_). (37b)

(Note that the subscripts refer to a polarization, not necessarily of a particular spatial

direction. For example, if subscript 1 is to denote linear polarization in the x-direction,

EI(_ ' _ 1(_, v) _then _l(_,v) = v) ix, whereas H = HI(_ , v) _y for E and H corresponding

to a uniform plane wave. It is also possible for subscript 1 to be right-circular polar-

ization and for subscript 2 to be left-circular polarization, This case points out the

pitfalls of coupling the spatial vectors with polarization labels.)

The representation

El (_' _)]-- __ (38a)= \Ezlr, )

l )Hz(r, v)
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emphasizes that E and H are vectors in the two-dimensional vector space of polariza-

tions, as well as two-dimensional (TEM) vectors in space.

Allowing the constituency relations to be polarization dependent (but not spatially

dependent) gives

D(r,v) = _=(v) _(r,v) (39b)

J'(r,v) = _(v) _(r, v) (39e)

with _, H, _, _, and _ all two-dimensional vectors in the polarization vector space,

(_ll(v) _12(v)_ _- ( Ell(v} £12(v)_; o-(v) = (°'ll(v) °'12(v:)
_(v) : ; e(v) :

\_21 (v) _22(v)/ \E21 (v) E22(v)/ \°'21 (v) o'22 (v

Maxwell's equations become

_7 X E(r, v) = -iw_(v) H(r, v) (40a)

(40b)

Here, =_(v) and e__(v) may always be taken as Hermitian.

unique decomposition

Any complex matrix, C, has a

C =C 1 +iC 2, (41)

where both --_1' and C 2 are Hermitian. This is the matrix equivalent to separating a

complex number into real and imaginary parts.

If __ and __--are independent of polarization, then

i_(v)= _01 (42a)

= (42b)e(,,) = _o_"

From Eqs. 40, 42, and the TEM assumption the wave equations follow.

d2 E(?, v) : i_Mo(¢(v)+i_EoI) _(_, v)
dz 2 -- =

(43a)

4H(?, v) = i¢_o(Z(v)+iW£o I) H(_, v),
dz

(43b)

where z is the direction of propagation of the wave.
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The solution to (43a)is sought.

d 2 __ --_

E(Z, V) = S(v) E(Z, v)
dz 2

Z
B(v) = -_ _oeo! + i_o_(V).

Let

This is of the form

(III. RADIO ASTRONOMY)

(44a)

(44b)

AZ(v) = _-B-B(v)" (44c)

--- -A(v)Az _,
E(z, v) = e ----- E(Zo, v) (45)

is a solution to (44a). Hence the task is to find A(v). (The same expression with plus

sign in the exponential is also a solution, but represents a negative z-traveling wave.)

Decompose A(v) into its form as in (5):

A(v) = Al(V ) + iA__z(V) (46)

with A__l(V)and A2(v) Hermitian. Then from (44b) and (44c),

2
A22 - A_ = w _o_o I (47a)

AI----Az+ AzA1 = _o_" (47b)

Al(V) is now seen to be the matrix equivalent to the attenuation constant, and A2(v) the

matrix equivalent of the propagation constant. The small-loss assumption (tr _(v)(<_o)

yields

A2(v) = _Q_OEO I (4Sa)

AllY) = g g(v). (48b)

Equation 48a states that all polarizations have the same propagation velocity; whereas

Eq. 48b states that the attenuation (absorption) can be polarization-dependent. Further

investigation will also show that

: I (z, ,,)1, (49)

as might be expected.

Note that if N incoherent absorption processes are occurring simultaneously, then
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the over-all A 1 (v) is given by

N

A 1 (v) = Z A1 (v),
total n

n= 1

(50)

as is seen by looking once again at Maxwell's equations.

Since the A 1 (v) is Hermitian, there is a polarization basis in which it is diagonal
total

(no "crosstalk" between polarizations), and experiments can be most readily performed.

W. B. Lenoir
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D. FIVE-MILLIMETER RADIATIVE TRANSFER IN THE UPPER ATMOSPHERE

1. Introduction

The 02 molecule in the ground state has no electric dipole moment, but does have a
1

magnetic dipole moment resulting from the unpaired spins of two electrons. This mag-

netic moment permits microwave transitions between the 5 structure levels of the molec-

ular rotational states.

The electron-spin quantum number, S, is equal to 1 for the 0 2 molecule. The total

angular momentum quantum number, J, is given by

J=N+I

J=N (I)

J=N-I,

where N, the rotational quantum number, must be odd because of the exclusion principle.

The selection rules permit the transitions

J=N-- J= N+ I,

called the N + transition, and

J=N--J=N- 1,
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called the N- transition.

If there is no external magnetic field, the radiation will be isotropic and unpolarized.

The introduction of an external magnetic field will greatly complicate the picture by

introducing radiation that is neither isotropic nor unpolarized.

Z. Zeeman Splitting and Matrix Values

The application of an external magnetic field will cause a splitting of the resonance

lines because the magnetic moment associated with the 02 molecule couples with the

external field to split the energy associated with a given J into 2J + 1 levels corre-

sponding to M = -J .... 0 .... J, where M is the quantum number associated with the

projection of the 02 magnetic moment along the direction of the external field. This

perturbation 1 is given by

AW = -1. 001_oMH

J(J+l) + S(S+I) -N(N+I)

J(J+l)
(z)

in which _o is the Bohr magneton, H is the external field strength, and S = 1.

The selection rules permit transitions in J to be accompanied by changes in M of

AM = 0, +1. The transition frequencies for the case of no external magnetic field are
2

well known. The change in this frequency, Av, caused by an external magnetic field

is given in Table III-4.

AM = +1

AM= 0

AM = -I

Table III-4. Frequency change.

AM = Mfina 1 - Minitia 1

k = 2.8026 for Av in Mc/sec

J=N-J=N+ 1 J=N--J= N- 1

N+ 1 I+M

kH N -1
N+fM_

kH (-1 + M-_)N+I

kH {I + _ N+2\
N

kH N+ 2
_-- M

N N+l

kH {-I+ oN+Z\
N \ iVlN-T1-}

The corresponding matrix elements are readily found by using the tabulated relative

intensities 3 and the fact that for H = 0 the total radiation associated with a given transi-

tion must be isotropic, unpolarized, and equal in strength to the analysis working

directly with the non-Zeeman matrix elements. 1 Table III-5 shows the matrix elements.
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Table III-5. Matrix elements, l_IZ

AM= +I

AM= 0

AM = -I

J=N--J=N+I

3 N(N+M+I)(N+M+2) 2

-- _o
2 (N+I) z (ZN+ I)

N[(N+I)Z-M2] 2

_'o
(N+I) z (2N+I)

3 N(N-M+I)(N-M+Z) 2

2 (N+I) z (ZN+I)

J=N--J=N-I

3 (N+ I)(N-M)(N-M- 1)

Z NZ(ZN+I)

(N+I)(NZ-MZ) 2

3 _o
N2(ZN+I)

3 (N+ I)(N+M)(N+M-I)

2 NZ(ZN+I)

2
_o

2
I_o

3. Complex Propagation Matrix

In this situation the velocity of propagation is independent of polarization. Further-

more, for brightness-temperature coherency spectrum matrix calculations the only part

of A(v) that matters is its Hermitian part, since the anti-Hermitian part (i times a

Hermitian matrix) is a constant times the unit matrix, and this will not appear in the

matrix solution (see Sees. III-B and III-C).

For a given J transition (J=N--J=N+I) there are three unrelated processes, those

for AM = 0, AM = +I, AM = -I. Hence the Atotal(V) will be the sum of the individual
3

A(v). The radiation emitted from any one of these processes is totally polarized. The

type of polarization depends on the direction of observation (that is, on the angle between

the external field and the observing direction).

Since the radiation from one process is totally polarized, the medium will be trans-

parent to the opposite polarization. On this polarization basis

++(a 0+v°0) <+
in whichAg(v) has been neglected. This polarization basis will be different for each of

the processes (Z_M=O,+I). On this basis, it is easy to discuss an experiment to measure

AZ_M(U), inasmuch as it is now a scalar problem.

The A&M(V) obtained can be transformed to a common basis and summed.

Alv) = AAM=+I(v) + AAM=0lv) + AAM=_I(V), 141

where the A Z_M(V) must all be on the same basis.

The chosen standard basis is convenient for the problem of the reception of micro-

wave radiation from the atmosphere by an earth-orbiting satellite. Let R, O, _ be the

normal spherical coordinates (center of earth as origin, north rotation axis as +z) of
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the observation point. The direction of observation is in the -L R direction. Let the

polarization basis be

linear polarization in _0 direction.a,

_, linear polarization in _@ direction.

The magnetic North Pole and the rotational North Pole do not coincide. Hence, there

will in general be a @ component of the magnetic field which would not be as it is if the

two poles coincided.

At a given point along the observational path, r, 0, @ with r --< R, let the angle between

B, the magnetic field, and R define _BP; qJBP ff[0' Tr]. Also, let the angle between the

projections of B and _z on a plane perpendicular to R define _BN; qJBN 8[-_' _]" qJBN

is a consequence of the two poles not coinciding.

In this coordinate system each of the A_M(V) will be of the form

i Pll(V) PI2R(V) + iPl2I(V_ (5)
12R(V)- iPl2i(v) P22(v) /

with the 1 coordinate being the 0-directed linear polarization (for _), and 2 being the

@-directed linear polarization.

The AAM(V) for one process 2' 4 is given by

2 J

pv -Ej/T__pAM ZAAM(V) = c -_- e [],I_j, AM,2 F(v,vj, AM, AVd, AVc), (6)
M=-J

in which

p = pressure in mm Hg

T = temperature in degrees Kelvin

v = frequency in Gc/sec

_j] = energy of jth level in degrees Kelvin2 = matrix elements listed above

c = 0. 30506, a constant for A having units of km -1.

F(v, vj, AM , _Vd, Arc) is the convolution of the pressure-broadening (Lorentz) shape

with the Doppler (gauss) shape for _v d = Doppler half-width, ArC = collision half-width,

and v j, _M = split resonant-frequency component.

pAM is a Hermitian matrix describing the angular (_BP and _BN ) dependence of

polarization. It is of the form

io, 9NN

Qp Pii Pl_. R + ""I)
PAM = _ " (7)

12 R iPl2i P22
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For AM = 0,

P11 sin2 2= _BP sin _BN

2

P12 R sin _BP
sin ¢BN cos CBN

(8)

=0
P121

Z 2
PZ2 = sin ¢BP cos %bBN.

For AM = +1,

Pll = I[ c°s2 _BN + sin z %bBN cos z %bBp ]

= 1 2
PlZR -[sin %bBp sin kbBN cos _bBN

(9)

1
P121 = _ cos ¢BP

=I 2 2
P22 _Isin *BN+C°sZ*BNC°S *BP]"

The complex propagation constant is completed by summing over the possible J transi-

tions.

4. Radiative Transfer Solution

The problem is to solve

_-z _TB(V) + A(v) TB(V) +TB(V) A2*(v) = Ztk A(v),
(I0)

where t k is the atmospheric kinetic temperature (a function of z), and the Hermitian

nature of A(v) has been used. The method is to approximate the atmosphere as a series

of constant-temperature, constant-pressure layers, each 1 km thick, extending from the

ground to a height of 100 kin.

The solution to Eq. 10 for the transfer through one such layer is

T B (v) = e-_-(v)_z TB.(V) e-=A(v)Az + tk[i__e-ZA(v) Z_z], (II)
o 1

where TB.(V) is the brightness-temperature coherency spectrum matrix incident on the
1

layer, t k is the temperature of the layer, and A(v)is the complex propagation
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matrix of the layer.

Continued application of Eq. I 1 yields the TB(V) as received at the satellite. A

slightly different analysis emphasizing the contribution to TB(V) from the various heights

would involve the matrix weighting functions. In this procedure the emission from one

layer is treated from emission height to satellite. Each height is treated accordingly,

and the results summed.

The weighting function matrix is found to be

II -2A(Vshi) Ahi I Pt*(hi,
___WF(hi,v) = P(h i, v) -e v) (IZ)

with

-A(v,__hs) Ah s -A(v, hs_l) Ahs_ I -A(v,__hi+l) Ahi+ I

P(h i,v) = e e ... e (13)

The TB(V) is obtained from (12) by

satellite

TB(V ) = _ WF(h i, v) t(hi). (14)

hi= ground

Examples of the TB(V) computed for two resonance lines at positioins corresponding

to both the magnetic pole and the magnetic equator are presented in Figs. III-7, III-8,

and III-9.

A particular point on the magnetic equator was chosen so that TB12(v) = 0. The fine

structure resulting from the individual Zeeman components is easily seen. A dipole

model of the earth's magnetic field was used, with [B] = 0.624 gauss at the pole.

W. B. Lenoir
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IV. OPTICAL AND INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY

Prof. C. H. Perry W.J. Hakel P. Lubitz
Dr. R. Geick D.B. Hall E.C. Reifenstein Ill

D. P. Athans E.F. Young

A. ANALYSIS OF REFLECTION SPECTRA BY MEANS OF A FIT WITH A

CLASSICAL DISPERSION FORMULA

In the infrared region polar crystals exhibit a reflection spectrum with reststrahlen

bands because of the infrared active lattice modes. These modes, which have a linear

dipole moment with respect to the normal coordinate, cause the infrared dispersion.

When the reflectivity of such a crystal has been measured over a sufficiently wide fre-

quency range, two kinds of analyses are generally used to extract the available infor-

mation, such as eigenfrequencies, oscillator strengths, and so forth. One method is

the Kramers-Kronig analysis, 1 and the other is an optimum fit of the data by means of

a classical dispersion formula. The latter method will be discussed in this report with

respect to some theoretical aspects and its practical application.

Polar and cubic crystals with two particles per unit cell have one infrared active

lattice mode. The classical treatment of the interaction of electromagnetic waves and

this lattice mode yields the classical dispersion formula 2 for the complex dielectric con-

stant of the crystal as a function of the frequency co

2
s (I)

£ = 6' - i6" = 6_ + 2 2 '

co° - _ + i¢oy

where _oo is the contribution to £ of the UV-absorption and UV-dispersion which can be

assumed to be constant in the infrared region; ¢o is the eigenfrequency of the infrared
2 . o

active mode; s is its oscillator strength; and _ is the damping constant.

If a more complicated crystal is considered with more than one infrared active mode

that do not interact with each other, the dispersion formula contains a sum of dispersion

terms, one for each active mode. In certain cases it may be necessary to take the

interaction of at least two modes into account, and Barker and Hopfield 3 have derived

a dispersion formula for the case in which two modes strongly interact. In the equations

of motion an interaction term was added:

-'_ ._ .._ .__

Yl + PIIYl + allYl + a12Y2 = a13_

Y2 ' "22J2 ' a2_Yl -22"2 -_23

(2)

The transformation diagonalizing the force constant matrix
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all aI2_
a21 azz/

yields off-diagonal terms for the damping constants:

x I + _ii_i + _izXz + WlX I = bl3E

•.- .- + .- Z-- -_
xZ + _zlXl _zzXz + wzx 2 = bz3 E.

(3)

From these two equations the following dispersion formula in which a third dispersion

term is added for a third infrared active eigenvibration that does not interact with the
4.

two others is obtained:

2 2 Z 2 . 2
Z(wZ-w +iw,z) - ZiSlszw,12sI + s_(wl-_ +lW, l) s3

£ = £' - i6" = 600 + + Z Z
2 Z • Z 2 w 3 -w + i_3

(Wl-W +lW'l)(wZz-wZ+ic°'Z) +w Y12

(4)

where the subscripts 1, 2, and 3 refer to the three active modes, and "_lZ is the damping

term arising from the interaction of modes 1 and Z.

Since the damping constants _v and Yv_ are introduced ad ho___cin the classical treat-

ment, this derivation of a dispersion formula cannot show the physical meaning of the

damping terms. The results of a proper quantum mechanical treatment of the infrared

dispersion, however, will show the damping related to the dissipation of energy from

the active lattice modes (dispersion oscillators) to other lattice modes by means of

anharmonic terms in the lattice potential. 5 If third-order an.harmonic potential only is

taken into account and all nonlinear terms in the dipole moment are neglected, the fol-

lowing expression holds for the dielectric constant of a cubic crystal with two infrared

active lattice modes 6

Z Z 2
2 Z 2 SzSl + Sz(Wl_ w +i51 )Sl(WZ-W +i6z) -2isl 2

E = _oo+ (5)
Z Z Z Z Z+

This is the same formula that is obtained by the classical treatment, but instead of

damping constants I¢ there are frequency-dependent damping functions 5:

(: k )lZ [n'+ll i [n"+ll-k dk 3= const __ ¢
6j

A(¢0± w'- ¢0")

j,j,,_ j, j" _'_"
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5jr = 5_j = const ¢ ¢ _(w±_'-¢_") dk 3,
J'J" j, j,, _ j, j,, co'w"

(6)

(0j k ::) ___ (0) [wavewhere • J' is the third-order potential coefficient coupling modes j

vector 0, branch j], (_,)and-,-(_'_); w', _", n',and n" are frequencies and the thermal

of phonon occupation numbers of modes_ _(jK')and-,-(_K')' respectively; _ refersaverages

to the Dirac delta function; and the integrals are to be taken over the volume of the first

Brillouin zone in reciprocal space.

Essentially, the damping functions 51 and 52 are the probabilities for all the Z-phonon

summation processes (+ sign) or 2-phonon difference processes (- sign) via the disper-

sion oscillators 1 and 2 which are consistent with wave vector and energy conservation

at a given photon frequency w. 512 is the interference of the processes contained in 51

and 52 .

For our purpose, the analysis of a reflection spectrum is carried out by means

of the classical formula with constant damping terms. The reflection spectrum

exhibits only the main features of the infrared dispersion and not the details of the

absorption spectrum, especially outside the reststrahlen bands where the reflec-

tivity is given mainly by the refraction index; even in the reststrahlen bands it is

not possible to evaluate more than one damping function from the experimental data.

Consequently, the use of the classical formula may be justified and the damping con-

stants should be understood to be an average of the damping functions, mainly in the

neighborhood of the eigenfrequencies. In the actual analysis, the constants in Eq. 4

have to be chosen by trial and error, and then E is evaluated for the frequency

range under consideration. From _' and _" the optical constants n and k are

obtained by means of the equations

a) ¢' > 0 n = £' + e ''2 k = 2_

b) e':0 n=k=
_/ 2 (7)

c) e' < 0 /4( %= -£'+ '2+ E"2 n =_

The reflectivity (given only for normal incidence)
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R = I_,n-l,2 k 2+ (8)
(n+l) 2 + k 2

can be evaluated and compared with experimental data. By variation of the constants in

Eq. 4, an optinaum fit to the experimental data is obtained, and this analysis yields the

eigenfrequencies, the oscillator strengths, and the damping constants of the infrared

active modes.

Note that Eq. 4 can be used also in the case of a crystal having two interacting

eigenvibrations and additional dispersion and absorption caused by free carriers (for

example, semiconductors). By setting w 3 = 0, the last dispersion term in Eq. 4 is con-

verted into a Drude-term, and s 3 and _3 are determined by the carrier concentration N,

the effective mass m*, and the mobility _ of the free carriers

%/_m N e [cm-1 ] _ e [cm-1],s3 = . *EvacI 2_rc N3 2_rcm*_x

where e is the electron charge, c is the light velocity in vacuum, and Evac is the die-

lectric constant in vacuum.

As examples of this analysis we shall describe the fit to the reflection spectra of BN

and KNiF 3. BN is a uniaxial anisotropic crystal with a layer structure similar to

graphite. The reflectivity has been measured with linearly polarized light with the

E-vector parallel and perpendicular to the c-axis (See Figs. IV-1 and IV-2). KNiF 3

has the perovskite structure and its experimentally determined reflectivity is shown in

Fig. IV-3. From the experimental data, it appears that there are two infrared active

lattice modes causing reststrahlen bands in both cases for BN, and three active modes

in KNiF 3. The initial values for the various constants in the classical dispersion for-

mula (Eq. 4) were obtained from the results of a Kramers-Kronig analysis (see Figs.

IV-4, IV-5 and IV-6).

BN E II c

E_ = 3.06 sI = 771 w I = 783 RI = 15.0

_/12= 0 sz = 1585 wz = 1510 "72 = 146

£o = 5. 13 s3 = 0 w3 = 0 _/3= 0

(10a)

BN E _kc

(o0 = 5.36 s 1 = 351 e 1 = 767 '_1 = 35.0

_/12 = 0 s 2 = 1850 _2 = 1367 N2 = 31.0

£o = 7.45 s3 = 0 w3 = 0 _3 = 0

(lOb)
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KNiF 3 (isotropic crystal)

Qo = 2.47 s 1 = 233 ¢01 = 152 Y1 = 19.5

_12 = 0 s 2 = 355 _2 " "-_"_..... _2 --.1_n_

¢o = 8. 13 s 3 = 483 _3 = 447 _3 = 32.5

(lOc)

-I
are in cm and Eoo is the dielectric constant relativeThe units for s v, ¢0v, Yv and Y_tv

to that of vacuum. The reflectivity computed with these sets of constants has to be

compared with the experimental data {see Figs. IV-l, IV-2 and IV-3), and the agree-

ment at first is still rather poor for most of the reststrahlen bands. The computed

values of 6' and £" can be compared with the Kramers-Kronig data (see Figs. IV-4, IV-5

and IV-6). In order to improve the fit, it is often advisable to make use of the following

rule s.

1. The static dielectric constant which determines the reflectivity at the low-

frequency end of the spectrum outside the reststrahlen bands is given by

2 2 2
s I s2 s3

Co--% +--f + --f +--F
¢oI c_2 ¢o3

2. Where the real part c' changes from positive to negative values, the reflectivity

exhibits a pronounced minimum and a sharp rise to high values with decreasing frequen-

cies, provided E" is sufficiently small.

3. The height of a reststrahlen band is determined by E", that is, mainly by the

damping Yv' while the interaction damping _v becomes significant in the region between

two eigenvibrations.

In this way, the best fitfor BN was obtained with the following sets of constants:

BN Ell c

6oo = 4.10 sI = 572 0_1 = 783 "/i= 8.0

YI2 = 0 s2 = 1020 ¢02 = 1510 Y2 = 80.0

6° = 5.09 s3 = 0 o_3 = 0 Y3 = 0

(lla)

BN Elc

coo = 4.95 sI = 351 ¢oI = 767 _/i= 35.0

YIZ = 0 s2 = ....]R71"l _o_x = 1367 Y2 = 29. 0

60 = 7.04 S3 = 0 ¢o3 = 0 Y3 = 0

(IIb)
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Fig. IV- 1.
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by using the classical dispersion formula and the values for
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Fig. IV-2.
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Fig. IV- 3.
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Reflectivity of KNiF 3. Experimental (_), computed by

using the classical dispersion formula and the values for
the constants given in (10c) (AAA), (12) (XXX) and (13) (ooo).
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Fig. IV-5. Real part E' and imaginary part
E" of the dielectric constant of
BN for E .k c obtained by
Kramers-Kronig analysis (--),
computed by using the classi-
cal dispersion formula and the
values for the constants given
in (10b) (XXX) and (llb) (ooo).
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In these cases it was not necessary to use the interaction damping. The computed data

are shown in detail in Figs. IV-I, IV-2, IV-4 and IV-5.

For KNiF 3 the best fit without interaction damping was obtained with the following

E_ = 2. 85 s I = 230 Col = 154 _i = 13.0

_12 = 0 s 2 = 365 Co2 = 241 _2 = 25.0

_o = 8.21 s3 = 408 Co3 = 444 _3 = 20.0

(12)

The agreement of computed and experimental data is quite reasonable in the region

of the reststrahlen bands (Fig.
-I

quency region 170-220 cm

(Fig. IV-3).

IV-3) but the computed reflectivity is too high in the fre-

Therefore better agreement is reached with _12 # 0

Eoo = 2. 85 s I = 230 coI = 154 _i = 13.5

_(12 = 12.0 s 2 = 371 Co2 = 245 _(2 = 22. 5

E° = 8.21 s3 = 408 Co3 = 444 _3 = 22.0

(13)

The computed values of E' and _" are shown in Fig. IV-6.

The computations for this work were performed at the Computation Center, M. I. T.,

and the authors wish to thank S. A. Rappaport of the RLE Computation Group for writing

the program.
R. Geick, C. H. Perry
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V. ULTRASONIC PROPERTIES OF SOLIDS

Prof. C. W. Garland
R. H. Renard
C. F. Yarnell

A. ORDER-DISORDER LAMBDA TRANSITION IN AMMONIUM CHLORIDE

AT HIGH PRESSURES

The lambda transition in NH4CI, which involves an ordering of the orientations of

the NH4 + ion, has been extensively studied by the ultrasonic pulse technique. Both lon-

gitudinal and tranverse (shear} acoustic velocities have been measured over a wide range

of frequencies (5-60 Mc} and temperatures (150-320°K) at 1 atm, with special emphasis

on the region close to the lambda point (243°K}. At a fixed frequency of 20 Mc and at

five temperatures spaced between 250°K and 310°K, the pressure dependence of the

velocities has now been measured between 1 arm and 12,000 arm, with emphasis on the

region where the isotherms cross the lambda line. (At 310°K the lambda transition

occurs at ~10,000 atm; thus our pressure work gives data on both the ordered and

disordered phases at a series of temperatures.}

The results of these velocity measurements as a function of pressure are shown in

Figs. V-I, V-2, and V-3. The McSkimin pulse-superposition method was used, and the

values of the three independent elastic constants are known within an error of less than

0.05%. As seen in Figs. V-1 and V-2, the shear constants c44 and C' undergo a rapid

increase when the pressure is increased near the lambda line. This variation is related

to the volume changes that occur in the crystal upon ordering. Indeed, it can be shown

that c44 and C' show very little variation with temperature or the degree of ordering

if the volume is maintained constant. The anomalous variations of the shear constants

with temperature, which were observed previously at constant pressure, 1 can now be

shown to be due to the anomalous volume changes and not to the ordering per se. Since

these shear constants provide a sensitive probe for the behavior of the volume upon

ordering, it is interesting to note the rapidly changing character of the anomaly near the

lambda point at high pressures.

Longitudinal waves are strongly coupled to the ordering process, and c 11 values at

1 arm show an abrupt dip to a finite minimum at T k {and thus the adiabatic compress-

ibility goes through a sharp but finite maximum}. 1 Our new data in Fig. V-3 show this

type of finite dip in c 11 upon crossing the lambda line with increasing pressure. Note

again the change in the behavior of the anomaly at higher pressures. For c 11' there is

still an appreciable influence of the volume, but the entire anomaly is by no means all

due to volume changes. Figure V-4 shows the variation of Cll with temperature at a

constant pressux'e of 1 atm and at a constant volume of 34. 15 cm 3 mole -1. The most

important difference between these two curves is the way in which the minimum value

is approached from temperatures above and below. Thus, these new data, together with
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our previous data, permit us to separate the effect of ordering, volume changes, and

temperature changes. A detailed analysis of the effect of ordering alone (at constant

volume and temperature} is in progress and will be reported elsewhere.

R. H. Renar_
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VI. GEOPHYSICS

Prof. F. Bitter R.J. Breeding G.W. Grams
Prof. G. Fiocco J.C. Chapman W.D. Halverson
Dr. T. Fohl A.J. Cohen H.C. Koons
Dr. J. F. Waymouth J.B. DeWolf K. Urbanek

R. J. DiGraTi_

A. PLASMA DIFFUSION IN A MAGNETIC FIELD

1
Complete results of experiments on thediffusion of plasma of low-pressure arc

discharges across a homogeneousmagnetic field are now available.2
Further experiments are planned. Argon and Helium-Mercury discharges in homo-

geneouslongitudinal fields to 25 kilogauss will be studied to obtain data on turbulent

plasmas. Initial measurements will include determination of axial electric field and

radial potential drop as a function of magnetic field. Spectral analysis and correlations

of the RF noise and light fluctuations of the turbulent discharge will be performed by

later experiments.
W. D. Halverson
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B. OBSERVATIONS OF THE UPPER ATMOSPHERE BY OPTICAL RADAR

IN ALASKA AND SWEDEN DURING THE SUMMER 1964 (Part II)

By invitation of the Geophysical Institute of the University of Alaska, and the Institute

of Meteorology of the University of Stockholm, two optical radar devices were taken to

Alaska and Sweden during the summer of 1964 to perform observations of the upper

atmosphere at latitudes where noctilucent clouds might be visible. Some results were

reported in Quarterly Progress Report No. 76 {pages 43-46}.

Because optical radar observations require a dark sky background in order to maxi-

mize the signal-to-noise ratio, the unit in Sweden was mobile so that observations could

be started at lower latitudes where there are longer periods of darkness. It was also of

special interest to make observations during those nights when rocket experiments were

being carried out at Kronogard, Sweden. These experiments, designed to measure tem-

perature and wind velocity at the mesopause and to sample the particulate content of the

noctiiucent clouds, were carried out jointly by scientists of the Swedish Space Commit-

tee, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, and the U.S. Air Force

Cambridge Research Laboratories.
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Visibility conditions were less than satisfactory much of the time in Alaska, as well

as in Sweden. Precipitation was not uncommon and cirrus clouds or lower clouds were

often present. On July 15, 1964, in Sweden, a very strong noctilucent cloud display was

visible overhead and to the South, but the apparatus was not operational. On some other

occasions, noctilucent clouds were seen low on the horizon, that is, at a distance of sev-

eral hundred kilometers. All of our measurements were obtained when noctilucent clouds

were not visible overhead. At our locations, during that period of time, we visually

observed noctilucent clouds on the following nights:

5-6 August, Torsta

6-7 August, Torsta (strong display)

7 August, College

7-8 August, Torsta (strong display)

9-10August, Torsta

10-11 August, Torsta

15-16August, Torsta

16- 17 August, Torsta

It is possible that on occasions noctilucent clouds may have been present, but were not

observable from our location because of local visibility conditions.

The intensity of the echoes for a thin layer of homogeneously distributed scatterers,

expressed as n R, the expected number of photoelectrons per transmitted pulse emitted

at the photodetector cathode, can be computed with the aid of the following expression:

_k WtArkrktk2 a HN_
n R = _ 4_R 2 '

where W t is the transmitted energy per pulse, A r is the collecting area of the receiving

telescope, k r and k t are the efficiencies of the receiving and transmitting systems, ka is

the atmospheric transmission, H is the geometrical depth of the layer, N_ is the aver-

age radar cross section of the scatterers per unit volume, R is the distance, k is the

wavelength, _ is the quantum efficiency of the photocathode, h is Planck's constant, and

c is the speed of light. The product HNcr is defined as the optical thickness of the layer.

Because of the difficulty in measuring some of the parameters in the equation, we have

calibrated the sensitivity of the apparatus by assuming that the echoes from heights of

40-60 kmwere produced by a model molecular atmosphere. This calibration was used

to estimate the optical thickness of the layers above 60 kin. It should be pointed out that

the assumption of a dust-free atmosphere in the 40-60 km interval may lead to an under-

estimate of the optical thickness of these higher layers. On the other hand, our photo-

electron counting procedure may be subject to a reduced counting efficiency at lower
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heights, which would result in an overestimate of the optical thickness of the upper

layers. While these and other systematic instrumental uncertainties may modify the

results to a certain extent, the system does provide us with the capability of obtaining

a quantitative measure of the optical thickness of scaLL_i_g layers in thc upper atmos-

phe re.

The important source of noise is the sky background which varies throughout the

night and from night to night. In order to illustrate the nature of this variability,

Fig. VI- 1 has been constructed to show, for a typical night, the solar depression angle

and the intensity of the sky background as a function of time. The intensity of the back-

ground is displayed as the average number of photoelectrons emitted in a 66-_tsec inter-

val (equivalent to a resolution in distance of 10 kin). The scatter in the points is due

presumably to the occasional presence of thin cirrus clouds that increase the brightness

of the background. Since the noise background increases very rapidly when the solar

depression angle is less than 7°-8 °, a very short interval of time is available for

observations at high latitudes.

I --

Fig. VI- 1.
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Time variation of (a) solar depression angle, and (b) intensity
of sky background for 16-17 August 1964 at Torsta, Sweden.
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Figure VI-Z is a summary of all observations performed. For each night, the total

number of photoelectrons accumulated in intervals of 4-km width from 5Z km to 100 km

is indicated, as well as the total rmmber of pulses radiated and the Universal Time when

the observations were made. The average noise level, H, is taken as the average of the

measurements between 88 km and 100 km. A measure of the statistical fluctuations,

is also indicated and is taken to be equivalent to the standard deviation of the measure-

ment. Although we have a great number of traces with records from 100 km to Z00 km,

these will not be presented at this time. We point out, however, that these records do

not show echoes of intensity comparable to those obtained in the summer of 1963 at those

heights. The data presented in Fig. VI-Z indicate the presence of relatively strong

echoes from an altitude of 68-72 km at both the Swedish and Alaskan locations on the

nights of 7, 7-8, 8, 8-9 August, 1964. Note that we visually observed noctilucent clouds

at both locations on the nights of 7 and 7_8 August. In order to gain statistical evidence

that a scattering layer was present at that altitude, the observations for those four con-

secutive nights were averaged and the optical cross sections computed. The result is
-5 -6

presented in Fig. VI-3. The optical thickness of this layer is estimated at 10 +2× 10

Some measurements were also obtained on the night of 16-17 August in Torsta during a

noctilucent cloud display. The partial count obtained from 0057 to 0147 U. T. has already

been reported. 1 The data obtained during this time interval suggest the presence of

scattering layers at altitudes of 60-64 km and 80-88 km. No comparable echoes were

received during the earlier part of the night. This thickness of these layers is estimated
-5 -5 -5

to be 2 X lO with a standard deviation of I × lO for the 60-64 km layer, and 4X ]0
-5

with a standard deviation of 2 × 10 for the 80-88 km layer.

Although these measurements are admittedly of a preliminary type, they indicate a

value of the optical thickness for the noctilucent clouds substantially larger than that

reported by Ludlam 2 and closer to the value suggested by Deirmendijan. 3

G. Fiocco, G. W. Grams, K. Urbanek, R. J. Breeding
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VII. GRAVITATION RESEARCH

Prof. R. Weiss
E. P. Jacobs
R. A. Sramek

rt_._n_ vma-._-iv.._ AND PRuJ.._r STATUS

Research in this group is concerned with investigating the nature of the gravitational

interaction, in particular, with performing experiments that might distinguish between

different theories of gravitation and cosmology. These aims are admittedly grandiose,

especially in view of the inadequacy of present techniques which preclude performing

many of the experiments that one can think of. The subject is, however, of such funda-

mental importance that even marginal experiments appear to be justified.

Our present intention is to perform an experiment to determine the constancy of G,

the Newtonian gravitational constant. Interest in this has been motivated by a conjecture

of Dirac 1 that G may have a secular variation of ~10 -10 year because of the expansion

of the universe. Jordan 2 and Dieke 3 have formulated scalar theories of gravitation within

the framework of general relativity which have been tailored to fit Dirac's conjecture.

Dicke's theory not only predicts a secular change in G but also an annual periodic vari-

ation of ~3 × 10 -10 because of the Earth's eccentric motion around the sun.

Table VII-1. Limits on G variations.

Gravitational Force versus Inertial Reaction

Moon period versus earth rotation period
coupled with theory of tidal torques for
Z00 years of observations and a check

point against ancient eclipse data 4

Pendulum and Absolute Measurements of g
5

made at Potsdam over 50 years

Gravitational Force versus Electric Force

Spring gravimeters

Cavendish experiment 6

-_/year

10 -9

10 -7

-7
10

10 -3

Table VII-1 lists the limits that can be put on G variations from present knowledge.

A distinction is made between limits set by measurements of a gravitational force against

an inertial reaction and the gravitational force against another force field, as, for

example, electromagnetic forces. It is conceivable that G variations would not be
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observed in the first class of observations. The table is not exhaustive, studies of G
variations as they might affect stellar evolution and the chronology of the Earth's
history made by Dicke7 and Jordan8 do not offer smaller limits than those given in
Table VII- 1.

Proposed Experiment

The experiment that we propose is to measure variations in g, the Earth's gravita-

tional attraction at the surface, with a stable gravimeter of a new design. Although the

proposed method has the advantage that it measures a gravitational force against an elec-

tric force, it introduces the serious problem of the Earth's stability which will be dis-

cussed presently. All previous gravimeters employ Hooke's law forces in solids or gas

pressure to balance the gravitational force on a mass. Measurements of g made with

gas gravimeters fall in the first class, and are extremely temperature-sensitive. Spring

gravimeters are troubled by temperature dependence of the Young's modulus of the spring

material (the best give a temperature dependence _----_g ~10-6/°C), and in a much more
g

sinister manner by random material creeps of the springs (Ag/g ~ 10 -8 month). In the

proposed gravimeter (shown in Fig. VII-I) the spring is replaced by a measurable elec-

tric force and is fundamentally an inverted Kelvin absolute electrometer. Plate 1 is the

MOLECULAR
BEAM

2

CM

lr g

Fig. VII-1. Proposed gravimeter.

gravitating mass, which is supported vertically by the electric field _DC and maintained

horizontally by the fringing field between the guard plate 3 and the gravitating plate. The

position of plate 1 is established interferometrically; the interferometer is incorporated

in a null-seeking servomechanism which controls _'DC to maintain plate 1 co-planar with

the guard plates. The servo maintains the relation

1 _2mg=F e -_--_ _ DC_p A'

_2,_>_ is the average of the square of the electric field over the surface, A

k

where D_/p
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of plate 1. In order to measure D P the gravimeter plates are incorporated in the
transition region of a molecular beam electric resonanceapparatus. _J = 0, Dmj=_+l

Stark transitions in a polar molecule are induced in separated regions of _RI r between

..... I _ _ rv the Stark energies _r_ ._m_]l compared with the rotational energy of

4the molecule, the Stark transition frequency is given by VSTAR K = k DCN)B , where
f

k is a function of the molecular constants and quantum numbers and (d_2_

_ m

is the
% f J..J

average of the square of the electric field at the location of the molecular beam between
2 2

the regions of _'RF. Assuming that__(_ PL_B_ =_8_ DC_n (which is not strictly so

because of the fringing field and, for only one molecular beam, because of nonparallelism

of the plates} we can save the force equation and get

8 k
VSTARK- A rag.

If m and A are constant, the g measurement becomes a frequency measurement

/Xg .,Xv
g v

This rudimentary description of the gravimeter only alludes to a host of problems

which must be investigated first. Among these are:

1. Constancy of the gravitating mass and temperature dependence of the plate area.

2. Constancy of the relation between F e and ___ 2_ In particular, how does the
B"

relation vary with plate separation, tilt, and co-planarity of the gravitating plate and the

guard plates? An experiment is now in progress to study these effects for various plate

geometries and potential distributions.

3. Field homogeneity conditions necessary to see a resonance. Inhomogeneitics

can arise from nonparallelism of the plates and the time dependence of ground noise.

For example, it may be necessary to have a fast AC servo to hold the plate, and hence
2
DC' steady over the integration time of the servo that scans the resonance.

Stability of the Earth

Although no measurements have been reported of changes in g at a fixed point on

the Earth (besides calculable and known effects such as the tides}, it is likely that they

exist, especially within the precision demanded for this experiment. In principle, the

only multipole moment of the Earth's gravitational potential whose changes are not

amenable to averaging over distributed gravimeter sites is the monopole. A catalogue

of the mass changes that one can think of would yield as the largest contribution

Ag/g ~ 10-16/.year from meteor influx. Estimates of changes in the Earth's radius are

far more influential. Again, there are no measurements, and some theories predict

expansion, and others, contraction. Jeffreys, 9 and MacDonald 10 are exponents of
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contraction caused by cooling which would result in changes in radius producing
Z_g~ +10-10 --1013per year. Egyed11calculates for an expansion, together with con-
g Ag -!0 -10 per year. To empha-tinental drift, a changein radius that could result in a_ ~g
size this sensitivity, oneneedonly observethat a changeof 0.3 mm in the radial position

Ag~ 0of the gravimeter correspondsto a_ 10-1
g

One change in the quadrupole moment can already be anticipated. The melting of the
Ag 10

polar ice caps results in a_ ~ 10- per year at 45 ° latitude; however, it is zero at
g

30 ° latitude. Variations in the Earth's rotation rate are monitored to the precision

necessary for the experiment.

Besides the Earth's radius, the other major unknowns are the magnitudes of local

distortions and mass redistributions in the vicinity of a given site (the very high order

multipole moments). Knowledge of this will set a limit on the number of sites necessary

to establish a statistical estimate of the global g variation. We would endeavor, of

course, to pick seismically inactive rock shields with small gravity anomalies. To our

knowledge, the only measurements of secular earth distortion (except in regions of post-

glacial uplift} have been made by the Benioff Strain seismometer at the Lamont Geo-

physical Laboratory site, in Ogdensberg, New Jersey, where a limit of-_'_ < 10-8/month

over a 200-ft length 12 has been set. It appears, however, that the limit is instrumental.

In order to have a handle on radius changes and to correlate local distortions with

changes in g, it would be useful to have a stable strain seismometer associated with the

gravimeter. We are, at present, engaged in the design and construction of a stabilized

laser strain seismometer. Another necessary instrument is a stable tiltmeter, since

the gravimeter is quadratically dependent on the angle between the plumb and the normal

to the gravitating plate. This instrument is being constructed as part of senior thesis

research.

Our first effort will be to build one gravimeter and search for the annual periodic

change in g predicted by Dicke's scalar theory.

R. Weiss

o

2.

1955).

3.

4.
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A. SELF-DIFFUSION IN LIQUID ETHANE

Measurementshavebeen completedof the self-diffusion coefficient D of liquid CzH 6

at temperatures between 155 ° and Z98°K and between 1 and Z500 arm (Fig. VIII-I).

I
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0.7
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Fig. VIII-1. Dependence of the self-diffusion
coefficient D in ethane on pres-
sure at various constant tem-

peratures.
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Proton spin echoeswere used for this purpose.1 The equationof state wasdetermined
very approximatelyby measuring the pressure dependenceof free-induction decayampli-
tudes at various constanttemperatures. Thus it waspossible to show (as anticipated}
that the free-volume theory, which could beused to fit our earlier results at constant

2pressure, is inconsistent with the experimental density dependence.Figure VIII-2 shows

Fig. VIII-2.
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Experimental and theoretical values of D at constant volume.

representative results reduced to constant density. The circles are experimental points.

The dotted and dashed lines show the predictions of the Doolittle 3 and of the Cohen-

Turnbull 4 versions of free-volume theory, with the parameters that fit our previous
2

measurements at constant pressure used.

C. G. Wade, J. S. Waugh
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A. RESPONSEOF LEAD ZIRCONATE TITANATE CERAMICSTO TEMPERATURE
FLUCTUATIONS

I. Introduction

It has beenfound that some shapesof lead zirconate titanate (PZT} ceramics respond
to rapid temperature fluctuations whenmountedin a particular geometrical configuration.
This effect is presumably causedby thermal stresses in the crystal which producea
voltage difference across the silvered surfaces.

Theseunits were originally constructed to serve as pressure transducers in a low-
pressure shock tube, and althougha responsewas obtainedwhena shockwave (Mach
number - 1.25} passedthe transducer, the waveform was quite different from the wave-
form producedby a commercial pressure transducer. Investigation into the differences
betweenthe waveforms led to the conclusionthat the transducer was sensitive to the
temperature rise behindthe shockwave.

We report some of the results obtained with the transducer in the shock tube,
describe a calibration made with a hot-air jet and a mechanicalchopperwheel, and show
some samplewaveforms producedby spokendigits.

2. Description of the Transducers

Three particular configurations havebeentested. The first transducer constructed
is shownin Fig. IX-lc. It consists of a PZT tubemountedon the end of a section of

hypodermic needle. The tube dimensions are 1/8 inch in diameter and 1/8 inch long.
The outside of the hypodermic tubing andthe inside of the ceramic tube are connected
by conducting epoxy adhesive and form the ground lead. The secondlead is passed
through the center of the hypodermic tubing, andis attached{with conductingepoxy}to
the outside of the ceramic tube. A connector is attachedto the other endof the hypo-
dermic tube. All of the results reported here have beenobtained with this transducer.

The transducer shownin Fig. IX-lb hasbeenfoundto have essentially the same
properties as the transducer described above; no detailed measurementshave been
made. The construction is essentially similar except for the size andthe fact that the
conductor inside the PZT tube is much smaller than the inside diameter of the tube.

This work was supported in part by the U.S. Navy (Office of Naval Research}under
Contract Nonr- 1841(42).
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CONDUCTING

EPOXY JOINT /

)UTPUT

PZT DISK 1/4" DIAM. x 2ram THICK

(U.S. SONICS )

PZT TUBE 1/16" O.D. × 1/16" LONG

( CLEVITE )

J__...._--CONDUCTING _ ._..,...-_PZT TUBE I/8" O.D.5U 1/8"LONG

EPOXYJO,NTSI /CLEVITE
CERAMIC _ HYPODERMIC

TUBE TUBING

I ( 15 G) I',I OUTPUT

._.,_.-..- ( MICRODOT CONNECTOR

OUTPUT

(MICRODOT CONNECTOR )

(o) (b) (c)

Fig. IX- 1.
Three types of
thermal trans-
ducers.

A third unit, shown in Fig. IX-la, has also been tested in the chopped air jet

described below. We were not able to measure any response to temperature fluctuations

with this unit.

3. Calibration with a Chopped Air Stream

The apparatus shown in Fig. IX-2 was constructed in order to measure the temper-

ature response of these transducers.

The air jet is heated by the gas flame and is chopped by the wheel and 1600 rpm

motor. The jet is interrupted approximately 100 times per second.

TEKTRONIX

TYPE %Of )

_li_f_N S DUC 7111 JET

" _ EXCHA_GEH

GAS :;UPPLY

JET

WHE!,:I, (DET,,IL) 7

Fig. IX- Z. Schematic diagram of
the chopper apparatus.
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Someexperimental results are shown in Fig. IX-3. The air jet temperature is
approximately 80°F, andthe approximatevelocities are marked on the figure. It was
not possible to obtain a very accurate estimate of the flow velocity becauseof air leaks
in the heat exchanger. The oscilloscope vertical sensitivity is given on thc fig_are, and

the sweep speed was 5 msec/cm. The smooth portions of the trace occur when the jet

is off. When the jet is on the response is caused partly by the vibrations induced in the

hypodermic tubing by the turbulent air stream. The maximum levels that occur for any

stream velocity are approximately I0 millivolts.

(g) VERTICAL SENSITIVITY,

5 mv/cm;

JET VELOCITY,

18 m/sec.

(b) VERTICALSENSITIVITY,

10 mv/cm;

JET VELOCITY,

30 m/see.

(C) VERTICAL SENSITIVITY,

20 mv/¢m;

JET VELOCITY,

42 m/sec.

Fig. IX-3. Transducer output produced by a cold jet.

When the jet is heated by the burner, much larger voltages are produced. Some

examples are shown in Figs. IX-4 and IX-5. The top portions occur when the warm jet

is cut off, and the bottom portions occur when the warm jet impinges on the transducer.

In all cases, the oscilloscope vertical sensitivity is 20 mv/cm, and the sweep speed is

5 msec/cm. The temperature of the air stream is given for each photograph. A

sensitivity curve was made from these data, and is shown in Fig. IX-6. It can be seen

that the output voltage appears to be linear with temperature rise, except near the

maximum levels ....L.aLwere raeasured. _-= _=+= - p_rtieularlv a more precise method• v_v_ _ _ ........ _

of measuring the temperature- are needed in order to obtain a better determination

of the sensitivity curve.
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JET TEMPERATURE,

= 160°F.

JET TEMPERATURE,

= 145°F,

JET TEMPERATURE,

= 130oF.

Fig. IX-4.
Response of the transducer to
a warm chopped air stream.

Fig. IX- 5.
Response of the transducer to a
warm chopped air stream. Jet
temperature, 105°F.
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Fig. IX- 6.
Plot of the measured tem-

perature sensitivity of the
temperature transducer.
{Data from Figs. IX-4 and
IX- 5.)
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Fig. IX-7. Wave shapefor finding the
rise time of the thermal
transducer.

Finally, the rise time of the transducer
canbedetermined approximately from the
waveform shownin Fig. IX-7. Here, the
air jet temperature was 125°F, thc sweep
speedwas i msec/cm, and the vertical
sensitivity was 20 mv/cm. The rise time
(the"fall time" since the trace polarity is
inverted) is seen to be approximately
1.4 msec, which corresponds to anupper

cutoff frequency of approximately 700 cps. It hasbeenfound in other experiments that
the transducer doesnot respondto a steadytemperature rise. No indication of the decay
after a temperature rise canbe seenfrom this figure, however, becausethe chopping
speedis too fast.

4. Responseto a ShockWave

The transducer was placed in a shocktube in order to determine its response to a
temperature (andpressure) rise. Figure IX-8 is a schematic diagram of the tube and
the associated instrumentation. The pressure transducer is located in the endof the
tube; the PZT transducer is located approximately 4 inchesfrom it in the center of the
tube. Both pressure andtemperature waveforms were recorded simultaneously on the
dual-beam oscilloscope. The results are shownin Figs. IX-9, IX-10, and IX-11. The
lower trace is the outputof the DYNAGAGEpressure transducer, andthe upper trace

TEKTRONIX

MODEL 509

DUAL -_EA_

PHOTOCON

DYNAG hGE

F _IR SUPPLY _

k ' / PRF.SSUR_
_gfLAR TRA:ISDUCE/{

DIAPH_{AGN PZT TRANSDUCER

Fig. IX-8. Schematic diagram of the shock-tube apparatus.
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is the PZT transducer output. The sensitivity Sp of the pressure transducer is given

for each waveform (the units are volt/psi). From these data the amplitude of the

pressure pulse can be found.

DIAPHRAGM BURST.

PRESSURE, 74 IN. Hg;

SWEEPSPEED, 10 msec/cm

VERTICAL SENSITIVITY,

0.5 volt/cm ( upper ),

2 volt_/cm _ lower );

Sp = 0.15 volt/l_i.

(b/ DIAPHRAGM BURST.

PRESSURE, 74 IN. Hg;

SWEEPSPEED, 2 msec/cm;

VERT_CAt SENSiTiViTY,

0.5 volt/cm ( upper ),

2 volts/cm ( lower );

Sp = 0.15 volt/psi.

Fig. IX-9. Response of the pressure transducer and PZT transducer to a shock
wave generated by a mylar diaphragm that bursts at 74 in. Hg.

Ca) DIAPHRAGM BURST.

PRESSURE, 47 IN. Hg;

SWEEPSPEED, 10 msec/cm;

VERTICAL SENSITIVITY,

0.2 voh/crn ( upper )t

I voh/cm ( lower );

Sp = 0.15 volt/psi.

(b) DIAPHRAGM BURST.

PRESSURE, 47 IN. Hg;

SWEEPSPEED, 2 msec/cm;

VERTICAL SENSITIVITY,

0.2 volt/cm ( upper ),

I volt/cm ( lower );

Sp = 0.15 volt/psl.

Fig. IX-10. Response of the pressure transducer and PZT transducer to a shock
wave generated by a mylar diaphragm that bursts at 47 in. Hg.
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(o) DIAPHRAGM BURST.

PRESSURE, 11 IN. Hg;

SWEEPSPEED, 10 msec/cm;

vtK/JCAL SEiqSiTIViT',',

50 mv/crn (upper),

0.2 v/cm ( lower ),

Sp = 0.15 volt/psl.

( b ) DIAPHRAGM BURST.

PRESSURE, 11 IN. Hg;

SWEEPSPEED, 2 mse¢/crn;

VERTICAL SENSITIVITY,

50 rnv/cm ( upper ),

0.2 v/crn ( lower )_

Sp = 0.15 volt/psi.

Fig. IX-11. Response of the pressure transducer and PZT transducer to a shock

wave generated by a mylar diaphragm that bursts at 11 in. Hg.

Other time-of-flight measurements have been made 1 to determine the Mach number

of the incident shock. From these data, the temperature behind the shock can be cal-
Z

culated. The results are summarized in Table IX-1. These voltages are much larger

Table IX-1. Results of calculations.

Burst pressure Shock wave Temperature PZT transducer
(in. Hg) Mach number rise (°F) output (volts)

11 1.04 16 . 055
46 1. 10 38 .3
74 1. Z7 100 . 75

than the voltages produced by the chopped air stream, even though the pressure rise is

the same order of magnitude. The reason for this discrepancy is not understood.

Figures IX- 9, IX- 10, and IX- 11 also show a voltage decay behind the temperature

rise, and some oscillations. The voltage decay may be caused by a lack of low frequency

response of the transducer, but the oscillations that occur during decay are not under-

stood at this time.

5. Speech Waveforms

One interesting application of this ceramic transducer is to measure temperature

fluctuations in front of a person's mouth as he speaks.
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Fig. IX-12. Waveformfor digit zero. Fig. IX-13. Waveform for digit one.

Fig. IX-14. Waveformfor digit two. Fig. IX-15. Waveformfor digit three.

Fig. IX-16. Waveform for digit four.
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Fig. iX- 17. Waveformfor digit five. Fig. IX- 18. Waveform for digit six.

Fig. IX-19. Waveform for digit seven. Fig. IX-20. Waveform for digit eight.

Fig. IX-21. Waveform for digit nine.
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This application has not been investigated thoroughly, but some preliminary results

for spoken digits zero through nine are shown in Figs. IX-1Z-IX-Z1. Two waveforms

of each number are shown in order to estimate the repeatability of the waveform. It can

be seen that not all of the features are repeatable, although the general shape of the

waveform is the same. The PZT transducer was held in the hand when the photographs

were taken, and this may account for some of the lack of repeatability.

The oscilloscope was triggered by a condenser microphone placed ~1 ft from the

speaker's mouth. All data were obtained in the anechoic chamber of the Research

Laboratory of Electronics.

In all of the figures, the sweep speed was 50 msec/cm, and the vertical sensitivity

was 20 mv/cm.

Each digit appears to have a reasonably characteristic waveform, and the fluctuations

take place rather slowly. Waveforms produced by vowels or other speech sounds have

not been investigated.

G. C. Maling, Jr., U. Ingard
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B. SPONTANEOUS INSTABILITY IN PARALLEL FLOWS

Quarterly Progress Report No. 76, p. 75 contained a simple proof of the instability

of all time-symmetric systems, including the inviscid, parallel flows. The argument

used did not distinguish between "spontaneous" instability, that is, the amplification up

to macroscopic levels of perturbations initially smaller than any given positive bound,

and "passive" instability, that is, the permanent alteration of the character of the flow

under gross perturbations. We shall exhibit a class of such "infinitesimal" perturbations

for inviscid, stationary, parallel flows, or parallel plasmas with collinear magnetic

fields, which always yield "spontaneous" instability. This work is a generalization of

an earlier result (Quarterly Progress Report No. 68, p. 45) for incompressible flow.

We begin by demonstrating that stationary, nondissipative, parallel flows are in fact

homogeneous along streamlines. For a velocity field v(x) = _ElW(X_), and if the fluid be

a plasma, a magnetic field B(x) = _IB1 (x2, x3) , the conservation equation for mass

becomes _7. pv= 81PW = 0, so that

pw(x) : m(x z, x3). (1)
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From the momentum conservation equation, we have also

B2 / 1 = m+ 81 pPWSlW + 81 P +-_- -_-_-_r B181B1 m81 p
\ ]

so that

=81 , +
=0

m2(x2 ,x3)

p(x) + p(x) = f(x2'x3)" (2)

dS
For a thermally nonconducting fluid, we have -_- = w8

S = S(x2, x3). If the equation of state

S = 0, with the result that1

p(x) = p(p(x), S(x2,x3) ) (3)

for the fluid at x is independent of (2), then (2) and (3) together determine a set of iso-

lated solutions for p(x) and p(x). Moreover, since (2) and (3) are independent of x 1, p

and p will be also. Thus p, p, S, and v = m are all constant on streamlines.
P

The exceptional case, for which (2) and (3) are, for some range of p and p, not inde-

pendent, can occur only if

p(p, S) = a(S) b(S)
p (4)

over that range, and if in addition f(x2, x3) = a(S(x2, x3) ) and m 2(x 2,x3) = b(S(x2, x3)) for

some S. The equation of state (4) cannot be excluded on thermodynamic grounds; how-

ever, itdoes contradict physical experience. The speed of sound for such a substance

would be

= [_Sk___pp] -
C 2 b(S)

S _2 ' (5)

whereas for real substances the speed of sound increases with density• Itis precisely

this decrease with density which in fact enables stationary density and pressure varia-

tions to persist in spite of the convective action of the flow. For, combining (1), (5),

and the second relation following (4), we get

b(S(x 2 , x3)) m2(x2, x 3) vZ(x)CZ(x) = - =
- p z (x_) p z (x) -

so that the flow velocity adjusts itself to bring an upstream acoustic wave to rest at each

point.

This entire argument applies to perfectly heat-conducting fluids, the only remaining

nondissipative type, if S is replaced by T, which is necessarily independent of the x i.
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We are now in a position to demonstrate the spontaneous instability of nondissipative,

stationary, parallel flows, except for the peculiar, nonhomogeneous type discussed

above; namely, to develop a class of infinitesimal perturbations that, in lowest order,

grow without bound.

It is not hard to show that in order to yield such instability, a perturbation must

involve the velocity field. For the present case we shall see that it suffices to perturb

only the velocity held.

Given the parallel flow (v = _i w, p, S), then (v+u, p, S) will also be a flow provided

that u satisfies in lowest order

_" pll= O, (6a)

8u

O--t+ (v. U)u + (u_. _7)v = 0, and

(u.v)s = o

(6b)

(thermally nonconducting fluid only). (6c)

It follows

will always be independent of x I if it is initially. Taking u = u(x 2,x3), we get

For unperturbed flows independent of x l, Eqs. 6 become cyclic in x I.

that u

_2Pu2 + 83Pu 3 = 0
(7a)

_u 1
8--t- + u2_2w +u3_93w = 0 (7b)

Ou 2
--= 0 (7c1
Ot

8u3= 0 (7d)
Ot

(u2azS+u383S= O) (7e)

According to (7c) and (7d), u2(x,t)_ = u_ 0)(x2,x3) and u3(x,t) = u_0)(x2,x3), so that

Eq.7a (and, if appropriate, Eq.7e) will always be satisfied if it is initially. We can always

satisfy (7a) and (7e) by taking pu_ 0) = ¢83S and pu_ 0) = -_a2S, i.e. by using in the plane

a stream function proportional to the entropy. This measure is not necessary in isen-

tropic regions or in perfectly heat-conducting fluids.

The remaining Eq. 7b integrates at once to

(0) - tu_O)a2w _ tu_O)83w. (8)Ul(X_,t ) = u 1

We have arrived at what may be called a purely convective instability in nondissi-

pative parallel flows, namely, a class of perturbations that are constant along stream-

lines, and involve only the velocity field, which, in lowest order, produce linearly
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growing disturbances of the velocity field only. The streamlines KlW(Xz, x3) of the

unperturbed flow are carried bodily along the streamlines of the steady, perturbing,

convective field (u z,u3), so that the change in u 1 at x is precisely the change in the

strength w of the streamline ot tile unperturbed fluw as it is convected past that point

and, to lowest order, equals the gradient of w against the streamline of (u z, u3) multi-
] _

plied by the displacement along the streamline or roughly t /u2+ u_,in agreement

with (8).

It is illuminating in this connection to replace (7b) by the exact equation for

V 1 = w + Ul,

8vl u_°)83v I 0 (9)8---{-+ u_°)SzVl + =

which has the solution

V 1 (x 2, x 3 , t) = V(lO) (X 2 , X3), (1 O)

w ere ooor  n  eas o  ate "'°'°',u:",o:",. t, (10)
_z 3/

agrees with (8), yielding linear growth for u 1, as expected; but for larger t, (10) rounds

off and u l(x,t) never exceeds the largest value of V_ 0) -w along that streamline of

(u 2, u 3) which passes through x.

In case w is totally independent of x, the coefficients multiplying t in (8) vanish

identically, so that the linear growth fails to appear. Such a flow, however, is just a

Galilean translate of the null flow, that is, no flow at all. All nontrivial, nondissipative,

stationary parallel flows exhibit the spontaneous instability.

H. L. Willke, Jr.

C. DISPERSION RELATION FOR ULTRASOUND IN GYROTROPIC QUANTUM

PLASMA

We report here a novel contribution to the slowly developing field theory of coupled

electron-phonon systems.

The importance of the Feynman diagrammatic technique as a calculational tool in

statistical physics is now probably well-known, and it requires only a slight stretch of

the imagination to see that much more of the mathematical apparatus of quantum field

theory (as it is now known), than just the Feynman diagram, can be used with advantage,

mutatis mutandis, outside the context of elementary particle physics. We have in mind

in this report, the methbd of singlc_variab!e dispersion relations.

We have used this technique in the study of the causal aspects of the problem of

ultrasonic absorption in simple metals in a static magnetic field. Specifically, we have
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derived the dispersion relation for the scattering of phonons from electrons in a mag-

netic field.

An interacting electron-phonon system is momentarily created when a beam of

phonons, specified by a current vector J-(r', t) enters a solid, and eventually gets out of

it, at a modified intensity. The external source of phonons is, typically, an ultrasonic

wave generated by transducers in contact with the crystal. Then, under the assumption

that this source establishes a single-frequency phonon spectrum in the solid, the atten-

uation of sound should be affected not only by single phonon processes, but also by multi-

phonon processes.

In this report we discuss only forward dispersion relations. It has been found 1 that

nonforward dispersion relations cannot be derived for this system.

We construct conjugate electron fields _(x), _-(x):

d2(_)= _ as(Pz) _Pz' s(_)

Pz' s

_(x) = _ a_s(Pz)_* s(_)
Pz'

Pz' s

where %bpz' s(_) - _(pz,_)Xs obeys the familiar equation

+ + mcZ + _z-4-hC°H - _(Pz' _) Xs = 0,

inwhich Cz = I: :iI, Xs= (_)for spinup, and Xs = (01)for spindown. Here, a and

at are annihilation and creation operators with respect to a vacuum, which is a full

Fermi sea, they satisfy the usual antieommutation rules for fermions. We are

using the free-electron model for electrons in metals.

The energy levels are given by

2Cn )Pz 1 g Z
= _¢oH + mcEn, a(Pz ) -_-+ + _'+ ca

where ¢ = 1 for spin up, ¢ = -1 for spin down, and n= 0 or an integer. Assuming a
(1 a

coulombic electron-ion interaction, an electron-phonon interaction Hamiltonian, Hin t,

is readily derived in the form
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Hint=_2e __ _dF_pz(F) kbpz{r)_v (-Q_{gt)e-iq'_-+Q_(q)eiq'F)
!

PzPz , q

-iK • r
mE"_a. _e n

× Pz' - Pz 5:'Kn-Pz+Pz

4_rZ eZN Z is the ion valency, K is an arbitrary reciprocal lattice vector,
where _e mV ' n

and Q_(_) is the _th Fourier component of the displacement of a lattice site and corre-

sponds to a polarization _ (bt = 1, Z, 3).

From Hin t, we may define a free (vector) phonon field,

_(?) = i _ ¢°(q)_-(-Q_(q-) e-i_'F+Q_(_) ei_" 5)
- 4V
q,_

and a "bare" coupling function

-iK • r

q' PzPz(y) _2e m e n
gn - c0(G) (pz-pz) 5_,-- .! Kn-pz+pz

The latter we may, for simplicity, denote by g(?). _(r) may be put into a second quantized

form

_(_': _ E'>/_ (bbt(_)e-Xq'r+b_(_)eiq'"),

g,_

in which the annihilation and creation operators b (q), b_(q)_ obey the usual commutation

rules for bosons.

In terms of the new (unrenormalized) quantities, we have

q' PzPz

Since there is no derivative coupling involved, this may be identified with the negative

of an interaction Lagrangian, L(_), from which we deduce our S-matrix,

S= T (ei _°° L(z) dzI-oo

where z - (_.t) and all time translations are obtained by the unitary transformation

i(Ho-}XN) t -i(Ho-_N) t
O(t) = e O e
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where H is the unperturbed Hamiltonian, _ is the chemical potential, and N is the num-
o

bet of particles in the system.

In keeping with the spirit of this method, we now specify a number of fundamental

postulates, among which are the existence of a stable vacuum (full Fermi sea), stable

single particle states, a group of translations which transforms according to a certain

unitary representation that also describes the transformations of the S-matrix and of its

functional derivatives, a completeness relation for the combined electron-phonon states,

and a causality condition expressed as

6 ( _s st)5u(y) \Su(x) = 0 for t---- Yo - Xo < 0

or (_--_)2 _ c2t 2 > O.

This condition of causality can be shown 1 to be intimately connected with the physical

concepts of renormalization, according to which, in the viewpoint that we adopt here, the

free fields qJ(_), _(_), defined above, and the electron-phonon vertex F(H) are trans-

formed:

0¢(_-. _(_) ; +(x-)- +(_)

and F(_) - Z I (_) F(_), when and only when the electron-phonon interaction is "switched
_1/2 ,-.

on." The function g(_) is transformed as g(Y) -- Z2Z;Iz. 3 gtr), and all conceivable

infinities are eliminated.

We consider the process shown schematically in the following diagram.

The scattering amplitude which describes this process may be defined as

 P'zs,; IslpzS; = 5(pz-pz) 5ss,5(_'-q) 6 ,

1 Jc0(q)co(q') 5(pz+q'-pz- _) 5(E(pz)+C0(q')-E(pz)-C0(q))+E-

l--l*

X fs', M'; s, M(Pz q 'Pz _); s = {all discrete parameters}

By means of a contraction scheme involving the commutators of the S-matrix with

the various creation and annihilation operators, we may reduce the matrix element

<finall SIinitial > to one between electron states only. We may then proceed to relate

the scattering amplitude to two auxiliary functions F a, F r, which are of the nature
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of "advanced" and "retarded" functions, respectively.

This is a convenient way of glossing over the complicated algebra which brings us

to the following remarkably simple results:

(i) The amplitude for phonon absorption exceed_ _l,_ai-_-_plitudefor phonon cmiggicn

in the ratio 3 to 1 for forward scattering, so there is an over-all ultrasonic attenuation.

(2) Two forward-dispersion relations may be written for the electron-phonon system.

The first one, which is similar to the Kramers-Kronig relation for light waves, is

Re f(¢0) = gZ_]/mc + _ _O °° ._¢o') ¢0'z21r2c ¢o'2 - ¢o2 d¢o'

and is independent of the magnetic field. Here, or(co) is the cross-section, ¢o is the phonon
2

energy variable, and g is the electron-phonon coupling constant. The second dispersion

relation is magnetic field-dependent and is

Re f(¢o)= g21i/mc + P _ 0o
21r2c ¢o1

_(_,) _,2 d_'

2 2

2mS 2
where co1 = _ , S is the unrenormalized speed of sound, and e is the inclination of

cos {9

sound wave vector to magnetic field in the z-direction.

Of the five possible ultrasonic absorption phenomena in solids, geometric, cyclotron,

and open-orbit resonances, de Haas-van Alphen type, and giant quantum oscillations,

we are of the opinion that the second dispersion relation describes giant quantum oscil-

lations, while the first describes all of the other ordinary absorption phenomena.

A number of deductions could be made from this relation:

(a) There is a nonzero frequency threshold for the onset of absorption of the giant

quantum type.

(b) This threshold is a minimum for propagation parallel to the field and recedes to

infinity as propagation approaches the transverse direction. Therefore we cannot expect

to find such oscillations for transverse propagation at any frequency.

(c) Knowing this threshold, we may determine the value of the parameter, m, which

is of the form of an effective mass. Numerical estimates with ¢o1 ~ 10 Mc/sec, give

m ~ 0.01 times the free electron mass, which appears reasonable.

(d) Since ¢01 is nonzero, we may introduce the concept of an effective phonon mass

in a magnetic field. This mass, _(0), is dependent on the propagation direction.

A. A. Maduemezia, K. U. Ingard
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D. DIFFUSION WAVES

Consider a simplified model of a weakly ionized gas, in which the electrons are

assumed to diffuse instantaneously (T e -- 0o) and form a uniform negative background.

Then, if the ion mobility is neglected, and the first-order perturbation in the ionization

rate Z is proportional to the perturbation in the electric field E, the ion continuity

n t = yNe

where n is the perturbation in ion density,

y = (dZ/dE) o,

e = qn
x

(1)

e is the perturbation in electric field,

and N is the unperturbed density. Also, we use the Poisson equation

(2)

where q is the electronic charge.

If we set

t'=t

x' = yqNx

n' = n/N

(3)

e' =-_e

and drop the primes, Eqs. 1 and 2 become

n t = -e; e x = n.
(4)

(The negative sign was inserted to give wave motion in the positive

Equation 4 may be written as a single equation for n (or e),

ntx+ n= 0.

x-direction.)

(5)

With a solution of the form exp(ikx-i_t), Eq.

: -l/k, Vph = = -1/k z,

5 gives a dispersion relation

v = d /dk = 1/k 2.
gr

(6)

The group and phase velocities are opposite in sign, as can be seen by examining a

wave-packet solution of Eq. 5. The general solution of Eq. 5 is

n(x,t) = N(k) exp(ikx+it/k) dk.
oo

(7)

We choose N(k) = (1/q_') exp(-(k-ko)2/4 ) where ko>> 1, and evaluate the integral in Eq. 7

by expanding the exponential about k = k ° using the saddle-point method. Then
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n(x,t) = exp(-(x-t/k2o) Z) exp(ikox+it/ko). (8)

This solution is presented graphically in Fig. IX-22 for k ° = 4. We see that the indi-

vidual waves propagate in the -x direction, v=,._, _-_'_'_s ....

+x direction.

0

-I

o
-1 --

Vph
1 --

o <

1 --

0 _

-'-- I I
-2 -1

_ t= 0

t=2

Vph

4

0 1 3

Fig. IX-22. Propagation of wave packet.

Some other properties of diffusion waves may be found by studying Eq.

=_,,o+_,_ _., h= a=_v_a from th_ t,_grangian

2
L = n-nxt - n o

5. This

(9)
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Calculation of the stress-energy tensor components 1 gives

canonical momentum = n
x

2
"stress" density = n

2
"energy" flow = n t

2
wave momentum density = n

X

(I0)

2
"energy" density {Hamiltonian) = n .

The divergence of the stress tensor gives an "energy" conservation equation which

enables us to find an "energy" flow velocity.

(nZ)t + nt x(2) = 0 (11)

For a wave moving with the energy flow velocity U,

thus

d/dt = U d/dx;

(ntLUnZ)x =0 (1Zl

and

2 2
U = -n t/n ,

2
which is the group velocity Vg r = co .

The waves produced by an impulse at t = 0

netic waves. To illustrate this, we use Eq. 7.

n(x, 0)= N(k) exp(ikx) dk,

if we choose N(k) = 1/Z_, then n(x, 0) = 5(x). If we define

+ -- u
where exp(iu) = k_'t and dk = i_7"-_ exp(iu) du, Eq. 7 becomes

n(x,t) = (i/g_) _ exp(2i t4_ cosu) exp(iu) du = -4t'-_ Jl
_'0

which is shown graphically in Fig.

(13)

show a similarity to certain electromag-

Since

(14)

(15)

(zq-K), (16)

IX-23. The fact that wave motion is not observed in
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2

'[
ol

t=0

I I I i

_, I I

-1

-2

Fig. IX-23.

t=l

I i

m

t=2

/
I 1 I I

4 8 12 16

x

Propagation of impulse.

the -x direction may be expected because Eq. 5

is not symmetric in x. Figure IX-23 shows

that, although the disturbance propagates away

v_ +h_ ,_*-igln th_ individl]_] W_v_._ move

toward the origin. Thus the first zero of n

is at x= 4 for t = l and is at x = 2 for t = 2.

It is also evident that the long-wavelength

components of n propagate faster than the

short-wavelength components, as one would

expect from the dispersion relation.

The results of Eqs. 14-16 are also

obtained for the case of "forerunner" light

waves, which travel with velocity c in a

dispersive medium. These light waves are

called forerunner waves because they are

received before the main signal, which

travels at the group velocity, which is less

than c. The forerunners are illustrated in

Fig. IX-23 in a coordinate system moving

with velocity c.

The characteristic curves for Eq. 5 are

x= const and t = const. This suggests that, by

rotating the coordinates 45 °, Eq. 5 can be

brought into the form of a wave equation. If

we set _=x+t, and _=x-t, Eq. 5 becomes

n_ - n_ - n = 0, (17)

which is the Klein-Gordon or Telegrapher's equation. The Green's function for Eq. 5

is found to be

G(x, t; x o, to) = Jo(2 _/((X-Xo) (t-to)) (I8)

by transforming the Green's function for Eq. 17. In formulating an initial-value prob-

lem for Eq. 5, we cannot specify both n(x, 0) and nt(x, 0), since t = 0 is a characteristic

curve.

There are several known examples of materials with group and phase velocities in

v_.r-........................_if_ _i_-,_rtinn_ Lnmb 3 gives the case of a wire that is subjected to a longitudinal

thrust (rather than tension) and to a linear restoring force. The equation of motion for

transverse vibrations (in suitable units) is
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Ytt + Yxx + y = 0.

These vibrations have a dispersion relation

2 _ k 2._o = 1

Since

(19)

(20)

d((_2)/d(k 2) = VgrVph = -1, (2 l)

it is seen that Vg r and Vph are in opposite directions. The dispersion relation, Eq. 20,

is, however, considerably different from the dispersion relation, Eq. 6. Lamb also

refers to a model discussed by Rayleigh 4 of a wire under tension, which has a linear

restoring force, rotatory inertia, but negligible stiffness. Lamb states that this model

may apply to "a cylindrical wire with a series of close equidistant peripheral cuts

extending nearly to the axis." If we neglect the tension, the equation of motion is

Ytt + y - Yxxtt = 0, (22)

and the dispersion relation is

2 i/(l+k2), (23)

which is the same as Eq. 6 when k is large.

It is clear that the dispersion relation _ = -I/k cannot be valid for very small or

very large k. For k very large (short wavelength), the dispersion relation predicts

very small wave speeds. This implies that steep gradients in n tend to remain

stationary. This result is due to the neglect of pressure-gradient forces. When pres-

sure is included, the phase and group velocities both approach the speed of sound, when

k is large. For very small k (long wavelength), the dispersion relation predicts very

large wave speeds. As small k implies large _, these waves involve very rapid changes

with time. With these very rapid changes, it is no longer correct to neglect inertial

forces and assume that the electrons diffuse instantaneously. With these corrections

made, both the phase and group velocities remain finite for small k.

It is these additional terms that make diffusion waves of interest in the study of gas

discharges. With the coupling between sound waves and diffusion waves included, the
5

dispersion relation takes the form

1 IJ(____l " k 2¢_= - -_-_ + +

where one mode has zero group velocity for k = 1.

for finite electron temperatures.

(24)

These results are more complicated

S. D. Weiner, U. Ingard
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A. ON THE AMBIPOLAR TRANSITION

A report 1 by Cohen and Kruskal (referred to here as C+K) considers the ambipolar

transition by dividing the problem into a number of "regions" in which the equations may

be simplified, and this is very helpful in understanding the problem. The report is, how-

ever, difficult to follow for a number of reasons, and it therefore appears useful to write

the present report, containing little that is factually different from theirs, but in which

some more complete equations are presented and the structure of the problem is more

carefully exhibited. The method of C+K makes mathematical rigor possible, which is

excellent, but the report is not convincing that the rigor is always there. Hidden errors

may lurk where the interrelations of equations are not clearly shown. C+K consider var-

ious limiting forms assumed by the complete ambipolar diffusion equations when certain

parameters go to zero or infinity. In each case the limiting process results in dropping

one term in each of several three-term equations. In any physical problem where param-

eters and variables may have values ranging over orders of magnitude it is generally

true that, to some approximation, the smallest term out of three may be neglected. In

this problem the three terms A, B, C, will be of the same sign, so that the full equation

can be written

A+B=C

with two simplified forms

A=C

or

(AB)

(A)

B = C (B)

These simplified forms will be called "limits" in the sense that some physical process

has become inoperative when a term can be dropped. This is different from the math-

ematical meaning of "limit" used by C+K, although the result is generally the same. The

This work was supported by the United States Atomic Energy Commission (Contract
AT(30-1)-I84Z).
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full equation(AB) will be called a "transition" and must be used in the neighborhoodof
A = B. In a "transition" two physical processes are competing.

As there will be 3 three-term equations, there are 8 possible limits, but as we shall

assume that the positive ions are both heavier and colder than the electrons, only 4 of

the limits actually occur. They will be named, somewhat arbitrarily, the Ambipolar (a),

Boltzmann (b), Cosine (c), and Diffusion (d) limits. These will be discussed in reverse

order. They are separated by the Space-Charge (ab), Electron-Flow (bc), and Ion-Flow

(cd) transitions. We also consider the sheath limit (s) in which ionization is neglected.

It must not be assumed that the same limit holds throughout a given plasma. In gen-

eral, the transition condition A = B will cut across the diffusing, and therefore nonuni-

form, plasma so that several limiting and transition forms must be used. It is our

purpose to sketch the way in which these limiting and transition forms fit together in a

given plasma. This leads to our final diagram (Fig. X-3) which summarizes as much

information as can be collected in a single figure.

In order to facilitate comparison with the work of C+K their equation number (D .... )

or the page reference (Eq._p._) will be given next to ours whenever we have found the

appropriate reference.

(e) Basic Equations

The physical parameters of this problem are the ion and electron temperatures T+

and transport coefficients _+, D+ = _±T+, the ionization frequency v.,1 and the diffusion

length A = L/_. Parallel plane geometry will be considered. These physical parameters

are combined in the following dimensionless parameters:

w = T+/T_ --< 1

= _+/__ < 1

5 = D+/D_ = V_. << 1

v = v.AZ/T" _.
1 - +

and use will also be made of the electric field _. defined as
1

(e i) (p. 15)

ffz = (ez)i viT-/_+"

(Note that our _- is 1/T in C+K.) The first three parameters are less than 1, the fourth

is a characteristic value obtained from the solution of the equations. Its free and ambi-

polar limits are 1/_ and (I+T)/(I+_); C+K claim that this last limit is approached from

below. We claim this has not been proved.

We then introduce the dimensionless variables
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n± = N±e_+/£oVi

s=n+-n_

E =
1

J = Fe/¢o_'_ivi

x = X_i/T -

(e3) (p. i5)

and use the same variables throughout. They differ slightly from the variables used by

Allis and Rose 2 (referred to here as A+R). C+K rescale variables on pp. 33, 37, 38,

45, 59, 60, 71 and this makes their equations difficult to compare. Our single set of

variables resembles their barred variables but differs from them by factors of _/Z

because of the use of the diffusion length A in the dimensionless parameters (e 1). Ours

are chosen so that T and _ tag those terms in the equations which are going to be neg-

lected and that v not appear explicitly in the equations. They are all of order 1 at the

space-charge transition.

In terms of these variables, the ion flow, electron flow, Poisson and ion generation

equations are

J = -TVn+ + En+

_J = -_n - En

_7" E= n+-n_= s

(e4) (B. I)

_'J=n

with the boundary conditions

n_ = no n+ = n+o at J = E = x= 0

J= Jd' E= E d, x= xd atn_ = n+= 0.

(e 5)

The reason for the subscript d at the wall will appear later. Here, n o is quite arbitrary

but n+o/n ° is determined a posteriori by requiring that n+ and n_ go to zero at the same

place. Jd' Ed' and x d have whatever values result from the solution. By requiring that

x d correspond to X = L/Z at the wall, it follows from (e 1) and (e 3) that in these variables

W-v = ZXd/Tr. (e 6)

Thus the characteristic value is computed directly without the need of any fitting.

The set of equations (e 4) is assumed to be valid all the way to the wall, which implies

that the collision mean-free path is much smaller than the thickness of any boundary
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layer. This is rarely true, but the assumption provides definiteness to the mathematical

problem.

Because the equations are invariant to translations in x, it is convenient to eliminate

it as independent variable in favor of the current, J (p. 38). This is done by use of the

ion-generation equation and leads to the set of 3 three-term equations mentioned above.

Primes are used for derivatives with respect to J.

-Tn_n_. = J - En+

-n n' = _tJ + En (e7)

n_E' =n+- n_

The space coordinate is then obtained by quadrature

n

o dn

x = n--= _J + En
o

Certain exact relations can be derived from the set of equations (e 7), and in order to

be perfectly clear as to which equations are exact, they are all summarized here. Limit

solutions can then be compared with them to see explicitly what has been neglected.

Taking the derivative of the ion flow equation and combining with Poisson's equation gives

Combining

the ambipolar

(1-5}J -

n+ : I - En_ + v(n_n_). (e 9)

the equations in different ways yields the two relations that are useful near

limit

(I+T)En_ = Es - Tn_s' (e I0) (D. 3.5)

(l+_)J + (l+T)n_n" = Es - vn_s' = v. (e II) (D. 3.8)

Eliminating J from the flow equations, combining with Poisson's equation, and inte-

grating gives

IZ _E2 + (I+_) _ E dJ = no - n_ - 5(n+o-n+). (e 12)

o

A somewhat different combination of the equations yields, upon integrating,

n

o1+ T 1-'r

1 + _ (non+o-n-n+) + _ [no-n-- In+o-n+)] + 1 +------_-(n+ dn -n dn+).

(e 13)
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For an isothermal plasma T = I, SO that the integral in (e 13) drops out and the

remaining terms are a first integral of the equations.

Finally, n_ can be divided out of (e I l)so that it integrates with respect to dJ = n_ dx.

(1+_} _ J dx = E2/2 + n o - n_ + T(n+o-n +)

o

(e 14)

(1+_) J dx = E /Z + n o + Tn+o. (e 15)

(d) Diffusion Limit _t_ -- _+ - 0 n+ <<6

In the limit of very low densities the quadratic terms En+

so that the limiting equations are

and En can be neglected

_/_

n_/n o

acd

ab

Fig. X- I.

J_d

Plasma profiles.
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- Tn_n_ = J

-n n' = _J

n_ E' =n+-n_,

and the solution is

6n+ = n_

6E = (l-6)J

_j2 Z Z
= n o n

(dl)

(d Z) (D. 4.3)

n = n cos _ x (d 3)
- O

v = v d = I/_.

It will be convenient to plot n_/n ° and n+/n ° against J/Jd (see Fig. X-I). Both plots

are ellipses in this limit and remain identical for all sufficiently small values of n o . As

C+K show quite generally that

6n+ _< n_ --<n+, (d4) (B. 6)

all future curves of n+/n ° will fall between these two limit curves.

Putting the value of E from (d Z) into the electron flow equation (e 7) yields the first-

order departure

n

Z 1 - 6 o (d5) (p. 75)
3_ 6

(cd) Ion Flow Transition __ -- n_/n+ -- 0 n+o = 6

As En_/_En+ = T, and we assume T < I, the ion mobility term will, with increasing

density, become equal to and cross the ion diffusion term before the electron mobility

term need be considered. In an active plasma the electric field assists the ions to flow

out before it effectively retains the electrons. This is the Ion Flow Transition. It occurs

before the Electron Flow Transition in an active plasma, although they occur together

in an isothermal plasma. We shall consider them separately. The appropriate equations

for the Ion Flow Transition are

-Tn_n_ = J - En+

-n n' = _J
(cd I )

n_E' = n+.
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From (e12)we seethat

I + T ME z n - n (cd Z) (D. Z. 4)
2 = o -- 6(n+o-n+)'

_I.N(J_ l['Ulli LIi¢_ _J-_LJ. Uli IJ-UW _'_JLlcm. t,J.Ull, O._ U_:J. VA _:)

_jZ Z 2=n -n
o

Fv= I.

(cd3)

(c) Cosine Limit D+ -- n_/n+ -- 0 6 < n+o <

After the ion flow transition, the appropriate equations are

J = En+

-n n' = _J (c 1)

n_E' = n+.

The electron profile is the same as before

_j2 2 2= n -n
o

_v = l,

(ed3)

but now we have

_E z = n - n (D. 2.8)*l
2 O -

2
= (no+n_)/2. (c Z)n+

n+ : n_ o cos _ x/2. (D. 2.7)

[$In going from (D. 2.4) to (D. 2.8) C+K neglect 6n+o but keep 5n+. This seems incon-

sistent.]

This limit has been called the Cosine Limit because n+ is a cosine function; but it

is of twice the base, so that it does not vanish at the wall. Clearly this limit, as all of

the regions that follow, are not valid beyond the point where their plasma profiles inter-

sect the curve (d) of Fig. X-I. The solutions (c2) must be broken off at a coordinate

x c < x d at which the conditions of validity of (c I) break down and a single new boundary

condition of the form

n In : c (c 3)

must replace (e 5).
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The impossibility of satisfying the double boundary condition n+ = n_ = 0 arises

because in dropping the ion diffusion term the order of the equations has been reduced

by one, and hence there is one less disposable constant of integration, This becomes

obvious when we drop the diffusion term in (e 9}. This then becomes

n+ I - En_ l (c4)_= I+ >_ i+_
n_ n+ n+

and

n+o I
- I + __. (c 5)

no n+ o

Thus n o and n+o are related by (c 5) and only one of them may be chosen arbitrarily.

Thus we no longer have the flexibility to require both n+ and n_ to go to zero. In fact,

neither one can go to zero before the conditions of the equation set (c 1) become invalid.

(The appropriate constant in (c 3) will be discussed below in (s) Sheaths.} We also have

a bound on n+/n_ and it is now convenient to represent the solutions as plots of n_/n+

=, I/2

AMBIPOLAR LIMIT

Z
_o

_R_v/"/ PRE-S HEATH

_O

z_ ///"
_z J /
_o // /
o_ /// / s.EAT.

d._l / /, jl SKIN

II I l
o S_ ./-Q- _/2

j DIFFUSION LIMIT j

I 2

n÷

Fig. X-2. Plasma ratios.
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against n+ (Fig. X-Z). For n+ > 6 all of the integral curves start on the hyperbola (c 4)

at n+ = n+o and remain below it. Eventually they curve sharply to the left, because of

the ion diffusion term, and meet the axis of ordinates at n_/n+ = 6. In practice, it may

often be sufficient s!_rnply #n n,,t the curves off at n_/n+ = 6 without computing the ion dif-

fusion part.

Note that (c 4) and (c 5) remain valid through (c), (b), and (a). Similarly, the electron

profile (cd 3) remained valid through (d)and (c). The formula (d5) produces a hardly

noticeable change in v through these regions. After (c) it is not the appropriate formula.

We should now take E from (c 2) and put it into the electron-flow equation to get first-

order departures for v. This yields

W_-_-= 1 z. 13 o (c 6)

where the decimal comes from a complicated logarithmic term. This differs markedly

from the previous formula (d 5) and is valid for considerably larger values of n .
o

(bc) Electron-Flow Transition D+ - n/n+ - 0 n+o =

The next term to enter the equations is the electron mobility, which acts to oppose

the electron flow. The equations then are

J = En+

-n_n" = J + En_ (bc I)

n_E' = n+.

A relatively simple equation can be obtained for the current squared j2 = F in terms of

the field squared E 2 = Y. The equation is

2F" +_YF F, + _ = 0, (bc2) (D. 2. 11)

where the primes are derivatives with respect to Y, with

n+ =

n = F 1.

A similar equation has been solved by C+K.

(b) Boltzmann Limit D+ - n_/n+ - 0 t_ -- o0 _ < n+o < 1

In this limit the ions are cold, flow is due to the field only, andthe electrons have

such large mobility that they assume a Boltzmann distribution in the field
¢
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-V
n =ne (bl)
- o

The equations are

J = En+

-n' = E (b Z)

n_E' = n+

and they lead to the simple equation

J = nn'n". (b3) (D. I.9)

This limit is called the "Similarity Solution" by C+K because it has an obvious scaling

law:

_ k4n n J -- k3j

n+ --kZn+ E -- kE

x - s/k v -- v/k 2

(b4) (Eq. 3 p. 43)

N+ = const N_v.l = const.

Here, the last line makes use of definitions (e 1) and (e 3). This implies that when N o

varies in the range of validity of (b) which is two decades in Fig. 5 of C+K, v varies' i

inversely with N o, and N+ does not change at all! Fortunately there is a fallacy in this

argument. The boundary condition (c 3) does not satisfy the scaling law. Hence x c does

not scale with x, and nothing can be said about the scaling of v. The result on p. 43 of

C+K is difficult to understand.

-- =1
(ab) Space Charge Transition D+ 0 __ - oo n+o

< 1 it follows from (c4) that n /n+ < 1/zIn the regions considered thus far with
n+

and hence the electron space charge could, in the approximation used throughout this

report, be neglected. It must now be included and the equations are

J = En+

-n' = E (ab I)

n+ = n_(l+E') = n_(l-n")

which yield

J = n n' (n"-l).

(D. I.7)

(abZ) (D. I.8)
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The electron profiles plotted against x are bell-shaped with an inflection at E 2 = s. As

E is large near the wall, the profile against J comes in to the axis nearly vertically, so

that its departure from ellipticity is unnoticeable.

' • - -'----:--_ ..... _.+,_,-o They _,._ ,,nivpr_a]. andNote that the equations now conta_,, 1,v p**jo_a. _................ , ..........

tabulated solutions with no as a parameter would be very useful; it is left to the user to

join these solutions to the boundary solutions appropriate to his problem.

(a) Ambipolar Limit n+/n_ -* 1 n o > 1

In this limit the Poisson term is neglected. As the electron current and ion diffusion

terms do not create extra difficulties, it is convenient to re-introduce them. The equa-

tions, therefore, are

-vn_n_ = J - En+

-n_n_ = FJ + En_ (a I) (D. 3.2)

n+ =n_

and the solution is

(l-6)J = (l+v)En_

(I-F)J z= (1+ v) (nZo-n_) (a 2) (pp. 44 + 45)

n= no cos _x (D. 3.3)

I+T
V ----V ----_

a I+_"

Computing the Poisson term, one finds

, 0fno 
(a 3)

For equations (a 1) to be valid one must have

s < n (a 4)

or

3 Z Z (Eq. 3, p. 45)
n_ > nab = no

and the ambipolar limit is perhaps best expressed as

3 Z (a 5)
limit n_/n ° -- oo.
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The ambipolar transition takes place first at the center and works outward, never

reaching the wall.

From (a3)we see that there is a space charge s o = (1-6)/(1+_) at the center of the

plasma and the space charge at the wall is much larger, although (a 3) is clearly exces-

sive. It is interesting to know how large the effect of the distributed space charge is

compared with that in the sheath.
Z Z

Making use of {a 3) and neglecting terms in s /n_, one finds that the right-hand side

of (e 11) is

= -(l+T)asn',

where (a 6)

1 - ZT- 36
a --

(1+ "r)(l+l_)

so that

(l+_)J z = (l+T)(no+n_+Za_)(no-n_) (a 7)

and -s is a number between s and s.
o

Treating s as constant in (a 6) and integrating d J/n_ from n to n gives
o a

n + aE 2n

x. =_- sin-1 a + a__Sln o

Z n + as no na
a o

n Zn

Tr a + a__ssin _ (a 8)
Z n n en '

o o a

where e = Z. 718. Hence

2n_a Z s In ---q- n (a9)= 1 + _n---o en a
e

There is a negative effect on v because of cutting off the integral at n a instead of at zero

and a positive effect caused by the space charge. The first will be partially or totally

offset by adding the sheath thickness. The space-charge term is already dominant if

is given its value (a 3) at n a, but not if given the value s o . There is a larger space

charge, however, in the sheaths. The effect of this sheath charge will have to be added

to the effect computed here.

(s) Sheaths J = Jd

None of the limits (c) to (a) are valid out to the boundary of the plasma. As n
o

increased and successive approximations became valid in the center, the previous
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regions were merely pushed out toward the wall in successive layers. As they approach

the wall, a new approximation becomes valid: the current through them becomes sub-

stantially constant. The current is therefore no longer a suitable independent variable

in the equations, and we turn to the variable E by dividing each equation (e 7) by

Poisson's equation:

dn+ -Jd + En+ {s 1)

T dE - n+ - n_

dn -_Jd- En___:-: - (s2)
dE n+ - n_

dE (s3)
Xs = n+ - n_

The crowding toward the wall is evident in Fig. X-I where all the profiles crowd

together at J = Jd" Figure X-3 is a diagram based on Fig. X-I but distorted to show

how the central regions are bounded toward the wall. Thus we see that the total sheath

region may be divided into three parts: a pre-sheath, a sheath, and a skin.

(abs) Pre-Sheath D+ -- 0 __ -- 0o _ < n_/n+ < 1/Z

This is an extension of the space-charge transition region. It is the region that is

well known to prove theorists in which electron space charge is not negligible but in

which the voltage drop is sufficiently large to accelerate the ions to a drift energy cor-

responding to the electron temperature. C+K call it the sheath (p. 45). Its equations are

En+ = Jd

E z d__E_E= E - Jd/n_dn

(abs I) (Eq. 4, p. 46)

This equation has to be solved numerically.

The pre-sheath is joined to the plasma where the two conditions n+

are well satisfied. This leads to inequalities

< Zn_, Jd < ZJ

4 Z n z 3 (abs Z)
-_n < <n

O

which can be satisfied by

4/5 (abs 3)
n =n =n
- a o

but n had better be quite large or the overlap region (abs Z) will not be appreciable. For
o

practical plasmas numerical solutions of (ab Z), extending to reasonably large n o, will

be required. Unfortunately there is no approximate solution from which the thickness
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of the pre-sheath can be calculated.

{bcs) The Sheath T-- 0 n_-- 0 _< n_/n+ <

in the sheath, as generally understood, ihe eleciru_l _p_c_ _h_l:ge ma:y- be ..........

We shall not, however, neglect the electron flow. The equations are then

En+ = Jd

dn Ein (bcs 1 )

dE - Jd
_E.

The solution of the second is

-V _E: V -Vn_ = _e eVE dE= _n+ce c , (bcs2)

where

v = E3/3Sd (Top eq., p. 48)

and

E2 2
_ c - Eb _ 1.04 [V2/3_V2/3" _ (bcs 3)

Xc Xb= _d j1/3 \ c b ]'
d

The solution (bcs 2) is joined to the pre-sheath where the conditions of (abs 1) and

(bcs 1) overlap, which turns out to include

(n_/n+) b : _'_'_. (bcs 4)

Thus

3 3 -3Vb
n b : n o e

3 2
3 Jd Jd

n+b= _-_ = 3-_b
E b

n 3Vb
O -- e

bL3/2 3Vb "

2
Here, we have taken Jd

Similarly,

= n 2 (a 2)
o

as being close enough.

(bcs 5)
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(n_/n+)c = _ (bcs 6)

and

3V
n c

O _ e (bcs 7)
3 3V

c

Equations (bcs 5) and (bcs 7) give the potentials of the sheath, and by introducing them

in (bcs 3) we can evaluate the sheath thickness. In general,

X
C

V2/3 In (no/_3)

_ Xb = c__.c__ =

TI/3 3ni/3
-d o

(bcs 8_

but if V b is large, so that the sheath potential V c - V b is small,

_vZ/3 In I/_

_ Xb =-- = . (bcs9)

Xc -d'l/3(gn°Inno/.3)1/3

Unfortunately the sheath thickness cannot be compared with the cutoff distance na/n o in

(a 8). For small values of V b one could set na = nz/3'o and (bcs 8) shows that the sheath

is thicker than the cutoff, but for large V b there is no suitable value of n a where the

sheath and the plasma overlap. The pre-sheath thickness has to be included.

The boundary condition (bcs 6) that we have chosen corresponds to setting _J = En_.

It is therefore the point at which the Boltzmann distribution breaks down. It is because

we did not go beyond this point that we could use the simpler expression in (bcs 2). It is

also the point where conventional sheath theory breaks down, and the usual procedure of

setting the random electron current equal to the directed ion flow is equivalent to (has 6).

There is, however, a skin outside the sheath.

(cds) The Skin J = Jd E = E d 5 < n_/n+ <

The skin is an extension of the ion flow transition. The electron density is so small

that the electron current cannot be left out of the equations, but the skin is so thin that

the electric field may be taken as constant. Eliminating dE between(s 1)and(s 2), we get

dn_ v dn+ (cds I)

-dx- _j + En_ - J- En+

(l+En_/_J)(l-En+/J) T= 1

E(Xd-X ) = In (l+En/_J).

(cds 2) (D. I. 5)
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This has the proper limits, written

En_ = _J En+ = J (Eq. 2, p. 36)

II O 11 £_

the thickness of the skin AX = n_/_tn ° is extremely small so that it does not affect the

value of v. For nearly all purposes, the wall can be put at x c with the boundary condi-
tion (bcs 6).

The Characteristic Curve

Integrating the appropriate equations numerically, C+K obtain the characteristic

curve shown in Fig. X-4. We show in the same figure the curve obtained by A+R. A+R

oIN
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o
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oo- Lg=o.ool

Fig. X-4. Normalized ionization frequency vs plasma density.

used _t= 1/32, C+K used _ = I/I000. As I000 is roughly the square of 32, the slope of

the C+K curve is roughly twice that of A+R. There is no disagreement. The C+K curve

extends farther in both directions because they have dropped the small high derivative

term which is most troublesome to a computer, but itdoes not extend much farther, par-

ticularly in the direction of high densities which is of greatest interest. It is for this

reason that A+R proposed an approximation, and that C+K in their section D. 3 study

the limit no -- oo n -* 0 and reach the conclusion v -. v from below. As this is sur-

prising, we must look into their analysis of this limit with some care.

(as) The Ambipolar Singularity n -* o0 n - 0
O

In their section D. 3, C+K consider the singularity created by the somewhat contra-

dictory limits n o -- _ n_ -- 0. As we have seen, the ambipolar limit is valid only for
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3 2

n_ > nab = n o
(as 1 )

but since

1/3 -- 0 (eq. 4, p. 60)
nab/n O = nO

as

n ._ 0o,

o

the fraction of the plasma where the ambipolar limit is invalid decreases as n o

increases.

The terms on the right of equation (ell) are small for n_ > nab; hence, we can sub-

stitute from (a Z) to get

I +_jZ Z 2 n -n= n - n + An o (asZ) (D. 3.9)
l+-r o o n

I - 5 1 - 2T- 36
A = --

1 + T (I+_)2

We note that the new term is small of order 1/n ° compared with the first near the center

but large of order 1/n near the wall. A recursive procedure will produce converging

terms at the center, diverging terms at the wall. Surprisingly, C+K expand (D. 3.9) in

powers of _ = (Xd-X) about the singularity at n = 0 (D. 3. 10). This is dangerous because

the series has no validity at its origin.

They now seek a sheath solution, making use of (e 14) which can be written

E2(l+v)n_ = a + "2-- - TS + (1+_) J dx,

where (as 3) (D. 3. 11)

(I+}_) (_X\d j dx.
a=n ° + Vn+o _0

The terms of order n cancel in "a", as can be seen by setting

J = q-_ n sin x/F (as 4)
o v

which yields

+ - (l+_s)vn .
a = n o Tn+o o

For v near its ambipolar value,
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1 +..._v+ v /noV=l+_ 1 (as 5)

a = vs ° - (l+_t)v 1. (as 6)

C+K now expand (as 3) in powers of _, which is correct. The solution (as 5) should

be joined to (as Z) in the region where both are valid, that is, for n > n . C+K do not
- a

do this. On pp. 68 and 69 they equate the power series term by term. This is equivalent

to equating the functions and several derivatives at the origin of the series, that is, at

n = 0; however, (as Z), their (D. 3.9), does not even approximate the solution at n = 0.

We have carried our approximation (as 4) farther than we should in (as 6) so that this

equation can be compared with the third equation on p. 68 of C+K. Following them and

neglecting VSo, one finds that the two equations turn out to be the same but with opposite

signs. Recursion procedures often give alternating signs when they diverge.

C+K find different signs for v 1 in isothermal and active plasmas. The reason for

this is seen in the sign of a (a 6) in the distributed charge formula (a 9). a changes sign

for v = 1/(Z+3_). This can be traced back to the sign of ¢ in (e 11) and taking the deriva-

tive of the limit formula (a 3) to insert in s'; however, s' is a sharply peaked function in

the ambipolar limit and s' changes sign quickly in the pre-sheath. Thus the joining pro-

cedure is more difficult in the isothermal case and it would be better to use the first

integral (e 13).

W. P. Allis
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B. ION CYCLOTRON RESONANCE IN A RADIOFREQUENCY DISCHARGE

Ion cyclotron resonance has been observed in a rather unique RF discharge. As shown

schematically in Fig. X-5, the discharge is produced by a single electrode that is a

thermionic electron emitter (oxide-coated). The discharge appears to fill entirely a

region, 10 cm in diameter by 20 cm long, formed by electric insulators. The DC mag-

netic field B is uniform within 1 I/Z per cent over this region. Also indicated in_'O

Fig. X-5 are two magnetic pickups; the smaller is enclosed in 8-ram quartz tubing and

measures the AC magnetic field that is perpendicular to B e, the larger is wrapped on

the discharge tube and measures the AC magnetic field that is parallel to B o. Signals

from these pickups are detected and then plotted directly as a function of B on an
o
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Fig. X-5. Schematic representation of the system.

x-y recorder. The frequency of the applied voltage is constant, and ion cyclotron reso-

nance is expected when

eB
O= I.

_+ - M+_

Data obtained in a hydrogen discharge are shown in Figs. X-6 and X-7. The hydro-

gen pressure is approximately 20 _, and the applied frequency is 4 Mc. It is assumed

that the hydrogen is disassociated and thus _+ is based on the proton mass. The curves

obtained from the two pickups are roughly similar and only those for the smaller one

are given here.

In Fig. X-6 the detector is tuned to 4 Mc; in Fig. X-7 it is tuned to 8 Mc. The

response of a wideband detector (10 cps to l0 Mc) showed little or no resonance behavior.

The 8-Mc signal is stronger than the 4-Mc signal. In order to get comparable

responses in Figs. X-6 and X-7, the 8-Mc signal was attenuated 13 db. The light showed

considerable modulation at 8 Mc, little at 4 Mc.

The curves of Figs. X-6 and X-7 are labeled with the applied peak-to-peak voltage.

This voltage varies little with B o. In fact, it is essentially the same for a given setting

of the transmitter controls, with or without a plasma. The shapes of the curves depend

on the applied voltage. This is thought to be due to variation in the plasma density. A

similar dependence on the pressure is observed.

It is tempting to relate peaks observed for _+ < 1 to plasma resonance of the extraor-

dinary wave propagating across B . The resonance condition for a lossless plasma is
NO

a = __[5+- 1 _ m_

where __ = e Bo/m_¢0, and the approximation applies in the vicinity of ion cyclotron

resonance. A resonance occurring at _+ = 0.8 would, then, correspond to a = 25.7, or a

plasma density of 1.3 × 108 cm -3

It is equally tempting to relate peaks observed for _+ > 1 to generation of ion cyclotron

waves. The dispersion relation for a lossless plasma is
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2
n = 1-

2 m 2
12 -- a

(I-_3+)(I+f3_) _ M+ _3+(J3+-I) '

for which the approximation again applies in the vicinity of ion cyclotron resonance. If

we take the 20-cm length as approximately k/4, n × 100, since the free-space wavelength

is 75 meters. The loading at _+ = I. I would then correspond to a = 1.4 X 103, or a

plasma density of 4 X 10 II cm -3

If both resonances are observed the plasma resonance must occur in the outer

regions of the plasma. The existence of the plasma resonance has not yet been verified.

Distinct peaks, however, have occasionally been observed at _3+ = l and _+ > I. The

second peak then grows, relative to the first, and moves to higher _+ as the applied vol-

tage or pressure is increased. This gives some support to the ion cyclotron wave

interpretation.

J. J. Nolan, Jr.

C. ELECTRON CYCLOTRON ABSORPTION IN THE CESIUM AFTERGLOW

A knowledge of the electron-atom collision frequency in cesium as a function of elec-

tron velocity is essential in order to calculate transport coefficients in the thermionic

energy converter, which uses cesium plasma as the conducting medium.

Many experimental measurementsl have been made of this quantity, no two agreeing

entirely. The disagreement arises from the limited range of electron energies over

which the data were valid, the uncertainty of the electron energy, and the differences

in the techniques of measurement. Recently Stone and Reitz 2 have given a theory for the

collision cross section of slow electrons with cesium atoms. The experimental data is

rather widely scattered about their theoretical curve.

In order to obtain a set of data connecting the limited regions of experimentation of

other workers, an experiment has been devised in which the electron-atom collision fre-

quency can be measured over a wider range of electron energies. Preliminary measure-

ments have been made. The wide range of energies is obtained from the afterglow period

of a pulsed DC discharge in cesium. During this period the electron temperature decays

from about 5000°K to 500°K. By using the transient microwave radiometer, 3 it is pos-

sible to sample radiation emitted by and transmitted through the plasma during a short

interval of time (l, Z0,200 or I000 _see). The choice of a certain time in the afterglow at

which to sample fixes an electron temperature, which may be measured by using the

radiometer technique. Then by employing a highly attenuated klystron probing signal of

magnitude only one hundred times that of the thermal radiation from the plasma {so that

the probing signal does not heat the plasma), the transmission of the plasma is measured

at this temperature with the radiometer now used as a detector for the klystron
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signal. The klystron signal is propagated through the plasma in a direction parallel to

a DC magnetic field that is applied to the plasma in such a way that when the signal elec-

tric field is of the proper frequency it will interact strongly with the plasma electrons

a function of the magnetic field and the width of this cyclotron resonance can be related

Fig.
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to the electron-atom collisions which interrupt the motion of the orbiting electrons.

I. Experimental Arrangement

Figure X-8 shows the microwave bridge circuit that is used to measure transient

temperatures and plasma absorption. The details of the temperature measurement have

been described in previous reports. 3 When absorption measurements are to be made,

the radiation standard is turned off, the klystron at the top of the figure is switched on,

and the plasma absorption in the right arm of the bridge is balanced with the attenuator

in the left arm.

The cesium plasma is contained in a i. 3 × 75 cm cylindrical quartz discharge tube

that is inserted at an angle of 5.7 ° through the broad face of a I × 2 inch rectangular

brass waveguide (See Fig. X-9). Microwave chokes prevent radiation leakage from the

waveguide. A pulsed DC discharge is used to produce the plasma; the currents and vol-

tages are about 20 ma and 200 v at a cesium pressure of 0.03 torr. The cesium pres-

sure is determined by the vapor pressure of cesium vapor in equilibrium with a cesium

puddle in a reservoir whose temperature is carefully controlled by an oil bath. The rest

of the tube is maintained ~50 ° C hotter than the reservoir by using electrothermal heating

tapes and thermocouples to monitor the temperature.

2. Theory

The absorption coefficient of a tenuous, waveguide-contained plasma that is longitu-

dinally magnetized may be calculated by using a perturbation theory in which the unper-

turbed electromagnetic field is given by the modes of the empty waveguide. The gen-

eral equations have been given by Bers4; the

lation for a, the power absorption coefficient, is

result of the perturbation calcu-

vlVc ° 3
 cJ,( i ,oC--- c (_+°_)z + c_

(1)

where

Z

Z noe
¢0

Po mE o
- --, the square of the electron plasma frequency

c = velocity of light

eB

_b = -m--' the electron cyclotron frequency

v = electron-atom collision frequency
C
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2_rc, radian frequency of the probing wave

v = electron speed

fo = electron velocity distribution in absence of the probing signal

n = electron density at the center of the discharge tube
0

a = the wider dimension ofthe rectangular waveguide.

The factor of I/I0 corrects for the fact that the plasma fills only the center portion of

the waveguide cross section. The electron density is assumed to be distributed in the

fundamental diffusion mode across the discharge tube cross section, and the magnetic

field is assumed parallel to the waveguide axis.

The perturbation calculation is only valid provided the plasma index of refraction

does not deviate significantly from one.

A more detailed calculation of a and of the plasma emission coefficient is in progress.

df ° mv
When the plasma electrons have a Maxwellian distribution of velocities _ = -_-T-- fo

and the magnetic fields are near cyclotron resonance, a may be written as

.. ,c]r  .Co,=+<.
1.1 --

0.9

0.7
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m
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Fig. X-10. Dependence of plasma absorption (aL) on magnetic field for various electron

temperatures at a pressure of 0.0Z75 torr.
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The experimental study is basedon the measurementof a as a function of _b" From

a knowledge of the Maxwellian nature of fo the measured electron temperature, and the

shape of the resonance of a, it is possible to determine the velocity dependence of v .
c

3. Experimental Results

Preliminary measurements of the dependence of a on the magnetic field have been

made for several different cesium atom densities corresponding to pressures up to

0. 059 torr at an electron temperature of 2200°K; similar measurements have been

made for various electron temperatures at a pressure of 0.0275 tort.

Figure X-10 gives the data taken at fixed pressure and shows aL(L _ 20 cm is the

effective length of the discharge tube in the waveguide) as a function of magnetic field.

The change in the shape of the resonance with temperature reflects a change in the veloc-

ity dependence of vc. Figure X-11 shows the results at fixed temperature, and the half-

width of aL is plotted versus cesium atom density. At higher pressures the half-width

is linear with density. The nonlinearity at low densities is caused by magnetic field

inhomogeneities and by Doppler broadening resulting from electron thermal motion along

the magnetic field lines.

An effective collision frequency Vef f may be calculated from the half-width expressed

in units of frequency and plotted against electron temperature to gain a qualitative feeling

for the energy dependence of the real collision frequency. This effective collision fre-

quency, evaluated for a density of cesium atoms corresponding to 1 torr and 273°K,

is plotted in Fig. X-12 and shows a tendency to decrease with increasing temperature.

To make a satisfactory comparison with other experiments, the correct velocity

dependence of v must be determined by assuming a polynomial velocity dependence ofc

Vc, fitting the resonance curves of Fig. X-10, and then calculating the collision proba-

Veff/(v2 )I/2 and compare this withbility Pc = Vc/V. We can, however, calculate Peff =

other experimental data. Peff = Pc only when Vc is independent of electron velocity. The

results of this approximation are plotted along with the experimental results of others in

Fig. X- 13. If a more quantitative analysis of the data were made, stronger conclusions

might be drawn. At present, the great variation in the experimental data serves as a

stimulus to further work.

Three other points are worth mentioning at this time. For all measurements of this

experiment the electron velocity distribution was ascertained to be Maxwellian by

checking that the measured electron temperature showed no resonance at cyclotron fre-
5

quency. This required operating at peak values of aL as large as one (see Fig. X-10).

The condition that the plasma index of refraction be ~l for all values of wb is satisfied
Z 2

P L P

provided that 2-_b v <<1. For a velocity-independent v c, if we use Eq. 2, (aL)max~ 20c v '
c C
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so that the condition may be written as

2
COp (aL)max 20c [ lOk

2¢,_bVc - L 2% = (aL)max _k2-WL-J
<<1. (3)

But k = 6 cm and L= 20 so that for (aL)ma x= 1, this quantity is ~1/2. In spite of this,

no change in the symmetry of the lines was found for the large values of aL.

The third point is that a microwave heating field will be employed to widen the spec-

trum of available electron temperatures in the afterglow. The experimental provision

made for this is shown in Fig. X-8.

J. C. Ingraham
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D. RADIOFREQUENCY CYCLOTRON CONFINEMENT

Work has been extended on the theory of RF confinement at exact ion cyclotron reso-

nance, discussed by Whitehouse, 1 ," . 2Kulinskl, and others. Their theories do not explic-

itly treat the way the plasma modifies the fields. The present work has made it possible

to estimate the penetration of an RF field into a plasma in the geometry discussed by

Whitehouse, and then to compute the modifications to the RF confinement.

A two-dimensional geometry is used to make the problem tractable. (See Fig. X-14.)

The conductor is excited antisymmetrically by the surface current J, which produces a
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Fig. X-14. Cross section of plasma slab and conductor.

magnetic field H out of the paper. The problem is to determine the penetration of the
Y

magnetic field into the plasma whose dielectric constant may be extremely large. We

assume a diagonal form of the dielectric tensor but allow Kj_ to be different from K I1"

This problem would be very combersome if handled in terms of the standard E modes
z

but becomes very simple if handled in terms of H modes. Using Maxwell's equations
Y

we then arrive at the following equations

OH
Y

-'-_-z-z : k°¢oK.I.Ex (la)

0H
Y

0x - i_oKiiEz (ib)

02H 02H
1 Y I y 2

+ +-_Hy = 0, (2)K-L Oz 2 K II Ox 2 c

where the first two will be used to find E and E once H is known. We assume an H
x z y y

of the form

H
Y

ikz+ i¢_t
=He

inside the plasma

outside the plasma

Using the boundary conditions and the antisyrnmetric excitation we arrive at the deter-

minantal equation.

5 tanh 5a = _ tan _3(b-a)
KII

(3)
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This equationdetermines k since both 5 and p are functions of k and ¢_by (2). If we
now assumethat p(b-a) <<_, we canexpandthe tangentson either side of (3) and arrive
at an approximate equationfor k,

bk = _ (4)
¢ a

The condition for validity of Eq. 4 can be expressed in another form

P ,T
{b-a) <<-_-. (5)

This approximate value for k will be useful for interpreting the general field solu-

tion inside the plasma. For b _< x _< a,

H = J cosh 6a [cos _(x-a) +tanO(b-a) sin_(x-a)] cos kz
Y

(6a)

E = _ J cosh 6a [sin_(x-a) -tanp(b-a) cos _(x-a)] cos kz (6b)
z KII 1_oE°

kj cosh 5a

E x = i_6oK k [cos _(x-a) +tanS(b-a) sinB(x-a)] sin kz (6c)

It is clear that H and E are symmetric about the line x = b, while E is antisymmetric
y x z

about this line. These equations coupled with the approximate determinantal equation

now answer the question whether or not H penetrates into the plasma slab. Even though
Y

a large I_k may shield the plasma from E x, the magnetic field Hy will penetrate if p(b-a)

is considerably less than-_-. From (6b) it can be seen that _ is associated with an E z

field. Since this field is parallel to the plasma boundary, it cannot be shielded out by

the plasma. It is the E field that allows the magnetic field to penetrate the plasma.
z

Returning now to the problem of the particle's orbit treated by Whitehouse, we use

and E This assumes a thin slab
Eq. 6a and 6c in the limit _(b-a) -- 0 to specify the Hy x"
of plasma. Using these fields we derive the following equation for the z velocity of a

particle

z + (_z) "_ ÷ K.I. z = 0, (7)

which differs from Whitehouse's Eq. 7 only by the presence of K2.. At resonance the

equation for the z motion is the same, giving identical z reflection. However, the

transverse energy that a reflected particle picks up during reflection will be quite dif-
J

ferent from that computed by Kulinski for reflection in a plane wave. He finds 3 that the

ratio of the transverse energy, at the point where the particle's Z motion just stops,
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4 _ For typical values of B and
to its initial z energy is approximately BRF " o BRF'
this ratio can be extremely large andputs a severe restriction on the design of a simple

I
experiment. Our theory indicates that Ex will be approximately -_ times the free space

J
E that Kulinski considers, andtherefore a particle canbe reflected without an extremex
increase in its transverse energy.

P. W. Jameson
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E. DEFINITION OF THE "RAY REFRACTIVE INDEX" AND ITS ROLE IN

THE RADIATION IN ANISOTROPIC PLASMAS

Studies of the flow of radiation in inhomogeneous, dispersive media are based on a

classical theorem of geometrical optics by Clausius. This theorem can be stated as fol-

lows: Consider two points O 1 and 0 2 of the medium (Fig. X-15), lying within elementary

areas da I and da 2, respectively. Let R be the distance between O I and 0 2 and let the

NORMAL

d,O, 1 _ - z

Fig. X-15. Rays between two points, O 1 and 0 2 , at which the respective

intensities of radiation are I 1 and I¢_2.

normal to da I make an angle _I with O10 2 , and the normal to da 2 make an angle _2 with

OiO 2. The distance R is taken to be large compared with da I and da 2 so that all pencils

of radiation passing through a point of da I and filling da 2 have essentially the same solid

angle d_21; similarly, d92 is the solid angle of every pencil of rays passing da 2 and

filling area da I. Then if n I and n 2 are the refractive indices at O l and 0 2 , as a conse-

quence of Snell's law of refraction,

2
n 1 cos _1 daldf_l = n22 cos _2 dazd_2'

or

2
n cos _ dad'2 = constant along the ray. {1)

This is Clausius's theorem. The theorem is not valid, however, in anisotropic disper-

sire media. Nevertheless, one may write

2 (2)n cos _ dadi2 = constant along the ray.
r

Here, the quantity n r plays the role of n in isotropic materials. For lack of better term°

minology, we call n r the "ray refractive index."

It is found that n is related to n and to the magnitude of the group velocity w through
r

2 I n 2 w d_k/'8_n\
nr = "E d---TF_,_JO, 0 ' (3)I
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z

7

MAGNETIC FIELD

l
z

= y

da

SJ '
= y

Direction of wave vector _ and of group velocity vector _, at a point

in the medium. The elementary area, da, across which the flux of

radiation is considered, is taken to lie in the xy plane.

where d_2 = sin _ d_dD is the elementary solid angle about the ray direction, and d_2 k =

sin @ d@d 4 is the elementary solid angle about the wave-vector direction with which the

bundle of rays is associated. (See Fig. X-16.) There is a set of equations like (Z) and

(3) at a point r of the medium for every independent solution (that is, characteristic

mode) of the dispersion equation

= w(k, r). (4)

Note that n is zero for all ray directions associated with angles e and 4 for which
r

k(@, 4 ) is imaginary.

In the case of a plasma immersed in a magnetic field B o, n is independent of the

azimuthal angle 4, if the direction of B ° is chosen as the z axis of the polar coordinates

z, @, 4. One then finds that

!tan (G-e) = - n o_

W --
c

(5)

and

In 8n " t

dg2k 8 c°s 0 + (-_)¢° sln 0

df_= sin0 80 _giT_i_

L L'" 't-_l_i j

with the result that (3) becomes

(6)
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{± n 211/z1 + \n ae/_
2 2

n = n sin e (7)

r ( / 1 an\ sin O_

This formula holds both for electromagnetic and longitudinal (electrostatic) waves. When

the medium is isotropic, n r reduces to n.

The "ray refractive index" appears, often in disguised form, in the work of many

authors 1-4 (in particular, Rytov and Mercier) who have engaged in the study of thermal

and nonthermal radiation in plasmas and other anisotropic media. Before examining n r

in more detail, we summarize some of the more important results.

The results are all based on the following assumptions. The scale length over which

n varies appreciably must be large compared with the wavelength in the medium. Thus

(i) waves can be considered locally as plane waves satisfying the dispersion equation (4);

(ii) the characteristic modes of propagation are not coupled to one another; and (iii)there

are no waves reflected at gradients of n.

If there is any damping of the waves in the medium (k complex), then this damping

must be very weak. This allows one to neglect damping in calculating ray trajectories

and in deriving equations like Eqs. 2-7. It also allows one to define unambiguously quan-

tities like group velocity and energy density of radiation.

1. Equations of Transport of Radiation

In a perfect dielectric which does not emit, absorb, or scatter radiation, the specific

intensity I¢0 obeys the equation

I
(8)--= constant along ray,2

n
r

where I is the energy crossing a unit area per second per unit solid angle per unit rad-
0J

ian frequency interval for the characteristic mode in question. Equation 8 is derived

from the equations of energy conservation and by application of Eq. 2.

For a medium which both emits and absorbs,

where J¢o and a are the emission and absorption coefficients, respectively, and ds is

an element of length along the ray direction. The coefficient a¢0 can be determined from

the dispersion equation (4) and from Eq. 5 through
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a = (-Z Im k) cos (t-e). (10)
t0

2. Black-Body Radiation

a. Energy Density

The spectral energy density of black-body radiation for each characteristic mode in

an anisotropic medium is given by

S n L0 n,
uw'_'_" _k O_ [O

= Uo_ ( c n2d_2,

4w d_ w r

(11)

where u , the energy density in vacuum (for one polarization), is
Oto

11._3 [eE_/<T 1] -1,
Uot O = _

Z_ c

(lZ)

b. Int e n s ity

Since in general u

Uw = _ di2,

and I
_D

are related through

(13)

it follows from (3), (5), (6) and (11) that the black-body intensity, denoted by B , is
' to

= n2B (14)
B r oto'

where B , the black-body intensity in vacuum (for one polarization), is
C_

= l_to3 [el2_/_T._l]-l.
Bo_ 8 3cz

(15)

c. Kirchhoff's Law

In thermal equilibrium, Kirchhoff's law relates Jw' of, and Bot °

Jto
--= nZB
a r Oto

tO

through

(16)

When thermal equilibrium does not exist, j_ and a may be determined separately

_- +..... ¢ +h_ p_+{o]_ mom.entum d_:ributic_n functions ff_l and f(D'), where D

and _' refer to the two states that participate in the emission of a quantum _[tO.

Thus
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Jo_ = B_(P' ) f(P') d3p'

n_A(P) -* d3p '_-'n_S( p _ d3p,a¢o = f(p) - -_ ) f(p') ,

(17)

where B, B_oA and _S are the differential coefficients for spontaneous emission, absorp-

tion, and stimulated emission, respectively, and are related (much as Einstein's A and

B coefficients) through

--" z tiw 3 (,)
_lco(P') = nr 8 3e2 _¢_S p

_¢oA(_) d3p = n¢oS(_) d3p '.

(18)

Individually, these coefficients have the property that

e Z
_ w nr

c

Tlu_A¢C -w- (19)

c

_S _ --'w

3. Polar Diagrams of (I/n) and (1/n r)

Several geometrical representations are used in describing wave propagation in an

anisotropic medium. One such representation is in terms of the"phase velocity surface,"

which is a polar plot of the phase velocity

--_ co _ n (20)
v=_-_ = c-'_n

as a function of the angle 0. From Eq. Z0, this is equivalent (except for a constant of

proportionality) to a polar plot of (I/n). Much use of such diagrams has been made by

Allis, Buchsbaum, and Bets 5 in classifying waves in anisotropic plasmas. In the spirit

of this classification one may also inquire into the behavior of the ray refractive index

and thus obtain information about the angular distribution of radiant energy. (See, for

example, Eqs. 8 and 14.) Figure X-17 shows polar plots of (I/n), which are the same

as those of Allis, and polar plots of (1/nr). The results were derived from the compu-

tations by Rytov. l They apply to the case of a cold plasma, (thermal motion of electrons

is neglected) with stationary ions.

Figure X-18 shows the location of the polar diagrams in relation to a Cartesian plot

of the variables _2 = (COc/CO)Zversus a2 (_p _)2,= / where _ and _ are the electron
c p
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cyclotron and plasma frequencies, respectively. We note that all polar diagrams of

Fig. X-17 lie on a diagonal passing through the origin of Fig. X-18. This describes a

Fig. X- 18.

3

U
3

II

10

8

/i
2

7 /

7
6/

1

0

0

/

/
/

/
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/
/

/
/

I i I
1 2 3 4

a2- (%/w) 2

The points numbered 1,2, 3 . . . 10 refer to the location in the a2-p 2

plane of the polar plots shown in Fig. X-17. Polar plot 11 is outside

the range of this figure. The significance of all the other straight
5

lines and curves has been discussed by Allis, Buchsbaum, and Bers.

physical situation in which the plasma properties _p and _c are held fixed and the fre-

quency of observation _ is varied from low frequencies (upper right} to high frequencies

(lower left) of Fig. X-18.

For each value of(a 2, _2) there are two polar plots of (I/n) and (I/nr). They refer

to the two independent electromagnetic waves, called the ordinary and extraordinary

in ionospheric studies, and denoted below by superscripts (I) and (2).

For a given direction of wave propagation, the magnitude of n 2 is proportional to the
r

radiation intensity. Also, the relative magnitudes of n 2 for the two waves is a measure
r

of the degree of polarization of the radiation. Define
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Degree of polarization =
i(1)(e) _ i(2)(e)

_ .

I(1)(e)¢o + I(_2)(e}

then if follows from (8) or (14) that

Degree of polarization =

[n'rl',0,
[n,rl,,0,

G. Bekefi
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F. APPLICATION OF PARALLEL PLATE GEOMETRY TO THE REFLECTION

OF GUIDED WAVES FROM A MAGNETIZED PLASMA

Experimental studies of the reflection of guided waves from a longitudinally mag-

netized plasma column were presented in Quarterly Progress Report No. 76, pp. 81-86.

The power reflected during the afterglow of a pulsed argon discharge tube inserted in a

section of S-band waveguide was studied as a function of magnetic field, electron den-

sity, and incident frequency. In conformity with the theory of propagation of electro-

magnetic waves in cold plasma, the condition for a maximum or minimum in reflection
2

2 P _2
amplitude depended only on the dimensionless parameters a =--_- and - = --_. Further-

more, in the a 2, _2-plane, the locus of a given maximum (or minimum) formed a fairly

straight line starting at the point a 2 = 0, _2 = I and extending in some cases as far as
Z

a = I.

Itwas suggested at the time that reflection maxima could arise from constructive

interference of waves off the two faces of the plasma region so that the loci plotted in

a 2
_Z-plane would correspond to curves of kz(a z, _2) constant, where k is thethe

Z
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wave number along the waveguide. Further experimental studies have shown, however,

that the reflection characteristics at low densities and magnetic fields are determined

primarily by a cavity mode that exists in the empty waveguide. The cylindrical metal

sleeves or "chokes" which surround the plasma column outside the guide and prevent

radiation losses, provide a chamber wide enough to support a trapped standing wave.

The electric field of this mode is perpendicular to that of the normal guided wave and

so is cut off in the region beyond the chokes. Resonances of the empty "cavity" have

been found at frequencies of 2534, 3067, and 3480 Mc. At other frequencies an incident

propagating wave is undisturbed but, just on either side of resonance, the impedance

mismatch is considerable. This explains the double peaks in reflection observed near

these frequencies at low electron densities.

The problem of understanding the reflection characteristics at high densities and at

magnetic fields close to cyclotron resonance still remains. In this region, the plasma

column itself could have an appreciable index of refraction and become the principal

reflecting agent. Indeed, the observed effect is a series of equally spaced maxima and

minima strongly suggestive of an interference pattern. Partial agreement may be

obtainedbysimplyusingthe relationkz(aZ,_2) = constant, where k2z =k 2 ¢°Z _ aZ_lr=-'2 " 1- ;
e

that is, by considering a right circularly polarized wave propagating along the magnetic

field. Unfortunately, pure circular waves cannot exist in a waveguide with perfectly

conducting walls and a less more realistic model is required. The simplest geometry

that includes guide effects is that of two parallel conducting plates infinite in extent and

uniformly filled with homogeneous plasma. Consider the applied magnetic field, B o, to

be in the z-direction, which is parallel to the plates. The field equations governing this

case have been presented by A. Bers.1 Briefly, assuming the longitudinal and time

i(_t-kzZ)
dependence of the fields to be e , a fourth-order scalar wave equation involving

only transverse coordinates is obtained for the z-component of either E or H. The

particular advantage of the parallel plate geometry is that the wave functions are merely

sums of sines and cosines and one can turn his attention immediately to the dispersion

relation.

The solutions split into two separate clasese, symmetric and antisymmetric with

respect to a plane midway between the plates. For the symmetric case, application of

the condition that the tangential component of E vanish at the walls yields the dispersion

relation

flp z cos (pl d) sin (pz d) - fzp I cos (pzd) sin (pl d) = 0 (I)

Here Zd is the plate separation, Pl and PZ are transverse wave numbers given by the

two roots of
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p + o , + / - z

and the f. are defined by
!

koKj--kz ) Pi

K±

L\ 0 r z/\ o £ z

(4 ck ) :0,p2+ KI\ o r z/

2
In the above we have used k 2 = _

o 2 as the frequency variable.
c

ous dielectric coefficients related to a and _ by

(2)

The capital K's are vari-

2 2 ia2_

, KII = 1 - a and K× - 62.
K =1 a , Kj.=I a 2

r 1_:_ i__2 i-

The above equations present a rather involved relation between the four variables

a, p, k o, and k z. In principle, numerical results can be obtained by fixing the values

of three of these parameters and varying the fourth until Eq. 1 is satisfied. Usually an

iterative scheme of successive approximations based on the slope of the function in

question is employed, but for the method to be effective, a reasonable initial guess as

to the approximate location of a desired root must be made. This is especially true in

the present problem with its discrete spectrum of transverse eigenfunctions providing

an infinitude of roots that must be distinguished. In order to simplify the dispersion

relation further and understand the various types of propagating modes, it is convenient
2

to consider the limiting case in which a 2- 0, _2 1 but the ratio a
_2 _ 1 - _ is arbitrary.

The use of this limit is prompted by the fact that the observed loci of reflection maxima

correspond roughly to the condition _ = constant. The dielectric coefficients then take

on the limiting values

K r = 1 + 213, K_ = KII = 1, K L= 1 + N and K X =-iN.

Equation (2) for the Pi becomes

4 [k2o(1+1+2D_ -k2(1_+l)] p2P - I+D/ z + _[k2o(l+_)-kaz] rkZ-k21L o zJ
=0,

which factors directly giving

2 = k 2 _ k 2 and
Pl o z

2 (1+2_)k2o- k2z
Pz = 1+I] (3)
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Finally, itturns out that

_k z
0

flPz - k 1
Z Z

and

-k
Z

fzPl- Pl

so that Eq. (1) simplifies to

k z

z sin (pl d) = 0 (4)
Pl cos (pld) sin (pzd) +7 Pz cos (pzd)

0

with Pl and PZ given in (3). A similar relation with the sines and cosines interchanged2 g .
applies to the antisymmetric case. In the regions where either Pl or P2 is negative,

hyperbolic trigonometric functions are used. However, if both Pl and PZ are pure

imaginary, Eq. 4 becomes

k 2
Z

[pl[ eosh ([Pl[d) sinh ([pz[d) +V [pz[ cosh ([pz[d) sinh ([Pl[d)= O,
0

which has no solution for real k and k .

o z
Figure X-19 shows a diagram of the 1"1,\ ko / -plane indicating the areas where

propagation is possible. The line _ = 0 corresponds to the empty waveguide and the line

KrKt[ 1 + 2rl _ _. The left boundary provides
rl = -1 to the plasma resonance condition -

K l" 1 +',1

the cutoff limit kz = 0, and the line _-_o] = 1 represents waves traveling with a phase

velocity in the z-direction equal to the speed of light. AI1 modes for -1 < tl < 0 approach

this limit as k ° --_. Modes for rl > 0 are seen to approach the limit k2z- (l+Z-g)k2o but

for tl< -1, the ratio kz/k ° can become arbitrarily large.

The cutoff limit kz/k o --0 is easily taken. For symmetric modes Eq. 4 becomes

Pl cos (pl d) sin (p2 d) = 0 and yields two solutions

pl d d = (Zn-l) _cos ( ) = O, or k ° -_-

and n = I, Z, 3....

sin (P2d) = 0 or k d = l_n_r
o %/ l+2rl

The first solution corresponds to the TM or "ordinary" cutoff whereas the second gives

the TE or "extraordinary" cutoff condition.
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With the aid of a digital computer onecannow proceedas follows: For a given value

of 11{starting at kz = 0 and ko = cutoff limit of desired mode) kz can be increased by

,,- el b

P1 , P2
BOTH REAL

P1
IMAGINARY

.-- (kz / ko )2

Fig. X-19. Properties of Pl and PZ in the

_, {kz/kd}Z-plane.

increments and the iterative process employed to trace an entire curve relating k ° to k .z
Such a curve is not a proper dispersion relation because a and 13 are not varied along

with k o, but a collection of such curves provides the necessary starting values for pro-

ceeding away from the limit a 2 = 0, _Z = 1 out into the rest of the a 2, _Z-plane.

Typical results of this method are shown in Figs. X-Z0 and X-Z1 where curves cor-

responding to various values of k are presented for a fixed value of k . These should
Z O

be compared with the experimentally observed loci of reflection maxima given in the

previous report. 2 Figure X-Z0 is based on the lowest antisyrnmetric mode, which has

the cutoff properties of a TE wave. No relation between the traces in Fig. X-Z0 and the

experimental ones is evident. Figure X-Zl, which illustrates the lowest symmetric

mode, is far more encouraging. At small values of a', these curves exhibit all the

properties of the observed loci including the very crucial one that no curves lie in the
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region boundedby a2+_ 2 = 1 and _2 = 1. The only shortcoming is the bending of the
2

curves as a becomes significant; no such curvature was found in the experiment. In

this connection it should be pointed out that the reported electron density was that of the

plasma column itself and hence was greater than an average taken over the waveguide

cross section. Furthermore, plots similar to those shown in Fig. X-20, taken at var-

ious values of ko, show that as k° increases the curves are straight over a larger range

of a z before bending.

B. L. Wright
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A. ION-PLASMA OSCILLATIONS

The plasma density of the electron-cyclotron resonance discharge (ECRD) has been

measured with an 8-mm Fabry-Perot microwave interferometer. The ECRD experi-

ment has been described in Quarterly Progress Report No. 73 (pages 81-85) and Quar-

terly Progress Report No. 75 (pages 120-121). The discharge is driven by a 2.4-Gc,

1.2-kw magnetron, powered by an unfiltered 5-kv power supply. The magnetron current

and voltage waveforms are shown in Fig. XI-1.

Fig. XI- I. Magnetron current and voltage vs time. Upper
trace: magnetrOn current, 0. 1 amp/cm. Lower
trace: magnetron voltage, 5000 volts/cm. Time
scale, 0.5 msec/cm.

The Fabry-Perot interferometer has been described in Quarterly Progress Report

No. 76 (pages 109-111). It consists of a pair of spherical copper mirrors mounted facing
1

each other in the side wall of the discharge tube. The mirrors are 3 _- inches in diam-

eter and approximately 6 inches apart. The mirror system is confocal, that is, each

mirror is focused at the center of the discharge tube. A 35-Gc, 10-mw klystron provides

the power for this system. The microwave energy is fed from the 8-mm waveguide into

This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation (Grant GK-57).
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and out of the resonating system through a small hole in the center of each mirror. A

crystal is used to detect the microwave energy passing through the resonating system.

The klystron is modulated by a sawtooth whose period T s is short compared with the

width of the magnetron current pulse. Typically, Vs is approximately 3.5 _sec. As the

klystron is swept in frequency, a fringe or "pip" is detected and displayed on an oscil-

loscope when the klystron frequency coincides with a resonant frequency of the mirror

system. As the plasma builds up inside the discharge tube, the position of this fringe

shifts. By measuring this shift, the electron density of the plasma may be determined.

The interferometer phase shift as a function of time has been measured for various

values of the pressure and magnetic field in a hydrogen discharge. The electron density

was then calculated, under the assumption that the plasma uniformly filled the discharge

tube. The actual density profile in the discharge tube has not yet been determined. In

Fig. XI-2, a typical plot of the electron density against time is shown. Each point on the

plot represents a separate magnetron current pulse. This pulse is shown in Fig. XI-2

as a dotted line. Even though the shape and height of the magnetron current do not vary

from pulse to pulse, the pulse-to-pulse variation of the plasma density at any time within

a magnetron current pulse is considerable. This indicates that the plasma density is

o

5
uo

×
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+

_ 4
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Z

..u,

2

•
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MAGNETIC FIELD = 440 GAUSS
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(
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Fig. XI-Z. Electron density vs time in ECRD.
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fluctuating considerably (by 50 per cent or more) in the ECRD, and on a time scale that

the interferometer sweep time. The fluctuation frequency
is long compared with T s, 1

is thus bounded above by _--= 30 kcps and below (presumably) by 60 cps.
s

Fig. XI- 3. Retarding potential probe plate current vs

time (p = 4X10 -6torr Hg, B =400 gauss}.
o

Upper trace: retarding potential probe
plate current. Lower trace: magnetron
current pulse. Time scale 0.5 msec/cm.

In order to examine the fluctuating plasma in more detail, the current reaching the

plate of a retarding potential probe was measured as a function of time. The retarding

potential probe is mounted on the axis of the discharge tube just back of the magnetic
3

mirror. The probe consists of a capped copper tube, -4+ inch in diameter and approxi-

mately 2 inches long. A hole of 25-mil diameter has been drilled in the cap to sample

the plasma. Behind the cap are arranged three grids and a plate. In this experiment,

the grids were all grounded and the plate is held at +180 volts.

Figure XI-3 shows three separate magnetron current pulses and the corresponding

plate current of the retarding potential probe. For these three pulses, the magnetic field

in the center of the discharge tube was 440 gauss and the pressure was 4 X 10 -6 torr.

The fluctuations in the plate current provide a strong indication that the plasma density

itself is fluctuating.
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The fluctuating frequency can be estimated from Fig. Xl-3 to be approximately

6000 cps.

In Fig. XI-4 the average density of the plasma at peak magnetron current

(Z. 5 msec) has been plotted against the magnetic field in the center of the dis-

charge tube, with pressure as a parameter. Note that the magnetic-mirror ratio

for this experiment is approximately 4. The lower dotted line is the electron

8 --

o
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u
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0
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>
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/
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/
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5xlO -4

J
f
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MAGNETIC FIELD IN CENTER OF DISCHARGE TUBE ( GAUSS )

Fig. Xl-4. Average electron density vs magnetic field.

density found by assuming that the electron cyclotron and electron plasma fre-

quencies are equal at the center of the discharge tube. The upper dotted line

gives the density corresponding to a plasma frequency of 2.4 Gc, the driving

frequency of the magnetron. It appears that the average electron density is

limited by the magnetron frequency (upper dotted line). Several more points must

be taken, however, to complete Fig. XI-4.

M. A. Lieberman
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B. DISPERSION DIAGRAMS FOR HOT-ELECTRON PLASMAS

1. Computer Program for Solving Transcendental Dispersion Equations

A computer prug_an_ has _ ....... "+.^_ +_ ¢_A +h,_ _,,_,-,_r,f _ f*'_n_eendenta] dispersion

function D(co, k .... ) in the complex co plane. This program must be used in conjunction

with the Project MAC ti,ne-sharing system.

The user must provide a subroutine that computes the value of D, given the complex

frequency co, wave number k and any other parameters that the user may desire. The

subroutine may be written by using MAD, FORTRAN or FAP programming languages.

In operation, the program continuously steps k by an increment Ak, and at each step

finds a zero, co , of the dispersion function D

D(W n, k+n_k .... ) = O.

The zero, co , is found by constructing a grid of values in the complex co plane around an
-n

initial guess co as follows:
gn

= provided by the user

CO _-- co
gl --o

cogn COn-I + Ak(con-l---_n-2 ) n >I 2.

The program evaluates the real function F = [D(co, k+nAk .... )]2 for every point on

the grid. If a minimum of F is found at u*n, the grid is refined several times until con

is given to three significant figures; then __D is checked to verify that its real and imag-

inary parts change sign in the neighborhood of _¢0n. If such is the case, the zero is printed

and k is stepped. Thus the zeros of D in the complex ___ plane are computed as a func-

tion of the wave number k.

Man-machine interaction plays an important role in the use of this program. It would

be practically impossible to utilize this program in an efficient manner without the aid

of the time-sharing system. The grid size and spacing in the complex co plane, the wave

number k and its increment Ak, and all other parameters are specified by the user and

may be altered at will. If at any step a zero of D is not found, the program requests

the user to change the grid size, spacing, and location in the complex co plane. As an

aid to the user, the program will print the values of D and F at the grid points if desired.

Z. Longitudinal Waves in the Absence of a Magnetic Field

The dispersion equation for longitudinal waves propagating in a hot-electron

Maxwellian plasma I is
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1+ + -Z =0,

k2k _pe kD

VT .

where _pe is the electron plasma frequency, k D = _pe is the Debye wavelength, and

2

Z(_) = lr-I/2 f 0o dx e-X-oo x-_ Im_ >0

is the plasma dispersion function, tabulated by Fried and Conte. 2

The solution of this dispersion equation is shown in Fig. XI-5. The familiar Landau

damping result is obtained for kk D << 1, while for kk D much in excess of 1, the wave is

heavily damped.

100

10

Re w

1

3

10-I

Fig. XI-5.

kX D

100

Plasma dispersion equation for longitudinal waves.
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3. Quasi-static Waves in a Hot-Electron Plasma Waveguide

Consider a hot-electron plasma waveguide whose axis is parallel to the static mag-

.._.._^+_.._._._1_ rT,_a_.......... fh_ _._m_mntion. that as a boundary_ condition the tangential electric

100 --

i0-1

10-2

10 --

pX D = 1.57

%/epe = 3.12

..... = IMAGINARy u /

-- = REAL _ /

/,'/
.o/ I

do)/.I

CYCLOTRON __//_///_

_- iI1.@_

3y/,, +'

i I

/ /
I

!
I

/

I I I
10-2 10-1 1.0 10.0

kzX D

Fig. XI-6. Quasi-static dispersion equation in a hot-electron plasma waveguide.

field vanishes at the waveguide walls, the quasi-static dispersion equation for this sys-
tem 1 is

= O,I + + _o Z(_ n) In (k) e-

k D n=-_

where _n { 1 . j UiC) t¢°C )= _-Z-kzk Dtl n_-- ' k=pkD/-_-- ' _istheelectr°ncycl°tr°nfre-pepe pe c

quency, kz is the longitudinal wave number, p is the transverse wave number, and In(X )

is the Bessel function of imaginary argument.

In(X) = i -n Jn(iX}.
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This dispersion equation has an infinite number of solutions, each one corresponding

as k -- 0. In
roughly to a cyclotron frequency harmonic. For these solutions, _0--no0c z

addition to these waves, there is a single plasma wave, for which ¢0--0 as kz --0.

Through the use of the computer program described above the two solutions for the

plasma wave and the first-harmonic cyclotron wave have been obtained. Figure Xl-6

shows the solutions for the parameters pk m = 1.57, ¢Oc/¢0pe= 3. 12. There is a crossover

point at kzk D = 0.35. Below this wave number, the cyclotron wave dominates the behavior

of the waveguide system, since it has the smaller loss. Both waves are damped out for

kzk D much greater than 2.5.

It should be noted that quasi statics is invalid in the neighborhood of the electron

cyclotron frequency and its harmonics. Also, the question of boundary conditions arises.

In a plasma with transverse, as well as longitudinal, temperature, plasma particles

are constantly hitting the walls. It is not clear whether the boundary condition considered

here, that the tangential electric field be zero on the waveguide wall, even approximates

the actual plasma boundary condition.

M. A. Lieberman

I. T. Stix, The Theory of
New York, 1962), p. 103.

2. B. Fried and S. Conte,

New York, 1961).
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C. INSTABILITIES IN ELECTRON STREAMS IN CROSSED ELECTRIC

AND MAGNETIC FIELDS

We have been studying the properties of a hot, weak-density, unneutralized electron

beam, whose unperturbed motion consists of a drift perpendicular to crossed static elec-

tric and magnetic fields.

In the unperturbed state, we assume that the average velocity of the electrons is

given bYWay e = V0x_x , where V0x = E0/B 0. (See Fig. XI-7.) Here E 0 and B0i z are the

applied, static electric and magnetic fields. We neglect the DC space charge and cur-

rent, and the zero-order fields produced by them. The Boltzmann equation for this

unperturbed state is satisfied by the distribution function

l (Vx-V0x} 1 mVy

f0 = A exp '-_-m- kB T _ exp 2 kBT g(Vz)' (1}

= _ v x, Vy, v z are the x, y, andwhere V0x E0/B 0, A is a normalization constant, and
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z

Fig. XI- 7.

E i
o y

t

L
=v ""2-

I
OX x

im, x

Coordinate system for electron stream in
crossed electric and magnetic fields.

z components of the particle velocity, m is the electron mass, T is the temperature,

and k B is Boltzmann's constant. The function g(Vz) is left arbitrary at this point. Note

that f0 is spatially homogeneous and independent of time; it satisfies

q _ _ _

m(E01y+VXB0iz) - _vf0 = 0, (2)

where q is the charge of a single electron.

If this unperturbed motion is given a perturbation so that the distribution function

f = f0 + Re [fl eJ(c_t-k" r)], the linearized Boltzmarm equation becomes

q q ($×%T2 qj(c_-k- v) fl + -- E0 + -- " _vfl = - -- El " _vf0"
m _ m m

(3)

Here E1 is the perturbed electric field. We shall make the quasi-static assumption,

namely that the perturbed magnetic field B 1 = 0, and hence E 1 = -_¢. Equation 3 is

difficult to solve, however, owing to the term involving E 0.

If a Galilean transformation is made to a coordinate system translating with the

"-- of the electrons, the static electric field vanishes and the prob-average velocity V0xl x

lem is considerably simplified.

r = r' +V0xix t

V --V I ÷ V_____
UX

This transformation may be described by the relations

(4)

(5)

t=t' (6)
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E E' X B'
= - V0xlx

(7)

B = B'. (8)

The symbol prime denotes quantities measured in the moving system, while unprimed
v

quantities are measured in the laboratory system. In Eqs. 4-8, we have assumed 0x<< l,
c

where c is the velocity of light. In the moving coordinate system, the Boltzmann

equation becomes

8 f(r',_', t') _ q

at' +v' " _7r,f(r',v',t') +m [E'+v'XB']" W'f(P'v"t") = _ (9)

The unperturbed distribution function is

Emv2IxiImv 7f:Aexp 2 kBT exp- g(v_) (1o)

which satisfies the unperturbed Boltzmann equation

q

m (v'×Bo?zl"Vv'fO= o. Ill)

The linearized Boltzmann equation (if we assume an e j(_'t'-k' " r') dependence for fl ) is

q .__ q m

j(_,-k,,v,)fl+_n(V'×B0\_ "V'fl= -toE'1 "W'fo" _IZ)

The dispersion relation 1 is found to be

2

_ 0_ _: m=+_ j2m(p)tm._ _ aa__z_ 2___
P vldvI dr' __, c a k' fo(V')"

0 = 1 + k-_ z m =-°o (¢o,_kilVz_m¢oc) 8_ + I'

(13)

Here, if e is the magnitude of the electronic charge and n O the number density of elec-

(_ e2n0_01_I/2 -_j, and _c is the cyclotron frequencytrons, _Op is the plasma frequency P -
]

I_c = _)" Jm is a Bessel function of the first kind, order m; vl= JVx2+V'/;
% l

ki_ The wave number k' is the component of-k' along B0i-z,while ki= _k_+ k '2.
LI yP _oc

In order to find the dispersion relation in the laboratory system, one uses the

Galilean transformations for frequency and wave number:

co = ¢_' + kxV0x (14)
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k -_ k I.
(15)

Ifthe unperturbed distribution function for the beam is taken as in Eqs. 1 and I0, with

g(Vz) = 5{Vz), the dispersion relation becomes

k' 2
II

2
n=+°° n/k

_P -k1 - --_ e In(k)

Uc n=-°° _(_c - n)

2
n=+oo 1

_P -k
1 -----_ e __j In(k) 2

Uc n=-oo c°(-_c n)

(16)

where In(X)isamodified Bessel function ofn th order andthe quantity k =_kBT/.

C
!

kll

In Figs. XI-8, XI-9, and XI-10 we show three plots of k_ versus the normalized fre-
U

u' P
-- for different values of-- at fixed k = 1.0. For sufficiently small values of

quency u co
C C

U

p k'll

-- < 0.7, all values of k--_are stable. This may be seen from Fig. XI-8,wheredensity u
C

U
Up P

- 0. 5. When-- = 0. 7 (see Fig. XI-9) waves with-- k'll > 2. 1 are unstable, and the

Ue u c ' k'j_ u

u' P
real part of the frequency lies in the range 0 <--< 1. As -- increases, more instabil-

U U
e c

Up k, ii

ities appear. For example, as shown in Fig. XI-10, for-- = 1.0, waves with k-_> 1.0
U c

U w

are unstable, with the real part of the frequency 0 <-- < 2.0.
U

C

Recent work on a different problem whose results are related to these has been
2

reported.

H. M. Schneider, A. Bers
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D. INSTABILITIES IN TRANSVERSEWAVESALONG B0 FOR
BEAM-TYPE DISTRIBUTIONS

The dispersion relation for transverse electromagnetic waves propagatingalong a
DC magnetic field on a plasma beamhasbeenanalyzedto uncover the instabilities that
may exist.

An infinite system of stationary neutralizing ions penetratedby an electron beam is
assumed. The velocity spacedistribution function of the electrons is taken to be

=_ 5 (v±-vo±) ),f0(vl ' vii ) 2wv0j - 5{vii-v0t I

where v I and vii are the velocities perpendicular to and along the magnetic field.

A simultaneous solution of the relativistic Boltzmann equation and Maxwell's equa-

tions yields the dispersion relation

2
2 2 2 2"1

c2k 2 _ Vo.L(k -_ /c )p ¢0 - kv 0 tl
2 -1--T + |,

co (o_-kv011-_0b) 2(_0-kv01l-_0b)2J

where a dependence, ej(_°t-kx),of the field quantities is assumed, and only right-handed

polarized waves are considered.

1
The criteria of Bers and Briggs were employed to analyze the dispersion relation.

Figure XI-I la shows the roots of the dispersion relation as a function of real k in the

complex o0-plane. The plots were obtained on a cathode-ray tube by means of a system

known as the "K1udge" associated with project MAC. 2 As k goes from -oo to +0% the

locus in the _0-plane is traced from left to right as indicated in Fig. XI-I la. For large

k the locus levels off at a maximum negative o_i. Following Bers and Briggs, we find

that instabilities exist over the range of real frequencies with negative imaginary parts.

In order to determine the nature of the instability, the roots of the dispersion equation,

for the real frequency range of interest, must be investigated in the complex k-plane.

Figure XI-llb shows the locus of roots in the k-plane as _0 is varied from _0L to OR"

When two roots from opposite sides of the real k-axis meet, the dispersion equation

has a saddle point, and an absolute instability is uncovered. When a root crosses the

real axis and stops, a convective instability is indicated.

The nature of the instabilities as the parameters COp, v0A _, and v0 IIare varied has

been studied. For nonrelativistic velocities, the absolute instabilities, when they are

present, occur at the points indicated by (A) and (B) in Fig. XI-1 la. As the plasma fre-

quency is increased the long-wavelength instability moves into the high-frequency region

of the short-wavelength instability, as in Fig; Xl-12a. For relativistic velocities

perpendicular to the magnetic field, the two instabilities merge to form the loops shown

in Fig. XI- 13a.
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For v011 = 0, the dispersion relation becomes second-order in _ and the 0_-plane

plots appear as in Fig. XI-14. For small COpthe zero and infinite wave number absolute
0_

P v0£
instabilities have the same value of _i' and the magnitude increases with _ . Atp _00 c

the zero wave number instabilities disappear while the large wave number solutions

® .I

a=
_. .01 _
3

_L

.001

.0001

__ k=O

v--_O'L = 0.316

/// \ =0.1

v 011 = 0

L L I L I
.001 .01 .1 1.0 10

up / w b

I
IO0

Fig. XI-15. Smooth rate of the absolute instability for v 0 li= 0 as a

function of _p/_0 b, with v0±/c as a parameter.

continue to increase with _ . This characteristic is demonstrated in Fig. X[-15. As
P

is also apparent from Fig. XI-15, o_i increases with v0j _.

The effect of finite temperature on the instabilities discussed here is now under

study.

A. Bers, J. K. Hoag, E. A. Robertson
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E. HOT PLASMA WAVEGUIDESAND RESONATORS

I. Model Description

!nter_ction$ b_twp_n_]eetromagnetiefields _nd plasma in metallic waveguidesand
cavities are considered in this report• Thetreatement refers to a hot, collisionless,
inhomogeneouselectron plasma in a static magnetic field, described by the linearized
first two momentsof the Vlasov equationand Maxwell's equations. A scalar pressure
is assumedand heat flow is neglected.

2. Dielectric-Tensor Operator

The dielectric-tensor operator K
op

K "E=E+.
op 3_E 0"

1
is defined by

(1)

For our model of plasma, the following expression is obtained for the dielectric-

tensor operator:

( ')'= _- Up n=0_--- v T

Kop= I-_-_A +7 _no J

where

(2)

2

P

2
n0e

mE 0
(electron plasma frequency} (3)

2
v T

kBT
m

m
(electron thermal velocity) (4)

B a

1 J_b 0

2 1 2
1 - f_b - _b

= •.• •o.• •_e.o.e.oo .o..-•o. °e..

-Jab 1
0

2 2
1 - _b 1 - _b

• ..........** °...o.•l*e..e***e

0 0 1

(_)

Here, f2b = eB0/m_, and the static magnetic field B 0 is directed along the z-axis.

3. Energy Conservation Principle

For the assumed lossless plasma, there exists a relation _ between power flow S and

energy W stored in a volume v:
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dS- W,dt
(6)

Z -S = [EX H + mvTnv ] " ida

_V 1 II_ 2 £0E2W = -_ OH + + mn0v2
mY T

+ no n
dT.

(7)

(8)

Here, the surface • encloses the volume T. Note that in these equations n O may be a

function of position.

4. Boundary Conditions

Applying the uniqueness theorem to our model of plasma, we find that the solution

will be unique if the following boundary conditions are specified:

1 X E = 0 on part of the cavity or waveguide wall (9)

n (perfect electric conductor)

T X H= 0 on the remainder of the cavity or waveguide wall (10)
n (perfect magnetic conductor)

i- • v = 0 on part of the plasma interface (11)
n

n = 0 on the remainder of the plasma interface. (12)

Equations 9-lZ may be derived by a technique similar to that used by Bobroff and Haus 3

for electron beams. When the boundary conditions (9-lZ) are satisfied, the dielectric-

tensor operator K=op is a Hermitian operator for the cavity or waveguide considered.

For a cavity of volume T,

F'* " _op" EdT = E • Kop" E dT.
(13)

For a waveguide of cross section A,

_A -- _A _* --*l_* • Kop" Eda = E. Kop- E da. (14)

When the conditions (9-1Z) are satisfied, the field solutions will be unique, except at

resonances, and for systems capable of sustaining isolated plasma waves (electrostatic

waves).

5. Approximate Techniques

The introduction of waveguide and cavity boundaries increases the complexity of the

field analysis problem, to the point where it will be difficult or impossible to obtain
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exact solutions. It is usually convenient, therefore, to use approximate methods.

a. Perturbation Theory

•4;_la,_'l-,r,-ir, fp1"1_nr nneratorWe compare the hot-plasma system, characLerized by thc .......... - ..... .

Kop, with a closely related system, characterized by the dielectric tensor K (for the

cold-plasma system) and whose field variables have the subscript 0. By manipulation

of Maxwell's equations for the two systems, and by using Green's theorems and the

boundary conditions, we obtain relations 4 for the characteristic quantities of the system

considered:

(a) Resonant frequency of a cavity

-_.o_,['o_o.•_.-_._"_o]_-
- ¢°0 = ; (15)

[ ....*]"-_ " H+ • K"" E 0 dTfT _0H0

(b) Cutoff frequency of a waveguide

-°_c0 0 Kop E-E._.E 0 da

_- _o = [ _._] , (16)--*" H+ e0 E. K daIA Ft0H0 OJ

(c) Propagation constant of a waveguide (e -Yz)

_,o_A[_o'"o,"_'-_"_'"<]da

[o o] ,,7,i A i% • l_. XH+EXH da

Relations 15-17 are exact relations. Since the fields E and H are unknown, some

approximations can be made if the perturbation is small. It is usually assumed (unless

some more accurate approximation is available} that E : E 0, H = H 0. With this approx-

imation, the denominator of {17) becomes 4P era, that is, four times the time-averaged
z

power carried in the z-direction by the unperturbed wave.

b. Variational Principles

Since the dielectric-tensor operator K is Hermitian when used with the boundary
VlJ

conditions {9)-(lZ), it is possible to derive variational principles for the characteristic

quantities of the system.
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(a) Resonantfrequency of a cavity

2 2 Ivxe.l dT
O.) -- e

(18)

(b) Cutoff frequency of a waveguide

2 z $A II,VT×_ , da
to = c ; (195

fA _* "%p " E--da

(c) Propagation constant of a waveguide

f A[H*. _TX E-E *" VTXH+ j_0 [ HI 2 + j_EoE":'" KLp" EJ

•v = j13- (2o5

2 Re fA [E×H:::] " Tzda

da

This variational principle in Eq. Z0 is valid only when y = j_, and hence only in particular

frequency regions. 5 The trial fields for the three variational principles must be con-

tinuous and differentiable, and must satisfy the boundary conditions•
6

Further details and applications may be found in Gardiol's thesis.

F. Gardiol, A. Bers
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F. EMISSION PROCESSES BY AN OSCILLATOR MOVING AT

SUPER-WAVE VELOCITY

When an oscillator is moving relative to a medium through which a certain kind of

wave is propagating, it emits or absorbs a quantum, which is associated with the wave
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field. The energy of an emitted quantumdependsuponthe relative velocity, as well as
the characteristic frequency of anoscillator according to the Doppler effect. But if the
relative velocity exceedsthe phasevelocity of the wave, qualitatively newphenomena
appear. One u; _hem n,_..... _,,1...._u_-- _-_,_,.**..... _-_,-.-_,-_+^a_..+v__.._'_a a_o,.,_,_a_............ h_, ('-_n_h,*-g.. _,idm_n,

and Zheleznyakov 1'2 as the "anomalous Doppler effect." The anomalous Doppler effect

can be explained either classically or quantum mechanically. In this report other

new phenomena will be discussed which have no classical analogues in this velocity

region.

In the interaction between a single oscillator and a wave field if the diagonal ele-

ments of the interaction Hamiltonian between an oscillator and a wave field are zero with

respect to the unperturbed eigenstates, the total momentum and energy are conserved

in the emission or absorption processes.

nkhk k + P = const
k

(1)

nkh¢0 k +-_-_- + W

k

= const, (2)

where n k, k k, ¢0k are the quantum number, wave vector, and frequency, respectively,

of the wave mode specified by k; P, M, W are the momentum, the mass, and the inter-

nal energy, respectively, of the oscillator. Assuming that only one mode of the wave

field is involved in the present process, and the wave vector is parallel to P, we have

W = const - _M(P-MU)Z, (3)

where U = ¢ok/k k is the phase velocity. This is shown in Fig. XI-16.

This is a locus on which the momentum and the internal energy of the oscillator are

confined during the interaction.

Let us consider only the emission processes, since the absorption occurs in the

direction opposite to the emission on this locus. The internal energy of the oscillator

is supposed to be changed by _W.

1. When the oscillator state is at 1 initially, it goes down the slope to 2 after

emission of a quantum with a momentum hk k, as required by Eq. 1. In this process

W always decreases. This sort of process is called the "normal Doppler effect."

2. When the oscillator is moving slight faster than the phase velocity and located

at 3, it can make a transition to 4 without losing its internal energy. This is a

Cherenkov type of emission process.
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Fig. XI-16. Diagram of transitions.

3. When the oscillator velocity largely exceeds the phase velocity of the wave which

is located at 5 it can make three different transitions. A transition 5 --6 is called the

anomalous Doppler effect, in which the final velocity of the oscillator is always larger

than U and the internal energy of the oscillator is always increased. On the other hand,

in a process 5 -- 7, the oscillator increases the internal energy and at the same time is

decelerated to a velocity smaller than U. The other possibility is a process 5 --8, in

which the oscillator loses its internal energy as well as its kinetic energy. In the last

two processes the internal state of the oscillator goes through an energy tunnel to a final

state, and we have no classical analogues for them. A possible example will be found

in the interaction of phonons with gyrating conduction electrons in a DC magnetic field.

These processes occur spontaneously or through stimulation by the wave field.

T. Musha

1.

2.
(1962).
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G. ELECTRON CYCLOTRONRESONANCEDISCHARGE

I. NEW MICROWAVETECHNIQUEFOR MEASURINGELECTRON DENSITY
°

Since the last report I a new perturbation method of measuring the electron density

of a plasma in a resonant cavity has been developed. The method is a variation of the
2

method developed by Rose and Brown, wherein the plasma shifts the resonant frequency

of a cavity mode by changing the complex dielectric constant .of the medium filling the

cavity. The new method uses perturbations of many of the higher order cavity modes

to measure the density of the plasma. The theory of the measurement is particularly

simple.

Consider a resonant cavity partially filled with plasma which is excited at the reso-

nant frequency of the n th higher order mode. Assume that there is no steady magnetic

field, or, if one is present, that the ratio of the electron cyclotron frequency to the

applied frequency is negligible compared with one. Then, according to Rose and Brown,

the determining ratio Af/f of the n th mode as a result of the presence of the plasma is

given by

_V _P(_)[_n(_)I Z d3_-

z_f P
f

2_o2V
c

where _p(F) is the electron plasma frequency as a function of position, _ is the unper-
turbed resonant frequency of the n th mode, V and V are the cavity and plasma volumes,

c p

and _n(r) is the eigen electric-field vector of the n th mode. Here the normalization

= vc
c

is assumed.

Now if the volume of the plasma V is large compared with a cubic half-wavelength
P

at the resonant frequency of the n th mode, the integral can be evaluated as

_V ¢°P(Y) l_n(r)I2 d3_'= ¢°2pVp'

P

where Z is the average density of the plasma over the volume V . If _f is consider-
P P

ably larger than the frequency separation between modes near the frequency f, the

*This work was supported in part by the United States Atomic Energy Commission
under Contract AT(30- I)-32Z 1.
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plasma will cause many modes to sweep past a given frequency f. Thus if 5f is the aver-

age mode separation, the total frequency shift _f of the n th mode is given by

_f = m6f,

where m is the number of modes that sweep past a given frequency to" The relation will

be most accurate if m is much greater than one. Thus we are led to the relation

V

(¢Op/¢O)2 2mSf c= - --T-- V-"
P

Expe riment

Two X-band waveguides were attached to the resonant box of the ECRD and micro-

wave energy at approximately 9.5 Gc was coupled through the box and observed with a
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Fig. XI-17. Plasma electron density between microwave pulses.
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Fig. XI- 18. Plasma electron density after turnoff measured with the X-band and
UHF probing mode techniques. The plasma is assumed to lie in a
cylinder 10 inches in diameter on the cavity axis.

crystal detector and an oscilloscope. As the frequency of the X-band energy was varied

slightly, peaks in energy transmission were detected when different modes of the cavity

were exactly at resonance. The mode number of these modes is approximately 10,000,

and their separation was measured to be 1.69 mc/mode averaged over 100 modes, with

a 10-mode maximum average of 1.98 mc/mode and a minimum of 1. Z7 mc/mode.

The discharge was run in the burst mode 1 and the plasma tuning of the X-band modes

was observed in the afterglow after the last S-band power pulse. The parameter Af was

measured as a function of time by counting the number of modes after a given time which

could be detected sweeping by the frequency 9.5 Gc. By using Eq. 1, the plasma density

was calculated; some typical results are presented in Figs. XI-17 and XI-18. A com-

parison of results of this technique and of the UHF probing mode technique 1 is made in

Fig. XI-18. In obtaining these points, all parameters of the system were carefully

adjusted until they were reproducible on a pulse-to-pulse basis.

T. J. Fessenden
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2. INTENSITY MEASUREMENTS OF THE ARGON 4880 /k LINE*

Intensity measurements of incoherent light emitted from an argon plasma have been

made. The frequencies of particular interest were those used in argon lasers, specif-

ically the 4880 /k and 5150 /k lines. The 5150 /_ line, however, was never observed in

the plasma studied here, and so the following results are for the 4880 /_ line of ionized

argon.

The argon plasma was created by an electron cyclotron discharge with approximately

60 watts of incident RF power at Z. 8 kmc. The plasma was confined by a rectangular

cavity and a symmetric magnetic mirror (see Fig. XI-19). The field strength ratio of

//I
POLE PIECE

MAGNETS

J XXXXX J

CAVITY

MAGNETS

Ixxxxxl 1
J J MONOCHROMETER

'
POLE PIECE

Fig. XI- 19. Experimental arrangement.

the mirror was approximately 5: 3. With this fixed ratio the field strength at the center

of the cavity was varied from 500 gauss to 1000 gauss. The base pressure was approx-

imately 5 X 10 -6 mm Hg, and the discharge was studied at working pressures of

5 × 10-4-5 X 10 -5 mm Hg. A 3/4 inch hole was placed in one of the pole pieces and

the light intensity emitted along the axial directions of the magnets was observed by a

monochrometer set a:t 4880 /k. The output of the monochrometer was recorded for var-

ious values of the magnetic field and plasma density.

The monochrometer was then calibrated by a standard General Electric tungsten

lamp. Using this calibration, we converted each plasma measurement to a value of n,

which is the number of radiators per unit time per unit volume giving off a quantum of
o

energy at 4880 A. These results are shown in Figs. XI-Z0 through XI-ZZ.

*This work was supported in part by the United States Atomic Energy Commission
under Contract AT(30-1)-3221.
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We plan to continue this work and investigate the feasibility of pumping an argon

laser with a cyclotron or beam-plasma discharge.

B. R. Kusse
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H. FUSION BLANKET RESEARCH

With the completion of the doctoral thesis of L. M. Petrie, the initial phase of this

work has been completed. The substantive content of five theses in this area of research,

which have been submitted to the Department of Nuclear Engineering, M.I.T., in par-

tial fulfillment of the requirements for the degrees indicated below, will be published in

the Research I_boratory of Electronics technical report series. A list of authors and

titles follows.

A. J. Impink, Neutron Economy in Fusion Reactor Blanket Assemblies

Ph. D. Thesis, January 1963, to appear as Technical Report 434.

W. G. Homeyer, Thermal and Chemical Aspects of the Thermonuclear
Blanket Problem

Se.D. Thesis, December 1962, to appear as Technical Report 435.

L. M. Lontai, A Study of a Thermonuclear Reactor Blanket with Fissile Nuclides

S.M. Thesis, May 1963, to appear as Technical Report 436.

P. S. Spangler, Fusion Reactor Blanket Experiment

Sc.D. Thesis, February 1965, to appear as Technical Report 437.

L. M. Petrie, Gamma Ray Spectra in Fusion Blanket Mock-ups

Sc. D. Thesis, March 1965, to appear as Technical Report 438.

D. J. Rose

I. NONADIABATIC DIFFUSION IN TOROIDAL GEOMETRY

An apparatus is being built to produce a circulating electron current in toroidal

geometry by nonadiabatic injection of a cw electron beam. Although partly motivated

by the problem of cw injection into closed geometry, our major objective is a study of

the effect of small nonadiabatic perturbations on particle diffusion in space and velocity.

A circulating beam is an ideal medium for these studies because of the simple relations

between diffusion coefficients and beam lifetime.

i. Nonadiabatic Scattering

The motion of charged particles is said to be adiabatic when the magnetic fields

change slowly enough along the particle trajectory. In this case, both _, the magnetic

moment, and J, the longitudinal invariant, may be treated as constants of the motion.

The particle trajectory is then well described by the guiding-center approximation which

predicts, except for electrical and gravitational drifts, particle motion along surfaces

of fixed _ and J. If the adiabatic conditions are violated, the adiabatic invariants suffer

a random fluctuation with a resultant diffusion. The nonadiabatic motion depends, as

the adiabatic motion does not, on the detailed relation between the particle's phase in its

motion around the guiding center and the shape and extent of the field perturbations.
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Several theoretical analysesof this process haveappeared1'2
mental work hasbeendone.

but no definitive experi-

2. Experiment

The device will bea race track with 6 m circumferential length, and 10-cmminor
diameter (see Fig. XI-23). The electron injection energy will be4 keyto yield a 2-cm

10 cm

MAIN Bz FIELD COILS

(B z ~ 100 GAUSS)

DIFFUSION PUMP MANIFOLD

ROTATI ONAL FIELD

COILS(I ~ IO00AMPS)

M I 1.5M

ELECTRON TRAJECTORY

CORKSCREW COILS

SHIELDED
ELECTRON GUN

Fig. XI-23. Toroidal magnetic trap.

Larmor radius with the planned main field of 100 gauss. The electrons will be injected

essentially perpendicularly to the field with only enough _t to miss the gun snout after

one orbit. They will then enter an accelerating corkscrew 3'4 which, by cumulative non-

adiabatic perturbations, will increase vii at the expense of V L, so that in one pass the

motion will be almost entirely along B.

The injected electrons would undergo severe curvature drifts in the U bends of the

torus if no corrective action were taken. The drift distance for a particle of Larmor

radius r b is yr b for complete traversal of the bend. In our system, because of the

nature of the corkscrew injection scheme, the electron Larmor orbit is comparable to

the minor diameter of the torus, and, therefore, this amount of uncorrected drift would

be intolerable. Hence, we shall make use of helical windings to impart a rotational

trans/oz_m to the magnetic field lines. These differ from the windings found on

Stellarator-type devices in that we cannot rely on drift cancellations over many transits
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of the entire system but must cancel drifts within a single U bend. To study these com-

plicated particle trajectories, we have developed a computer program to integrate the

equations of motion and to determine the magnetic field surfaces. Figure XI-24 shows

the motion of a particle in a U bend with a 2_ rotational transform. The important

Y

MAGNETIC SURFACES ( SURFACE GENERATED J/PARTICLE TRAJECTORY
BY FOLLOWING A MAGNETIC FIELD LINE)

\

L
r

_ r

MEASURED WITH RESPECTANGLE TO
THE ROTATING HELICAL CONDUCTORS

Fig. XI-24. Two dimensional projection of a trajectory and mag-
netic surfaces with a rotational transform of 2_.

quantity is the radial component of the vector connecting the particle position at the

beginning and end of its transit through the U bend. Figure XI-25 shows the effect of

many transits through a U bend, illustrating the order of magnitude of the remaining

spatial diffusion effects for one particular choice of helical transform strength. Our

aim is to make particle losses caused by imperfections in the drift cancelling scheme

small compared with those resulting from nonadiabatic losses from the corkscrew or

other intentionally introduced perturbations that are to be studied.
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Fig. Xl-Z5. Cumulative plot of residual drifts after

multiple passes through a U bend with
rotational transform of Z_ at r = . 5 cm.

Principal diagnostic methods will involve Rogowsky coils for detection of the modu-

lated circulating beam and flourescent screens for visual location of beam position.

R. W. Moir, L. M. Lidsky
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J. PLASMA TURBULENCE STUDIES

The construction of the Hollow-Cathode Discharge III device described in Quarterly

Progress Report No. 76 (pages 130-133) has been completed. The magnet coils have

been tested successfully and maximum field in excess of 4 Kgauss can be obtained over

...... _ .... _,_ ,,,_=_v_L. ±nu profile of the axial field on the centerline of the system and

at the wall of the vacuum chamber is shown in Fig. XI-Z6.
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Fig. XI-Z6. Profile of axial field of HCD III system.

Shims are now being installed to minimize the variations in the axial field, after

which the device will be operational. The first phase of experiment will be the deter-

mination of operating parameters of the plasma; the next phase will be the turbulence

studies.
J. C. Woo

K. STUFFED-CUSP PLASMA FACILITY

Construction has begun on a "stuffed-cusp" magnetic trap. This is a "minimum B"

system consisting of a simple spindle cusp with an axial conductor. The axial current

creates a system with a nonzero minimum of induction which should enhance the single-

particle {adiabatic) containment properties of the cusp.

We propose to generate a plasma inside the device by injecting an electron beam

through the line cusp and making use of the beam-plasma interaction. In this manner,

we hope to generate a hot electron plasma with densities of the order of 1012/cm 3. If

this scheme fails to work, microwave equipment is available to create a plasma by

electron-cyclotron resonance heating. The resonant frequency then can be adjusted so
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region coincides with the center of the containment volume.

A schematic diagram of the facility is shown

in Fig. XI-27. The cusp field will be generated by

two existing tape-wound coils driven by a 60-kw

generator. Axial current will be furnished by a
FIELD LINES

MAGNETIC bank of 12-v storage batteries which will give
.... ISOBARS ( kg )

14.7 kA through the water-cooled copper central

conductor. A circuit breaker will be constructed

employing a dielectric slab driven between mov-

able electrodes. Interchangeable resistor links

consisting of stainless-steel and copper tubes

will be used to make fine adjustments in current.\
The resulting magnetic field configuration,

\ computed by using the MAI_CO code, 1 is plotted

in Fig. Xl-Z8. The largest closed magnetic iso-
bar is 1.16 kgauss, while the minimum induction

is 0.62 kgauss; this gives a mirror ratio of 1.9.A cylindrical stainless-steel vacuum can

(Z4-inch diameterX 7 inches) has been constructed
/ /

with 7 radial ports. A removable vacuum wall

has been built around the central conductor

so that the conductor may be withdrawn and the

system run as a simple cusp. A 4-inch oil-

diffusion pump and baffle that give a pumping

speed of 300 liters/sec have been installed.

I I I
2 3 4

Z(!n)

Magnetic field plot.
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Proposeddiagnostic techniquesfor the facility are microwave interferometry; x-ray,
light, andRF spectral measurements; and single-particle detection with scintillation
or solid-state counters.

We proposeto studythe effect of a nonzerominimum of the induction on the stability
and containmentproperties of a cusp. Also, studies of the beam-plasma interaction or of
electron-cyclotron heating in this geometry may be performed.

C. E. Wagner, L. M. Lidsky
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L. MOTION IN NONADIABATIC FIELDS*

Let us consider a chargedparticle moving in a magnetic field which has a charac-
teristic length of the order of the particle's Larmor radius. The particle's magnetic
moment will no longer be conserved;as a result, an external beam can be trapped
betweenmagnetic mirrors. The phenomenonis widely recognizedand has formed the
basis of many publications.1-4 In this report weattempt to obtain further insight into
the interaction by studyingthe equationof motion,

d_ _ × _; _ e_- = -- (1)dt m

in curvilinear coordinates running along the field lines. The coordinate system is
A Z% A

obtained by defining the unit vectors t, n, and b, where _ is along the field direction,

n is in the direction of the principal normal, that is, in the direction of the instantaneous
/%

radius of curvature, and b is in the direction of the bi-normal, that is, the direction in

which the field lines twist. These vectors are related by the Frenet-Seret formulas

^
-d-_-- /<n

d_ ^ ^
d--s-= -(_t+Tb) (2)

^
m- Tn
ds

where _ is the inverse radius of curvature, T is a measure of the torsion, and s is a

measure of arc length along the field lines. As a result of employing these relations and

the definition

ds = vtdt (3)

the equation of motion becomes

dv t
d----_= _Vn (4a)

dv

ds - = -_vt + - Vb (4b)

ds - - - v n. (4c)

This work was supported in part by the United States Atomic Energy Commission
(Contract AT(30-1)-3285).
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These equations can be simplified by defining v t = v n + jv b and combining (4b) and (4c)

to obtain

dv+
d---_ = -Kvt - J(13--T) V+ (5a)

dvt (5b)
d---7 = _Vn'

where p = 0a/v t. For a weak nonadiabatic perturbation, the change in the particle's mag-

netic moment per transit will be small unless some resonance occurs. The obvious

approximation is to assume v t to be constant. Then (5a) and (5b) uncouple, and we

can treat _, -r, and _ as known functions that specify the magnetic field. The physical

meaning of (5a) is clear if we convert from a space to a time description,

2
dv+ . v t
d---t--+ J(_°-vtT) v+ - R " (6)

Since K = l/R, we see that the force that changes the magnitude of the perpendicular

velocity is due to the centripetal acceleration experienced when the particle attempts to

follow the perturbed field lines. The phase of the particle's rotation is specified by the

imaginary term, and this is affected by both the magnitude of the field and its torsion.

A direct integration gives

_v+ = - Kv t exp-j (_-'0 ds ds,
(7)

which is the desired result, the change in the perpendicular velocity resulting from a

transit through the perturbation.

The physical content of Eq. 7 is most easily visualized by comparison with the for-

mal solution of the equation of radiative transfer:

AI = _ exp- a ds' ds, (8)

where I is radiative flux, _ is the emissivity, and a is the absorption per unit length.

The total change of flux in a beam traversing an active medium is given by summing, at

the end point, the contribution of the emission at each point on the path diminished by

the absorption of that quantum over the remaining path length. Referring to Eq. 7, we

see that the effect of the perturbation can be interpreted in an analogous manner. The

change in v+ produced by the curvature at each point on the particle's trajectory is
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addedat the endof the perturbation with anappropriate phasedetermined by the factor
(_-T} which is the net rotation per unit path length.

Let us now consider the particular example of the stellarator type of field which,
near the axis. canbe represented by

= ¢_ h(kr) _-1 sin (_e-kz}
¢°r o

_@ = ¢0oh(kr)_-I cos (£e-kz) (9)

= _ (l+h(kr) __z o cos (_e-kz)).

Here 0 is the particle's azimuthal position, and h is a smallness parameter. We

assume that (kr) is also small and approximately constant over the particle orbit.

Neglecting terms in h z compared with h, we find

{ ,0}= h(kr) _-l k-(f-1) _- (10a)

T ={k-(_-l)_-B--Z_" (10b)

If we consider a particle moving along a field line with only a small perpendicular veloc-

ity, we can assume that 0 is a constant. Then (7) gives

Av+ = -h(kr)£-I kv t exp -j p-k) z + h(kr) i_ sin (fO-kz dz. (Ii)

The resonant nature of the interaction is evident from the (_-k) term in the exponent.

This measures the phase of the particle relative to the field. Because the field curva-

ture is constant, the particle sees a force of constant magnitude and if it rotates with

the field (_=k), its phase relation to this force is preserved. Therefore a large trans-

fer can occur between its parallel and perpendicular kinetic energy. The second term

in the exponent is of higher order and represents the change in phase caused by a vari-

ation in the magnitude of the particle's cyclotron period as the main field fluctuates.

We consider now a bumpy mirror type of field given by

Oz = _o (l+h sinkz)

¢0 (kr)- _ h cos kz,
r 2 o

Employing the same assumptions as before, we find

(12)
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/kr_
= kh _--_-]

sinkz

T=0

(13)

and the interaction is described by

s n  ex.-j z- (14)

We see that now the basic resonance is caused by a variation of the field curvature along

the particle's trajectory. Thus we can see a basic difference in these two interactions.

In the case of stellarator fields the particle experiences a constant centripetal force, and

it is the twist of the field lines which determines the resonance by adding the velocity

changes in phase. In the bumpy-mirror case the phase propagation is independent of the

perturbation, but the curvature force fluctuates in space so that the velocity changes

from different parts of the orbit will add in phase at the end point.

This manner of thinking suggests a method of attack for minimizing the velocity

change for trapped particles. Although K and T are not independent, a consideration

of their different natures suggests that their effects may be made to cancel for specific

particle velocities. If this velocity is chosen near the loss cone, the possibility exists

of reducing the scattering of particles past that velocity by the perturbation. The ulti-

mate particle lifetime would then be determined by other mechanisms.

In addition to its function as a guide to an intuitive understanding of nonadiabatic

interactions, Eq. 7 can also be used to explain the complicated subresonances observed

in some recent trapping experiments. 5 These subresonances appear when it becomes

necessary to discard the assumption that e is a constant. This occurs when the par-

ticle acquires enough perpendicular velocity so that its Larmor orbit becomes compa-

rable with the characteristic lengths of the field. In the experiment performed by

Demirkhanov and his co-workers, 5 a constant pitch _ = 3

Rewriting {11) with the full form of {10b), we obtain

stellarator field was used.

AV+ = _v t exp-j (_o-k) z + (1[-1) @ + h(kr) _ sin(i[0o-kZ dz, (15)

where the z dependence of @ in the first-order term has been ignored for convenience.

For off-axis particles we can write

O(z) = _0 sin_o z,
(16)

where AO _<w. Then if we employ the identity
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CO

ejpsin_= ] jn(p ) _jn_,

n= -_

L _
av+= ] _ ° _VtJa(Eh(kr) )Jb((_-l)

a,b

(17)

AO) exp-j{(Po(b+l)-k)z+a(_eo-kZ)} dz. (i8)

To lowest order, Ja = 5ao and resonances appear at

k = (b+l)Po (19)

with their relative amplitudes given by the ratio of the Bessel functions Jb((_-l)Ae). As

h increases, subresonances should appear at

(a+l)k = (b+l) _o" (20)

Two well-defined subresonances have been observed for particles injected along the

axis, where h is quite small0 and their spacing is given by (19) with b = 0, i. Further-

more, if A0 is taken equal to w for these particles (because their orbits intersect the

axis), the relative amplitudes of the observed resonant peaks are given quite closely by

the ratio

_i I - tA-_--_l ) = t-_l_" _" (21)

When the beam was injected off axis, which is equivalent to an increase in h, a compli-

cated fine structure appeared, superimposed on the main peaks. This can be qualita-

tively identified as the effect of the resonance condition given by Eq. 20. Thus it is

apparent that a great deal of information can be extracted from the equations of motion

when they are written in the form of Eq. 7. Although the agreement with experiment

indicated in this report is mainly qualitative, more exact solutions can be obtained by

using iterative techniques.
J. F. Clarke
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M. DETERMINING THE ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION FROM

SCATTERED LIGHT II

The electron velocity distribution function in a plasma can be uniquely related to the

spectral intensity of photons scattered out of an incident, collimated, monochromatic

beam. Thus, in principle, the velocity distribution function can be completely determined.

A previously reported initialinvestigation I into the relation between the spectrum and the

electron distribution function (including its sensitivity) has been extended and concluded.

Details of the work have been presented in an S.M. thesis 2", only the principal results

are given in this report.

The electron velocity distribution function, f(_), where _(=v/c) is the velocity of the

electrons, is mapped into the spectral intensity s(n_) by the operator L o. s(n__},the

power per unit frequency interval at _ scattered into a unit solid angle in the direction

of the unit vector n, is given by

s(n__¢0)= Lof(__). (I)

Similarly, the inverse relation is

f(_) = L -I s(n,_). (Z)
-- O --

The operators L and L -I have been derived z for both relativistic and nonrelativistic
O O

cases. Since the relativistic expressions are too complex to be very useful, only the

nonrelativistic expressions will be given here:

L ° =_-_ _Tnelo W-_ l-(n-no )z d__ 5(g(n, 0_,_)) (3)
Co

O

and

L-I _ 12¢°3o _ d__n (l-n'no) 82

o _TIone 4_ (l-(n.E)Z)(l-n._) 3 8¢oz
l-n ._

(*) --O

o_ l-n._
0

(4)

The notation is the same as that used in a previous report. 1 In L -1 the integration is
O

over all directions of n, and the derivative must be evaluated at the given point.

Equations 3 and 4 show that the relationship between the distribution function and the

spectral intensity of scattered light is unique.

This work was supported in part by the United States Atomic Energy Commission
(Contract AT(30- 1)-3221}.
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From (4) it can be seen that to determine an arbitrary velocity distribution function

at a point in velocity space, a great deal of information about the spectral intensity of

the scattered light is required. In particular, a specific average, over all directions of

scattering, of the second derivative of the spectra] intensity (evall)ated at a specific

frequency which depends on the direction of scattering) is required. In the present

simpler experimental arrangements, light is scattered by plasma electrons out of a laser

beam and detected in only one or two directions. What is needed in addition to Eq. 2 is

a more pragmatic approach, one which would be useful to an experimentalist. Such an

approach can be developed by examining Eq. 1.

From (1) it has been shown 1 that the spectrum observed in any particular direction

is equivalent to an analysis of the distribution function in one dimension along a specific

direction. Thus, one can expect to carry out experimentally only a finite number of one-

dimensional density analyses in velocity space of the distribution function. These one-

dimensional analyses are useful insofar as some kind of symmetry can be assumed.

Even if some kind of symmetry is assumed, the second derivative of the spectrum (a very

difficult quantity to determine experimentally) must be measured in order to ascertain

the causative distribution function. A method of avoiding such a difficult measurement is

to compare the experimental spectrum with spectra calculated by using known distribu-

tion functions, that is, to construct a library. A unique method of comparing the experi-

mental and calculated spectra is given below. A rudimentary library calculated from

some spherically symmetric distribution functions is illustrated in Fig. XI-29 and the

corresponding parameters are listed in Table XI-1.

In order to compare the calculated and experimental spectra, we must note that the

shape of the spectrum is the same as the one-dimensional shape of the distribution func-

tion and hence the magnitude of the spectrum {corresponding to the electron density) and

the width of the spectrum (corresponding to the 1-D velocity spread of the electrons) can

be removed as separate factors, leaving only the shape of the spectrum.

This remaining spectral shape is uniquely related only to the one-dimensional dis-

tribution function shape. Variations in the two remaining dimensions of the distribution

function are indeterminate. The magnitude and width of the spectrum are removed by

scaling the plot of the spectrum in such a manner that the ordinate of the maximum is

unity, and the abscissa of the half-maximum is unity. The result is a shape function,

y. Comparison of the experimental shape functions with the library shape functions

(Fig. XI-29) then gives the type of distribution function. The magnitude of the half-width

at half-height, 6_, gives the average speed and energy (Table XI-1), and the absolute

magnitude of the spectral intensity at its maximum, s m, gives the electron density n e
(Table XI- 1).

The accuracy of this analysis depends, of course, on how precisely the experimental

spectrum is known. Although the relationship is unique in the one-dimensional sense,
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it is well to note that for most distribution functions the relative difference in the

resulting spectrum is greatest in the "tail" where the magnitude of the experimental sig-

nal is minute, most difficult to measure, and easily obscured by noise. For example,

there is littledifference between the shape functions of the linearly decreasing and

Druyvesteyn distribution functions until the Doppler frequency shift is greater than two

half-widths (that is, 25_). Deviations from the commonly assumed Maxwellian distribu-

tion can be measured, however, and the average speed and energy can easily be obtained.

T. S. Brown
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N. THOMSON SCATTERING DIAGNOSTICS OF A HOLLOW-CATHODE

ARC PLASMA

Preliminary results of an experiment designed to study Thomson scattering of laser

radiation as a plasma diagnostic method were reported in Quarterly Progress Report

No. 75 (pages 81-84}. This work continues and data yielding a much higher signal-to-

noise ratio have been obtained. The higher signal to noise was obtained by using an input

system of short focal length for the laser radiation which focused a large fraction of the

laser output energy into the interaction volume. The use of this system eliminated the

possibility of doing the small-angle scattering experiment mentioned in the previous

report. It appeared, however, that this would be a very difficult experiment with the

present ruby laser for several other reasons. We decided, therefore, to concentrate

the effort on obtaining good large-angle scattering data.

The plasma electron temperatures and densities obtained from the present scattering

data generally agree well with those obtained from pulsed Langmuir probe measurements

performed by M. Lubin. Lubin's measurements are described in Section XI-O. In gen-

eral, the Thomson scattering data points lie on a Gaussian distribution with departures

at certain shifted wavelengths. One of these departures occurs at wavelengths very near

the incident laser wavelength. This anomaly was apparently the source of the "low tem-

perature" distribution reported in Quarterly Progress Report No. 75. The reasons for

these deviations from a Gaussian distribution are not understood at present.

1. Hollow-Cathode Arc Plasma Source

The hollow-cathode arc facility used for the scattering experiments was not described

in any detail in Quarterly Progress Report No. 75. We shall discuss its properties now.

The apparatus as viewed looking toward the laser is shown in Fig. XI-30. The cathode

is a 3-inch length of 1/8 inch diameter, 0. 010-inch wall, tantalum tubing. The anode is

a 1-inch I.D., water-cooled hollow structure through which gas may be fed. A low-

conductance pumping baffle was installed between the cathode chamber and the scattering

chamber with each chamber being separately pumped. This allowed a relatively low

background pressure of the order of 10 -4 torr in the scattering chamber, even with rela-

tively high gas flow rates through the cathode. The anode was grounded with the cathode

running at a negative potential. The addition of anode flow seemed to stabilize the arc

in this configuration and provide increased electron density. Without the anode gas flow

the arc seemed to have difficulty negotiating the pumping baffle. When the baffle was

allowed to float electrically it attained a potential near that of the cathode. When it was

This work was supported in part by the United States Atomic Energy Commission
(Contract AT(30- 1)-3221 ).
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Fig. XI-30. Hollow-cathode arc plasma facility.

grounded approximately 70 per cent of the current went to the baffle, and only 30 per

cent to the anode. The arc column in the scattering chamber was very diffuse.

By adding a very small gas flow through the anode (small compared with that through

the cathode), the baffle could be made to float at zero potential and thus draw no current

when grounded. In this way, the baffle could be eliminated, as far as its effect on the

electrical characteristics of the arc are concerned, and thus serve only as a pumping

baffle. The arc column in the scattering chamber under these conditions was a well-

defined bright column, approximately l em in diameter, with an electron density of

approximately 5 × 1013/cm3 at an arc current of 40 amps. The total arc length was

17 inches. The field coils provided a magnetic field of approximately 1000 gauss at the

cathode and anode, which were placed at the mirror points, and a field of approximately

500 gauss at the center in the scattering chamber.

Additional flexibility was attained with the introduction of an anode gas feed, in that

mixed gas operation could be accomplished. With the cathode running in argon, hydrogen

or helium could be introduced through the anode. The result was a relatively pure

hydrogen or helium plasma in the scattering chamber, made possible by the strong dif-

ferential pumping between the two chambers. Of course, some argon was present, but

the measured intensities of major argon lines were more than a factor of 20 less than

the intensities observed with the arc running in pure argon. The visual effect was quite

striking. A bright blue argon arc would disappear into the pumping baffle from the

cathode side and emerge as a bright red hydrogen arc in the scattering chamber.

The arc would also be run in pure helium and by replacing the tantalum cathode with a
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piece of Tungsten-Rheniumalloy tubing of the same dimensions, operation in pure hydro-
genwas possible.

2. ThomsonScattering Experiment

A schematic view of the scattering apparatusas seenfrom the cathodeend of the arc
is shown in Fig. XI-31. The output of the 100-joule ruby laser is focused into the
scattering volume by the 50-cm focal length quartz input lens. The focal point for
parallel light is at the scattering center, while the focal point for all light leaving the end
of the ruby rod is just in front of the entranceto the offset conical-beam dump. This is
the advantageof this short focal length system over the old 180-cm focal length system.
All light from the laser is focusednear the scattering center, while with the old system
only the light emitted in the plane-parallel modefrom the laser was focusedat all, since
the laser rod was inside the focal distance of the lens. The offset conical-beam dump

1
was generally of the same type as that used by Thompson in his experiments, except
that the cone was offset to eliminate scattering from the necessarily finite-sized tip.

FIELD STOP SCALE
VIEWING LENSE

INTERFERENCE FILTER _

3 ._ BANDWIDTH _X._ ARC_

OFFSET _ I x_x_/_ LENGTH LENSE

VACUUM _._'_-4,6" VIEWING DUMP

PUMPS V

IO0 - JOULE

RUBY LASER

Fig. XI-31. 45 ° scattering arrangement with 50-cm focal-length lens
viewed from cathode end.

Scattering was observed at 45 °, the scattering volume being defined by the inter-

section of the laser beam with the image of the field stop formed by the viewing lens.

For the plasmas under study in this device, 45 ° was a sufficiently large angle so that

coherent effects could be neglected (see Quarterly Progress Report No. 75, pp. 81-84).

The spectrum of scattered radiation in this case is just the Doppler-broadened spectrum

mirroring the electron velocity distribution function in one dimension. After passing

through the field stop, the scattered radiation was made parallel by a second lens before

passing through the interference filter. The spectrum was scanned by rotating the 3 /_

bandwidth interference filter. The radiation was detected by an RCA 7265 photomulti-

plier with an S-20 photocathode.

Laser light, scattered from the walls of the apparatus, was important only near the
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laser line, and disappeared rapidly as the filter was tuned away from the line. The light

baffling and collimation was sufficiently good so that this noise was only one-third of the

total signal at the laser wavelength. The largest source of noise on the signals was the

natural Bremsstrahlung from the plasma. Since the light from the plasma was contin-

uous, this noise could be reduced by using a 150-_sec time constant integrator at the

oscilloscope input; 150 _sec was short enough compared with the 1-msec laser pulse

duration to preserve the laser pulse shape. The residual noise ultimately limited the

magnitude of the smallest observable signal. All data points presented are the result of

an overlay of three successive oscilloscope traces taken under the same conditions. The

error bars indicate the vertical width of the overlaid traces. The scattered radiation

was observed to be fully plane-polarized, as was the laser output. The scattered radi-

ation was synchronous with the input laser radiation. No delayed effects such as those

reported by Thompson 2 were observed. Such effects could be produced by raising the

neutral background pressure in the scattering chamber by throttling the pump.

Fig. XI-32.
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Thomson scattering signal vs wavelength.

variation by rotating 6950.5 /kfilter.)

(Wavelength

Figure XI-32 exhibits some typical data plotted against wavelength, obtained with

the arc running in argon. These data were obtained with a 6950.5 /k filter, so that some

points are available on. both sides of the laser line. A Gaussian curve corresponding to

an electron temperature of 5. 1 ev is drawn for comparison. Note the departure from

the Gaussian, occurring 6-8 angstrom units either side of the laser line.
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Figure XI-33 exhibits the same data as in Fig. XI-3Z replotted against electron

energy. The energy of the electron responsible for the scattering at a given shifted

wavelength is proportional to the wavelength shift squared. A Gaussian electron velocity

10 --

8 --

6 --

4 --

3 --

2 --

Fig. Xl- 33.
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ENERGy ( ELCTRON VOLTS)

Thomson scattering signal vs electron energy.
o

(Wavelength variation by rotating 6950.5 A filter.}

Points from long-wavelength side.

Points from short-wavelength side.

Data obtained with a 6938 /_ filter and with the arc running under the same conditions

as for Figs. XI-32 and XI-33 are shown in Fig. XI-34. Note, again, the apparent depar-

tures from the Gaussian line drawn on the figure. The reasons for these departures

from a Gaussian distribution are not at present understood. They are possibly due to

actual deviations of the electron velocity distribution from Maxwellian. More likely,

they are due to effects from electronically excited atoms or ions such as Raman

scattering, or Rayleigh scattering from nearby emission lines.

Agreement with the probe data of M. Lubin, described in Section XI-O, is generally

good. For an arc current of 40 amps in argon, he obtains electron temperatures in the

range of 6.5-8.5 ev. We obtain temperatures in the range 4.5-5.5 ev, somewhat lower.

This discrepancy is in the direction expected. Lubin finds electron densities in the

range 4.5-7.5 × 1013, Calibrating the system by using Rayleigh scattering from a known

density of nitrogen, we obtain densities of 4 X 1013 which can be considered good
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Fig. XI-34. Thomson scattering signal vs electron energy.

(Wavelength variation by rotating 6938.2 /k filter.)

agreement, since the uncertainties involved in obtaining electron densities from probe

measurements are large.

The discrepancy between the electron temperature obtained from the probe data and

the scattering data can probably be understood in the following way. The scattering sys-

tem is sensitive to electron velocities only in the plane of scattering, which in this case

is perpendicular to the magnetic field, so that with this system we can measure a per-

pendicular temperature T I . The probe, however, collects electrons from an oval-shaped

region, with the long dimension of the oval along the field. Thus the probe is primarily

sensitive to parallel electron velocities, Tlt, with some contribution from T . Since the

electrons gain their energy from the electric field of the arc, which is parallel to the

magnetic field, perpendicular energy is obtained only through relaxation by collision. At

the electron densities and temperatures under consideration here the mean-free path for

an electron is only slightly smaller than the anode-cathode distance. Thus it might be

expected that TA. would be less than TII.

Further evidence for this reasoning can be obtained by examining the electron tem-

perature as a function of magnetic field strength for both the probe and scattering meas-

urements. The probe data shown in Fig. XI-41 in Section XI-O (Lubin's report) exhibit

a tendency of constant or slightly decreasing measured electron temperature with

increasing magnetic field. On the other hand, the Thomson scattering data, shown in

Fig. XI-35 exhibit a tendency of increasing the electron temperature with increasing
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vs magnetic field strength.)

magnetic field. This would be expected on the basis of the present discussion. The

diameter of the arc column is observed to decrease as the magnetic field is increased,

with the result that a higher ion density is exhibited in Fig. XI-40 in Section XI-O. A

higher ion density reduces the time for relaxation of parallel energy to perpendicular

energy, thereby yielding closer agreement between TLand TII.

Scattering data were also obtained with the arc running in hydrogen and helium but

no unusual effects were observed.

E. T. Gerry
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O. PULSED LANGMUIR PROBE MEASUREMENTSON A HOLLOW-
CATHODEDISCHARGE

Langmuir probe measurements have been made on the hollow-cathode discharge

described in Section XI-N.

In order to avoid melting probes in the high-density plasma, characteristics were

obtained by a transient technique by using a simple passive circuit. The circuit is

diagrammed in Fig. XI-36. The probe, when idle, is at floating potential. When the

[-- -30V ARC COLUMN

CATHODE/ //

GAS _ _ANODE

I PROBE
CRO HORIZONTAL

C _ STANDBY

S WRITE

_ CRO V£RTICAL

Fig. XI-36. Circuit concept.

switch is thrown to the write position, the probe is momentarily placed at anode

potential, and the plasma electron current charges the capacitor C through R. The

probe voltage and the voltage across R are displayed as the horizontal and vertical

deflections, respectively, of an oscilloscope trace. When the eapacitor is charged,

the probe is once again at floating potential and draws no current. Ion cur-

rent at potentials more negative than floating potential is measured by the usual

DC methods.

Typical records of probe characteristics and their logarithmic rectifications are

shown in Fig. XI-37. Electron temperature and ion density are calculated according
2

to the formulas of Bohm, Burhop, and Massey.

This work was supported in part by the United States Atomic Energy Commission
(Contract AT(30- 1)-3221).
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Plots of electron temperature and ion density against arc current and axial magnetic

field measured at various times with various probes are shown in Figs. XI-38 through

XI-41. Measurements were made on the axis of the plasma, in the position from which

Thomson scattering was observed by E. T. Gerry. All probe measurements were made

on argon plasmas.
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Fig. XI-38.
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Fig. XI-39. Electron temperature vs arc cur-
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Table XI-2 gives a summary of results obtained by using probes of various shapes

and sizes at one of Gerry's standard conditions. The comparison of these data with the

Thomson scattering data has been reported in Section XI-N.

Table XI-2. Summary of results.

Gas Argon

Cathode flow 0.62 atm-cc/sec

Anode flow 0. 175 atm-cc/sec

Magnetic Field 454 gauss

Ion Density

(units of 1015/cc)

kTe

(electron volts)

Arc Current (amps)

] 0 zo 30 40

1.5-Z Z-3.3 3-7 4.5-7.5

6 7 6.5-8 6.5-8.5

M. D. Lubin
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P. ELECTRON TRANSPORT IN THREE-COMPONENT PLASMAS

1. Introduction

The purpose of this report is to present a technique for analysis of electron trans-

port phenomena in three-component plasmas.

Transport phenomena in nonuniform gaseous mixtures have been analyzed by

others. 1"4 In particular, Chapman and Cowling 4 have developed a formalism for the

solution of a set of Boltzmann equations through a series of successive approximations.

This formalism has been successfully used in the field of gas dynamics, under the

assumption that, to a first approximation, all components of the mixture have the same

temperature.

A modified Chapman-Cowling approach is used here to determine the electron distri-

bution function and current and heat flux in a three-component plasma in which the elec-

tron temperature is different from the ion and neutral-particle temperatures. A similar

method has recently been presented by Stachanov and Stepanov. 3 These authors, how-

ever, treated the charged-particle collisions by means of the small-angle Landau

approximation and used a hard-sphere model for electron-neutral collisions. As well

as removing these restrictions on the collision integrals, the present analysis yields

the electron transport parameters in a form that is more amenable to physical inter-

pretation.

This report has two main parts. First, a perturbation method similar to Chapman

and Cowling's will be used to solve the Boltzmann equation for electrons. Then, the

practicality of the perturbation method will be illustrated through its application to both

reference Lorentz plasmas and a three-component plasma.

2. Perturbation Solution of the Boltzmann Equation

a. The Boltzmann Equations

The Boltzmann equations in a steady state, three-component plasma consisting of

electrons (e), ions (i), and neutrals (n), may be written

_-a " Vr fa + qa-----E-E" Vvfa:m _ Jats(fa'f_ );

a _

a,_ = e,i,n, (i)

where Ja_ is the collision integral for collisions between species a and _.

gral may be written in Boltzmann form as

This inte-

db
(2)
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where gap = l_a-'_ I; b is the impact parameter; x and E are the polar and azi-

muthal angles describing the rotation (in the center of mass coordinates) of the

relative velocity vector during the collision; and f' = fa(_,Va) with 7' the velocity(Z ' G

subscript is omitted. This eliminates confusion concerning the variables of inte-

gration, Further details concerning the geometry and derivation of Eq. Z may be

found in Chapman and Cowling. 5

b. Small me/m _ Approximation

The system of Eqs. 1 represents, in general, a set of three coupled, nonlinear, six-

dimensional equations for the distribution functions fa(_,-Ca); a = e, i, n. This system

of equations may be greatly simplified by utilizing the fact that the mass ratio

me/m _ (_=i, n) is small and noting that

Je_(fe, fp) = Je_[fe, n_StV'p)] + 0(me/m_); (3 = i,n, (3)

where n_ is the density of species p, and 5(x) is the Dirac delta function. Physically,

Eq. 3 implies that in the Boltzmann equation for electrons, the heavy particles may,

to a good approximation, be regarded as stationary. The result is that the electron

equation is decoupled from those for the heavy particles (in velocity space). The rest

of this part of the report is devoted to the solution of the Boltzmann equation for

electrons.

c. Linearized Boltzmann Equation

in seeking a solution for the electron distribution function fe(_,rZ-e), it is convenient

to define a perturbation function, @e(P-,-_-e), by means of the equation

fe(_,Ve) = f°(_,Ve)[1+@e(P, Ve)], (4)

where

f°(_,Ve)- ne(me/21rkTe )3/2 exp (-meVZe/ZkTe) (5)

ne ,_fed_.Ve; 3 ,_(m )= -2nekTe = e v2/2 fe dYe (6)

Thus, the perturbation (he must satisfy the conditions

,._ o ,_ 2ofe(he d__ve = O; Vefe@ e dv e = O. (7)
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With these definitions and conditions the linearized Boltzmann equation for

electrons is

_J_l fo
n e

e
VrTe_

5 V • =
+ (U2e-_-) e T e -neIe(_#e ) - niIei(_e) - nnIen(_e), (8)

where

_e : (me/2kTe) I/2Ve {9)

and the linear integral operators I e and Ief B are defined as

Ie[Fe{Ve) ] = -_- _££
n

e

f°f°(Fe+F-Fe-F' ) ge b dbdEdv
(10)

le_[Fe,Ve) ] --_-- ££ f°(Fe-Fe)Veb dbd£.
e

(11)

In definitions (10) and (11), Fe(V e) may be a scalar or a vector function of Ve, and

fo= f°(F,v-'), F = Fe(V), F'e = Fe(Ve)-, F' = F e(V'), and ge = Ire -vl"

d. Solution of the Linearized Boltzmann Equation

The general solution of Eq. 8 is

_e I (2kTe/me)I/21A (_2_ee e_e)- VTe_- ne e(Ue) " + ÷ Be(Ue) "Tf + C1
m e + C2meV2/2,

(12)

where Ae' Be are vector functions of the electron velocity and C1,C 2 are arbitrary

constants. The first two terms on the right-hand side of Eq. 12 represent the partic-

ular solutions for each of the driving terms in Eq. 8, while the last two terms repre-

sent the homogeneous solution.

Substitution of Eq. 12 in Eq. 8 yields

f°_e = neie(_e) + niiei(_e ) + nnien(_e ) (13)

5 o- I (Be) + + .(U2e-_-)feUe = nee nilei(B e) nnlen(Be ) (14)

Since Eqs. 13 and 14 contain only Ue

be of the form

as an independent variable, Ae and Be must
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Ae(_e) = Ae(Ue)_e/Ue; Be(-ffe) = Be(Ue)_e/U e, (15)

where Ae(Ue) and Be(Ue) are scalar functions of the magnitude of W e.

From Eqs. 7-15 we find that

C 1 = C 2 =0, (16)

- 1 o
Ie_(G) = -n--feVe_e_(Ve )_; G = A e,B e, (17)

e

where

_e_3(Ve) =- 2w £ (1 -cosx)b db (18)

is the momentum transfer cross section.

The meaning of Eqs. 12-18 is that the problem of determining the electron distri-

bution function fe(_,_e) is reduced to that of finding two scalar functions Ae(Ue) and

Be(U e) that are solutions of Eqs. 13 and 14, respectively. These equations can be solved

exactly only for a Lorentz plasma {see below). In the general case of a three-component

plasma one resorts to approximation techniques which will be discussed below.

e. Sonine Polynomial Expansions for Ae(Ue) and Be(U e)

For a general three-component plasma, it is expedient to expand the scalar functions

and Be(Ue) into series of Sonine polynomials 7 of orderAe(U e) 3/2:

oO oO

Ae(Ue)/U e = _ _3/2/ 2\ano n %UeJ; Be(Ue'/Ue = _ bnS3n/g(u2e) '

n=O n=O

(19)

where a n, b n are expansion coefficients, and S3/2(x) is a Sonine polynomial of order 3/2.
n

Substitution of these expansions in Eqs. 13 and 14, dot-multipiication of the result by

S3/Z(U2e)ge'm and integration over velocity space yields two infinite sets of linear alge-

braic equations of the form

amnan : _m

n=O

oo

amnbn = Ym'

n= 0

m = O, 1.... o% (20)

where
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ee ei en
=a + + "

amn mn amn amn'

aee-mn ff S3/2(U2e)_e"m leIS3n/21U2e)Ue] d-e;

n_

aern_n-_n
e

S3m/Z(u2e)_e" Ie_IS3n/2(U2e)_e] dV_e; (21)

_m =_J__l _ S3/2(uZ_u2fO dv = 3
n e m \ e/ e e -e 26mo '

_/m---1 _ S3/2(u2_u2(u 2_5_fO = -[_ .n m \ e/ e\ e Z/ e dye 5ml
e

Thus, the problem of solving Eqs. 13 and 14 for the scalar functions Ae(U e) and Be(U e)

is reduced to that of solving the two infinite sets of Eqs. Z0 for the Sonine expansion

coefficients a n and b n. Approximate solutions to any desired degree of accuracy may

be obtained by truncating the Sonine expansions after N terms and solving the resulting

2N equations. The matrix elements amn, in principle, may be determined once the col-

ee are special cases of a gen-lision laws are specified. Specifically, the quantities amn

eral set of like-particle collision integrals which have been tabulated by Chapman and

Cowling, 6 while aern_n can be evaluated by using Eq. 17 for the operator le_. It can also
6

be shown that a = a
mn nm"

f. Electron Current and Heat Flux

m

The electron current, Je' and the electron heat flux, qe' are given by

_e m e _Vefe d_Ve = __e{XXpe + eneE+ k:neXXkTe} (2Z)

2

_e meVe Je 5 kT + A kTkT - 3CeUTe, (23)qe = Z fe dYe - e Z e _ e e

where

_e = _Ze _fOueAe(Ue) dV_e

e e

(electron mobility)

k T _ 2e

3n 2
eme_e

(24)

f°u B (u) dv (thermal diffusion ratio) (25)
e e e e -e
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_enek2Te

e e 2e e e e e kT_'5+kT_13n2emeMe £f°u3B (u) dZe - e_,T e/J
(thermal conductivity)

(26)

The last term in (22) is the "thermal diffusion" term of Chapman and Cowling and

other authors. The first term on the right-hand side of (23) represents enthalpy trans-

port, the second term is the "diffusion thermo-effect," an energy transport mechanism

related to the thermal diffusion mechanism in Eq. 22, and the third term accounts for

kT and _ICe arethermal conduction. The definitions of the transport coefficients Me , e '

consistent with the usual definitions of these quantities.

In terms of the Sonine expansion coefficients Eqs. 24-26 become

ea b k2T

= o kT __2o; 3Ee 5 e(b 2 : )Me n m ; e = a - 2 m i + k b° . (27)
e e o e

3. Applications of the Perturbation Method

a. Lorentz Plasmas

For a Lorentz plasma Eqs. 13 and 14 may be solved exactly. Hence the Lorentz

plasma provides a convenient reference case for comparisons. Specifically, for a

Lorentz plasma consisting of electrons and heavy particles of species _ only, the per-

turbation function and transport coefficients are

¢>e = ke_{_ee+4+ (U2e-25--) V-_ee } %• _ee (z8)

2

£v_ e _____efo

Me Pe 3Ve_ e dye

£ V2 _meV2e _I fok T - e e \.2__e dvee MeP e 3Ve[ 3 e

MekPe l_e-_e V2e (.meV2e__2_e- e _ £3-_e _ \_ fe° dye - (5+ k:)2 t ,

(z9)

where keB(V e) = 1/nB_eB(Ve) is the electron mean-free path, and Ve_(V e) = Ve/keB(Ve) is

is the e-B collision frequency. Note that the perturbation % is small (compared with

unity) when the fractional changes in the electron pressure and temperature and in the

plasma potential are small over one mean-free path.
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Table XI-2. Special values of the transport coefficients for Lorentz plasmas.

Heavy-Particle
Species

Neutrals

Collision
v = const

Law en

_t e

e

m v
e en

k T 0
e

_C e

n k2T
5 e e
2 m v

e en

Neutrals Ions

k = const Coulomb
en

ek v
en a

3kT
e

. d/2 e2o(kTe) 3/2

128(--_-) n.e3m 1/2 In A
1 e

-1/2 +3/2

, die nek£_(kT e) 5/2

512(-_--)
2

"_- nekkenV a
n.e4m 1/2 in A

1 e

Note: v a = electron mean speed = (8kTe/wme) 1/2,. in A = coulomb logarithm.

Shown in Table XI-2 are values of the transport coefficients obtained from Eqs. 29

for three Lorentz plasmas of special interest: (i) the heavy particles are neutrals and

Yen = constant; (ii) the heavy particles are neutrals and ken = constant; (iii} the heavy

particles are ions. A Lorentz plasma of the third type is a purely hypothetical case,

since the neglect of e-e collisions as compared with e-i collisions requires that n e <<n i,

a condition that is never achieved in practice. Note that the values in Table XI-2 are in

agreement with similar results derived by other techniques.

The transport coefficients for a Lorentz plasma can also be computed by means of

the Sonine polynomial expansion technique. For example, for a Lorentz plasma in

which the heavy particles are neutrals and ken = constant, these coefficients for N= 1, 2,

Table XI-3. Transport coefficients for Lorentz plasma with constant ken.

Terms in

Sonine Expansion

N=I

N=2

N=3

I_e/(l_e) exact
kT/(kT_

e/ \ e/exact

0.88

0.95

0.98

0

0.77

O. 90

3£e/(3£e) exact

0

0.85

O. 93
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and 3 can be readily evaluated and compared with the exact values given in Table

XI-2. This comparison reveals (Table XI-3) that retention of three terms in each

of the Sonine expansions is sufficient to yield all three transport coefficients cor-
.... 11_ .l,-

W ILllill_Liy 1O per ce,it.

b. Three-Component Plasmas with Constant ven"

Another illustration of the application of the Sonine polynomial expansion technique

is the computation of the transport coefficients for a three-component plasma with

Yen = constant and ne = n..1 If three terms are again retained in each of the expansions,

the matrix elements amn can be readily evaluated, and they lead to the following set of

equations:

1 + 1.50Ven/Vei

I. 50

1.87

i + i.50Ven/Vei

i. 50

i. 87

1.50

4.66 + 3.75Ven/Vei

5.37

7V o7
ii ,i

lO.7+ 13.l en/ eiJLazJ

'.87I 014.66 + 3.75Ven/Vei 5.37 b I =

5.37 I0.7 + 13. iVen/Vei Z

i" 50ne/Vei

= 0

0

(30)

-3.75 e/re

(31)

4
e in Av n.

Here, v . - a i is the effective electron-ion collision frequency.

el 4_r62o(2kTe) 2

Solution of Eqs. 30-31 yields an, b n which in turn can be used in Eqs. 27 to calcu-

late the transport coefficients. The results of the calculation are given in Table XI-4.

The second column of Table XI-4 gives the values of the coefficients in the Lorentz

limit Vet <<Yen, denoted by the superscript "o"; they are identical to the corresponding

values in Table XI-2. The reason is that the Sonine expansion technique with N >t 2 yields

an exact solution for the Lorentz plasma with constant v en

The third column of Table XI-4 gives the values of the electron transport coefficients

in the fully ionized limit Vet n Yen. They are denoted by the superscript "Qo,,, and

are in excellent agreement with results reported by Chapman and Cowling 3 and by

Samokhin. 8 By comparing the values for _e' , and _e with the corresponding

values in Table XI-2 for a hypothetical e-i Lorentz plasma, the importance of electron-

electron collisions is deduced, The effect of e-e collisions is to reduce each of the

transport coefficients (in the fully ionized limit} approximately from one-fourth to one-

half the value obtained in the absence of e-e collisions.
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Table XI-4. Transport coefficients in a three-component plasma.

Pe

Lorentz Limit

(Vei <<Yen)

o

_e-

e

m 12
e en

=0

k2T
5 ne e

Fully Ionized

Limit (Vei >>Yen)

_'e -

z 3/z
. \1/2 _o(kTe)

}xe = 0.57 X 128(_-)
e3n.m 1/z In A

1 e

General
Expression

O oo

9.e_e
0 c_ h_t (_)

9.e + _e

2 m v
e en

oo . ,1/2 kEZo(kTe) 5/2
_e = o. z3 x 5lz(,_-)

4ml/Z in A
e e

k T=e (k:; hk(_)

O oo

5CeffCe h3E(F)
3Ce - _Co + m

e _Ce

The fourth column of Table XI-4 lists the values of the coefficients for values of

Vei/Ven lying between the Lorentz and fully ionized limits. The functions h(_), hk(_),

and h_(_) are given by

1. O0 + 7.009. + 9. 679.2 + 3. 671-t3

1. O0 + 7. 93p.+ 10.9_ 2 + 3. 67113

hk(_.) =

I. 00_ + O. 89ii 2

2
0.24 + 1.46_ + 0.899.

(3Z)

1.00 + 11. 91l + 45. lp. 2 + 73.Zp. 3 + 52.0_ 4 + 13. 5p- 5

1.00 + 13. 99. + 62.0t 12 + 95.0F 3 + 65.9t-t 4 + 13.5F 5'

where

O

9.e v .
Ii =--= 0.34 el

c_ 12

_e en

These functions are plotted in Fig. XI-42.

From Fig. XI-42 it is apparent that the function h (_) is nearly unity for all values

of _ (0_<_--<oo). This implies that, to a good approximation, the contributions to the elec-

tron mobility from electron-neutral and from electron-charged particle collisions may

be added in parallel. Similar conclusions apply to the contributions to the thermal

conductivity of the electrons.
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1.00
1.0.o--

bec_ I

R

.............. 0.7] .....

0.6

)
0.4

0.2

o ! I I I
0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0

o

= _e / _e

Fig. XI-42. Plots of h(_) functions against F..

4. Conclusions

The modified Chapman-Cowling approach presented in this report provides a useful

tool for the analysis of three-component plasmas. The method yields both a quantitative

description of the electron-particle and energy-transport mechanisms and an analytical

expression for the electron distribution function.

D. R. Wilkins, E. P. Gyftopoulos
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Q. PROBLEMS IN THE THEORY OF OPTIMAL CONTROL OF NONLINEAR

SYSTEMS

The existence of solutions to certain optimal control problems has been studied for

a multi-input, multi-output nonlinear system that is realizable, and is representable in

terms of an input-output functional series of the form

i.

3, r t-t

j=0 i:l 0

which is an extension of the system representation of Chesler 1 to multi-output case.

The optimal control problem in this formulation is to find the input vector u(t) E U,

t o --<t --<t 1, which is such that it satisfies the system and the boundary conditions

i.

3'r t_t?_'. .....
j=0 i=1 o

..... _j) d_id_ 2. . . d_j
(2)

and minimizes the cost functional

0o 3, r t_to

Sttl _(t).... ,i(_I '_2 .....
S

o j=0 i=0 0

• Ci(u; o'1, o"2 ..... o'j) do'ldo- 2. . . dcrj dt,
(3)

where U is the specified subset of the input space, the n-vector __ is the desired terminal

value of the output, the n-vector -3,h" i(_l ....._2' _j) is the i th component of the jth-order

kernel of the nonlinear system, and Ci{u; _1' _2 ..... _j} is the i th possible j-tuple product

of the components of the input vector u(t), each factor in the product having _1' _2 .....

or or. as its argument.
]
We find the set V of the inputs that satisfy Eq. 2, and determine the set W = V 0 U.

The element u* £ W that minimizes the cost functional, Eq. 3, will then be the optimal

input that is sought. If the set V is empty or the sets V and U are disjoint, that is, if the

set W is empty, we conclude that no input exists that can perform the prescribed task.

If W is nonempty and compact, we ascertain the existence of the optimal input. If W

contains only a single element or the element u E W that minimizes Eq. 3 is unique,

we say that the optimal control problem has a unique solution.
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In obtaining the set V, the potentialness of the system operator of Eq. 2 is neces-

sary. The conditions that the kernels hj, i must satisfy in order for the system operator
to be potential, as well as the potential of the operator, have been found. It has also

been found that the set V, if it is not empty, is compact.

The application of the theory to systems that can be represented with only a few

terms of the series is now being studied. For these systems, the possibility of

developing a computational technique of obtaining the optimal input with respect to

some practical cost functionals will be investigated by using the present formulation.

S. H. Kyong
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A. EXPERIMENTS WITH A LIQUID-METAL MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC

WAVEGUIDE

There have been several attempts in the last few years to show the existence of

Alfv_n waves in a liquid-metal waveguide. Gothard 1'2 designed an experimental wave-

guide and, using it as a resonator, obtained preliminary data. His equipment was used by

Jackson and Carson 3 to obtain more conclusive and extensive data. These investigators

were able to obtain field-dependent resonances in the waveguide at frequencies corre-

sponding to those of TM Alfv_n wave modes. They were not able, however, to see any-

thing conclusive with a coil probe which was located in the waveguide cavity.

In this investigation, the objective was to display the waves in the most direct man-

ner so that it could be used in a film, entitled "Magnetohydrodynamics," which is now

being made for the Fluid Mechanics Film Series produced by Educational Services Incor-

porated. To reduce attenuation, the walls of the Gothard waveguide were lined with cop-

per and the ends were insulated to obtain boundary conditions that correspond closely to

the theoretical model used by Reid. 4 The excitation system was also changed from a disk

exciter, which produces TM modes, to a copper cylindrical center conductor, which pro-

duces TEM modes. Thus the waveguide was essentially a coaxial line filled with a liquid

metal. Sodium-potassium alloy (NaK) was again used as the working fluid. The excita-

tion current was changed to a square wave so that the progress of the wave front past two

stationary probe coils could be observed.

The complete waveguide assembly is shown in Figs. XII-1 through XII-4; it can be

seen that the waveguide is a copper can fitting into the original stainless-steel structure

developed by Gothard. The center post is made of solid copper with an outside diameter

of Z. 5 cm, and the length of the waveguide is 15 cm. This is 3 cm smaller than the total

length of the magnet gap, and allows clearance for the input cables to be attached to the

n-_._......u ....S _""_'""+_ _'_part h,r +ho T[ .q Air ;rnree fAeronautical Systems Divi-

sion) under Contract AF33 (615)-1083 with the Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory,

Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio; and in part by the National Science Foundation
(Grant GK- 57).
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Fig. XII- 1. Gothard waveguide showing 
insulated lower end. 

--I 

Fig. XII-3. Search coil position in the 
waveguide cavity. 
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Fig. XII-2. Copper inser t  with center 
post. 

Fig. XII-4. Waveguide positioned in 
magnetic field. 
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center of the guide to obtain current distribution independently of the C-coordinate. The

field probe consisted of a solenoid, 3/8 inch in diameter, with 600 turns of No. 37 wire

laid in epoxy. The output of the coils was isolated from the rest of the system by trans-

formers to eliminate the ettects of ground currents from the measuring ci_'cuJ.L_. The

transformer output was then amplified approximately 40 db, and the final output was dis-

played on a Tektronix oscilloscope.

The applied magnetic field was 0.8 weber/meter 2, and the exciting current was

a 10-cps square wave with an amplitude of 100 amps. The fluid properties of the

NaK alloy used in the experiment were: density p = 0.85 × 103 kg/m3; electrical

conductivity _ = 2.4 X 106 mhos/meter. The Alfv6n wave velocity v a is given by v a =

Bo/%p, which, under the experimental conditions used, was calculated to be v =
a

24.5 meters/second. Thus the wave should transverse the length of the waveguide in

LOWER PROBE UPPER PROBE

6500

GAUSS

8000
GAUSS

6500
GAUSS

8000
GAUSS

Fig. XH-5. Drive current and probe waveforms. Upper

trace: exciting current. Lower trace: probe

voltage waveform. (Time scale, 5 msec/cm.)

6.2 msec. Reproductions of the typical oscilloscope traces, obtained by using a Polaroid

camera, are shown in Fig. XII-5. Reflections are clearly visible and serve to confirm

the fact that the observed phenomenon has the character of wave motion. The arrival

times of the initial wavefront at the first (upper) and second (lower) probes were 2.34 msec

and 4.90 msec, respectively. The measured velocity was estimated to be 23.0 m/sec,

and the upper and lower probes were calculated to be 5.7 cm and 11.9 cm, respectively,

from the top of the waveguide. Good agreement was obtained with the predicted behavior

of a TEM Alfv6n mode in a cylindrical waveguide, and an error of ~6 per cent arises

l_y-_=]v f_-r_r_ ÷h_ ,t_¢_r, l11+y n_ ln_t_ng th_ _Y_et _rriv_] time in the oresence of a substan-

tial amount of wave dispersion.

W. D. Jackson, B. D. Wessler, G. B. Kliman
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B. HALL PARAMETER -- CONDUCTIVITY INSTABILITIES IN

MAGNETOGASDYNAMIC FLOW

l
McCune has analyzed instabilities in a slightly ionized plasma, which are due to

fluctuations in the local conductivity and Hall parameter. Essentially, his work expanded

the analysis of Hall parameter instabilities previously conducted by Velikhov. 2 McCune's

analysis differed from Velikhov's with respect to both model and approach: McCune

used a dispersion relation approach, while Velikhov used an energy approach. It appears

that stability criteria are most readily obtained for McCune's model by using Velikhov's

approach.

Consider a plasma with a low magnetic Reynolds number, slight ionization (less than

0. 1 per cent}, in the presence of a strong magnetic field so that the Hall parameter is

greater than unity. The pertinent linearized first-order electromagnetic, fluid-

mechanic, and constitutent equations are listed below. All terms, except physical con-

stants that have zero subscripts, indicate zero-order terms. The wave disturbance is

in a plane perpendicular to the magnetic field, parallel or antiparallel to the current,

one-dimensional, and proportional to exp[i(_t-k- r)].

AJo

(DB,_
o o

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

8p

-_-+ poV "V: 0

_7 • -j= 0

VX_=O

_)V

po _- + VP = j-X B o

j+jX_ +J
o o

w

o _,
o

w = cyclotron frequency

1
v =-- = collision frequency

o T

: Hall parameter
o

× g_ = _o(e+v× B o) + o-E°
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If we combine the x component of the last equation with the remaining four equations

we find that

/r2 \ A- \ .

ix=-. + %Eox/To) " o3ov"

The perturbation current is composed of three parts: perturbation currents caused by

(a) local fluctuations in the Hall parameter, (b) fluctuations in the conductivity, and (c)

the electromotive force. This total perturbation current, together with the uniform mag-

netic field, will produce a force that will cause instability if the force and velocity are

in the same direction. For a slightly ionized gas the conductivity will increase as the

temperature to the power a (where a is-13). Also,

( 8 kT ° ,_1/2

v° = \ _--_M-e-e/ N°QN'

where QN is the collision cross section between electrons and neutrals, and N
o

neutral density. Therefore,

is the

T
T

O O

and

1 T N

o - 2 To No"

It can be shown that for small temperature variations the conductivity also depends upon

density variations so that

T 1 p

o"o T O 2 Po"

The density dependence can be neglected whenever a _ 13 and _t =

approximately 1.2.

C
P

C
V

is greater than

If we use this relationship and assume the equation of state for an ideal gas, we find

that

• f, 1 JoBo_o aEoxBo_o_ J B
-- -+i -_-= o O0

-JxBo _ + i-_- P° k _ / 2
1"o-- 3

Y\a) +' --v:-=oB2Vo

-aE B
OX 0 0
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If we consider short wavelengths such as

aJB_2
o o o

<< I,
Po k

or equivalently

2_P o

X<<jB _ = L i,
o o o

where L. is an interaction length, the resulting energy equation is
I

_2 kB z JoBo o +
"' = Ivl2 -_o o 2

Jx v B O \a o / ¢_

L\- To- "

The terms on the right-hand side are due to the electromotive force, Hall parameter

fluctuation, and conductivity fluctuation perturbation currents, respectively. For short

wavelengths such that

k<<2_

(PoCoTo) Vph

the phase velocity is approximately equal to the speed of sound. For _ = 1 and for sta-

bility the current density must satisfy

J
o

VoVphB o

<

o

This is Velikhov's criterion; it is recovered here because we have assumed that the

conductivity is a function on]y of temperature.

1 (_+l) is almost one order of magnitude less than a(_-l), forIf we assume that -_-

stability, we have

J
cr

J <_.
o a(_-l)

In this case the conductivity fluctuation instability dominates.

will be the case whenever

In fact, we see that this
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2a+l
Y > 2--gTT_1 •

Recently, McCune 3 arrived at similar conclusions by analyzing growth rates governed

by an appropriate dispersion relation.

We conclude that for practical cases of interest the conductivity fluctuation insta-

bility will be present and will dominate whenever a critical current density is exceeded.

It should be emphasized that this conductivity instability would not exist without the pres-

ence of the Hall effect.

K. R. Edwards
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C. NONLINEAR EFFECTS OF FLUCTUATIONS ON MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC

PERFORMANCE

Recently, attention 1"4 has been given to the possibility of the appearance of certain

types of wave amplification mechanisms ("instabilities") in slightly ionized plasmas, and

to the question of their importance in magnetohydrodynamic applications. Among the

instabilities investigated thus far, in particular, two stand out as potentially important

for MHD machines operating at moderate to high Hall parameters. One of these, the
Z 5

wave instability first noted by Velikhov, and further discussed by the present author,

involves coupling between acoustic wave modes and the Hall effect, and can have a suffi-
3,5

ciently high growth rate to be significant in contemplated devices. This acoustic insta-

bility should be observed most strongly (although not exclusively) whenever the electrons
3

are moderately well-coupled energetically to the heavier species of the gas. In contrast,
4.

the second kind of instability, first noted by Kerrebrock, is potentially important when

the electrons are only weakly coupled to the heavy neutrals in a slightly ionized gas. In

the last case, wave motion (involving only the electrons in the limit of very weak coupling)

becomes possible through the competition between the electric field and gradient-induced

electron diffusion, and amplification of this motion can occur in the presence of a mag-

netic field.

It has recently been demonstrated 5 that the Velikhov instability is potentially impor-

tant in large, combustion-driven MHD devices operating with high Hall coefficients,
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especially with certain geometries, and at particular acoustic resonant frequencies.

Similarly, the Kerrebrock instability is likely to play an especially important role if

significant nonequilibrium ionization, for example, is seeded, noble-gas plasmas, is

realized. It should be emphasized, however, that the acoustic (Velikhov) instability can

also be important in slightly ionized plasmas of this last kind because, even with weak

energy coupling between the electrons and heavy species, there is still a direct depend-

ence of the Hall parameter on the gas density. 2'3 This means that acoustic fluctuations

-- however induced- may have important effects on the DC performance of any MHD

device that is intended for use with high Hall parameters.

It should be recognized that experience has shown 6 that the moderate and large-

scale combustion-driven MHD generators (of the Faraday type and having linear

geometry) that have been run actually operate relatively smoothly. The turbulence

level in such devices does not appear to be higher than that expected from nor-
5

real gasdynamic effects. This is consistent with the author's calculations, which

have shown in effect that for linear MHD Faraday-type generators, the generator

"system" {plasmas, plus boundaries and external circuitry) is stable at all fre-

quencies to the Velikhov mode, below a certain value of the product _2 M h, whereo o

_2 is the DC value of the Hall coefficient, M is the DC Mach number, and h
o o

is the duct height. (A more precise statement of this condition has been given else-

where. 5) Until the present time, MHD generators have either been sufficiently

small or have been operated at sufficiently low values of _ M to avoid instability
o o

even at the resonant frequencies previously discussed. 5

This result, however, is strongly dependent on the boundary conditions inherent

in Faraday-type generators of duct geometry. Such boundary conditions lead in

general to quick reflection and damping of the dominant unstable modes {except
5

at resonance }.

Such over-all stability of the "system" cannot be expected with certain Hall gen-

erator or accelerator geometries, for which the cathode does not present a simple

reflecting surface. Indeed, Klepeis and Rosa 7 have observed strong fluctuations at

acoustic frequencies in an MHD disc Hall generator.

We are led to conclude that instabilities of the Velikhov type may be important for

any sufficiently large MHD device at particular (resonant) frequencies; and for certain

geometries {especially Hall generators} they may appear over a much broader frequency

spectrum. Less is known about the Kerrebrock instability, but it seems likely that sim-

ilar conclusions may be reached.

It is important to investigate the possible effect of fluctuations of this kind upon the

DC (time-averaged) behavior of MHD devices. This investigation will also be decisive

in establishing the maximum AC power level of MHD generator oscillators of the type

already discussed. 5
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1. Recent Results

When an MHD device is subject to AC fluctuations, the steady-state amplitude of the

"unstable" modes is determined, in conjunction with the external circuitry, by certain

internal nonlinear effects which limit the wave amplitudes. These effects are present,

as we shall show, because the DC (time-averaged) fields are affected by nonlinear wave

interaction, and the wave amplitudes and other wave characteristics, in turn, are func-

tions of the DC fields. For example, the AC impedance of an MHD oscillator, 5 through

such effects, becomes a function of the AC amplitudes, and its AC power output can be

determined for any given external AC load.

In a recent paper 8 the present author has presented an approximate theory, analogous

to the elementary theory of turbulence in ordinary gasdynamics, as a means of relating

the DC electric fields and DC currents to the magntiude of the AC fluctuations. More

precisely, it is shown that the main power-carrying DC current and the DC "Hall field"

are both reduced by correlations of the AC fluctuations. This results physically because

the time average of the wave interactions induces local nonuniformities of the type dis-

cussed by Rosa, 9 and allows local DC "Hall currents" to flow internally in the MHD

device.

The main results can be summarized by the following equations:

fl E - 12oo E' 2 2
E' T _2ooEy - +
xoo oo 12 _ E' _ _ _2Z

oo oo yoo oo oo 1 + oo

1

1 +f22
O0

+ Ooo   x> ll
and

oo yoo _oo yoo 1 + oo oo yoo 1 +_2 2 oo yoo 1 +
OO O

In these equations quantities without subscripts represent fluctuations, the angular brack-

ets represent a time average, and (>s represents a spatial average. Quantities with

double subscript oo are spatial averages of the DC (time-averaged) quantities. For
g% /x

example, if jy is the current density in the y-direction, then jy = Jyo + Jy' and

%> --0 oJyo' - J _ - _ + _ is the local value of ¢_V in the
A

usual notation, and _2 = _2>. E' -- E' + E' is the electric field in fluid cooridnates.
0 -- --0 --
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The coordinate system is so chosen that the y axis lies in the direction of the "desired"

_Jxo) - J = 0, which determines E' Fluctuations are assumedcurrent, so that s xoo xoo"

to be in the plane perpendicular to _Bo, the applied magnetic field, and fluctuations in B--O

are ignored (low R m approximation).

When applied to an MHD Faraday-type generator, E' is the maximum DC Hall
xoo

field that can be developed in the presence of AC fluctuations (other losses being

neglected here), and Jxoo is the net Hall current, which must vanish in that case. 8
Application of these results to special cases is discussed in the recent paper. In

particular, it is shown how these effects limit the maximum amplitude of fluctuations in

an MHD generator subject to a Velikhov instability, and how these fluctuations can be

eliminated or controlled by external circuitry.

J. E. McCune
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D. HARTMANN FLOW FRICTION FACTORS -- PRESENT AND FUTURE

Considerable time and effort have been expended on the measurement of friction fac-

tors in laboratory approximations to Hartmann flow. The purpose of this report is to
1

state what may reasonably be expected from work now under way or planned. There

are two main points of interest: the anomalous minimum in f versus M/R curves, and

the behavior of f for large M and R. Here, f denotes the friction factor, R the

Reynolds number, and M the Hartmann number appropriate to MHD channel flow.

The curves given by Murgatroyd z (Figs. XII-6 and XII-7) show that the minimum

may disappear at R = 1.2 × 105. The data of Brouillette and Lykoudis show clearly the
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disappearance of this minimum between R = I. 1 × 105 and R = 2.3 × 105 . The latter set

of experiments was not conclusive. Harris 4 stated that the minimum occurred at a con-

stant value of M2/R $, which is approximately the line shown in Fig. XII-8. His analysis

was based primarily on the data of Murgatroyd, and his conclusion agrees with all of

these data very well, with the exception of the curve for highest R (R = I.2 × i05). This

one exception (ifvalid) may be very important. If the trajectory of the minimum in f in

the M-R plane (see Fig. XII-8) does turn down for some R, then the minimum may

indeed disappear for some R (R > 105). The data of Brouillette and Lykoudis, which

were not available to Harris, show this turning-down tendency more definitely, although

the actual values of M and R are different from Murgatroyd's. Thus, it is possible that

an inverted U curve of the type drawn in Fig. XII-8 is the true location of the minimum.

100 --

10 m

I

10 3

Q

o

Cl

M VS R AT BIFURCATION POINT

OF f VS M / R OF MURGATROYD

MINIMUM OF MURGATROYD _ M 2 / R = CONSTANT
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MINIMUM OF OUR RUN "#1

MINIMUM OF OUR RUN "_ 2

M 2 /R*_ CONSTANT-"f

/

_ M 2 / R* CONSTANT

I ] I I I IliJ I I I I I II J I I I I I ILli
10 4 10 5 10 6

R

Fig. XlI-8. Breakaway value of M vs R.

From the curves of f versus M/R of Murgatroyd {Fig. XII-6) it may be inferred

that f = 32 M/R for M/R >/ 10 -3 . On a larger scale (Fig. XII-7) the plot shows that an

envelope exists for M/R < 10 -3, from which curves of f break away at different values

of M/R, the value depending on the value of R for which the f vs M/R curve is drawn.

On the larger scale plot, the values of M (MB) at which breakaway occurs are given.

For R >I 7, 104 , M B -- 50. The actual values are plotted in Fig. XlI-8, and the depend-

ence is found.
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MB/R =6.5× 10 -4 , R_< 7.5 × 104;

MB=50, 7.5× 104_< R_< 1.2× 105 .

For R > 7.5 × 104 , the point at which f begins to be correlated with M/R, generally

known as the parameter characterizing laminar flow, is at constant M. This supports

the notion that the transition to laminar flow is governed by the boundary-layer thick-

ness. In truly laminar flow, the velocity profile, and also the boundary layer thickness,

are functions only of M.

If we extend the envelope assumption, a curve consistent with those drawn, having

M=0

might be as drawn in Fig. XII-9. This curve has f(M=0) = 1.5 X 10 -2, which corresponds

to R = 2 X 10 5 on standard ordinary hydrodynamic Moody diagrams (f vs R). Thus we

might conciude that the anomalous minimum will not be present for R> Z. 0 X 10 5.

1000

_ 101)

10

BROUILLETTE AND LYKOUDIS "I1'

"LAMINAR LI NE "

" HARRIS DATA

LIMIT LINE

MURGATROYD

'_" BIFURCATION LINE "

/

(R)

BBLIT

Fig. XII-9. Dependence of f on MZ/R and M/R.
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Consider the range of parameters M2/R > 4 × 10 -2 , M/R < 10 -3 • Harris predicted

that data in this range would be correlated primarily by M2/R *. The breakaway theory,

however, predicts that all values of f above and to the left of the "bifurcation line" will

be functions of M/R alone. It can be seen that the wedge-shaped region given by the

range of parameters considered is completely within the region in which f is a function

of M/R alone. Thus data in the range considered may be governed by M/R, rather than

by M2/R or M2/R *.

We propose that the well-known minimum in f versus M/R curves should disappear

for R _ 2.0 × 105, provided M2/R is large. Small values of M/R give little information

that cannot be predicted from data now available. If M > 50, then any f should be a

unique function of M/R in the ranges not yet explored experimentally.

J. R. Ellis, Jr., W. D. Jackson
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E. MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC INDUCTION MACHINE WITH

LAMINAR FLUID FLOW

In our previous analysis of the MHD induction machine only constant fluid velocity

has been considered in illustrating the principles of operation, l'2 The fluid velocity pro-

file and viscosity will have important effects for two reasons: {il the velocity profile

may drastically alter the power flow; and {ii} the viscous losses may be large. An exact

consideration of profile effects is impossible, but a solution can be obtained for laminar

flow with reasonable approximations.

The laminar-flow solution gives insight into the mutual interaction. The flow in a

practical machine, however, will probably be highly turbulent, because of the high veloc-

ities or {hydraulic} Reynolds numbers R e required to achieve reasonable power densities.

Turbulence in induction-driven flows is not fully understood, so that the limits on R e for

laminar flow as a function of the applied magnetic field and flow parameters are unknown.

A qualitative idea of turbulence, the turbulent velocity profile, and the effect of
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3
andwill be presented in a latterturbulence onmachine performance has beenobtained,

report.

1. Model and Equations

Themodel to beanalyzedis shownin Fig. XII-10. The fluid flows in the x direction
betweentwo parallel exciting plates of infinite extent in the x and z directions, spaced

2aapart. The region outsidethe plates is filled with a core of permeability _c and con-
ductivity _c" The exciting plates, separated from the fluid and core by insulators of
infinitesimal thickness to prevent current flow in the y direction, are assumedto be thin
so that they can be replaced by current sheets. The plates are driven by a current source
that gives an evenor symmetric surface current density

K = i NI cos (¢0t-kx); (1)
z

which represents a traveling current wave of amplitude NI, frequency ¢0, wavelength

k = w--, and velocity v =7-. The machine of finite length has been treated previously
K S K .

for a constant fluid velocity. 4'_ The extension to include both velocity profiles and finite

length is possible for a slit-channel machine because the field solution is independent of

the velocity profile for this case only.

The electromagnetic fields are determined from Maxwell's equations with the usual

MHD approximation of neglecting displacement currents. The analysis is simplified by
..K

the use of a vector potential A and scalar potential @ defined as

B = V X A (2)

and

= - -_-. (3)

Noting that Ohm's law in a moving fluids is _= _(_+v× _) and substituting Eqs. 2 and 3

in Maxwell' s equations give

- _ -_- + _(v × V × A) : 0, (4)

and

a_
V2_ - _-fiF= o. (5)

Here,

+ _ = o_7. (6)

has been chosen to uncouple Eqs. 4 and 5. The vector potential is due solely to currents,

so that it, as well as J, is in the z direction and independent of z, and _ = 0.
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Fig. XII-10. The model.

The fluid behavior is determined from the Navier-Stokes or conservation of momen-

tum equation and the conservation of mass or continuity equation. For an incompressible

fluid of mass density p and absolute viscosity '1, these equations are

p +v._ 7 v =-_p + _+ X (7)

and

v. _'= o, (8)

where p is the pressure, subscripts f and c denote fluid and core quantities, and Yf

and Bf can be expressed in terms of Af.

The equations can be solved only for laminar flow, as little is known about solutions

for turbulent flows either with or without a magnetic field. Even then, an analytical

solution is clearly impossible, because of the nonlinear terms and the two-directional

coupling, so that a reasonable approximation is made- that the fluid velocity is laminar,

in the x direction, and independent of x and t. This approximation and the resulting

equations are discussed below. An analytical solution of the simplified equations is
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obtained for a slit channel. In general, even the simplified equations can only be solved

numerically because the nonlinear terms and the two-directional coupling remain. The

numerical techniques and results are also discussed.

2. Approximate Equations for Laminar Flow

To solve Eqs. 4 and 7, they must be simplified, because of the product type of non-

linearities. Linearization with the constant-velocity solution used as the starting point

is not valid for two reasons: the _onstant velocity does not match the boundary con-

ditions, and the perturbations are not small. A power-series solution in the magnetic

Reynolds number R M = _f_¢Vs/k_ is not desired because itwould be limited to small R M ,

which does not include the range of interest for power generation. Writing v and Af as

Fourier series in ejn(_t-kx), because of the simple ej(_t-kx) excitation of the current

sheets, gives an infinite number of completely coupled equations that stillinvolve prod-

uets and derivatives with respect to y. These equations are not amenable to solution.

The equations are simplified by assuming the velocity to be completely in the x direc-

tion. The continuity equation then requires v to be independent of x. The electromag-

netic pressure gradient on each strip, (_f ×_)x'_ consists of a constant term plus a

second harmonic in (_t-kx), since _Jfand _f vary as ej(_t-kx) for a velocity independent

of x and t. The total force on a strip per wavelength in the x direction is a constant,

so that v should not have any time dependence for an incompressible fluid. Thus,

v = izV(y) is a consistent and reasonable approximation to the actual flow, provided the

transverse fluid velocity is small compared with the velocity along the machine. This
6

can be justified for a slit-channel machine by examining the driving forces.

The equations are put in a more tractable form by using complex notation, Af(x,y,t)=

Re z y) ej(_t-kx) and by defining the normalized variables _ =--, u(y) - , and
' a _-

Af(_)

F(y) = _----, where a is the channel half-height, _ is the average velocity, and Afo, the
Afo

vector potential at the center of the channel, is determined by the boundary conditions.

In terms of v s and the average slip s, v = (l-s)vs, which is considered to be a constant

of the solution.

The Hartmann number for DC flows is

M2 ¢rfa- B z, (91
o I] o

where B ° is the transverse magnetic field.

M(_) for the induction machine,

If we define an effective Hartmann number
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o-f,az AfA__ (10)
M2 =

T1 2

in terms of the rms transverse magnetic field, where a = ak, the normalized equations

become

and

dZF

d_ T a2 [ 1+JRM-JRM(l-s) u] ___F= 0,

2

d2u M2 u = a Po M 2

d_ 2 _(l-s) v s (l-s)

(11)

(12)

from Eq. 4 and the space or time average of Eq. 7. Equation 12 is identical

to the Hartmann profile equation for a DC generator in terms of a proper loading

factor.

The original set of equations has been simplified to two coupled nonlinear ordinary

differential equations. An analytical solution, possible only for a slit channel, is given

below. The general case is also treated numerically. The solution could be

obtained by series techniques, but these are of limited validity. 7 Also, the present

approach is easier to use and more flexible.

The electromagnetic powers can be written in terms of the normalized variables,

but the simple power relationsl'Sno longer exist. In general, the magnitudes of Pm and

P , the mechanical power output and the power dissipated in the fluid because of its finite
r

conductivity, are increased over their constant-velocity values for a generator, because

of the circulating currents that are set up, since the velocity drops below synchronous

speed near the walls. This region acts as a pump, and the net behavior of the machine

may be changed from a generator to a pump or damper.

3. Slit-Channel Solution

For a slit channel, _a<< 1, the equations can be simplified to yield analytical solutions.

The electromagnetic field and the vector potential are independent of y, and the total

current in the field at a given value of x is therefore independent of the velocity profile.

This means that the vector potential can be determined first, and then the profile and

powers. The vector potential, depending only on the total current, is the same as the

slit-channel field that is found for a constant velocity,
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_fNI
Af =

k(y2a+_:6)

tz k

The velocity, obtained from Eq. 12 for M constant, is the Hartmann profile,

(13)

1 cosh M_)
- c--_sh

u(y) = ; (14)

(tanhM)1 M

so that, for a slit channel and laminar flow, the profile for the induction machine is

identical to that for a DC machine with a Hartmann number based on the rms transverse

magnetic field. The Hartmann profile is plotted in Fig. XII-11 for several values of M.

The curve for M = 0 is the parabolic profile of laminar hydrodynamic flow.

The powers for the slit-channel machine 1'8 are

a_R M
P =P

Za+,:6)(_/,2a+K 's o(_ 6.)

Pm = (I-S)Ps Fm(U)'

(15)

(16)

and

Pr = _PsFr(u)' (17)

where Po = _fVsN212c_' and c and _ are the machine length and width. Here Ps' the

time-average real power supplied to the fluid, is independent of the profile, since it

depends only on the fields. The equations are identical with the results for constant fluid

velocity except for the profile factors

Fm(U) = 1[1-(_ l-s)7], (18)
s

and

u

Fr(U) : __[2_-I+(I-_) 2 uZ], (19)

where

7 : _01 (u(_))2 dF, (20)
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Fig. Ell-11. Normalized Hartmann velocity profiles.
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the average of the velocity squared, is always >11. For a generator, F m and F r are

>tl, and the I2R losses are increased for the same power output. For a pump, F _< 1.
m

3

2

1

J 1 I 1

: -I.0

o 1 I I I I I I l
0 20 40 60 80 i00

M

Fig. XII-12. F for Hartmann profile.
m

The profile factors for a Hartmann profile, plotted in Figs. XlI-12 and XlI-13 for sev-

eral negative values for "s, show that the factors increase as Isl decreases and as the

profile deviates from a constant. This is to be expected for a generator because, as

approaches zero or as the profile becomes more rounded, the size and relative impor-

tance of the positive-slip region near the wall increases. In this region the machine is

acting as a pump, so that the losses resulting from circulating currents are increased.

The generator efficiency, Ps/Pm, is

1

eg ( 1-_)Fm (21)

since Ps is unchanged but the input power is increased by F m. At's = 0, there is no

power output, but the circulating currents still exist, there is power input, and the

efficiency is zero. There is a peak in the efficiency, so that decreasing I'sl further

results in a poorer efficiency because more of the fluid is pumped, in contrast to the

constant-velocity case for which e approached one as "_ approaches zero. Curves of

e versus -_ for several values ofgM are shown in Fig. XII-14.
g

These results, derived by assuming ya << 1, are valid for a much larger range than
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Fig. XlI-13. F r for Hartmann profile.

expected. Comparison with the numerical results shows good agreement for a as large

as 0. 1; that is, errors of a few per cent for a = 0. 1 and I_RMI up to 100.

I I I I I I
VELOCITY

o I I I I I I I I I
0 -I -2 -3 -4 -5

Fig. XlI-14. Generator efficiency for slit-channel machine with Hartmann profile.

4. An Iterative Solution

The vector potential in the fluid can be determined from Eq. 1 1 when the velocity is

specified. The result when the profile for ordinary hydrodynamic flow, either laminar
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or turbulent, is used is the approximate solution whenthe electromagnetic force is small
comparedwith the viscous force. Otherwise, the result may not correspond to an actual

flow, but still gives information on the dependence of the fields and powers on the velocity

_, ........ _i_,,,_-_,,, 11 zs ,, _,,_=,,_ hon_oge_eoas _econd-order differential equation /or _(y)

in terms of u_y) and the machine parameters. Several numerical methods were used to

solve Eq. 11 when the velocity was specified, and the preferred method was chosen by

testing on the case u(_) = 1, for which the exact solution is known. The numerical inte-
9

gration procedure for Eq. 11 worked quite well.

Equation 12 can be solved for the fluid velocity profile when the vector potential is

specified. The profile obtained is the small sR M solution if the field with no fluid pres-

ent is used, corresponding to the case for which the field is not appreciably affected by

the fluid. The solution of the nonhomogeneous Eq. lZ is more complicated than the solu-

tion of the homogeneous Eq. 11. Before, there was only a homogeneous solution for

specified initial conditions, which was scaled to match the boundary conditions. Now,

there is a homogeneous solution and one or two particular solutions, which depend on

the approach used. Initial conditions are specified, and then a linear combination of the

solutions is used to match the boundary conditions. Several approaches to solving Eq. 11

were tested. Difficulty occurred, because of the exponential-like behavior of the solu-

tions, which could not be avoided. This puts a limit on the parameters for which the
10

solution can be obtained.

The techniques developed for solving Eqs. 11 and lZ can be combined to obtain an

exact solution for laminar flow by iterating. The electromagnetic field for a constant

fluid velocity is used as the starting point, and Eqs. lZ and 11 are solved repetitively

for the new velocity and field in that order, until the solution converges to the desired

accuracy. The convergence is good for R M small, but becomes worse as R M increases

because the fluid profile has more effect on the field.

All the a = 0. 1 cases tested with the iterative procedure checked with the

slit-channel results, except for sR M = -Z50, where M 2 varied by a factor of three

across the channel, and the profile was no longer Hartmann. The small ya case is

excluded from further consideration here as it is better treated by the methods dis-

cussed in section 3.

Some of the results for large ya are given in Figs. XII-15, XII-16, XII-17, and in

Table XII-I. The number of iterations required for convergence to five figures is given

in Table XII- I, where > means that the result is close, but more than the number tried

were required. The number increases with increasing _ and R M. The excitation mag-

nitude is contained in the normalization constant FOR = _tf(NI)z a/ZDv s.

The velocity profiles for a = I, Ra, = I and i0, are plotted in Figs. XII-15 and XII-16
_¥_

for'_ = -0. I, -I, and -I0. The two "_= -0. I curves look similar, but are quite different

near the walls. The power density and efficiency for s" = -I0 are greater than for a
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Fig. XII-15. Iterative solution for velocity, a = 1,

R M = 1, FOR = 1000.
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Fig. XII-16. Iterative solution for velocity, a = I, R M = I0, FOR = I00.
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Fig. XlI-17. Iterative solution for velocity, a = 10, R M = l, FOR = 10,000.
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constant fluid velocity because the average slip seen by the field is less than the

average for the fluid. This is not of practical significance because the power density

and efficiency are both low.

The profiles for a = 10 arid 1_M = 1, show the strong field infmence at _he wail. The

electromagnetic dominance is more pronounced for larger excitation and extends farther

Table XII-1. Iterative solution results, K = 0.

P Required

-- s eg, % number ofs R M a FOR M(1) Po iterations

-0.1 1 1 1000 41.3 -0.0753 69.9 2

-1 31.0 -0.456 47.1 4

-10 16.7 -0.168 10.3 >5

-0.1 10 1 100 31.0 -0.287 57.3 >3

-1 17.9 -0.0388 13.8 >5

-10 7.84 -0.0957 17.8 >5

-0.1 1 10 1000 99.5 0.0937 Pump 2

-1 99.5 0.0885 Pump 5

-10 97.2 0.0443 Damper >6

-0. 1 1 10 10,000 316 0. 0310 Pump 3

-1 316 0. 030Z Pump 5

- 10 315 0.0238 Damper >5

into the fluid. None of the tested a = 10 cases will operate as a generator, since the

pumping of the boundary layer dominates, as shown in Table XII-1.

The exact solution has been obtained for several sets of parameters, and can be

extended to others if desired. One important result is to eliminate the large ya machine

from further consideration. Not only is the power density low, but it will not operate as

a generator. The slit-channel results have been used to obtain predicted performance
11

characteristics.

1. E. S. Pierson, Power

E. S. Pierson, W. D. Jackson
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F. BEHAVIOR OF DRY POTASSIUM VAPOR IN ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC FIELDS

A description of preliminary measurements of the electrical properties of wet and

dry potassium vapor was given in Quarterly Progress Report No. 74 (pages 155-166).
l

These results have also been reported in detail.

Although the results for nonequilibrium conduction in wet vapor appeared to be con-

sistent with theoretical predictions, those for the dry vapor were confusing. In particu-

lar, the measured electrical conductivities in the nonequilibrium regime were as much

as a factor of ten larger than those expected from theory.

More refined measurements of the conductivity of the dry vapor have now been car-

ried out, both with and without a magnetic field. The present discussion is a preliminary

report of these results.

I. Apparatus

The most important modifications to the experimental facility are indicated sche-

matically in Fig.XII-18. Whereas in the earlier experiments I the best section was located

in the condenser and electrical connections were taken out through the condenser, the test

section is now located in an argon-purged vacuum enclosure below the condenser. This

new arrangement has the advantage of making the test leads more accessible and perhaps

less susceptible to shorting. It has the disadvantage that many joints between the elec-

trical insulator and the metal parts must be made gas tight.

In the present design the boron-nitride test-section tube is joined to the metal parts

by tapered joints as shown in Fig. XII-18. The probes are held in stainless-steel taper

pins. This design was not as leak-tight as we desired, but it was adequate to produce

some data.
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An electric field was imposedon the plasmaby means of the electrodes at the top
andbottom of the test section. A magnetic field was imposed in a direction perpendic-
ular to the tube axis (andto the electric field}. This combination leads to a Hall field

I'// // ///
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SECTION

BOX

-....

_'//// / // / / ?J

|
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u _
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Fig. XII-18. Test section assembly.

normal to both, which was measured by means of the pairs of probes shown schemati-

cally at the right in Fig. XII-18. In order to prevent shorting of the test section through

ground at its two ends, a long (approximately 1 ft) insulating exit tube was placed between
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the test section and condenser. Both the test section and the exit tube were heated to

prevent condensation.

A throat, located downstream of the test section, was sized to give a Mach number

of 0. 6 in the test section.

2. Experimental Results

The experimental results consist of axial and transverse voltages, as functions of

the axial current and the magnetic field.

In Fig. XII-19 the variation of voltage along the test section is given as a function of

the current density, for zero magnetic field. The curves are linear; this indicates that

1.8 amps Icrn 2

amps/cm 2

;ATHODE
ANODE

I I I I I
-I 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

DISTANCE (cm)

Fig. XII-19. Voltage distribution along channel for various current
densities, and zero magnetic field.

a nearly constant conductivity was attained in the plasma.

From these and other similar results, the plasma conductivity was determined as a
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function of the current density. The results are compared with the two-temperature

theory 2 in Fig. XII-20. Two theoretical curves are given to indicate the uncertainty in

plasma pressure and temperature. The spread of the data is indicated by the bars, and

the mean of several point by the circles. We conclude that, within the uncertainty in the

plasma conditions, the measured conductivity agrees with that predicted theoretically.

In the light of current understanding of two-temperature plasmas, this may be inter-

preted to mean that the electron collision cross section of potassium is ZS0 X 10 -16 cm 2

within approximately 15 per cent.

Fig.XII-20.
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I I I I
5 tO 50 I00

CURRENT DENSITY (ornps/crn 2)

Nonequilibrium electrical conductivity of pure superheated

potassium vapor.

Further confirmation of this value is offered by the measurements of Hall voltage.

We note first of all that if the axial and transverse directions are denoted z and y,

respectively, while the magnetic field is in the x direction, the current densities are

given by

Jz = _Ez + _Jy
(1)

jy = _Ey + _(jo-jz ),
(z)
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where • is the local conductivity, [3is the local Hall parameter, and Jo = eneV' with n e

being the local electron density and V the flow velocity.

Now, if jy= 0, thenjz = _Ez' and

E

E y Joz0( (3)

Having Jo and Jz' we can therefore deduce a value of 13 from the measured Ey and E z.

Such results are shown as the triangular points in Fig. XII-20. There is a great deal of

scatter, and considerable systematic deviation from the theoretical result based on the

cross section of 250X 10 -16 cm 2.

In fact, jy is not exactly zero, because of local shorting of the Hall voltage by non-

uniformities and by the probes. But if we define an effective conductivity,

Jz

°'eff- E ' (4)
Z

we have from Eq. 1,

jy1 0"+[3.-- ¢ + p' - .= = __ _ o- Y Jo

Ceff Jz _eff eft Ez

Let [Sef f = Ey/Ez(1-Jo/jz), and set s = _eff/_ and b = [3/[3eff" Then

i _ I__= [3 i- - = [3eff jz/L s "

Solving for b, we find

(s-l _%±.

l / s
Jz /PeffJ

Now taking s = creff/c_ as the ratio of _eff to the (r determined experimentally for B = 0,

and evaluating 1 - jo/jz similarly from the experimental results for B = 0, we can com-

pute b, and hence the actual value of [3. The data corrected in this way are shown as the

circles in Fig. XII-Zl. They agree quite well with the theoretical results. We conclude
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Fig.Xll-21. Hall parameter versus magnetic field. (Triangles represent the meas-

ured Hall field; circles are corrected for Hall field shorting.)

that 13 and _ are essentially constant, and that the deviation of the measured Hall fields

from the expected value is due to shorting of the Hall fields by the probes, by the inlet

and outlet nozzles or, perhaps, by the walls.

3. Conclusions

To summarize, we conclude that, within the accuracy of this experiment, the

electric conductivity of dry potassium vapor is as predicted by the two-temperature
2

theory.

The conductivity measurements for zero magnetic field and Hall field measurements

at Hall parameters up to Z indicate independently an electron collision cross section

of 250 X 10 -16 within 15 per cent.

J. L. Kerrebrock, M. A. Hoffman, A. Solbes
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G. BONDING MECHANISM OF ALKALI-METAL ATOMS ADSORBED

ON METAL SURFACES

1. Introduction

Several illuminating theoretical studies of surface and adsorption phenomena of metal
1-3

vapors on dissimilar metal substrates have been published. An interesting point is

that each treatment proposes an entirely different physical mechanism for cesium

adsorption on metals. Despite this seeming variance, all three theories are able to

explain experimental data relevant to cesium adsorption. These data consist of experi-

mentally measured thermionic electron emission from cesiated surfaces and energies

of adsorption of the cesium.

At this point a brief summary of the salient features of each of these analyses is in
l

order. Gyftopoulos and Levine propose that cesium is chemisorbed on the surface

thereby forming a partially ionic- partially covalent bond with the four substrate atoms

upon which the cesium rests, thereby forming essentially a CsW 4 molecule lying on the

surface. To a large extent, they neglect the effects of the other substrate atoms. Their

results agree well with experiment.

Gomer and Swanson 2 attempted a semiquantitative study to obtain knowledge of the

basic physical mechanism giving rise to energies of adsorption. They feel that as an

alkali atom such as cesium (in which the outer shell electron-energy level lies above the

Fermi level} is brought to a metal surface, this level becomes greatly broadened. This

broadening, which is analogous to natural broadening in plasmas, stems from the fact

that the atom, brought into an interacting state with the metal, has a finite lifetime as an

atom, and thus an uncertainty in its energy according to the uncertainty principle. They

feel that the 6s level of cesium is broadened so greatly (several electron volts) that the

atom level overlaps the conduction band of the substrate. It is then possible for polar

metallic bonds to form between adsorbate and substrate. This can occur only if there

is significant overlap of the broadened atomic level and the conduction band of the

substrate.
3

Rasor and Warner feel that cesium adsorption can be treated as if distinct species

of atom and ions exist on the surface. The ratio of atoms and ions is obtained through

a statistical mechanical treatment. For cesium on refractory metals at temperatures

of 1000°K most of the adsorbates are ions. Those ion adsorbates are bonded to the sur-

face by purely ionic bonds. They justify this by arguments that include the necessity for

the atomic level to be unbroadened. Through rough and questionable calculation they

conclude that the level is broadened much less than 0. Z ev and thus their model is valid.

In this report, the high points of a detailed investigation 4 into the nature of the

cesium-substrate bond are presented. Some of the ambiguity and confusion resulting

from the differences summarized above will be removed. Detailed mathematics will be
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Fig. XII- 22.

FILLED CONDUCTION
LEVELS

Sommerfeld metal.

Fig. XII-23. Isolated atom.
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Fig. XII-24. Interacting metal and atom.
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omitted, since it can be found elsewhere. 4 Only the basic physics and terminal results

are reported herein.

2. Physical Model

The metal upon which cesium is adsorbed is considered to be a Sommerfeld metal.

This is shown in Fig. XII-22. The isolated atom is shown in Fig. XII-23. In this figure,

is the height of the zero temperature Fermi level; ¢e' the electron work function of

the metal; and V i, the unperturbed ionization potential of cesium.

As the atom at a distance s from the surface is allowed to interact with the metal,

Fig. XII-24 may be considered. The dashed line indicates the transition of the electron

from the atom to the metal; Z and _ are simply coordinates; and E is defined by the

figure in which _e - E is the perturbed ionization potential of the atom. Hagstrum 5 has

shown both theoretically and experimentally that the conduction band of the metal retains

all of its bulk properties out to the surface, so Fig. XII-24 is valid. Thus the idea of the

CsW 4 molecule seems incorrect. Since the detailed nature of the surface barrier does

not enter the ensuing calculations, the fact that a square well has been drawn in Fig.XII-24

is of no consequence.

3. Transition Process

As an atom is brought to a metal surface and is allowed to interact with the metal,

the outer electron will want to make transitions into other energetically permissible

quantum states such as are in the metal. If there is a perturbation coupling the two

states, the transition probability can be determined. Calculations somewhat analogous

to the work presented here have been made for Auger neutralization of ions by metals. 5-7

The transition probability per unit time is given by the "Golden Rule" as

W =--_-- I I Pk d_ (I)

with _m the final-state metal wave function; %ba the initial-state atom wave function;

H' the perturbation mixing the two states; Pk the density of final states; and the inte-

gration performed over all directions of K in the final state.

For a Sommerfeld metal the following wave functions result:

kbm -

K L 3/2
v

exp[i(K o iX+KozY) ]{(_Ko3 +Ko3) exp[i__Ko3 _ ]+(_Ko3-Ko3) exp[-iKo3 _ 1}

for _<0

I__L_
¢m - L 3/2 exp[i(KolX+KozY)] 2Ko3 exp[iKo3_] for _ > 0,

K
v

(z)
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where

V n = _ Ko

2
Ko2 = Kol + Ko22 + Ko32

032 2 2K = Ko3 + K v
O

2 2 2
K =K +K
--0 0 V

0

Here, subscripts 1,2, 3 correspond to x, y, z directions, bars under K's indicate that

the energy is measured from the bottom of the conduction band, and K ° and Ko3 are both

positive imaginary numbers.

For the atom, a hydrogen 2s wave function is fitted to the accurate Hartree-Fock 6s

cesium wave function 8 to yield

a31/2
--- (1-ar) e -at, (3)

with a = 0.755 _-i and a = 0.6 _-l
$ 1

The perturbation is taken to be the potential of the ion core as seen by a metal elec-

tron. While this is the perturbation for the backward transition, not the transition from

atom to metal, it is valid to use it for the perturbation of the atom-to-metal transition

as has been pointed out by others. 9'10 Thus the perturbation is

2
q

r
(4)

Combining Eqs. 1 and 4, using the usual density of states function, and performing

the necessary mathematical operations 4 the final result for the transition probability

3 2. 3 -2as

w = - T2 + ' 15)
K2ao]l a s

= ]12/mq2, and K is the wave number equivalent of the energy (measured fromwhere a °

the bottom of the conduction band) of the electron involved in the transition. As can be

seen, when the atom-metal separation goes to infinity (corresponding to no interaction),

the transition probability goes to zero.
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The effective lifetime T of an atom before becoming an ion is given by the reciprocal

of w, or

1
•r = --. (6}

W

This finite lifetime of the quantum state gives rise to a natural broadening of the atomic

level, because of the uncertainty principle. The bandwidth is given by

F(s)>Il_w(s)= l_

4. Numerical Results

Using the reported values ll'IZ of _ = 6.5 ev, E = 1.05 ev, and _e = 4.6 ev, for ces-

ium on tungsten, Eq. 6 is evaluated as a function of atom distance from the surface. The

lifetime T and the bandwidth F are plotted as a function of s, in a hybrid but unambig-

uous manner in Fig. XII-25.

O

G)
{n

II
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i0 -13

i0 "14
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IO

----.

I/, I , I , I , I ,

0 2 4 6 8

s(_,) ----.--

iO -3

-2 >
- IO

- 7

- iO-I r.-,

: 1
- iO o

0

Fig. XII-25. Atomic lifetime and bandwidth as a function of distance

from the surface.

o

If the distance of an adsorbed particle from the surface is taken to be Z. 65 A, the

usual value of the so-called atomic radius, then the lifetime of the atomic state on the

surface is found to be ~5 × 10 -15 second. The bandwidth is -0. 15 ev, a value lying

between that required for validity of either Rasorts or Gomer's theory.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

Note that the mechanism for bonding of cesium upon a metal surface proposed by

Rasor and by Gomer are inconsistent with the results of this analysis. Some of the fea-
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tures of the Levine model, however, are in complete accord with the results presented

here, and in fact require these results. This will now be explained.

If an atom is brought to a surface at zero temperature, three distinct types of bonds

_""_.. "_._ ,v,".... ,-_._ A _v,_p_=_y io_ic bo_id occurs if there is no overlap of conduction band

(o) (b) (c)

Fig. XII-26. (a) Ionic bonding. (b) Partially ionic-partially covalent bonding.
(c} Polar metallic or covalent type of bonding.

and broadened atomic level as shown in Fig. XII-26a. This is the required situation

for validity of Rasor's model. If the atom and metal have some overlap as shown in

Fig. XII-26b, a partially ionic-partially covalent bond will form. Levine requires this

situation, although it is not stated explicitly in his analysis. A word of caution on

Levine's theory, though. He feels a partially ionic-partially covalent bond forms between

adsorbate atoms and four substrate atoms. This is not really true, for a partially ionic-

partially covalent bond is actually formed between the atomic electrons and the free con-

duction electron of the metal, not electrons associated with a particular substrate atom.

Identifying a metal electron with a particular ion core is a meaningless concept.

Figure XII-26c shows the conditions required for the adsorption mechanism proposed by

Gomer.

As the temperature is raised above zero, some conduction electrons are found at

levels overlapping the broadened level of the adsorbate as shown in Fig. XII-27, where

Fig. XII-ZT. Conduction-band electrons available for
covalent bonding at T > 0 °.

the distribution function is superposed on the metal-atom drawing. In this situation, the

conditions being those that occur experimentally, the bond formed between adsorbate and

metal would be partially ionic-partially covalent if the broadening of the atomic level is
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by the amount calculated in this analysis. Thus it is understandable why the Levine

model, despite the incorrect picture of a CsW 4 molecule, gives good results. It pro-

poses the correct form of bond. The only reason that the ionic bond model gives good

results is that it includes so many adjustable constants hidden under the label of physical

cons t ant s.

A final check on the validity of the ionic-covalent bond will be made in the future.

Levine has proposed that the energy of adsorption for the ionic-covalent bond is the

geometric mean of the energy of adsorption for purely ionic and purely covalent bonding.

The purely ionic bond energy of adsorption can be calculated from Rasor's model. We

intend to compute the actual covalent bond energy by calculating the exchange energy for

two electrons, one electron being in the metal at an energy within the energies of the

broadened band, and the other within the atom. This is the theoretical purely covalent

bond energy for an adsorbate and a metal. Following Levine's claim, based on the Pauling

type of argument, we should obtain the theoretical atomic energy of adsorption. This

should agree with experimentally determined values, and thus serve to prove that the

bond formed between a cesium atom and a metal surface is partially ionic-partially

covalent.

J. W. Gadzuk
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A• A SPECIAL CLASS OF QUANTIZER-INPUT SIGNALS

In a previous study, l the quantizer structure has been restricted in one case to have

constrained transition values, and to have constrained representation values. (For

nomenclature refer to Fig. XIII-I. ) In each of these two cases sufficient conditions have

been found on the error-weighting function that the quantization error surface had a

YN

YN-1

x x 2

!
I •

y=Q(x)

OUTPUT

• I I
• I I

| I

XN- 1
INPUT

Y2

Yl

x

Fig. XIII- 1. Input-output characteristic of the N-level quantizer.

The x i are the transition values and the Yi are the

representation values.
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single relative extremum, a relative minimum. In a recent paper, 2 P. E. Fleischer has
2

constrained the error-weighting function to be g(e) = e . He then derived a sufficient

condition on the amplitude probability density of the quantizer-input signal so that the

associated error surface will also have one relative extremum, a relative minimum.

Fleischer's sufficient condition is expressed by the inequality

82{ln[Px(_)]} < O. (1)
a_ z

where px(_), the amplitude probability density of the quantizer-input signal, is

required to be continuous. In order to derive this condition, he determines a

sufficient condition on the matrix of second partial derivatives of the quantiza-

tion error so that all relative extrema will be relative minima. This condition

is equivalent to requiring that the matrix of second partials be positive definite.

In determining the condition for which this matrix is positive definite Fleiseher

used the row-sum condition. 3 The condition that is obtained guarantees that the

error surface will have only one relative extremum and that it will be a rel-

ative minimum.

In a typical practical problem involving experimental data px(_) will be specified

numerically, rather than by an algebraic expression. Since numerical differentiation

cannot be accurately accomplished, this particular form of Fleiseher's condition cannot

be used to determine whether or not px(_) has a single relative extremum. Our primary

purpose here is to transform (1) into an equivalent condition that can be used to deter-

mine whether or not a specific numerically specified amplitude density satisfies

Fleischer' s condition.

We begin by recalling the definition of a strictly convex function.

A function f(x) is strictly convex if and only if

f[aa+(1-a)b] < af(a) + (1-a)f(b), (2)

for all b > a and all a such that 0 < a < 1. It can be determined, for example, by graph-

ical consideration of the implications of Eq. 2, that strictly convex functions also satisfy

the inequality

8 2
[ftx)]> o.

8x 2
(3)

Therefore, comparing Eqs.

requiring that the function

_b(_): -in [px(_)]

1 and 3, we see that Fleischer's condition is equivalent to

(4)
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be strictly convex.
written

e-_La_"_'L-uP'J> e--L_tIT_--_l_ulJ (5)

for allb > a and for all a so that 0 < a < 1, we can write for {4)

Px(_) = e-_b(_) (6)

and, by direct substitution of (6) into (5), have

Px[aa+(l-a)b] > [Px(a)]a[px(b)](l-a) (7)

If this inequality is satisfied for all b > a and all a so that 0 < a < l, then Fleischer's

condition is satisfied.

An examination of Eq. 7 indicates several properties of the amplitude probability

densities which satisfy this condition. First, ifwe consider the case for which Px(a) =

Px(b), we find that (7) can be written equivalently as

(XlII. STATISTICAL COMMUNICATION THEORY)

Observing that the strictly convex criteria (2), may be alternatively

Fig. XIII- 2.

STRAIGHT LINE

Px (_)

Px (b)

= i3 Px (a)

- Px (a)

Illustration of Eq. 7 for Px(b) = _Px(a). (The figure is drawn for 13 = 2.)
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or

Px[aa+(1-a)b] > Px(a) = Px(b)

px(_ ) > Px(a ) = Px(b ) (8)

for a < _ < b. This implies that the px(_) satisfying this condition must have only one

relative extremum and that this relative extremum is a relative maximum. Second, if

we consider the case in which

Px(b) = _Px(a),

Eq. 7 becomes

px(_ ) > _(1-a)px(a ) (9)

for a < _ < b. From a graphical examination of this condition (Fig. XlII-2), we see that

the px(_) that satisfy Fleischer's condition possess a type of mild convexity property.

In conclusion, we note that Eq. 7, the condition equivalent to Fleischer's condition,

is one that can easily be utilized, for example, by means of a digital computer search

program, to determine whether or not a given numerically obtained amplitude probability

density satisfies Eq. 1.

J. D. Bruce
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B. OPTIMUM HOMOMORPHIC FILTERS

i. Introduction

In this report optimum homomorphie filters will be discussed. The problem can be

stated as follows: two signals sl(t) and s2(t) are combined according to some rule,

denoted o. We wish to determine the optimum homomorphie system from the class having

o as both the input and output operations such that the error between the output and the

desired output is minimized. Hence, we wish to select a nonlinear system from a speci-

fied class of nonlinear systems which is optimum according to some error criterion.
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The error criterion that will be used depends on the class of homomorphic systems

under consideration. Specifically, the error criterion to be associated with any partic-

ular filtering problem will be restricted to be the norm of the error vector in the vector

erties that we associate with error criteria such as mean-square error or integral-

square error. Since the norm that we associate with a particular vector space is not

unique, this restriction still permits flexibility in the specific error criterion that we

select and still affords analytical convenience.

Our approach is to consider the meaning of the error criterion on the output space

in the light of the cascade representation for homomorphic systems. We shall show that

the characteristic system to associate with the class can be chosen in such a way that

minimization of the error is equivalent to minimization of mean-square error or

integral-square error (the choice depending on whether the system inputs are continuing

or aperiodic) at the output of the linear portion of the cascade representation. When the

characteristic systems have been selected, the choice of the optimum system reduces

to a choice of the linear system in the cascade representation.

2. Linear Filtering Problem

The linear filtering problem, considered from the vector-space point of view, con-

sists in choosing a linear operator on the space, which will separate a given vector from

a linear combination of vectors in the space. When the vectors represent time functions,

with vector addition as the algebraic addition of the functions, we usually impose addi-

tional constraints such as realizability and time invariance of the system represented

by the linear operator. The primary aspect of the vector-space interpretation of

filtering is that it implies the determination of a linear transformation for which the

range is a subspace of the domain. In the general case, for which the linear transfor-

mation corresponds to a homomorphic system, the output space is a subspace of the input

space. On this basis, it is clear that the classes of homomorphic systems which are of

interest in this discussion are those for which the input and output operations are the

same.

Consider avector space V. Let v 1, v Z ..... v n be n vectors in V, and let v be a

linear combination of these n vectors, that is,

n

v = _ akv k.

k=l

A necessary and sufficient condition so that there exists a linear transformation T. on

V such that ]

Tj(v) = a.v.,J l,
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1
.. , be linearly independent. Whenfor all j, is that the set of vectors v 1, v 2, . v n

restated in terms of linear systems, this means that there is always a linear system

that will filter an input from a linear combination of inputs, provided only that the inputs

that have been combined are linearly independent. This can also be interpreted to state

that if the vectors v 1, v 2 ..... v k are chosen from independent subspaces of V, then

each of the vectors in the linear combination can be separated from the vector v. The

implications of this with respect to linear multiplexing have been discussed by Zadeh and

Miller. 2 The existence of the linear transformation T. does not, of course, guarantee
J

realizability or time invariance of the associated linear system.

When signal separation cannot be performed exactly because the vectors do not lie

in independent subspaces or there are additional constraints to impose on the transfor-

mations, then an error criterion must be selected on the basis of which the optimum

transformation can be chosen. When an inner product is defined on the vector space,

this error criterion is generally selected to be the length, or norm, of the error vector.

This choice is based on two considerations: (i) it is meaningful as an error criterion;

and (ii) it is analytically convenient.

The error vector is defined as the vector sum of the desired output and the inverse

of the actual output. That is,

ve =v d + (-Vo),

where v e is the error vector, vd is the vector representing the desired output, and v°

is the vector representing the actual output. The vector (-vo) represents the inverse

of vo. For example, ifsd(t) is the desired output, So(t) is the actual output and vector

addition is the product of the time functions, then the time function corresponding to the

error vector will be

e(t) = sd(t)/So(t).

When an inner product is associated with the vector space, the norm of a vector is

taken as the positive square root of the inner product of the vector with itself. The use-

fulness of the norm of the error vector as an error criterion arises directly from the

algebraic properties of the norm. Specifically, let (v 1, v 2) denote the inner product of

avector v 1 with avector v 2. Then for any vectors v 1, v 2, andv 3 in V and for any sca-

lar c in the field associated with V, the properties of an inner product require that

(1) (Vl,V 2) = (V2,Vl).

Here, the bar denotes conjugation.

(2) (Vl+V2,V 3) = (Vl,V 3) + (v2,v 3)

(3) (cv l,v 2) = c(v l,v 2)
i
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(4) (v 1, Vl) > 0 if and only if v 1 is not the zero vector.

The norm of a vector v denoted Ilvll in an inner product space is given by

Ilvll2 : (v,v_.

It follows from properties (1), (2), (3), and (4) that

(1'1 llvll > 0 if and only if v is not the zero vector

(2,) IlVl+V2II _ Iiv111+ IIv2tl

(3') llcvIll : Icl IIv111.

From property (1') it is clear that any norm for the error vector satisfies the fun-

damental restriction that we would like to impose on an error criterion. Specifically,

it guarantees that positive and negative errors cannot cancel, since Iiv e II = 0 implies

that the actual output and desired output are equal.

3. Optimum Homomorphic Filters

The cascade representation for the class of homomorphic systems having the opera-

tion o as both input and output operations is shown in Fig. XIII-3. The inputs are

restricted to constitute a Hilbert space with an orthonormal basis, under some inner

product, and the set of outputs to constitute a subspace of the vector space of inputs. The

cascade representation is derived by mapping the input space linearly in a one-to-one

manner onto a space in which vector addition corresponds to algebraic addition. A linear

is then performed on this space and the resulting outputs are mapped onto the

space, which is a subspace of the inputs, by means of the inverse of the system

ish to show first that if L is chosen on the basis of any error criterion that is a

output space, then the over-all system will be optimum under some error

is a norm on the output space of the over-all system. This conclusion is

I and II which follow.

1: Let V and W denote two inner product spaces, and T denote an

transformation between them. The inner product of two vectors v. and
1

as (v i,vj), and the inner product of two vectors w.1 and w.3 in W

the inner product [w i, wj] in W can be taken as

(wi), T-l(wj))

(1)
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-i(i)vi=T w

and

vj = T-l(wj).

PROOF: We need only show that the inner product on W satisfies properties {

as required of an inner product.

Property 1: [w 1,w2] = (v 1,v 2)

[w 2,w 1] = (v 2,vl).

But (v 1,v 2) is an inner product of V; hence

(vl,v 2) = (v2,vl).

Therefore

[_i,w2]:[w2,wl].

Property2: [Wl+W 2,w3] = (Vl+V 2,v3),

since T -1 is linear, and therefore

T-l(wl+w2) = T-l(wl) + T-l(w2).

But (Vl+V2,V3) = (Vl,V3) + (v2,v3).

Also, [w 1,w3] + [w2,w3] = (vl,v3) + (v2,v3); hence

[wl+w2, w3] : [w1,w3] + [w2, w3].

 ropor y[0w ,w l=

Therefore

CW

= (cv 1, v 2 )

= C(Vl, v2).

wz] = c(vl,'v z)

or
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[cw1,w2] --c[w1,w2].

Property 4: Since T is invertible and linear,

T-l(w) = 0 if and only if w = 0.

By definition of the inner product in W,

[w, w] = {T-l(w), T-l{w)).

But (T-l(w), T-l(w)) = 0 if and only if T-l(w) = 0, since the inner product in V satisfies

the required properties. Consequently,

[w, w] = 0 if and only if T-l(w) = 0

which in turn requires that

[w, w] = 0 if and only if w = 0.

THEOREM Z: Let V and W denote two Hilbert spaces with orthonormal bases. Let

(v a, v b) denote the inner product of any two vectors v a and v b in V, and [w c, Wd] denote

the inner product of any two vectors w c and w d in W. Then, an invertible linear trans-

formation T can always be defined which maps V to W in such a way that

= (v a, v b)

for any vectors w a and w b in W.

PROOF: Let v 1, v 2 .... denote an orthonormal basis in V, and w 1, w 2 .... denote

an orthonormal basis in W. Consider any vector v in V which, in terms of the basis

in V, is

00

v = _ (v,v k) vk.

k=l

Then the transformation T will be defined as

O0

T(v) = _ (v,v k) w k.

k=l

It has been shown that this transformation is linear and invertible. 3 The proof is

omitted here to avoid a discussion of the convergence of the summation in Eq. Z. Now,

consider any two vectors v a and v b in V, and let T(v a) = w a and T(v b) = w b. The

vector v a is expressible as
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oo

a (Va' Vk) Vk

k=l

and the vector v b is expressible as

vb = _ (Vb'V k) vk.

k=l

co

T(v a) =Hence, = w a

k=l

of w a andw b is, then,

oo

(Va, Vk) w k and T(v b) = w b =

k=l

k=l

(v a,v k) w k, _ (Vb'V r) w r

r= 1

oo cO

_ (Va' Vk)(Vr' Vb)[Wk' Wr ]"

k=l r=l

But the set Wl, w2 ....
is orthonormal in W; and hence

k=r

kCr

Therefore

oO

[w a,w b] = _ (Va'Vk)(V k,vb).

k= 1

Similarly, the inner product of va and vb is

(v a, vb) = (v a, v k) v k, (v b, v r) v r

k=l r=l

oo co

k=l r=l

(v a, Vk)(V r, Vb)(V k, v r )

oo

Z (Va, Vk)(V k, v b)

k=l

since the set v 1, v z .... is orthonormal in V. Thus

(v b, v k) w k. The inner product
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[w a, wb] = (v a, v b) =

0o

(Va, Vk)(V k, Vb).

k=l

Theorem 1 tells us that given a linear invertible transformation between two vector

spaces, a norm can be defined on the output space in such a way that the norm of a vec-

tor is invariant under the transformation. Alternatively, if the norm has already been

specified on both spaces, then from Theorem Z we can find an invertible linear trans-

formation between these spaces under which the norm of a vector is invariant. It remains

to interpret these theorems within the framework of homomorphic systems.

Fig. XIII-3. Cascade representation for the class of homomorphie systems
having o as both the input and output operations.

The system represented in Fig. XIII-3 is a linear transformation mapping a vector

space into itself. The output of the linear portion is a vector space V under addition

(that is, with vector addition as the algebraic sum of the time functions} and the output
_l .

of the over-all system is a vector space W under the operation o. The system a ° is

an invertible continuous linear transformation between these spaces. Let the norm of

a vector v in V be rewritten as IlVllv, where restrictions are not placed on the norm

other than those required by the definition of a norm. Similarly, let the norm of a vec-

tor w in W be written as IlWllw defined as

Uwllw = [[ao(W) [[V (3)

or equivalently,

Ilvllv= Iloollvlllw•

Suppose, now, that we wish to choose L such that the norm of the error vector in W

is minimum. Let fd(t) be the desired output and fro(t) be the output for the optimum

system, that is,

[[fd o f-l[[w> llf do f-l[[ for any f in W not equal to fm W m"

"" f- -ii = -' a-:¢f-l}llw HenceBut IlXd o W ]i ao*{fd ) o o

Ilool(fdI o OolCf-llllv> IIOol(fd}o ool(f )IIv
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This canbe rewritten in a more convenientform by using the fact that a linear transfor-
mation betweenvector spacesmaps inverses to inverses, which requires that

Ilaol(fd)-aol(f)llV > Naol(fd)-aol(fm)lIV

for any f in W that is not equalto f . Hence, if the over-all system is optimized withm
respect to the norm definedby Eq. 3, then the linear portion of the cascaderepresenta-
tion must beoptimum, according to the norm defined in V, whenthe desired outputof

the linear portion is taken to be ao(fd). Hence the problem of optimizing a homomorphic

system within a specified class reduces to the optimization of the linear portion of the

cascade representation relative to the desired output transformed by ao. If the error

criterion in W is specified, then the optimization of the linear system L must be

carried out according to the error criterion specified by Eq. 3. If the error criterion

in V is specified, then when the linear system L is optimum, the over-all system is

optimum according to the error criterion dictated by Eq. 3.

As a result of Theorem 2, an alternative is offered. If an error criterion is speci-

fied in W, and we wish to optimize L according to a given error criterion in V, then

-1 can be constructed according to Theorem 2. Thus, if the error criterion
the system a ° -1
is unspecified in W, we may make any convenient choice for the system a ° and optimize

L according to any convenient error criterion. If the error criterion is specified in W

-1 will constrain the error criterion in V.
but unspecified in V, then a choice of a °

Finally, if the error criterion is specified in both V and W, then when L is optimized

the choice for a -1 is constrained if the over-all system is to be optimum. Thus far, we
o -1

have been concerned with the choice of L and a in the cascade representation. The
o

question naturally arises as to how the optimization is affected by the system _o" On

the basis of the following theorem, it will be concluded that any choice for _o can be

made. The optimization of L will effectively compensate for the choice of _o"

THEOREM 3: Let V and W be two vector spaces, and let _a and _b represent any

two invertible homomorphic transformations from V onto W. Then there always exists

a unique linear transformation L on W such that

_a = L_b'

where L_ b represents the cascade of the transformations _b and L.

every vector v in V, there exists L such that

In other words, for

_a(V) = L[_b(V) ].
(4)

PROOF: Consider. the transformation L on W defined as

L(w) = _aI_bl(w)l •
(5)
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The transformations _a and _b I are homomorphic, that is,

_bl(Wl+W2) = _bl(Wl ) + _bl(w_),

_bl(cw) = c_bl(w),

_a(Vl+V2 ) = _a(Vl) + _a(V2)

and

_a(CV) = C_a(V).

We must show, first, that L is linear, that is,

L(Wl+W 2) = L(Wl) + L(w 2)

and

But

and

L(cw) = eL(w).

L(wI+w2)= _aI_bl(Wl+W2 )]

_aI_bl(w2)l = L(w2).

Therefore L(Wl+W2) = L(Wl) + L(w2).

L(cw) = _a[_bl(cw)]

: _ale_bl(w))

= C_aI_bl(w)].

Hence L(cw) = cL(w), and consequently

provides the condition required by Eq.

we obtain

Similarly,

STATISTICAL COMMUNICATION THEORY)

L is linear. But L, defined in Eq. 5,

4, for substituting Eq. 4 in Eq. 5,
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_a(V) = _aI_;l(_b(V)) 1

: _a(V).

It remains only to show that L as defined by Eq. 4 is unique. This will be done by

showing that Eq. 4 implies Eq. 5.

Consider any transformation L having the property required by Eq. 4. If w is any

vector in W, then there exists a vector v in V such that

v = _bl(w),

since _b is invertible. Substituting in Eq. 4, we have

= L(w)

which is the transformation defined by Eq. 5.

Now, suppose that in the cascade representation of Fig. XIII-3, we have made an

arbitrary choice for the system [3o" The error criterion used to optimize L, and the

error criterion used to optimize the over-all system have been shown to determine the

system a o. Let Lop t denote the optimum choice for L. By virtue of Theorem 3, if the

error could be further reduced by varying the system _o' then the error could be reduced

instead by cascading Lop t with an invertible linear system, which violates the assumption

that Lop t is the optimum choice for L.

4. Example

In order to relate the preceding discussion to a specific example, consider the opti-

mization of the systems in the class having multiplication as both input and output oper-

ations. This corresponds to the determination of an optimum filter for separating

signals that have been multiplied, as is the case, for example, in transmission over a

time-variant channel. It should be emphasized at the outset that for this example, the

formalism that we have just completed does not seem justified by the intuitively reason-

able result. The formalism indicates, however, that the approach is generally appli-

cable to any class of homomorphie systems.

x lOgb (x) L(y) b (v) w

Fig. XIII-4. Cascade representation for the class of homomorphie systems
having multiplication as both the input and output operations.
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In the cascaderepresentation for the class under consideration, the system a can
o

be chosen as a logarithmic amplifier relative to any base b as shown in Fig. XIII-4, if

the system input._ and outputz are restricted to be positive. Let us restrict the system L

to be a linear, time-invariant, realizable system. If the input time functions for the

over-all system are random, then a mean-square-error criterion is an analytically con-

venient choice for optimization of the linear system. Hence, if fd(t) is the desired output

of the over-all system, then on the basis of the preceding discussion the system L is

to be so chosen that the error E given by

E = lim "2-_ [lOgb(fd)-lOgb(fo)]2 dt (6)
T-*_ T

is minimum. If the input to the homomorphic system is fi(t),then

l°gl31{fo )= L[l°g_l(fi)].

The solution for the optimum system L is specified by the Weiner-Hopf equation.

The error E is also the error at the output of the exponential amplifier. If we change

the error criterion in W but wish to maintain a mean-square-error criterion in V, then

the characteristic systems a° and _o must be changed.

5. Conclusion

Homomorphic systems can be used for the separation of signals that have been non-

additively combined in much the same way as linear systems are used for the separation

of signals that have been linearly combined. The manner in which the signals are com-

bined determines the class of homomorphic systems from which the optimum system is

selected.

In determining optimum systems, the error criterion is generally based on consider-

ation of its validity as a measure of error, and the convenience that itoffers in carrying

out the optimization. Since homomorphic systems are represented by linear transfor-

mations on vector spaces, the error criterion is restricted in this study to be describ-

able as the norm of the error vector. This restriction does not completely specify the

error criterion.

On the basis of the cascade representation for homomorphic systems, we have shown

that the optimization within a class of homomorphic systems can be reformulated in

terms of the optimization of the linear portion of the cascade representation. If the lin-

ear system is optimized according to some error criterion, then the over-all system

will also be optimum according to some error criterion. In this case the error criterion

under which the system is optimum will depend on the choice of the characteristic sys-

tem used in the cascade representation to map the outputs of the linear system to the

outputs of the over-all system. In particular, a mean-square-error criterion (or
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integral-square error if the inputs to the linear system are aperiodic) canbe used to
determine the linear portion of the optimum filter. Alternatively, the error criteria
for both the linear system and the over-all system canbe selected independently. When
this is done, the choice for the characteristic system is restricted.

If a mean-squareor integral-square error criterion is usedto optimize the linear
system andthis system is restricted to be time-invariant, then the optimization canbe
carried out by the methodsdevelopedby Wiener in his theory of optimum linear filtering.
This doesnotguaranteethat the total system will be time-invariant. To insure this, the
characteristic systems must also be chosento be time-invariant.

The ideasdiscussed in this paper may be potentially useful in the study of time-
variant communicationchannels, for which the transmitted signal has effectively been
multiplied by a noise waveform, and in the study of multipath channelsin which signal
andnoise havebeenconvolved. It is hoped that through this study further work and
interest in this approachwill be stimulated.

A. V. Oppenheim
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C. A SINGULAR MAXIMIZATION PROBLEM WITH APPLICATIONS TO FILTERING

In this report we generalize a previous result 1 on a problem of extrema under con-

straints and discuss its application to filtering and estimation.

The mathematical problem is the following: We would like to find the probability

density p(x) that maximizes or minimizes the functional

L = f L(x) p(x) dx under M constraints
,)

G ._ _"G(x) p(x) dx

F = ff F(x) p(x) dx

1 = _ p(x) dx.
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We require the range of the randomvariable x to be boundedto some finite interval
[A, B].

We _h_11showthat ......._r+_c _,_=_=_--'...... a p_j _a_isfying all of the constraints, then the

probability density that maximizes or minimizes L under M constraints is made up of

M impulses, at most.

PROOF: Assume that there exists Po(X) such that all M constraints are satisfied

and which results in some value L ° of the functional L. In Fig. XIII-5 we define the

regions R 1, R z ... RM+ 1 by arbitrary cuts of the base [A, B].

Po(X)

I

A R1 R2 t R3 R4 I BRM+ 1

X

Fig. XIII-5. Probability density Po(X) that satisfies all constraints.

We shall show that there exists a probability density Pl{X) that is nonzero on only M

of the M+I regions, which satisfies the M constraints and gives L 1 _< L o. Similarly,

pZ(x), which is nonzero on M regions at most, satisfies the M constraints, and yields

L 2 >/ L o. It then becomes clear that by successive applications of this result, the base

of the probability density p{x) is reduced, at most, to M arbitrary small regions. There-

fore the probability density p(x) that maximizes or minimizes L under M constraints

will consist, at most, of M impulses.

To show that Pl{X} and P2(X} with the properties claimed do exist, we define

ml = _R P°(X)
dx

1

_ 1 .__ F(x) dx
F1 ml _t_ P°(X)

1

1 _R G(x) Po(X) dx
G1 =_ 1
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1 ./- L{x} dx
Lol = m--_ __ Po (x)

1

m2 = _R Po(X) dx

2

i _R F(x) Po(X) dxF2 = m--2
2

4

_ 1 _I:{ L(x) Po(X) dxLoZ m 2
2

etc.

We have, therefore, the new set of equations

mlLol + mzLo2 + ... + mM+ILoM+I = L o

mlG 1 + ... + mM+IGM+ 1 = G

m I +... + raM+ 1 = 1

and since p(x) >/O, we have also

m I, m 2 ... mM+ I >I O.

Now consider these equations in the M+I dimensional space of the weights m__. The

M+! equations define a point in this space, and any M equations define a line. Con-

sider the last M equations. They define a line C l which intersects the subspace

mlLol + mzLo2 + ... + mM+iLoM+l = L ° at one point. The situation is represented

in three dimensions in Fig. XIII-6.

On the constraint line C l all points not in the subspace L = L ° correspond to L > L °

of L < L o. The line C l will leave the subspace of all m.1 > 0, (i=l...M+l) at two points,

say, m k = 0 m e = 0. These two points are necessarily on opposite sides of the subspace

L= L o. Therefore, we have L > Lo at one point, and L < Lo at the other. Therefore,

in the space m, these two points satisfy all constraints and give smaller and larger val-

ues to the functional L. In terms of p(x), these two points correspond to a reassignment

of the weights in the M+I regions, making one of the weights zero, which is our result.

It is of interest to discuss briefly the reason why M impulses are needed for the

number of constraints used. Assume that we subdivide p(x) in M regions instead of M+I;

we have, then, M+I equations specifying one point in M-dimensional space. The M
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m3

/
i

I
I

/
I
I
/

/_._ "_"

LINEI cI ___ "" I

\ L = Lo HYPERPLANE
\

\
\

\
\

iX'_ =0 "\
\

\

1
t

_ m2

Fig. XIII-6. Discussion of the weight vector m in three dimensions.

constraints alone define one point in this M-dimensional space, the point we started

from, and we cannot reassign weights in the M regions to increase or decrease L.

Similarly, if we started with M+2 regions, then in the (M+2)-dimensional space, we

satisfy M constraints by constraining m to a plane, and this allows us to make two of

the weights equal to zero. The present result has been established previously I for M=2

by a more involved method, which did not lead simply to an extension.

GENERALIZATION: From the method of proof, it is clear that the result is not

limited to a one-dimensional probability density p(x) and will hold for probability densi-

ties with any finite number of dimensions, as long as the range ofx = (x I .... XR) is

bounded for all the variables. Using a vector notation, we have immediately the fact

that is p(x) satisfies M constraints of the form

_G(x) p(x) dx = G,

then the functional L, L = f L(x) p(x) dx will be maximized or minimized for a proba-

bility density p(x) which consists of M impulses at most.

Applications

I. Extrema of the Average Weighted Error for a Given Nonlinear Filter

Consider an input signal x(t), x(t) = re(t) + n(t) in which m(t) and n(t) are statistically

independent processes. We desire to estimate the message m(t) at time t = {t I. . . tk}

from knowledge of the input with the same time constant. The noise statistics are known.

Let
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"IT_ --_ • • •

be the estimates of m(tl), m(t 2) .... and assume that the filter characteristic is known.

We have

m = g(x)

in which g(x) represents a set of k functions of the k input amplitudes. Let the error-

-- _weighting function be a scalar function of k variable W(e_) such as W(e) = e21 + e 2 + • • • + e .

Then the average weighted error can be written

W(e)= ,_._ W[k--g__(__)] Pm, x (k--'-_) d_., d_.

But

Pm, x (k'g) = P__m(-x)Pn(_-k)'_

so that

W(e__)= _ _ W[k_-g(__)]Pn(_----k)Pm(k) dkd_.

If we let

L(_k) _ _W[k--g_(__)] pn(_-k) d_

in which L(k) is a known function of k, then

W(e__) = _ L(k) Pm(k) d(k__). (I)

The problem considered is that of finding the specific message density, pm(_k), that

will maximize or minimize expression (I) under a set of message constraints. This is

the mathematical problem discussed earlier; and if the message probability density

p(x) satisfies M constraints of the form f G(k) pm(k) dk = G, then W(e) will be maxi-

mizes or minimized if Pm(k) consists of M impulses at most.

2. Minimum of the Average Weighted Error for the Optimum Nonlinear Filter

Since for any given nonlinear filter we have found that the minimum average weighted

error corresponds to an impulsive message probability density, it is a simple matter

to show that the same result holds if minimization is carried out among the filters, as

well as among the message probability densities. Assume that Pmo(__k)and go(X} are the

message probability density and the corresponding optimum nonlinear filter, and that the

minimum average weighted error is Wo(e_). For the filter go(X) considered as given
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there exitst an impulsive messageprobability density Pml(_k)such that Wl(e__.)_<Wo(e__).
Also the optimum nonlinear filter --gl(x) associatedwith Pml(k) will give W2(e_)-suchthat

W2(__e)_<Wl(e) _<Wo(e__). (2)

Since, by hypothesis, Wo(e ) is the lowest value achievable, we have necessarily

equality in Eq. 2; therefore, the lowest average weighted error, Wmin(e) is given by

an impulsive message probability density Prnl(_k).

Some examples for M=2 have been presented previously. 1 A more comprehensive

discussion of these results will appear elsewhere.

V. R. Algazi
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D. ON THE RELATION BETWEEN INTEGRAL AND DIFFERENTIAL

CHARACTERIZATION OF NONLINEAR SYSTEMS

Consider the nonlinear system shown in Fig. XIII-7; N 1, N 2, and N 3 are linear sys-

tems and N 4 is a multiplier. The behavior of the system can be characterized by the set

dz(t)

d----_ + az(t) = x(t) (1)

dw(t) + bw(t) = x(t) (2)
dt

d2y(t) dy(t) _ __ _

dt 2 +_--_:--ey{t) = cr(t) + d----i-- (3)

r(t) = w(t) z(t), (4)

where x(t) is the input, y(t) is the output, and w(t), z(t), and r(t) are the inputs and output

of the multiplier, as shown in Fig. XIII-7. Equations 1-4 describe the behavior of N 1

through N 4. We assume that all initial conditions are zero.

We would like to find a differential equation relating y(t) and x(t); that is, we would

like to eliminate w(t), z(t), and r(t) in Eqs. 1-4. In order to do so, we shall extend the

domain of definition from a line to a plane, and look along the 45 ° line in the plane.

Define _(tl,t2) = w(tl) z(t2) , and_(t i,t2) so *h_t --/*' ^ .... [. . ...... _l is y_l,t2) Substitute t 1
l=tz=t

for t in (2) and t 2 for t in (1). Then multiplication of (1) and (2) and use of the definition
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^ t2) yieldsof r(t I ,

az£(ti,tz) B£(tI,tz5 a?(tI,tz5
+ a + b + ab_(t 1, t25 = x(t 1) x(t2)

8t 2 8t 1 8t2 8t 1
(55

dy(t) in terms
In order to express (3) in terms ofy(t 1,t 2) we must find an expression for_

A A

of y(t 1, t2). Since y(t, t) = y(tS, the desired derivative will be the directional derivative

x(t) .

z(t)
m_

N2
w(t)

r(t) I F
c N 3 y(t)

Fig. Xlll-7. A simple nonlinear system.

of _(t 1, t 2) along the line tl=t 2, scaled by the factor _ to obtain the proper rate of

change. The directional derivative is given by the dot product of the gradient of _(t 1, t 2)

with the unit vector in the direction of the 45 ° line. Hence we have the correspondence

^ i 1 8y(tI,t2) 8y(tI,t2)

dy(t____)<"'->_2- VY(tl' t2) . , = 8tl + (6)dt _- 8t 2

Repeating this operation, we find the correspondence for the second derivative.

d2y(t)
2^

<---> t2) 82_(t 1 , t25 8 y(t I , t 2)a2_(tl' + 2 + (7)

dt 2 8t21 at2 8tl 8t_

By using these results, (35 can be extended to

-- --+ 8t22 + d + d + ey = cr +8t21 + 2 8tzStl _

(8)

/%

We must now combine (8) and (5) to eliminate r(t 1, t2).

taking the partial of both sides of (5) with respect to t 1

This may be accomplished by

to obtain (95, and with respect
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to t z to obtain (10).

827 827
83? + a 8t 2 St--------1+ b 8t---_

8tz82tl

8_ dx(t 1)

+ ab 8t---_=--_! x(t 2)
(9)

aZ_ 82£ a£ dx(t2)

8t22 8t 1

(10)

Also, we take the partial of (8) with respect to t 1 to obtain (l l), with respect to t 2

obtain (12), and with respect to t 1 and t 2 to obtain (13).

83_ 83_ 83_ 82_ 02_ ' 8_ 8_ 8 2Ar 02_

_ -- e + _--_l +-at31 + 2 8t_ + d _.--_+ d -- + =at 2 Ot_Otl + e Nat 1 8t2atl N 8t28tl

to

(11)

83_ 83_ ' 83_ 82_

--+--_+d--
8t2at21 +2 8tZatl at2 at 2at 1

84? 84_ 84_ " 839
--+2 + +d--

827 89 8_ 82_ 82?
+d .--_+e = e +-- +-

St2 W _ 8t28tl 8t 2

83_ " 82_ " 82_, 83_ 83_

+ Ot +8t2 at_ at 1"

(12)

(13)

Next, multiply through (5) by c, and add the resulting equation to (9) plus (10). Multiply

through (12) by a, (I1) by b, and (8) by ab, and add the sum of these new equations to

(13). We can then write

dx(t2) dx(t 1)

ex(tl) x(t2) + x(tl)-_-- z + dt--_ x(t2) =

837 __ _ 89 89
83_ + 8tzat2 + (a+b+c) 82_ 82_ 82£

8tZatl _ 8tzOtl + b at21 + a--w+at2 (ab+bc) _ + (ab+ae)

84_ " 849 84_ 83_ 83_r " 839

8t2_)t_ + 2 2 2 +atzotl 8t_Stl+ (a+Zh+d)8tzSt21+ (Za+b+d).-:_7_Stz_tl+ b--at_

+ abc_' =

or

83_ 829

+ a---_-+ (ad+2ab+bd+e) 8tzStl
8t2

829
-- + (ab+bd)---_.2 + (ab+ad)--

at 1 8t22

89
+ (abd+be) N + (abd+ae) _ + abe_',
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84_ 84_ 84_ 83_
+ 2 -- +-- + (a+Zb+d)

ot

+ a-_t23+ (ad+2ab+bd+e) 8t28tl-- + (ab+bd)8t--_-1 + (ab+ad)at---_2

A

8y 8_
A

+ (abd+be) a-_l + (abd+ae) a-_-2 + abey =

cx(t 1) x(t 2) + x(tl)--

dx(t 2) dx(t 1 )
+--

dt z dt 1
x(t2).

(14)

We have thus obtained a single differential equation relating y(t) and x(t). The equa-

tion is a linear partial differential equation with constant coefficients. This linear partial

differential equation is particularly well suited to solution by means of the two-

dimensional Laplace transform. Taking the transform of each side, we find

SlS 2+sls 2+sls 2+(a+2b+d)s s2+(2a+b+d)sls 2

+(ab+bd)s21 +(ab+bd)s22 +(abd+be)Sl+(abd+ae)s 2 +abe I _(sls z = (Sl+S2+C)X(s I) X(s 2)

Factoring the polynomials in this expression and solving for _(s 1, s2), we have

A Sl+S2+C

Y(Sl' s2) = (Sl+b)(s2+a)[(Sl+S2) 2 + d(Sl+S2) + e] X(Sl) X(s2)" (15)

We now note that

A Sl+S2+C

Hz(s 1, s z) =
(Sl+b)(sz+a)[(Sl+S2)2 +d(sl+s2 ) + e]

is the transform of the Volterra kernel, h2(T 1, T2} of the system of Fig. XIII-7 when the

system is characterized by the integral equation

y(t) = _hz(v 1, $2 ) x(t-'r 1) x(t--T 2) dTldVg. (16)

In fact, taking the inverse transform of (15), we have

_(t 1, t 2) =_ h2('l' T2 ) X(tl--V 1) x(t2--" z) d'ld" 2
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from which (16) follows by setting tl=t2=t.

From this example the following observations may be made. Given a system of

equations which is the dynamic description of a nonlinear system, we can. by extending

the domain of dcfinitlo, _rom one dimension to two dimensions, find a single linear par-

tial differential equation that also characterizes the system. That is, by extending from

one dimension to two dimensions, a one-dimensional nonlinear problem has been con-

verted into a two-dimensional linear problem.

Equations i-4 and Eq. 14 describe the same situation. A system that is characterized

by a single integral equation is equivalently described by a set of several ordinary dif-

ferential equations and a nondifferential equation. A description by one nonlinear ordi-

nary differential equation does not seem to be possible.

Whenever a system is characterized by an nth-degree Volterra kernel that has a

rational transform, a linear partial differential equation with constant coefficients can
/x

be found relating the auxiliary output function y(t I ..... tn) to the input function x(t). If

the kernel is of the class that can be realized exactly with a finite number of linear sys-
l

tems and multipliers, then an equivalent description by a set of ordinary differential

equations and nondifferential equations can be found.

Although the example and observations presented here have not yet led to the solution

of any problems not easily handled by other methods, we feel that the viewpoint presented

is unique and may lead to a deeper understanding of the properties of nonlinear systems.

A. M. Bush
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E. USEFUL EXPRESSIONS FOR OPTIMUM LINEAR FILTERING

IN WHITE NOISE

In this report,

noise are considered. Results that have been derived may be listed as follows:

N1/2

1. Hopt(S) = 1 - o
[Sa_-S z) + NO]+

2. _ . , the minimum mean-square error, is given by
rain

optimum linear filters for extracting a message from an additive white

(1)

£2.

mln = Nohopt(0+) = No s-,oolim SHopt(S ) (Z)
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o log + _ de.
£min- 2_ 0o N o

(3)

3. Hopt(S ) is minimum phase.

Equation 2 is especially convenient when the optimum filter is known. On the other
2 without H

hand, Eq. 3 is useful because it makes possible the determination of _min opt (s)"

Equations 1 and 3 have found wide application in the study of analog demodulation

theory, their existence being crucial in studies by Develet, 2 Viterbi and Cahn, 3 and
4

Van Trees and Boardman.
1

Equations 1 and 3 have been derived previously by Yovits and Jackson, and more

recently by Viterbi and Cahn. 3 Here, all results are derived by use of a well-known

expression for the optimum filter. No minimization arguments are required, as was

previously the ease.

I. Derivation of the Expression for Hopt(S)

The optimum linear filter is given by

1 % Sa(-S 2) JHopt(S) = [Sa(_S z) + No ]+ Sa(-S z) + N O ] +

(4)

5-7

Sa(_ 2) and N O are the power densities of the signal and noise, respectively.where

Sa(_ 2) is taken to be a rational function of 2 the superscripts + and - indicate spec-

tral factorization; the subscript + indicates the operation of taking the realizable part

of a partial fraction expansion.

It is seen from Eq. 4 that

' +N° N° -I

(5)

= - isa(-sz)+No]+ S No]

The term with the subscript + in Eq. 5 can only be a constant. Under the assumption

that lira S (2) = 0, the constant is N I/2. Equation l follows upon substitution of this
]

a o

constant in Eq. 5.

2. Derivation ore rain in Terms of the Optimum Filter

The minimum mean-square error is given by
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Sa(eZ ) [l_Hopt(e} I 2 _o0de + l-L- No[Hopt(e) IZ de. (6}Z_ -oo

From Eq. 1, it follows that

Il-Hopt (e) [2

N
O

Sa(e 2) + N O

(7)

and

[Hopt(e) [ 2 NoSa(eZ)- + Z lHopt(e) I cos 0(e).
Sa(eZ) + N O

2
By using these two expressions in Eq. 6, rain

___ Hopt(e)
EZ . =--N° I I cos ¢(e) d_.
mm _ oo

becomes

Since [Hopt(e) [ is an even function and _(_) is an odd function of _,

2 N 5"°° Hop t(e) ej_(e)=o l J de
£ min _ -co

_o0 Hop t(e)
No de

11" --00

(8)

= No[hopt(0-)+hopt(0+)].

Since hopt(0- ) = 0, Eq. Z follows. The second expression in Eq. 3 is obtained by use of

the initial value theorem. From these expressions, it is also observed that for large s,

hopt(0+)

Hopt(S} behaves as a

3. Derivation of 2 . in Terms of the Signal and Noise Spectra
mln

A simple application of contour integration and the residue theorem show that for any

F(s) that is analytic in the right half-plane (RHP) and behaves as! n (n> I)function for

large s, s

___° F(e) de = O.
O0

Therefore, _ _1_1 de = 0 for n > 1 and, from Eq. 8
--O0 n
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___q +l H H pt(W)+£min - _ -co °Pt(W) Z Pt(w) + """

( IzZlz3 .)Since log (l-z) = - z+_ +-_ +.. , it follows that

I' _ opt (w))
£Z . _ No log (l-H dw

ITlln W -o0

dw.

__ opt (w)) _ oo
oo No

No log (I-H dw -_
log (l-Hopt(-w)) de (9)

:-N° logi,-Hopt(w)l22_ J-oo d¢o.

The desired relation is obtained upon substitution of Eq. 7 and Eq. 9.
3

used here is similar to that used by Viterbi and Cahn.

The derivation

4. Minimum Phase Property of Hopt(S)

Hopt(S) is of the form l-G(s), where G(s) is minimum phase and IG(jw) l _< I. A

Nyquist plot of Hopt(W) clearly has no encirclements of the origin. Therefore, the num-

ber of RHP poles and zeros of Hopt(S ) is equal. Since Hopt(S ) has no RHP poles, ithas

no RHP zeros and is minimum phase. This result is in agreement with the views

expressed by Professor H. B. Lee in a discussion which the writer had with him on the

problem.

APPENDIX

il_Hopt(W) I2 = (l_Hopt(W))(l_Hopt(_w))

= 1 + I Hop t(w) l 2

where

Hopt(W ) = IHopt(_) I ej_(w).

- 21Hopt(W) I cos ¢(w),

Using Eq. 7, we have

IHopt(_} 12 -

N S (wz)
O a

S (w2) + N
a o

+ 2[Hopt(W) [ cos ¢(w). (I0)

D. L. Snyder
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F. AN APPLICATION OF VOLTERRA FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS TO

SHUNT-WOUND COMMUTATOR MACHINES

The present report is a continuation, in the form of two appendices, of the report

published in Quarterly Progress Report No. 76 (pages 198-208}.

APPENDIX A

Demonstration of Uniqueness

Consider the input-output equation (Eq. II):

co(t) = _ .7. _ hf(- 1) ha(-z) hco(v3)v(t-vl-V3)v(t--z-'3)d" 1 ... d" 3
--OO

00

• CO(t--TZ--V4) dT 1 ... dT 4

For a given input v(t), is the output co(t) unique? Let us assume that it is not: Assume

that for some v(t) there exist two outputs, Col(t) and co2(t), both of which satisfy Eq. 11.

Let the difference between these two outputs be

5(t) = col(t)- co2(t).

Write Eq. 11 for v(t) and col(t). Wr.ite Eq. 11 for v(t) and co?(t).

the former. The result, with the use of (A. 1), is

5(t) = -G ... hf(T 1) ha(T 2) hf(T3) hco(T4) v(t--I"I--T2--1" 4)
o0 o0

• v(t--T3--T4) 5(t--T2--74) dT 1 ... dT 4. (A. 2)

If v(t) exists, then it is everywhere bounded.

Iv(t) l -< V, for all t. (A. 3}

By assumption, both c01(t) and co2(t) exist and therefore 5(t) is everywhere bounded.

I 5(t) l _< D, for all t. (A. 4)

Equations A. Z, A. 3, and A. 4 show that

S S[6(t)[-< GVZD ... [hf(w 1) ha(T2)hf(w3} hco(,4) [ dv 1 ... dr4. (A. 5)
--00 --00

(A. 1)

Subtract the latter from
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When the expression for hf, h a , h¢_ (Eqs. 5, 7, and 10) are substituted in (A. 5), the eval-

uation of the integrals yields

l_l+_l " G2V2

ARaRf (A. 6)

The following lemma has thus been demonstrated.

LEMMA: If Iv(t) l _< v and 15 tll < D, then I5(t) l _< kD, where

G2V 2
k-

ARaR f"
CA. 7)

This lemma is self-reflexive. That is, since 15{t)I _< kD, I6(t)I_< k2D, and so forth.

Thus

[5(t)[ _< kmD, m = 0, I, 2 ..... (A. 8)

If k < 1, then as m increases without limit, (A. 8) shows that

15(t) I = ICOl(t)-COz(t) I = 0. (A. 9)

But, as long as the bound on v(t) satisfies Eq. 12,

[v(t) l <_ Aq-_a, for all t,

then k is less than one and the solutions to Eq. 11 are unique.

Consider Eq. 36:

APPENDIX B

Demonstration of Equation 36

= (RAI" 02km
'J'0 "'" Y'll2m<"r' ..... "r2m>l d'rl "'" d'r2m =t-G--/l_tR-'a-ap,._)

which will be demonstrated by induction.

Initial Case m=l

for re=l, 2, 3, ...

Observe that hf, h a,_ and he0 (Eqs. _, 7, =,u_-=i0) are non-negative. Thus g(a, _), which

is formed by an integral of their product (Eq. 20), is also non-negative. The kernel

_22(v 1, T z) is formed by a summation of g's (Eq. 23) and is, therefore, non-negative. Thus
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But, by Eq. 23,

,_ o0 _ o0 _, o0i. 00

_0 _0 fl?(Tl, T2)dTldT2 =_0 "'0 g(U,U')dudu'.

By Eq. Z0 and suitable ei_ange of dmnmy variables,

(B. 1)

(B.z)

g(u,u') dudu' = _0 _ h o(v I) hf(T z) ha(T3) dT1dT2dT 3. (B. 3)
0 0 0

Finally, substitution of the expressions for hf, h a , and h (Eqs. 5, 7, and I0) yields

eZ(TI'Tz)I dTldT2 = A- " R-_ R---' (B. 4)J J
0 a

which demonstrates Eq. 36 when m = I.

Inductive Case m=M+l

Assume that Eq. 36 is true for m=M. We shall then show that it is true for m=M+l:

Consider Eq. 24 for the case in which n = ZM + 2. Due to the fact that the SYM operation

does not alter the value of this integration, with appropriate change of dummy variables,

we have

ff "0" la2(M+I)(T1 ..... TZM+2)I dTI'''dTzM+2 = G "0" Iha(_l)hU_2)hf(g'3)hf(_'4)I

la2M(cr 1 ..... cr2M)ld_,l.., d_4dOl.., dGrzM

= G" Rq A- "Rf Rf A

M+I

<=.
Equation B. 5 demonstrates that Eq. 36 is true for m = M+I if it is true for m = M.

36 is true for m= 1,Since (B. 4) demonstrates Eq. 36 for m= 1, it is now clear that Eq.

2, 3 .....

R. B. Parente
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Prof. C. E. Shannon E.F. Ferretti R. Pilc
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J. R. Colton R.F. McCann M.G. Taylor

A. LOWER BOUNDS ON THE TAILS OF PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS

Many problems in the Transmission of Information involve the distribution function

of the sums of many random variables evaluated far from the mean. In these situations,

a direct application of the Central Limit Theorem is virtually useless as an estimate of

the distribution function. The so-called Chernov bound, 1 derived here in Eq. 13, turns

out to be much more useful both as an upper bound and as an estimate on the far tails of

the distribution function. We shall be primarily concerned, however, with deriving lower

bounds and asymptotic estimates for the far tails of the distribution function of the sum

of independent random variables. A number of the present results, particularly the

asymptotic expressions, Eqs. 54 and 61, are due to C. E. Shannon. 2 They are repro-

duced because of their inaccessibility. The idea of the lower bound in Eq. 74 is also

due to Shannon, although the result is stronger here in that it applies to nonidentically

distributed variables. Another lower bound to the tail of a distribution has been given
3

by Fano. Fano's approach is to bound the multinomial coefficients for a sum of discrete

finite random variables. Our results are more general than Fano's, since they are not

restricted to discrete finite variables. On the other hand, in some situations, Fano's

bound is tighter than our bounds.

Let _ be a random variable with the distribution function F(x) = P(_--<x). We shall

derive lower bounds to 1 - F(x) for x > _-, where _ is the expectation of 6. The bounds

will be given in terms of the semi-invariant moment-generating function of 6,

co_t(s) = in exp(sx) dF(x) = in exp s_,

--00

(1)

in which the bar again denotes expectation.

The bounds will be useful primarily in situations for which _ is the sum of a
N

sequence of independent random variables, _ = _ _n' where each _n has a semi-
n=l

invariant moment-generating function _n(S). Then

*This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation (Grant GP-2495),

the National Institutes of Health (Grant MH-04737-04), and the National Aeronautics and

Space Administration (Grants NsG-334 and NsG-496).
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N
.... N

_(s) = In exp s _ _n = in [_ exp S_n
n= I

n= l

(2)

N

N= In rl exp S_n = _n(S).
n=l

n= I

(3)

In going from Eq. 2 to Eq. 3 we have used the fact that for statistically independent

random variables, the product of the averages is equal to the average of the product.

Equation 3 will allow us to express bounds involving _(s) in terms of the _n(S) without

explicitly finding the distribution function F(x). The semi-invariant moment-generating

function exists for any random variable that takes on only a finite number of values and

for any random variable _ whose probability density drops off faster than exponentially

as _ -- +oo and as _ - -co. If the probability density drops off only exponentially, then _(s)

will exist only for a range of s. In the sequel, we assume an F(x) for which _t(s) exists.

If _(s) exists only in a region, we consider only values of s in the interior of that region.

In order to find a lower bound to 1 - F(x), it is convenient to define a random variable

_s with the probability distribution function

_x exp(sx') dF(x')
--00

Fs(X) = o¢

exp(sx') dF(x')
--Of)

(4)

The function Fs(X) is generally called a tilted probability distribution, since it "tilts"

the probability assigned by F{x) by the factor e sx We now show that the mean and var-

iance of the random variable _s for a given s are given by the first and second deriva-

tives of _{s) evaluated at the same s. By direct differentiation of Eq. 1, we get

_ x exp(sx) dF(x) oo

_'(s) = -oo = _ x dFs(X) (5)

_'m exp(sx') dF(x') -o¢
--00

oo 2x exp(sx) dF(x)

_"(s) = -_ - [_'(s)]z. (6)

_oo exp(sx') dF(x')
--o0

Thus

_'(s)=i s, _"(s)= Cs- " (7)
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Since _"(s) is a variance and thus strictly positive for nontrivial distributions, _s is

an increasing function of s.

Using Eq. 4, we now have, for any given s,

dF (x) = exp[-_(s)+sx] dF(x) (8)

1 - F(x) = dF(x') -- exp[_(s)-sx'] dFs(X'). (9)
Xt>X XI>X

It will now be instructive to find an upper bound to I - F(x) before proceeding to our

major objective of lower-bounding 1 - F(x). For s >_ 0, we can upper-bound exp(-sx')

in Eq. 9 by exp(-sx), and thus obtain

1 - F(x) _< exp[_(s)-sx] dFs(X')
X'>X

--<exp[_(s)-sx] [Fs(OO)-Fs(X) ]

-.<exp[M(s)-sx]; s >_ 0. (10)

Since Eq. I0 is valid for any s >_ 0, we can get the best bound by minimizing M(s) - sx

with respect to s; if a solution exists for s >_ 0, it is

_'(s)= x. (11)

Since a"(s) >I 0, Eq. II does indeed minimize _(s) - sx. Finally, since _'(s) is a con-

tinuous increasing function of s, we see that a solution will exist for s if

= _t'(0) _< x < lira _'(s). (IZ)

S-_00

Also, it can be seen from Eq. 5 that either lim M'(s) = oo or lira _'(s) is the smallest
S"00 S-Po0

x for which F(x) = I, that is, the largest value taken on by the random variable 6. Sub-
1

stituting Eq. 11 in I0, we get the well-known Chernov bound, given in parametric form,

1 - F[_'(s)] _< exp[_t(s)-s_t'(s)] s >I O. (13)

The exponent in Eq. 13, _(s) - s_'(s), is zero for s = 0 and has a derivative of

-s_"(s) with respect to s. Thus for nontrivial distributions, the exponent is negative

for s > 0. Figure XIV-I gives a graphical interpretation of the terms in Eq. 13 for a

typical random variable.

If we substitute Eq. 3 in Eq. 13, we obtain

_tn(S)J "< exp n=l [tAn(S)-SlAn(S)]" (14)
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_' (si)

Fig. XIV-1.

_' (,)

ope = -s

Graphical interpretations of Eq. 13.

If the _n are all identically distributed, then the argument oll the left and the exponent

on the right are linear in N.

We next turn our attention to finding a lower bound to 1 - F(x). Since x is arbitrary

in (9), let us substitute _'(s) - A for x, where A is an arbitrary positive number to be

chosen later.

' 00I - F[_'(s)-A] : exp[bt(s)-sx'] dFs(X')
x'>_'(s)-A

l
>1 expbs(s)-sx ] dF (x). (15)

S

-A<x-_'(s)<A

Here, we have lower-bounded the left side by reducing the interval of integration.

Restricting s to be non-negative, we observe that exp(-sx) is decreasing with x and is

lower-bounded in (15) by exp[-s_'(s)-sA].

I - F[_'(s)-A] >I exp[_(s)-s_'(s)-sA] _ dFs(X) -A < x - Ix'(s)< A. (16)

Recalling that _s has a mean bt'(s) and a variance _"(s), we can lov,'er-bound the inte-

gral in (16) by the Chebyshev inequality,

_"(s)dFs(X) >/ 1 A2 -A < x bt'(s) <A. (17)
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Choosing A = q'Z-_"(s), for simplicity, and substituting (17) in (16), we get

1
I - F[_t'(s)-_] >I-_exp[_t(s)-s_t'(s)-s_]. (18)

It is conve_dent to mmplify the left-hand side of (18) at the expense of the right-hand

side. Define s I to satisfy

M'(sI) = M'(s) - Q-ZM"(s). (19)

Expanding _t(s) in a Taylor expansion around _(Sl), we get

(S-sl)Z

_(s) = _(s I) + (S-Sl)_'(s I) + _ _"(r); sI _<r -< s

_(s) >I _(s I) + (S-Sl)_'(Sl). (Z0)

Substituting (19) and (Z0) in (18), we have

1
1 - F[_'(Sl) ] >_-_-exp[_(Sl)-Sl_'(Sl)-2s_], (21)

"*'here s >_ 0, and s 1 is related to s through Eq. 19. Observe that Eqs. 13 and 21 are

quite closely related. They differ primarily in the term 2sQ-Z_t"(s). When 6 is the sum

of independent random variables, we see from Eq. 3 that _"(s) is proportional to the

square root of the number of random variables, whereas _(s 1) and Sl_'(s 1) are directly

proportional to the number of variables. Thus, in some sense, 2sq'Z_"(s) should be

unimportant for large N. Unfortunately, giving a precise meaning to this is somewhat

involved as the next theorem illustrates.

THEOREM 1: Let 61, 62 .... be an infinite sequence of random variables with

semi-invariant moment-generating functions _l(S), _z(S) ..... For any positive num-

ber A assume that positive numbers L(A) and U(A) exist such that

N

L(A) _<_- _n(S) _<U(A);

n=l

for alIN >_ I and all s, 0 _<s _<A. (ZZ)

Then for any s 1 >_ 0,

lira lin {1-F[_'(Sl)]} = lira
N--_ N-*oo

[_(Sl)-Sl_'(si)]
N

(Z3)

N

where 6 = _" _n' and F(x) and _(s) are the distribution function ;_nd semi-invariant
n= 1

moment-generating function of g.

DISCUSSION: The condition in Eq. ZZ is broad enough to cover situations in which
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each of the _n has one of a finite set of distribution functions, each with nonzero variance

and a semi-invariant moment-generating function. The number A is brought in to avoid

ruling out the broad class of random variables for which F (x) = l for some finite x and
n

thus lira bin(S)= 0.
S.._ o0

PROOF: It follows immediately from (14) that the left side of (23) is less than or

equal to the right side. Also, from (21), for any given N, we have

_(Sl) - Sl_'(Sl} In 2 2s_
lln {1-S[_'(Sl)]} >I N N N (24)

In Eq. 24 s and s 1 are related by Eq. 19. Also, from the mean value theorem,

_'(Sl)= _'(s) + (Sl-S)_"(s2); for some s 2, s 1 _< s 2 _< s. (25)

Combining Eqs. 19 and 25, we have

4_,,(s)

s -s I -
_"(s 2)

(26)

For any given A > 0 and all s _< A, we can upper-bound _"(s) and lower-bound V"(s 2) by

Eq. 22.

42NU(A) i Zu_-U-_)

s - sI _< - (27)
NL(A) _ L(A)

Next, let E be an arbitrary positive number and restrict N to satisfy

2U(A)
N>_

[L(A)]ZE 2"
(28)

From Eqs. 27 and 28,

0 _<s- sI --<_. (29)

Since s 1 is a continuous function of s, s 1 will take on all values from 0 to A - £ as

s goes from 0 to A. Thus for any s 1, 0 -< s 1 _< A-E, and for any N satisfying (28), we

have s _< A, and therefore from Eq. 22

2s4_', (s) _ - 0.
N -- "< 2SJ N N-'oo

(30)

But, since A and £ are arbitrary, Eq. 30 is valid for any s 1. Thus, from (24),

_(Sl ) - Sl_'(Sl)lira in {l-F[_'(sl)]} >_ lim
N-oo N--oo N '

(31)
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thereby completing the proof.

It is frequently convenient to have a specific upper bound on 2sq'2_"(s), since it is

the essential difference between our upper and lower bounds. The following result is

quite rr,,de and applics only tu discrete random variables taking on a maximum value.

Let the random variable _n take on the values Xnl >_ Xn2 >I Xn3 >/ ... with probabilities

Pnl' Pn2 .... From Eq. 6 we know that _n(S) is the variance of a random variable

SXnl/z SXnitaking on the values Xnl, Xn2 .... with probabilities Pnl e Pnie ..... Since
1

the variance of a random variable is upper-bounded by the second moment around any

value, vce have

SXnk

)2 Pnk e_n (s) _< _ (Xnk-Xnl sx .
nl

k 7. Pnie
i

(32)

-SXnl
Multiplying numerator and denominator by e

have
and defining Dnk by S(Xnk-Xnl), we

_]nk

2 _" 2 Pnk e
s _n(S) "< _.._._]nk Nni"

k Z Pni e
i

(33)

Now, TinI

_nk
by Pnl" Furthermore, 2T]nke

in (33) yields

= 0 and _]nk _< 0 for s >I 0. Thus the denominator in (33) can be lower-bounded

--< (2/e) 2 --< 0. Incorporating these resultsfor any _nk

sZ_n(S) _< (Z/e)2 l'Pnl]
Pnl J '

where Pnl is the probability of the largest value taken on by _n"

use Eq. 3, then, we get

(34)

Let Pl = minn Pnl' and

2 e)2[__IPl 1
s }*"(s) --<N(2/

Substituting (35) in (21), we get

1- F[g'(Sl) ] >_-ffexp (Sl)_ Sl_,(Sl)_!
e %/ Pl

(35)

(36)

The previous results have all been derived through the use of the Chebyshev inequal-

ity and are characteristically simple and general but weak. We now turn to the use of
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the Central Limit Theorem to get tighter results. As before, the random variable _ is
N

the sum of N independent random variables, _ = E _n" The _n have the distribution
n=l

functions Fn(X) and the semi-invariant moment-generating functions _n(S). Now, let us

define the tilted random variables _n, s with the distribution functions

Fn, S (x) =

_x exp(sx') dFn(X')
--00

_o0 exp(sx') dFn(X')
--00

(37)

The semi-invariant moment-generating function of _n, s is

hn, s(r) = exp(rx) dFn, s(X) (38)
--00

= _n(S+r) - _n(S),
(39)

where Eq. 39 follows from substituting (375 in (385.
N

If _s is now defined as _Js = 2; _n, s'
n=l

of _s is

N

hs(r ) = _ hn, s(r) = _(s+r)- _(s).

n=l

the semi-invariant moment-generating function

Thus, if we work backwards, the distribution function of _s

Now, let x = _'(s) in Eq. 9,

(40)

is given by Eq. 4.

1 - F[M'(s)] = exp[M(s)-sM'(s)] _ exp{s[}_'(s)-x]} dFs(X). (41)

x>_'(s)

We shall assume, temporarily, that the _n are all identically distributed and non-

lattice. (A lattice distribution is a distribution in which the allowable values of _n can

be written in the form x k = hk + a, where h and a are arbitrary numbers independent

of the integer k. The largest h for which the allowable values of _n can be expressed

in this way is called the span of the distribution.) Then _s has the mean _'(s) = N_n(S)

and the variance _"(s) = N_n(S), and for s > 0, the terms in the integral of (41) have the

appearance shown in Fig. XIV-Z. Observe that Fs(X) is approximately a Gaussian dis-

tribution function, but the exponential term is changing much more rapidly than Fs(X)

for large N. Let _s be the normalized random variable.

_s- _'(s) (425

% - _"(s)
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Let Gs(Y) be the distribution function of ms'

Gs(Y) = Fs[y_+_(s) ].

Transforming the variable of integration in (41) by (4Z), we have

1 - F[_'(s)] = exp[_(s)-s_'(s)] _ exp[-s _"_ z] dG(z).

z>O

(44)

Assuming s > 0, we can use integration by parts on the integral in (44), to obtain

o[G(z)-G(0)] exp[-s_ z] dz.
exp[-s_7_"(-_ z] dG(z) = sQ_"(s) =0

z>0

(45)

Equation 45 is now in a form suitable for application to the central limit theorem.

Since the exponential term_ is decaying so rapidly, we need a particularly strong central

/ F (×)

--- 7i _×' ]

_'(s) ×

Fig. XIV-Z. Sketch of terms in Eq. 41.

limit theorem.
5

Kolmogoroff.

assumed, the theorem states

G(z) = ¢(z) +
ZqY4-  N

4
The appropriate theorem is due to Esseen and is given by Gnedenko and

Under conditions less restrictive than those that we have already

o 1 (46)

_>(z) = 1 exp dx (47)
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Ql(Z) = QI(0) (1-z 2) (48)

"'(s)
_n

QI(0) - (49)

6[_n(S)]3/z

oC&)and is a function approaching 0, uniformly in z, faster than 1 ; that is, f(N)=

o if lira _ f(N) = 0.

N_

Substituting (46) and (48) in (45), we have

exp[-s_ z] dG(z)

z>0

= s _'_C_ [¢(z)-_(0)] exp[-s _"_ z] dz

=0

s_ QI(0) _°° I - exp<- z-_l 1+ _ 1 exp[-s_ z] dz
4-_ 0

l'_ Z expl-_-)exp[-s _J'_i z] dz
+ sq_"(s) QI(0) 2 Z

q-_ 0

;0+ s_ exp[-s_ z] dz. (50)

The first integral on the right-hand side of (50) can be integrated by parts, and then

by completing the square in the exponent. This yields

_0 _ Vs2_'' (s)]s_ [_(z)-_(0)]exp[-s_"(s) z] dz = expL- .j [l-_,(s_)] (51)

Using standard inequalities on the normal distribution function (see Feller6), we obtain

[, _][ s ''s'l1 exp Z --<1 - _(s _TT(s))..< (5Z)

Recalling that _"(s)= N_l(s), we see that the first integral in (50) is equal to

1 +o/lb."

z/Z_NSZ_n(S) \_-_]
A similar integration on the second integral in (50) shows that it can be represented
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by o(1/_-). If we upper-bound exp[-zZ/Z] in the third integral of (50) by 1, it follows

that it also is o(1/QN-). By using the uniform convergence in z of the o(1/xf'N-) in the

fourth integral, we see that it too is o(1/Q-N-). Thus,

exp[-s _"%/'_ z] dG(z) = 1 + o 1 .

>0 JZTrNSZ,n(s)

(53)

Substituting (53) in (44), we see that for identically distributed nonlattice variables

with s > 0,

1 - F[_'(s)] =

Ij 1 + t )1 exp[_{s)-sla' (s)]"

oA-

ZlrNSZ_n(S)

We shall now derive a relationship similar to Eq. 54 for the lattice case.

be independent and identically distributed and take on only the values

xk = a + hk,

_n

(54)

Let the

(55)

where a and h are arbitrary numbers independent of the integer k, and one is the great-

est common divisor of the integers k for which x k has nonzero probability. The random

variables _ and _s also can take on only the values Na + hk for integer k. Let Z_ be the

magnitude of the difference between _'(s) and the smallest value of Na + hk larger than

_t'(s). Define

ps(j) = P(_s=_'(s)+&+hj). (56)

We can now apply a central limit theorem for lattice distributions (see Gnedenko and

Kolmogoroff7). This theorem states, in effect, that for any £ > 0, there exists an N
o

such that for N >I N o , we have

h exp - _ --<ps(J) (57)
4_._,,(s) k z_,,(s)J _"(s)

Bounding the exponential term, we can rewrite this as

(A+jh) z
£ + h 1

42_,'(s) z_"(s)
.<ps(j) _< E + h (58)

4_"(s----7 4z=_"(s)

Equation 41 can now be rewritten in terms of the ps(j) to yield

o0

1 - F[bt'(s)] = exp[_(s)-sbt,(s)] _ ps(j ) exp[-s(Z_+jh)]

j=O

(59)
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f_,E£ + h exp(-sA)1 - P[_'(s)] _< exp[_(s)-s_'(s)]- "}s) 42rr_" (s) 1 exp(-sh)

Here, we have upper-bounded (59) by (58) and summed over j.

Equation 58 can also be used to lower-bound (59). If we define

(60)

o0

A : _ (A+jh) 2 exp[-s(A+jh)],

j=0

then

1 - F[M'(s)] >I exp[M(s)-sM'(s)] I(h_£_f__) exp(-sA) .hA%/_Ix"(s) 1 - exp(-sh) }a"(s)

Observing that ( can be made to approach 0 with increasing N and that A is

bounded independently of N, we have

1- =
h exp(-s A)

Z_NlSn(S)[l -exp(-sh) ]

exp[g(s)-s_' (s)]. (61)

Equation 61 is valid for any s > 0 for independent, identically distributed lattice variables

if _n(S)exists. Note, however, that A will fluctuate between 0 and h as a function of N.

Equations 54 and 61 are not applicable in general to nonidentically distributed random

variables. In some eases, however, Eqs. 54 and 61 can be made to apply, first, by

grouping the variables to make them identically distributed. For example, for N var-

iables, if N/2 variables have one distribution and N/Z have another distribution, then

we can form N/Z identically distributed variables, each of which is the sum of a pair

of the original variables.

In the sequel, we shall take a different approach to nonidentically distributed vari-

ables and derive a lower bound for 1 - F[g'(s)] by using a different form of the central

limit theorem. This new result will be more complicated than (54) and (61), but will

have the advantage of providing a firm lower bound to 1 - F[_'(s)] and of being applicable

to nonidentically distributed variables. It will only be stronger than Eq. 2I for large N.

We start with Eqs. 44 and 45, which are still valid for nonidentically distributed inde-

pendent variables. Then the Berry theorem 8 states

CP3 N
IG(zl- (z)l-< (6z)

4g '

whe re
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1 N

-_- E _3,n
n= 1

P3, N = 3/2 (63)F, ......1

O3,n = iX_.n(s)l3 dFs, n(X) (64)
--00

and C is a constant. Esseen 4 has shown that C may be taken to be 7.5, but no example

has ever been found in which C need be larger than 0.41. The constant must be at least

0.41 to cope with a sum of binary random variables, each of which takes on one value

with the probability (I_-2)/2.

From Eq. 62, and from the fact that G(z) is a distribution function, we have

G{z) - G(0) >_ ¢(z) - 0(0) 2CP3,N
(65)

>10; z>_0.

Let z ° be that value of z for which the right-hand side of (65) is 0.

I 2CP3,N

¢(%) = _ + 4K

(66)

(67)

Observe that if N is not sufficiently large, (67) will have no solution. More precisely,

N must be greater than [4CP3 ,N ]2 for Eq. 67 to have a solution. For smaller values

of N, we must use Eq. 21 to lower-bound I - F[,'(s)]. Because of the importance of

P3,N here, it is sometimes convenient to have a bound on P3, N in terms of _(s). Using

the theorem of the means, we have

I" ® 13/4_3,N "< -oo [X-_n(S)]4 dFn' s(X)J ={_n"(S)+3[_n(S)]2}3/4 (68)

i N
N E {_.n"(s)+3[_tn(S)]Z}3/4

.< n= 1
P3,N

I L-,s,l
66 for z < z o, we find that Eq. 45 becomes

 zOLoexp[-s_z] dG(z)>_s_ (z)-¢(0) 2CP3' exp[-s _"_]-_
4-g

O

Using Eq.

S
z>0

(69)

z] dz. (70)

l

.3
/

,/
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Integrating by parts andusing Eq. 67, we get

exp[-s_z] dG(z) >I exp[-s_ z] d¢(z5

z>O o

(715

(72)

(73)

Equation 71 was integrated by completing the square in the exponent, and in Eq. 73 we

used the bound on ¢(x) given by Eq. 52. If we define B as the right-hand side of Eq. 73,

then from Eq. 44, we have

1 - F[_'(s)] >IB exp[_(sb-s_'(sb]. (745

It is instructive to estimate B for very large N, under the assumption that _"(s)

grows in some sense linearly with N. Under these circumstances, from Eq. 67,

2CP3, N
Z

o _
(75)

[ 1exp 2CsP3,N =I N
B = - (76)

NZ_s2 z _n(S5
n= 1

We see that for large N, Eqs. 54 and 74 differ by the numerator of Eq. 76. This term

is essentially independent of N, but is typically very small relative to 1.

All of the results thus far are concerned with the upper tail of a distribution function,

1 - F(x), for x > _. We can apply all of these results to the lower tail of a distribution,

F(x), for x < _, simply by considering the random variable -_ rather than _. Since the

semi-invariant moment-generating function of -_ is related to that of _ through a change

in sign of s, we can write the results immediately in terms of _(s5 for s<0. Equation 13

becomes

F[_'(s5] -< exp[_(s)-s_'(s)]. (775

(Actually F[_'(s)] = P[_<_'(s)], whereas the counterpart of Eq. 13 treats P[_<_'(s)].

trivial modification of Eqs. 9-13 establishes the stronger result.)

Upon recognizing that F[_'(s)] >/ P[_<_'(s)], Eqs. 18, 19, and 21 become

A
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(78)

_'(sI) = _'(s)+ 4_,,(s) (79)

1 exp[_(s 1 )_s 1_, (s 1)+Zs_4_,,-_]"F[_'(Sl) ] >/ -_ (80)

Equation 54, for identically distributed nonlattice variables, is

F[}t'(s)]: I + exp[bt(s)_sbt,(s)]"

2=NSZan(S)

(81)

Equation 61, for identically distributed lattice variables, is

=_ h exp(sA) + (-_)} exp[bt(s)-sbt'(s)], (82)

.J

where A is the interval between _t'(s),and the largest value of Na + kh less than or equal

to _'(s). Finally, Eq. 74 becomes

F[_t'(s)]>_ B exp[_(s)-s_'(s)] (83)

B = - (84)
[Zo-S [Zo-S ] z '

where z° is given by Eq. 67, and Eqs. 77-84 are valid for s < 0.

R. G. Gallager
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B. ERROR BOUNDS FOR GAUSSIAN NOISE CHANNELS

Considerable work on estimating the achievable probability of error in communication

over a wide variety of channels has indicated that for time-discrete channels the mini-

mum achievable error probability has the form

-NE(R)
P --e

e

where N is the block length on which coding and decoding operations are carried out, R

is the transmission rate, in nats per channel use, and E(R) is a function of R and of the

channel but is independent of N. The approximation is usually close only for large

values of N. Thus the estimation of the function E(R) amounts to estimating

in P
e

lira
N

N--_oo

Usually it is hard to calculate E(R) exactly, and bounds for the function are found

instead. The upper and lower bounds are defined as follows: For any ¢ > 0 and suffi-

ciently large N there exists a code for which

-N[Eu(R)-E]
P --<e

e

and there exists no code for which:

__ -N[EL(R)+£]
P --<e
e

Note that Eu(R) is a lower bound to E(R), but it arises in upper-bounding the achievable

Pe' and EL(R)I,2is an upper bound to E(R) used in lower-bounding Pe"
Gallager has found a number of these upper and lower bounds for the discrete

memoryless channel and also for the time-discrete Gaussian noise channel with a power

constraint. Shannon 3 found some of the same bounds for the bandlimited white Gaussian

noise channel, except that in his case the block length is replaced by the time duration

over which coding and decoding operations take place

p -.< e-TE(R)
e

and the rate R is in nats per second. If one takes the limit of these bounds for N-- _,

one finds that all of the bounds have some properties in common. The limits of the upper

and lower bounds coincide for R = 0 and R >I Rcrit, where Rcrit is a function of the chan-

nel and lies between 0 and capacity. The bounds are decreasing convex downward func-

tions of R, and all become zero at R = Capacity.

The channel model that is analyzed here consists of a number of time discrete
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channelseachdisturbed by an independentGaussiannoise. Eachchannelis to be used
only once, andthe total energy usedin signaling over the channelsis constrained. There
is no limitation on the number of channels, nor is the value of the noise power required
to be the sam_ in all channels. This model, therefore, represents onechannel used N
times, a set of Q parallel channelswith arbitrary noise power in eachused N times,
or parallel channels, all having different noisepowers eachof which is usedonce. This
model also represents the colored Gaussian noise channel with an average power con-

straint. One takes a Karhunen-Loeve expansion of the noise over a T-second interval.

Each of the eigenfunctions of the noise autocorrelation function so obtained is considered

as one of the component channels in the model. When the noise is Gaussian, the

Karhunen-Loeve theorem states that the noise power in each of the eigenfunctions is

independent, which is exactly what is needed for the model. As T is made large, the

distribution of the noises in the eigenfunction channels approaches the power density

spectrum of the noise, and the resulting E(R) function can be expressed in terms of this

spectrum. In this case, the energy constraint is PT, where P is just the power avail-

able.

Techniques similar to those used by Gallager in obtaining upper and lower bounds

for the discrete memoryless channel can be applied here, except that now there is some

added freedom; the energies distributed to each of the component channels of the model

are subject only to the constraint that they be positive and add up to NP on the average.

With this freedom comes the new problem of determining the optimum distribution of

energy to the component channels.

When the various bounds are evaluated a remarkable phenomenon appears. As might

be expected, only the component channels with noise power below a threshold (N b) are

to be used for communication, but the value of the threshold over most of the parameter

range is dependent only on the rate, and is independent of the power available or of the

probability of error desired.

1. Lower Bound on E(R)

Since our model consists of a number of parallel channels, each of which is used

only once, it has an implicit block length of one, and the resulting bound is of the form

p _< e-E (R)+£,
e

where now R is the hats per block. The quantity £ will be discussed in more detail.

Suffice it to say now that when we have Q channels, each used N times, E will go
E*(R*)

to zero with increasing N. Also, when the channels come from the eigenfunctions of a

Karhune-Loeve expansion, _ -- 0 as T -* 0o.
E*(R*)
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Fig. XIV- 3.

C _ A

B

Rcrit C

Eu(R) for fixed power. (Because of the

similar relations among R and R, E

and E, and S and P, the curves are drawn

for E, R, and P.)

The lower bound takes on three different forms as shown in Fig. XIV-3. Let _n be

the noise power in the n th channel, and let S be the total energy constraint on the inputs.

Then in region A, the relations are

NbR* =_-1 In _----, p --< 1 (1)

Nn.<N b n

, pS 1 In + p _ p (Z)
E - 2

(l+p) ZN b Nn_<Nb

where

Nb - Nn (3)S = (l+p) p N
n

Nn--<N b I l + p N b

For a given rate R , and a given energy S, we observe that N b is defined by Eq. I, p

by Eq. 3, and E by Eq. 2; the bound is valid in the region where the resultant p lies

in the interval (0, I).

The form of Eqs. I, Z, and 3 is somewhat different from Gallager and Shannon's,

in that it has two parameters (p,N b) rather than the usual one. This is not a serious

problem if one approaches it in a slightly different manner. Instead of specifying the

energy and then finding R _'and E* as functions of p, we first specify the rate R . R

determines Nb; although this is not a simple relation, it is a one-to-one relation. Once

N b is determined, one has E * and S as functions of the parameter p.

To see how the probability of error goes to zero with increasing N for the Q-channel

case, we note that the number of component channels in the model with a given value of

N is a multiple of N, and consequently
n
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N b - N

1 _ Nb-Nn N ___ q"2- p N =-2- N

n Nq.<N b p q
Nn--<N b 1 1 + p N b 1 1 + p w b

in which the sum on the right is just over those of the Q original channels that have noise

power equal to or less than N b. The same thing is true of the other sums, and we can

write

,R = NR=-_

Nq_<N b q

E*=NE=
NpP

2(l+p) N b
Nq--<N b

(4)

where

S = NP = (l+p)N

Nn"<Nb 1

N b - N q

N
P q

l+p N b

For the colored-noise case, as T -- o0 it can be proved that

l_Nb i_ N(f)
-_- in _-- T •-_- in _ df + 0(T),

Nn_<Nb n N(f).<Nb

0(T)
where _-- 0, and N(f) is the power density spectrum of the noise.

true of the other summations, and relations similar to (4) can be written.

of region A is set by p = 1.

In region C we have

R* =1 in
2 N

Nn..<N b n

The same thing is

The boundary

(5)

* S
E _ -_

4N b"

For completeness we write

S=4p "_b _'nN
n

Nn-.<N b 2 - N---b-

p>_l.
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aE* 8E

In both regions = _ = -p.
8 R*

The functions in region B are found to be

Nb - N nS=4 N
n

Nn--<N b 2 - N--_

E = 4--_b+- _- In_n n _ In - - •

N b Nn"<Nb

BE*
In this region p is held at 1, and consequently 8R - -1; thus only the variable N b is left

to adjust the trade-off between E and S. In this region N b is not a function of R ,

but of S. The separations of regions A, B, and C can be made by examining the value

of p. Once the values of N b and p have been determined, it is a simple matter to design

the signals that will produce a probability of error as small as the upper-bound exponent

indicates.

The form of Eqs. 4 lends itself to a presentation of E vs P for fixed R. This pre-

sentation is shown in Fig. XIV-4. The regions are labeled the same as those in

Fig. XIV-4. Eu(P) for fixed R.

Fig. XIV-3. The value Po is the minimum power needed for reliable transmission

at the given rate; and for any power less than Po' the exponent is zero. In region A we

have

8E P

8P 2Nb(l+p) "

At p = 1 we go into region B, and here p remains constant at 1 but N b increases, thereby

increasing the bandwidth. In this region

8E 1

8P 4N b"

In region C we again find that N b remains fixed, as in region A, except now at a larger

value. We have
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8E 1

8P 4N b

which is just a straight line.

• ,1_= curve gives an attainable exponent for given rate and power.

derivation of this bound the power used in each component channel is

N b - N n
(l+p)

p N
1 n

l+P N b

According to the

and the total energy used for each block transmission must lie within a shell

N(Pav-6) _< S _< NPav.

2. Upper Bound on E(R)

An upper bound on the exponent can be obtained by a sphere-packing type of argue-

ment. This bound has the same form as the lower-bound exponent in region A, Eq. 4,

except that now p can take on any positive value. A typical curve is shown in Fig. XIV-5.

E(O)_

E "\_

Fig. XIV-5. EL(P) for fixed P.

There are two small reductions that can be made in this bound. First, the value of E(0)

P (see Eq. 5), which Shannon 3 has shown is alsofor the lower-bound exponent is 4_
min

the upper bound of the white Gaussian channel exponent at zero rate. The upper bound

applies to the model also, since it will certainly be inferior to the white channel which

has all of its noise power equal to the minimum of the noises in the model. Once the E(0)

is reduced, one can produce a straight-line bound through E(0) tangent to the old upper

bound by Shannon and Gallager's 2 technique of breaking the channel up into two parts

and looking at the best list-decoding bound on one part and the zero-rate bound on the

other part. Then the probability of error can be shown to be greater than one-fourth the

product of the probability of error for each of these steps. Figure XIV-6 shows the

sphere-packing and the zero-rate bounds (not the tangent bound) presented as E vs P.

P
Curves A are the sphere-packing bounds for several rates and have slopes

2Nb(l+p)
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P

Fig. XIV-6. EL(P) for several fixed values of R.

1 1 and is independent
thus for large p their slopes approach _b" Curve B has slope 4Nmi n

of rate. It merely states that, no matter what the rate, the exponent is less than the

zero-rate exponent. If the rate is large enough, curve A is always below curve B, and

thus the tighter bound. The effect of the tangent line is not shown in Fig. XIV-6, since

its effect can only be found graphically once the E vs R curves are plotted for all values

of P. It is known that this tangent line has no effect for sufficiently large R.

In the region where the upper and lower bounds agree, between Rcrit and capacity,

one can make definite statements about the nature of the optimum signals. It has been

found that the signals must lie entirely within those channels, or that part of the spec-

trum, where the noise power is below the threshold, N b, and that N b is determined by

the relation

* 1 _-_ Nb

R = 2- L In-N---

Nn..<Nb n

In the other regions where the two bounds do not agree, one cannot say anything about

the signals with certainty, except that the average power required for a given rate and

exponent is less than that given by Fig. XIV-4 and greater than that given in

Fig. XIV- 6.

3. Outline of Proofs

a. Lower Bound on E(R)

We obtain an upper bound to the probability of error by the standard random-coding

argument. 1 The only difference from the standard procedure in this particular case lies

in defining the ensemble from which the random code words are chosen. A code word

consists of a set of x n that are to be transmitted through the component channels in the

model. The ensemble of codes is defined by taking each x n in each code word from a

Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variance
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Nb - Nn • N --<NbxZn = (l+p) p N ' n
n

1
l+p N b

= > N b0; N n

and then rejecting all except those code words for which

NP- 6 < _ XZn "< NP;

n

6>0.

In other words, the energy in each code word is required to be in a small shell.
1

then writes, following Gallager,

P
e

-N[Eo(P)-pR]
--< e

One

where

Eo(P) = -In f p(x) p(_/x) I+p dy, 0 _ p--< I.

In this equation, p(y/x) is known to be a product of Gaussian distributions.

above but can be bounded for any r > 0 by

Z
x

_2] n
r 7.xZ_rNP+r5 n Zvz

n n
-I n e

p(x) _< q e

n

where

Z Nb- Nn
= • _<N b_n (l+p) p N ' Nn

n
1

l+p N b

p(x) is given

P

r- ZNb(I+P) 2

Z
x

-2] n

n Z_2

(' e n
q = _ dx_

Np_6_< NxZ_Np ['I _
n n

n
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When

Nb - N nNP (1+_) p N
n

n 1
l+p N b

q only decreases algebraically with N and consequently does not affect the exponent.

Evaluating the expression for Eo(P) and maximizing over p, we obtain the expressions

for R and E. The expurgated bound is found by the same method. Now the variances

used are

2 Nb - Nn.
= 4p N _< N b_n N ' n

2 n
N b

and, following Gallager's expurgated bound,

-N[Eo(p)-pR]
P -.<4pe

e

where now

Eo(p) = -In p(x) p(x') _fp([/x) p(y/x') d__y dxdx

X t X m

p

, p>_ 1.

This can be evaluated in the same manner, and the expurgated relations can be obtained.

b. Upper Bound on E(R)

The lower bound on the probability of error is obtained by using a method of
2

Gallager, based on the Chebychev inequality. The theorem used here states: Define

_m(S) as

_m(S) in _ f(y)S ' _x )l-s= _ p_y/x m d_y,

Y

where f(y) is an arbitrary probability density on y. Then if

Y
m

f(y) dy _<41---exp[_m(S)+(l-s)_n(s)-(l-s)_],

where Y
m

P
em

is that set of .output sequences decoded as m, it follows that

1 , ,,
>_Texp[_m(S)-SJam(S)-S 2_m(S )]. (6)
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Since the sets Y are disjoint, f f(y) dy cannot be large for all transmitted signals
m y - -

m 1 -NR
and, in fact, there must be one signal with f f(y) dy _< -_-= e Thus when s is

chosen so that Ym

NR >I-_m(S) - (l-S)_m(S) + (l-s)4Z_"(s) + In 4, (7)

Eq. 6 gives us a lower bound on P em

We choose f(y) to be

Z
Yn

Z_ z
n

f(_y)= [I e

n ST J'
n

where

n I if N >I N b

= Nn n

N b -SlN n
= < N b

"I"-s l if N n

' " are understood to be the partial derivativesWe shall set s 1 equal to s, but _tm and_t m

of _m with f(y) fixed. If we set

Nb* 1 InR =g N--'
n

Nn_<N b

and then select s to meet Eq. 7 it turns out that the exponential behavior of the lower

bound on P is the same as the upper bound. One point that needs to be enlarged upon
e

is that _m(S} depends on the m for which Eq. 6 is satisfied; then it depends on f{_},

which in turn depends on s. If one is to choose s to meet Eq. 7, it looks as if an end-

less circle of dependencies will arise. It turns out that the _"{s) becomes negligible

for large block length, and that the -_n{S)- {1-S)_m{S) depends on m only through

three sums:

2Xmn,

Nn_<N b

N ,
2

Xmn n

Nn_<N b
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X2mn/Nn•
Nn>Nb

We therefore restrict ourselves to a small fraction of the m.
m for which

First consider only those

_x 2 .< NP.mn 1 - a'
n

this will be at least aM of the signals. Now the three sums are bounded and can be sub-

divided into a finite number of intervals, each of length NS. There must be some triplet

63(1-a) 3

of intervals which contains at least 3 aM of the input signals. We consider only
P

this set, and note that reducing the set of input symbols by a fixed fraction only reduces

the rate by

63(1-a) 3
-ln a3

P

N

which approaches zero for large N. Once one knows that Eq. 7 can be achieved within

N5 of equality, substitution in Eq. 6 gives the sphere-packing exponent for the probability

of error.

P. M. Ebert
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A. DETECTION OF DSB SIGNALS OCCUPYING THE SAME RF SPECTRUM

I. Introduction

In a recent paper, I Bridges and Zalewski have discussed an approximate procedure

for reducing the interference of one DSB signal upon another when the signals have over-

lapping spectra. They compared their scheme with various procedures for taking advan-

tage of bandwidth - SNR tradeoffs - and concluded that it could be used for optimizing

bandwidth utilization through the addition and later separation of many DSB signals. Con-

trary to the results and conclusions of Bridges and Zalewski, we shall show that since

DSB is a linear modulation procedure that creates two shifted versions of the modulating

signal spectrum, two DSB signals with overlapping spectrum may be perfectly separated

by a finite, linear demodulation procedure. Because of the linearity of the modulation and

demodulation process, there is no justification for comparison with nonlinear schemes

nor for extending this procedure for more signals. The procedure could have important

applications for protection of one DSB or AM signal against intentional or chance inter-

ference by another.

The ability to separate two overlapping DSB signals is recognized for the singular

case of quadrature modulation, when the two signals have the same carrier frequency

but one is 90 ° out of phase with the other. In this case orthogonal detection is used to

remove one signal and recover the other. This same technique may be used, even if the

carriers are not 90 ° out of phase, as long as there is some phase difference.

Z. Iterative Demodulation Process

The signal to be demodulated r(t) is the sum of two double

baseband signals p(t) and q{t), respectively,

r(t) = p{t) cos ¢0pt + q(t) cos coqt,

sideband signals having

(i)

where _ = COp - coq is less than the bandwidth W of q(t), the signal we wish to recover.

The phases of the signals have been chosen for mathematical convenience but this imposes

#

This work is supported in part by the Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories,

Offic_ ufAerospace Research, U.S. Air Force, under Contract AFig{628)-33Z5; and

in part by the National Science Foundation {Grant GP-2495), The National Institutes of

Health {Grants NB-04332-02 and MH-04737-04), and the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration {Grant NsG-496).
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no limitations on the demodulator, except the possible need for some phase shifters.

The carriers are assumed to be available at the receiver.

Following Bridges and Zalewski, l the signal that is due to p(t) is removed by

orthogonal detection, that is multiplication by 2 sin ¢0 t and lowpass filtering. What' p

remains is

r(1)(t) = q(t) sin At, (2)

the desired signal multiplied by a low-frequency sine wave. The signal q(t) could be

recovered, as attempted by Bridges and Zalewski, 1 through multiplication by the recip-

rocal of sin At if there were no zero crossings. The same results may be achieved with

a finite process through repeated orthogonal detection:

r(Z)(t) = r(1)(t) • cos At = q(t) sin 2At. (3)

By this operation, the frequency of the sine wave has been doubled. Repeating the proc-

ess N times gives

N-I (4)
r(N)(t) = r(1)(t) 2 N [I cos (2iAt) = q(t) sin (2N'xt).

i=0

The purpose of repeating this operation is to make the frequency of the sinusoid multi-

plying q(t) greater than the bandwidth W of q(t). This will be achieved when

2NA >/ W (5)

or when

w (6)
N>_ log 2 _ .

q(t) may be recovered fromThere is no upper limit on N. For N as given above,

r(N)(t) by product demodulation and lowpass filtering.

q(t) = L. P. F. {r(N)(t) sin (2NAt)}
(7)

= L.P.F. {q(t) sin2 (2NAt)}.

The demodulation process for deriving q(t) from r(1)(t)is the multiplication by the finite

product D(t), summarized as follows:

N (2i_ 1D(t) = 2N[I cos At) sin (2NAt),
i=I

(8)

W
where N >i log 2 o
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3. Spectrum and Closed Form of D(t)

The spectrum for D(t) may be found by convolving the spectral lines for each of the

factors of the product• The first few and the final application of this procedure are

shown in Fig. XV-1. The first N spectra come from the repeated multiplication by

cosines, and the (N+I) th from the multiplication by a sine (see Eq. 8). From Fig. XV-1

it can be seen that D(t) contains all of the odd harmonics of A from the first to the

(zN+l-1)th. All components have the same phase, so that D(t) may be written as a

Fourier sine series.

2 N

D(t) =

k= I

• sin (2k-1)At (9)

By expressing D(t) as two exponential Fourier series, one each for positive and nega-

tive frequencies, and then using the closed form of a geometric progression, we find

D(t) - sinZAKt
sinAt' (10)

W
where K = Z N >_-_. Because D(t) is always finite, it may be synthesized and used in a

product demodulator. Note that there are lower limits but no upper limits on N and K.

The limit of (10) for k = co is not obvious, but if one uses the procedure outlined above

for (9), on the following equation

O0

D0o(t) =

k= 1

sin (2k-l)At (Ii)

the result is

1
D0o(t) = sin _t" (1 Z)

Comparison with (Z) shows that multiplying rl(t) by Do0(t) would give q(t), thereby dem-

onstrating that the limiting case of D(t) is the same multiplicand used by Bridges and
1

Zalewski.

4. Noise Performance of the Demodulator

The noise performance of the demodulator is difficult to analyze because the demod-

ulation destroys any assumed stationariness of the input-noise signal. This can be seen

from the following development. If r(t) in (1) has bandlimited white noise added to it,

(1)(r t) obtained from the in'_t...... stage of u=_,lu_u,=;"l........._u,, ,,,_11 _..__1__1.. ,,=u...., = 1........... _._+_D llllJJ.al J._

noise added to it. If the noise added to r(1)(t) is denoted by N(t), the noise output

of the demodulator will be
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Fig. XV-1. Demodulator spectra.
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no{t) = D(t) • n(t).

One statistic which may be computed is the noise power,

zs _uu_penuen_ ul _W, may be expressed as

=

o(t)2> ivhich,

(13)

since n(t)

(14)

The last factor of (14) is the input noise power, N i. Dividing both sides of the equation

by this factor gives the ratio of output noise power to input noise power:

N

o D2(t).-N-- =
1

(15)

This ratio is equal to the power of DZ(t) and may be computed from the power of the indi-

vidual components in (9):

ZN

No _ 1 = 2N-I.N = T
1 k= 1

(16}

This indicates that the noise power increases exponentially with N and that the minimum

N consistent with (6) would give the smallest output noise power. Combining this result

with that shown in Eq. 5 gives

N
o 1W

>/ (17)N. 2A"
1

Because (I 6) does not take into account the lowpass filtering which follows the multipli-

cation by D{t), (17) is probably a good estimate of over-all demodulator performance

for all values of K above the minimum.

5. Conclusion

Our discussion has shown that since a pair of overlapping DSB or AM signals (1) may

be created by a linear of modulation process and (Z) has an RF bandwidth that is at least

as great as the sum of the baseband bandwidths, the combined signal may be demodulated

and the two modulating signals recovered exactly. The demodulation process does, how-

ever, increase the noise power and make the noise probability distribution a periodic

function of time.

T. H. Crystal
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B. CUES USED IN SPEECH PERCEPTION AND PRODUCTION BY CHILDREN

In the study of language acquisition and development we would like to discover the

particular cues in the language environment which are used by children to determine the

linguistically distinct elements, and we would like to know the developmental course of

this process. The process occurs from babbling to sentence formation within a short

span of time. It seems reasonable to suppose that children have, at an early age, learned

to classify speech sounds into grammatically meaningful elements. Also, it seems evi-

dent that there are particular cues that are used by children to discover linguistically

distinct elements. Some experiments have been undertaken to explore some questions

about the phonological component of the grammar which seem relevant to these hypo-

the se s.

Experiment 1

Peterson and Barney I found in their experiment concerning vowel identification that

children's productions were more difficult to identify than adult productions, and that

some vowels are better understood than others. Characteristic shifts in vowel identi-

fication were found. They also hypothesized that language experience influences both

the production and perception of sounds.

We have undertaken an experiment to explore the effects of the following factors on

vowel perception and production: (i) immediate imitation of a model on vowel production

by children: 0i} correlations of age of child, sex of child, and sex of adult presenting

the stimulus materials on vowel production by children, word context versus nonsense

syllable context on vowel production of both children and adults; and (iii) the age of the

producer and effect of context on the identification of vowels.

The subjects were a boy and girl, both aged 4, and a boy and girl, aged i0 and 9,

respectively. The list of words and the nonsense syllables that were used are shown in

Table XV-I.

Table XV-1. Stimulus materials in Experiment 1.

Words Nonsense Syllables

bid bEv

bored pZ f**

bard bt_v

bit* bar v

bead b_v

spit** sp z f**

bird b _ v

bed bIv

beat* b _rv

booed b _ v

bud p t f*

bad b_v

pit**

*Included to examine vowel lengthening.

**Included to examine aspiration.
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Each item on the lists was presented to each child for immediate repetition by an

adult female, then by an adult male. The order of presentation in each list was changed

in each presentation. Presentations and responses were recorded from an anechoic

chamber. The tapes are now undergoing spectrographic analysis and will then be pre-

sented to children and adults for identification.

Experiment 2

An experiment has been designed to explore the questions of whether or not children

can learn to distinguish equally well between members of a set of nongrammatical non-

sense syllables and a set of grammatical nonsense syllables, and whether or not this

capacity changes with age. The nongrammatical set is composed of initial consonant

clusters that are not permissable in English, and the grammatical set is composed of

initial clusters that are. Examples are given in Table XV-2.

Table XV-2 Sample stimulus materials in Experiment 2.

Nongrammatical Grammatical

gz aak gl 3ek

pfAm klAm

dl_v drEv

sr_t sput

dlEd krgd

srz k bl I k

pf"d_ pru, d_

gzos glos

The task has three parts: (i) to learn to associate a nonsense syllable with a colored

circle, each circle having the same color and having the name of one member of the set,

and all circles presented simultaneously in a horizontal array; (ii) to immediately

repeat all members of a different pair of sets after the experimenter; and (iii) to repeat

each member of a set, one by one, after the experimenter. The first part of the task

may give us information about differences, if any, in the perception and storing of non-

grammatical and grammatical speech material, the second, differences in perecption,

storing and reproduction of materials, and the third, differences in capacity to articulate

the materials.

In a preliminary test of the stimulus materials, with two subjects, aged 5 and 9,

used, it was found that only 4 members in a set for the first part of the task was too sim-

ple for both children, independently of the kind of material presented. Learning occurred

after one or two trials. The second part of the task was very difficult, even with only

4 members in _ _+ P_"£_"* repetition of +_e ......... 44_1 _........................ 6 ............_ _=_ was not accomplished

after many trials by either child and long after exhaustion and disinterest had occurred.

A sample study will be undertaken with small groups of children, aged from 3 to 7 years,
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with an expanded set for the first part of the task. Unlike the preliminary test, the two

kinds of materials will be presented one week apart to counteract both learning effects

and fatigue.

Further Research

An analysis of some available data on the perception and production of consonants by

both adults and children has been undertaken. We have postulated that by describing the

behavior observed in terms of a distinctive feature matrix 2 more information could be

derived about cues used in the perception and production of consonants by children. The

features looked at were: grave, diffuse, strident, nasal, continuant, and voice. We felt

that this kind of analysis might possibly lead to productive research with children.

The data looked at were confusion in the perception of consonants by adults,3'4 the

consonant substitutions of children with functionally deviant speech 5, speech sounds

which have been found to be most frequently defective in analyses of children's and adults'

speech 6, and the acquisition and proportion of usage of consonants from age 3 months to

8 years 7'8 and adults.9

There has been very littleresearch on the perception of consonants by children, and

practically none in the age period before school. Also, it is difficult to determine,

whether the consonants described as being acquired in developmental studies are in the

ear of the hearer or the mouth of the child, since the data were gathered by phonetic

transcriptions of either recorded or nonrecorded speech, rather than by spectrographic

analysis. Also, a distinction must be made between productive use of consonants (as

in morpheme formation) and production of consonants.

In this preliminary examination, we found that in general the features voicing and

nasality were largely resistant to perceptual and productive confusion, and weighed

heavily in the proportion of usage of consonants from age 3 months to 4 years. The

importance of place (gravity and diffuseness) in proportion of usage differed over the age

range of 3 months to adulthood. Gravity weighed more heavily during the early age per-

iods of from 3 months to 30 months, and again of from Z years to 8 years; then, dif-

fuseness assumed a greater importance. In both the consonant substitutions by children

and the perceptual confusions of adults, however, place was the feature that was least

maintained. Consonants with the features strideney and continuancy are used proportion-

ately less by both children and adults. They are consonants which are acquired last by

children and they compose the list of those consonants most frequently found defective in

the analyses that have been carried out.

As a possibility for future research, taking into account the results of the completed

analysis of the data, one could look at the question of rank ordering of features in terms

of ease of discrimination by young children, and even, possibly, infants.

Paula Menyuk
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A. REVISED PROOF PROCEDURE PROGRAM

In Quarterly Progress Report No. 76 {pages Z60-270), we described a COMIT pro-

gram that proves logical arguments expressed in a restricted form of ordinary English.

Two examples were given of arguments that the logical evaluation part of the program

was unable to prove, even though it was verified by hand computation that the translations

into logical symbolism were correct and that the arguments were valid. A more efficient

logical proof procedure program has since been devised. 1 It not only proves arguments

that the previous program was unable to prove, but it also substantially reduces the

computation time {in some cases by a factor of 10) for some arguments and theorems

that the previous program was able to prove. While the previous program was based

to a large extent on the Davis-Putnam proof procedure algorithm, 2 the new program is

an amalgam of the 'tone-literal clause rule ITof Davis-Putnam and the lWmatching algo-

rithm" of J. R. Guard. 3 Taking its point of departure from the Davis-Putnam algorithm,

the program negates an input formula and puts the negated formula into prenex normal

form and the matrix into conjunctive normal form. At this point, instead of manufac-

turing generations of quantifier-free substitution instances (QFSI) and testing for con-

sistency at certain specified points after the manner of Davis-Putnam, the program

attempts to produce a proof on the basis of the I'one-literal clauses _ (i. e., conjuncts

containing no disjunction operators) in the matrix. By using GuardWs matching algorithm,

which enables one to test whether two clauses could generate any common QFSI, the

program tests the one-literal clauses in the matrix for consistency. If two such clauses

match negatively ('iN-match"), i.e., if the two clauses could generate contradictory

QFSI, then the matrix is inconsistent and the original formula is valid. If the one-literal

clauses are consistent, then the program attempts to generate additional one-literal

clauses by N-matching the existing one-literal clauses against the polyliteral clauses.

For example, the one-literal clause

F(y, P(x, y))

-- or FYPXY, in COMIT notation- N-matches the polyliteral clause

not-F(x, y) V G(y, x)

#

This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation {Grant GN-244).

_Visiting from the University of Melbourne, Australia.
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-- or NFXY + GYX, in COMIT notation-- to produce the one-literal clause

G(P(x,y), y))

--or GPXYY, in COMIT notation. Wheneverthe N-matching procedure produces a new
one-literal clause, it is tested for consistency against the existing one-literal clauses.
If it is inconsistentwith the others, it meansthat the original formula is valid, andthe
run is terminated. If one or more polyliteral clauses are producedby this N-matching
procedure, they will have one less term than the original clause, andmay therefore
produceone-literal clauses during a further N-matching. If all possible N-matchings
fail to producea contradictory set of one-literal clauses, or if there were no one-literal
clauses to start with, then the program reverts to the older Davis-Putnam method of
generatingQFSI. The program tests the QFSI for inconsistency after eachgeneration,
using an algorithm basedon the "one-literal clause rule, wwhich is the most efficient of
the three Davis-Putnam rules for propositional logic, andwhich may be stated as follows:
Given a formula C in conjunctive normal form, anda one-literal clause P of C, all
conjuncts containing P are deleted from C, and all single occurrences of not-P are
deleted from C, thereby producing a reduced formula C' that is consistent if and only
if C is consistent.

Since the deletion of single occurrences of not-P may produce new one-literal
clauses, the one-literal clauses must be tested for consistency after each application
of the rule. The condition of inconsistency is the occurrence of two contradictory
one-literal clauses; and the condition of consistency is the deletion of the entire
formula C. If the one-literal clause rule fails to prove C either consistent or
inconsistent, then C is split into two branches by assuming a term P first true and
then false, and making appropriate cancellations according to a method described
by Quine.4 The first branch is formed by deleting all conjuncts containing P and
all single occurrences of not-P, and the second branch is formed by deleting
all conjuncts containing not-P and all single occurrences of P. The second branch
is stored at the front of a shelf, and the first branch remains in the workspace
where an attempt is madeto apply the one-literal clause rule to it. If this attempt
fails, the formula in the workspace is split again in the same way, the first
branch remaining in the workspace and the second branch being stored at the
front of the shelf. This procedure continues until a branch is obtained to which
the one-literal clause rule can be applied. The consistency test terminates when
one branch is proved consistent (i.e., is entirely deleted), in which case the
entire formula is consistent, or when all branches are proved inconsistent (i. e.,
contain contradictory one-literal clauses), in which case the entire formula is
inconsistent.

J. L. Darlington
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B. CONSTITUENT STRUCTURE AND WORD-ORDER RULES FOR GERMAN

The following rules represent a segment of the grammar of contemporary standard

German. This miniature grammar is directed especially toward the solution of three

classical problems in German syntax: (a) the order of nominals (subject and objects)

and adverbials with respect to one another and to the finite verb; (b) the way in which

independent declarative sentences differ, in particular, from subordinate clauses with

respect to this order; and (c) the occurrence of positional es, as in "es kommen viele

Ueute."

The aspect of the constituent structure which is original is the treatment of the sub-

ject nominal (Nom0) as the first among equals in a series of verbal specifiers which

includes the object nominals (including the direct object Nom I and the indirect object

Nomz) , as well as the adverbial adjuncts (among others, adverbials of location Lo_____cand

of manner Mod). All of these specifiers of the verb are immediately dominated by a

single common constituent labeled Sp.

The constituent structure presented below differs from those assumed in previous

studies in the transformational syntax of German I by having an empty constituent (Topic)

into which some immediate constituent of S__pmay, or under certain conditions must, be

incorporated by a transformational rule of Topicalization.

The constituent structure resembles that assumed by Matthews and Rogovin, by

Bach, and by Bierwisch, in that the verbal complex originates at the end of the sentence,

with finite verb last. A transformational rule of Finite verb placement correctly locates

the finite verb in second position (i.e. , after the Topic or after the interrogative marker

in independent sentences).

The .... _-_ ...................oj_uu_ u_eu here have tile io,,owlng inLerpre_a_1ons : S sententiai clause, w

interrogative marker, K___nsubordinating conjunction, R relative conjunction, Nom nom-

inal (with subscripts 0'I 'Z referring to nominative, accusative, and dative, respectively),
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Loc adverbial of location, Mod adverbial of manner, Adj predicate adjective, Sp speci-

fier of the verb, V principal verb, se__ppseparable prefix, Aux verbal auxiliary, M_ modal

verb, T_ finite tense and person marker, V__PPverb phrase, _#_sentence boundary, +pp past

participial form, Pro personal pronoun, Reflex reflexive pronoun, in__f infinitival form.

Constituent structure :

S -----# Vorfeld - VP #

rW(Kn) 
Vorfeld _ _{R)Kn_

_TopicJ

VP---" (Sp} V-Aux

Sp _ (Nom0)(Nom2)(Nom l) dj

_(Passive)(M)(M)
Aux _ _(Passive) Perfect {M T

t(M) (Perfect)

(Loc)

Topic ---- es

Transformational structure

I. Topicalization- conditional:

2 3
es[Xlr _ sp - X _ls..# X

1 2 3 4 5

_l 4 3 0 5

where [... sp... ]Sp signifies any constituent immediately dominated by S P.

IIa. Intraspecifier word order for personal and reflexive pronouns -- conditional:

# X 1 X 2 - X X #

• ._ _ __ v____w
1 2 3 4
1 3 2 4

Obligatory if:
IF z [N°ml] .[Pro l

#X X

________[ INom2_ IReflexJ

1 2 3 4

Optional if:
#__ 3 X 4- Nom 0 - Reflex-X ]Sp #

1 2 3 4
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IIb. Intraspecifier word order for newly introduced versus already mentioned speci-

fiers -- conditional:

.... 1.__2. 1 2 __% __4 ..

___!_- sp - sp A i_, A

1 2 3 4
_1 3 2 4

The transformation has least conditions on its applicability when sp I is a non-
2

unique, not previously mentioned specifier (e. g., with indefinite article}, and sp
is an already mentioned specifier (e. g., with definite article}. The transformation

1 . 2.
is nonapplicable if sp is a pronoun and sp zs a noun.

III. Placement of the perfect auxiliary of modal verbs -- obligatory (A similar
optional rule operates on sehen, hoeren in place of M.):

1 0 2 3 4
===_ 1 3 2 0 4

IV. Creation of past participles and finite verb:

vx erfect Perfect
_PassiveJ Passive X

1 2 3

===> 1 2+ pp 3

X Perfect

_PassiveJ

1 2 3 4
==:_I 2+3 0 4

V, Conversion of uninflected verbs into infinitives - obligatory:

X ]Perfect - X

I Passive

1 2 3
_ 1 2+ inf 3

where simple concatenation and affixation (indicated by +)
are differentiated,
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VI. Finite verb placement:

# opic Vorfeld e c
IPassivel

l 0 2 3 4
l 3 2 0 4

Comments

Among the conditions on Topicalization are the following: Ca) if no other constituent

immediately dominated by S__pphas been topicalized, then a pronoun subject must be

topicalized ("es kommen viele Leute" without topicalization and "viele Leute kommen"
#

with topicalization, but no "es kommt er," only "er kommt"); (b) under certain con-

ditions, a noun already mentioned in a preceding sentence and thus determined by

a definite article or its equivalent must be topicalized ("der Mann kam an" versus

*"es kam der Mann an"); (c) certain pronoun objects may not be topicalized (*"sich

ereignete ein Unglueck" versus "es ereignete sieh ein Unglueck" with positional

es and without topicalization, on the one hand, and "ein Unglueck ereignete sich,"

on the other hand).

The rules for Intraspecifier word order account for the fact that the permissible ini-

tial constituents following the interrogative word, ifthere is one, in questions and fol-

lowing the conjunction in subordinate clauses do not coincide with the constituents that

may occur as initialconstituent (i.e., as Topic) in independent declarative sentences.

Thus, im Zimmer may occur initially as Topic in an independent declarative sentence

even if the sentence has a pronoun subject ('im Zimmer spielte er Karten"), but not in

@ II) ,a subordinate clause ( "weil im Zimmer er Karten spielte .... whereas if the subject

is a noun (with an indefinite article, particularly), the permutation is possible even in

subordinate clauses ('weil im Zimmer ein Gast Karten spielte .... "). Moreover, in a

subordinate clause, a reflexive pronoun may occur initially ('weil sich ein Unglueck

ereignete .... "). As we have mentioned, topicalization of a reflexive pronoun is not

possible ( "sich ereignete ein Unglueck').

Transformational rules Ill, IV, and V account for the following facts: (a) in sub-

ordinate clauses the finite perfect auxiliary (habe, hat, etc.) forming the periphrastic

perfect of a modal verb occurs at the head, rather than at the end, of the verbal complex,

i.e., in front of the principal verb and its separable prefix ('weil er den brief hat

schreiben wollen .... " versus "weil er den Brief schreiben wollen wird ..... " nweil er

den Brief geschrieben hat,..." or "weilder Brief geschrieben worden ist .... "); this

order holds only if the modal verb is preceded by an infinitive (nweil er den Brief gewollt

hat .... "); (b) the modal verb itself, when immediately preceded by an infinitive, assumes
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its infinitival rather than its past participial form in this periphrastic perfect construc-

tion; this is the case in independent sentences, as well as in subordinate clauses ("er hat

den Brief schreiben wollen" versus "er hat den Brief gewollt"); (c) the ungoverned cita-

tion form of verbs, as well as this special perfect, is the infinitive. The grammar

accounts for these characteristics by a particular interpretation of German syntax.

Rule IV (Creation of past participles and finite verb} interprets verbal government as

regressive; i.e., the form of the verb is determined by the constituent to its right. Thus,

geben assumes the form gab if one particular form of T is to its right, namely third per-

son singular past; geben assumes the form gegeben if either the Passive (werden) or the

Perfect (haben or sein) is to the right. By rule V, any verbal stem that has not under-

gone some process of suffixation (the incorporation of a marker of tense, a past parti-

cipial marker, or, though not included in the present miniature grammar, a nominalizing

or a present participial marker) automatically assumes its infinitival form. The fact

that under certain conditions the modal verbs have infinitival form in the perfect is inter-

preted as a result of the relative ordering of rules. The rule that places the perfect

auxiliary at the head of the verbal complex (rule III} precedes the rules whereby the finite

or participial form of a verb, if it is to occur in one of those forms, is determined by

the constituent that follows it. The result of this ordering of rules is that the modal verb,

since it is no longer followed by the auxiliary of the perfect, is therefore not subject to

conversion into its past participial form and thus by rule V becomes an infinitive.

The rule of Finite verb placement in independent sentences (VI) is ordered after the

rule for the Placement of the perfect auxiliary of modal verbs and has in its domain not

only any finite verb, including the auxiliary of the perfect, which occurs at the end of the

verbal complex but also the perfect auxiliary relocated by rules Ill at the head of the ver-

bal complex. In this way the occurrence of the infinitival perfect form of modal verbs in

independent sentences is also accounted for (not only "er hat den Brief gewollt" from an

underlying [er]Topic den-Brief-woll-Perfect-T, but also "er hat den Brief schreiben

wollen" from an intermediate [er]Topic den-Brief-Perfect-T-schreib-woll}.

The following fact about German grammar lends support to the assumption (a) that

Finite verb placement in independent sentences (rule VI) occurs after the Placement of

the perfect auxiliary of modal verbs (rule Ill) and after the rule for the Creation of past

participles (IV), and (b) that rule VI applies also to the relocated finite perfect auxiliary

that heads the verbal complex: namely, for the perfect of certain semimodal verbs like

hoeren, the perfect auxiliary is found in subordinate clauses both at the end of the

verbal complex, in which case the semimodal must be in its past participial form,

gehoert, and at the head of the verbal complex, in which case the semimodal must

be in its infinitival form ("wet! er ihn abfahren gehoert _._.h_*,. ." _.._'_ ,,,,,._1 cr _'_

hat abfahren hoeren,... "). The double source of the finite perfect auxiliary correctly

predicts the occurrence of both infinitival and past participial forms in independent
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sentences of otherwise identical form ("er hat ihn abfahren gehoert" from [er]Topic ihn-

ab-fahr-hoer-Perfect-T and "er hat ihn abfahren hoeren" from an optional intermediate

[er]Topic ihn- Perfect-T-ab-fahr-hoer).
E. S. Klima
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A. COGNITIVE PROCESSES

i. INTERLINGUAL TRANSFER OF READING SKILL

In previous reports we have shown that a stable order characterizes the ease with

which college students can read text that has been transformed geometrically: equal

amounts of practice with mathematically equivalent transformations do not yield equiv-

alent levels of performance. Some transformations are considerably more difficult than
1

others. Practice on any transformation, however, facilitates performance on any other;

this suggests a generalized habituation to the fact of transformation itself. How general-

ized that habituation is was studied in the experiment described here.

Ten bilingual subjects, German nationals who had been in the United States for at

least nine months, were tested. All were students at the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology. Five of these men read 20 pages of English that had been printed in inverted

form, and then read 4 pages of German in the same transformation; the other five read

20 pages of German in inverted form, and then 4 pages of English. Also, on the first

day, before reading any of the transformed text, and on the fourth day, after all of the

transformations had been read, all of the subjects read I page of normal English and

I page of normal German. The time taken by the subjects to read each page was meas-

ured with a stop watch. The results are shown in Fig. XVlI-I. The speed with which

transformed English or German is read increases sharply with practice, from an initial

13 rain/page to approximately 4 rain/page. Even the latter rate, however, is consider-

ably slower than that for normal text, while normal English (circles) takes a little longer

than normal German (triangles). The transfer tests, however, produce asymmetrical

results. The subjects trained on Z0 pages of inverted English (closed circles)then read

four pages of inverted German with no change in the level of performance; but the sub-

jects trained on inverted German (crosses) did not do as well when tested on inverted

English.

This work is supported in part by the National Science Foundation (Grant GP_2495),
the National Institutes of Health (Grant MH-04737-04), and the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (Grant NsG-496); and through the Joint Services Electronics Pro-
gram by the U.S. Army Research Office, Durham.
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This curious asymmetry of transfer has an analog in a number of sensori-motor

coordinations, for which the general finding is that practicing the less favored organ per-

mits more transfer to the more favored than the reverse direction does; for example,

training a right-handed man's left hand on a complex task enables him thenceforward

to perform the task with his right hand, but training his right hand does not usually

enable him to perform the task with his left. 2 In the present case we find that training

in English enabled native speakers of German to transfer their skill without decrement,

but training in German yielded some decrement for performance in English.

The more interesting aspect of these results has to do with what is learned when a

subject learns how to decode transformed text. If he were learning only to recognize

letters that had been transformed, transfer between the languages would be perfect, for

the German and English alphabets are almost identical when Roman type is used, the only

difference being the use of the diaresis, which does not affect letter shapes. If he were

learning the shapes of words, transfer would be relatively poor, since German and Eng-

lish word shapes are somewhat different. The results indicate that the learning cannot

be as simple as either of these alternatives would have it.

P. A. Kolers, Ann C. Boyer
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B. PICTURE PROCESSING

1. OPTIMUM SCANNING DIRECTION IN TELEVISION TRANSMISSION

In television transmission, the two-dimensional picture is first scanned to produce

a video signal which is then sent through some channel to the receiver. At the receiver,

the picture is reconstructed from the video signal by scanning. For any given picture,

different scanning methods usually give rise to different video signals and reconstructed

pictures. In this report we shall discuss the relative merits of the members of a sub-

class of scanning methods. We restrict our attention to constant-speed sequential

scanning along equidistant parallel lines of slope a {Fig. XVII-2} and try to study the

effect of scanning direction on the video signal and the reconstructed picture.

First, we shall find the direction of scanning {that is, the value of a} which yields

the minimum-bandwidth video signal, assuming that the two-dimensional Fourier spec-

trum of the original picture is given. Then we describe some preliminary results
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/
SLOPE = a = TAN e,,_/

/

L

i..p, X

Fig. XVII-Z. A subclass of scanning methods.

concerning the subjective effect of scanning direction. Finally, we shall discuss some

miscellaneous factors that might affect the choice of a scanning direction.

Minimization of Video Signal Bandwidth

For the sake of simplicity, we shall assume in the following analysis that there is

no interlacing. Notice, however, that the addition of interlacing will not change the

result of the analysis.

Consider a single picture frame. Let fix,y} denote the brightness of the picture

point (with the average value substracted) as a function of its spatial coordinates (x,y),

under the assumption that f(x,y) = 0 if (x,y} lies outside the picture. Let _(T1,T2,) be

the autocorrelation function of f(x,y); and ¢(u,v), the Fourier transform of ¢(TI,T2),

that is, the energy spectrum of f(x,y). Let _a(T) and ¢a(¢0) be the autocorrelation func-

tion and the energy spectrum, respectively, of the video signal fa(t), derived from f(x, y)

by scanning along the direction a. The question is: If ¢(u,v) is given, what value of

a will give the minimum bandwidth _a(¢0)? Without loss of generality, we assume that

the scanning speed is I unit length/unit time. We also assume that the energy of the

picture signal is much larger than that of the synchronous and blanking pulses so that

the latter can be neglected. Then, we have

Ca(T) = ¢(_-cose, Tsine), (I}

where 0 = tan -I a, assuming that both the distance between sucessive scanning lines

and the width of _(T COS 0, T sin e) are much smaller than L, the width of the picture.

In the case a = 0 or oo, _a(T) will have peaks at multiples of L, and the right-hand side

of Eq. 1 gives only the central peak (at T = 0)" however, the bandwidth of • (_) is deter-' a

mined mainly by the central peak. In the sequel we shall assume that (I) is

an equality.

It follows I from Eq. 1 that
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a Z_Icose I -_ cose
--- av, v) dv. (Z)

Assuming that 0 _< e --<-_, so that cos e >i0, we have

( )@a(_ ) _I + a 2 ¢ 2
- 2w co _-av, v dv.

(3)

Let us define the bandwidth of Ca(_) as

_--_0o Ca (¢°) d¢o

- (0) (4)Ba _a

This definition is reasonable because ¢ (_) >t 0 for all ¢o, and for most pictures, ¢ (_)
a a

have their maxima at ¢o = 0. Now

/-b00

Ca(O_) d_0 = 2_r_a(0 ) = 2wc_(0,0) (5)
--00

is independent of a. So in order to minimize Ba, we have to maximize

i_+ az" _
¢ (0) = _ ¢(-av, v) dr.
a 2_r -oo

(6)

Hence, we want to choose that value of a which will maximize the right-hand side of

Eq. 6. Referring to Fig. XVII-3, we have

v

_ __,/,,_ SLOPE = a

__ I- .L u

s,OPE:-,/o

Fig. XVII-3. Pertaining to the interpretation of the right-hand side of Eq. 6.
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S+a2f (-av,v) dv =_ @(-z sin 0, z cos 0) dz. (7)Zw
oo oO

1
Notice that _(-z sin @, z cos 0) is the value of _(u, v)along the straight line v =-a u, which

is perpendicular to the straight line v = au. To minimize Ba, therefore, we want to max-

imize the right-hand side of (7), or equivalently, to maximize

f_oo _(-zsinS, zcos@) dz

w l -= _(o,o) (8)
Z

1
which is defined as the bandwidth of _>(u,v) along the direction ---.a

We conclude, therefore, that in order to obtain the video signal of minimum band-

width, one should scan the original picture along a direction perpendicular to the direc-

tion of maximum bandwidth of _(u,v). This result is perhaps not in accord with one's

intuition because, intuitively, one might think that to obtain the minimum-bandwidth video

signal, one should scan along the direction of minimum bandwidth of _(u,v); this is not

the case according to our analysis.

To verify the result of our analysis, we generated some two-dimensional lowpass

Gaussian noise with power density spectra (Fig. XVII-4).

I Constant for -k I _ u--<k I and-k 2--<v--<kZ• (u,v)= (9)

L 0, elsewhere

where k I and k z are positive real constants. The results of this noise generation (with

DC level added) are shown in Fig. XVII-5. According to our analysis, to obtain the

k l

minimum-bandwidth video signal, we should scan along the directions +k2--. The appear-

ance of the noise does seem to verify our contention.

We note in passing that if the scanning speed and the distance between successive

scanning lines (which is assumed to be much smaller than L) are kept constant, then the

scanning time per picture frame is independent of the direction of scanning.

Subjective Effect of Scanning Direction

At the ordinary viewing distance (4 or 6 times the picture height), one can see the

line structures in the received picture. Do people prefer line structures of a particular

orientation to those of other orientations? To try to find an answer to this question, we

generated pictures scanned along various directions on a closed-circuit television system.

Some of these pictures are shown in Fig. XVII-6.

We showed these pictures to some of our colleagues, and we have listed their
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Fig. XVII-4. Spectrum of two-dimensional lowpass Gaussian noise. 

Fig. XVII-5. Two-dimensional lowpass Gaussian noise. (a) k l /k2  = 1. 
1 

(b) kl /k2 = 7. 
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( b )  ( C 1  

Fig. XVII-6. Picture scanned along various directions. 

preferences as follows. 
Orders  (in the order  of decreasing preference) : 

Subject A: Vertical, horizontal, skew. 
Subject B: Horizontal, skew, vertical. 
Subject C: Horizontal, vertical, skew. 
Subject D: Skew, horizontal, vertical. 

The preference, however, was by no means strong. 

cause anxiety, while Subject D liked skew scanning because it made the picture look 
"dynamic." 

It is interesting to note that Subject C disliked skew scanning because it seemed to  

Subject B disliked vertical  scanning because ver t ical  lines seemed most 
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visible, and Subject D disliked vertical scanning because the picture seemed ready to

fall apart.

Jumping to a tentative conclusion, we might say that the preference is not strong

but horizontal scanning seems to have a slight lead.

Other Factors

The pictures mentioned in the preceding section are essentially noiseless. In prac-

tice, however, the received picture contains additive random noise and ghosts (caused

by multipath}. How do the effects of random noise and ghosts depend on scanning direc-

tion? Also, how is motion affected by scanning direction? These questions are being

investigated.

Finally, we wish to remark that there are still other factors that one might consider

in choosing a scanning direction. For example, 2 in skew scanning, the lines are not of

equal length, therefore the power of the video signal does not have peaks at multiples of

line frequency. Hence, when several video signals share the same channel, the use of

skew scanning will reduce cross modulation. On the other hand, skew scanning com-

plicates line synchronization.

T. S. Huang
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2. BOUNDS ON TWO-ELEMENT-KIND IMPEDANCE FUNCTIONS

In a previous report, 1 we discussed some bounds on the impedance functions of R,

+L, +C, T networks. In this report, we shall present bounds for various types of two-

element-kind impedance functions. We first prove a theorem for R, +C and R, +L net-

works.

1. Let [Zik(S} ] be an nth-order R,+C (or R,+L) open-circuit impedanceTHEOREM

matrix. Then Zik(JW } satisfies

for all real w.

The proof of Theorem 1 follows readily from the two following lemmas.

LEMMA 1. Let[Zik(S} ] be an nth-order R,+C open-circuit impedance matrix. Then
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n

ik
m= 1

rh (r)] (r=l,Z,...
where the real numbers am are independent of i and k, the m ik J

are real and symmetrical, and

h(°°)l
ik J is positive semidefinite (psd)

h(O)]
ik J is negative semidefinite (nsd)

[h(m)_ >i0, and nsdif a < 0.
ik jis psd if a m m

LEMMA 2. If [Pik] and [qik] (i, k= I, Z) are real, symmetrical, and psd, then

(z)

,m; O,Qo)

2Plzq12 _ Pllq22 + qllPZ2. (3)

By making appropriate impedance transformations, we deduce from Theorem 1 two

theorems about +R, C and +R, L networks.

THEOREM 2. Let [Zik{S)] be an nth-order +R,C open-circuit impedance matrix.

Then Zik(JW) satisfies

IZik(JW)- ½(Zlk(0)/jw + Zlk( )/jw) I -< ½(Zh(O)lw-Zh( )lw)}(Zik(O)lw-Z k(:)lw)
(4)

for any real w, where Z_k(S) = SZik(S).

THEOREM 3. Let [Zik(S)] be an nth-order +R, L open-circuit impedance matrix.

Then Zik(JW) satisfies

1 (WZ_k(O) _IZik(JW) }(JwZi'k(0) + jwZi'k(_)) I -< Jl(wz_'i(0)- wZ[i(_)) Y WZ[k(_)) (s)

for any real w, where Z." (s) = Zik(S)/S.1K

Notice that inequalities (1), (4), and (5) are properties of the impedance functions

and are independent of the manner in which one realizes these functions. When i¢ k, the

inequalities give bounds on transfer functions; when i= k, they give bounds on driving-

point functions.

It is clear that for RC(RL) networks, both Theorem 1 and Theorem Z (Theorem 3)

apply. For any particular realization, N, of an RC n-port, the quantities in (1) and (4)

have the following physical interpretations:

Zik(O) =

Zik(_O) =

Z[k(0)/jw =

open-circuit impedance matrix of N, when all capacitances are open-
circuited

open-circuit impedance matrix of N, when all capacitances are short-
circuited

open-circuit impedance matrix of N, when all resistances are short-
circuited and s=jw
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_k(0O)/jw = open-circuit impedancematrix of N, whenall resistances are open-
circuited and s= jw.

(For any RL n-port realization, we have similar physical interpretations.) The quan-

tities Zii(0), Zii(0o), Z_i(0), and Z_i(0o ) are not independent. In fact, we have the fol-

lowing lemmas.

LEMMA 3. Zii(0) is finite, if and only if Z_i(0 } is zero.

LEMMA 4. Zii(oo) is zero, if and only if Z}i(oo ) is finite.

In order to get useful bounds, one would like the right-hand sides of (1) and (4) to be

finite. Hence, one would like to have Zii(oo) = 0 = Z_i(0 ). One can achieve this by the

following procedure. Given an RC open-circuit impedance matrix [Zik(S)] , we form a

new RC open-circuit impedance matrix

[Zik(S) ] = [Zik(S) ] - [Zik(0O)] - [Z[k(0)]/s. (6)

Then zii(oo) = 0 = z_i(0), where z_i(s ) = szii(s), and we can apply inequalities (1) and

(4) to Zik(S ). For any nonzero finite w, the right-hand sides of (1) and (4) are finite,

and Zik(JW ) must lie in the intersection of two nondegenerate closed circular disks.

Imz

mz
Re Z 0 Re

2

3

-2

Fig. XVII-7. Example illustrating Theorems 1 and 2.
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We conclude with an example. Consider the RC driving-point impedance function

Z(s) = (s+Z)(s+6}/(s+l)(s+3}. Then Z(0) = 4 and Z(_o} = l, and inequality (1} implies

IZ(jw}-5/Z I _< 3/2. Let Z'(s) = sZ(s). ThenZ'(0) = 0 and Z'(oo} = oo. Therefore, ine-

quality (4), when applied to Z(s} directly, does not give any useful bounds. We can, how-

ever, define z(s) = Z(s) - Z(oo) - Z'(0)/s = 4(s+9/4)/(s+l)(s+3). Then z(0) = 3, z(oo)= 0,

z'(0) = 0, and z'(_) = 4. Hence for w=2, say, Z(jZ) must lie in the shaded region of

Fig. XVII-7. In particular, we have

1 -< JZ(jZ) J <Z.4, -37°<[_Z(jZ)]- < 0;

1 < Re Z(jZ) < 2.1, -1.4 < Im Z(jZ) _< 0.

Putting s = j2 in the exact expression for Z(s), we find Z(jZ) = Z. ZZz/-33.8 °•

In the previous report, 1 we proved that if [Zik(S) ] is the open-circuit impedance

matrix of an R, +L, +C, T network, then

where [Riko] is the open-circuit impedance matrix of the network when all reactive ele-

ments are open-circuited, and [Riks] is the open-circuit impedance matrix of the network

Fig.

+I +I -I

XVII-8. Example of an R,+C network.

when all reactive elements are short-circuited.

We remarkthat Eq. 1 does not follow from Eq. 7, since, in general, for an R,+C

network, Zik(0) ¢ Rik ° and Zik(_) ¢ Rik s. For example, consider the network of

Fig. XVII-8. We have Z(s) ; 1; therefore, Z(0) = 1 = Z(_). But R ° = 1 and

R = 0.
S

T. S. Huang
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C. SENSORY AIDS

I. APPROXIMATE FORMULAS FOR THE INFORMATION TRANSMITTED BY A

DISCRETE COMMUNICATION CHANNEL

Itis often desirable to have an approximate formula for the information transmitted
l

by a discrete communication channel which is simpler than the exact expression. In

this report, two approximate expressions are derived. The derivations are instructive,

for they show why two systems that operate with the same probability of error can have

quite different information transmission capabilities.

Preliminary Theorems

The following theorems will be required. The proofs of Theorem 1 and of the lemma

are omitted. Theorem 2 follows directly from Theorem l, and also from Fano's dis-
2

cussion.

THEOREM l: Let Xl, xz, ..., x nbe non-negative real numbers. If F(Xl,X z ..... Xn) =
n

_ xi, logxi, and if
i-- 1

n

xi=P,

i=1

then

F(p/n, p/n, ... ,p/n) _<F(Xl,X 2.... ,Xn) --<F(p, 0, 0.... 0).

The equality sign on the left applies only if all the x's are equal.

the right applies only if all but one of the x's are zero.

THEOREM 2: Define

The equality sign on

P(Xi) , probability of occurrence of the input x i to a communication channel,

p(yj), probability of occurrence of the output yj from a channel,

Lx, number of inputs having nonzero probability of occurrence, and

Ly, number of outputs having nonzero probability of occurrence.

Let

Then

P(e [yj) = 1 - p(xj [yj).
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If

and

then

Ly Ly

P(e)= _ [l-p(xjlyj) ] p(yj} = _ P(elY j) P(Yj).

j=l j=l

H(elyj) = - [P(e [yj) log P(e [yj) + [1 -P(e IYj)] log [1 -P(e [yj)]],

Ly

S(eIY)= _ H(ely j) p(yj),

j=l

H(e) = - P(e) log P(e) - (1 -P(e)) log (1-P(e)),

0 _< H(e ]Y)_< H(e).

LEMMA: Let [p(ylx)] be a conditional probability matrix having Lx rows and Ly

columns. Consider the matrix [p(x lY)], where

P(Yj Ixi ) P(X i)

P(Xi lYj) = p(yj)

.th

If Qj denotes the number of nonzero off-diagonal terms in the j

[p(ylx)], then the number of nonzero off-diagonai terms in the jth

[p(xly)] is also Qj.

Derivation of Upper and Lower Bounds for I(X; Y)

column of the matrix

row of the matrix

To derive the following bounds on I(X; Y) two different communication channels are

considered, each of which is required to transmit information about the same input

ensemble. Both channels have the same number of outputs, The two channel matrices

have identical elements on the main diagonal. Therefore, P(e IYj) (J = i, Z ..... Ly) and

P(e) are the same for both channels.

One channel matrix has only one nonzero off-diagonal term in each column. The

information transmitted by this channel is a maximum for fixed values of P(ely j)

(j = l, 2 ..... Ly) and is equal to the upper bound of Eq. 2.

The other channel has a matrix in which all nonzero off-diagonal terms in any one

column are equal. The information transmitted by this channel is a minimum for a given

number of nonzero off-diagonal terms in each column, and for fixed values of (Pely j)

(j= 1,2,...,Ly). The information transmitted in this case is equal to the lower

bound in Eq. 3.
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THEOREM 3 •

Lx

I.=T¢'W'_ --_ --

i= l

Let I(X; Y) be the information transmitted by a discrete channel, and

nlY I lnc_ nlY
"- '--l' - - ° "- '--i' "

Let Qmax be the largest of QI' Q2 .... ' QLy"

I(X; Y) _< H(X) - H(elY )--< H(X);

Ly

l(X; Y) >/H(X) - H(e [Y)-

j=l

PROOF z

Then

P(e IYj) P(Yj) log Qj >IH(X) - H(e) - P(e) log Qmax"

Lx Ly P(Xi lYj)

I(X;Y) = _ _ P(xi[Yj)p(yj, log

i= 1 j= 1 P(Xi)

Ly Lx

j= 1 i= 1

P(Xi IYj) log p(x iIYj) (1)

Ly Lx

j= 1 i= 1

Ly Lx

Lx itj

replace x ibyp(xiIyj) , p by_ P(xilYj) , and n byQj, and if we use
If we

i= 1

Lx

1 - p(xj[yj) = _ p(x ilyj) ,

i= i

i#j

then the inequalities

[1 -p(xj [yj)]

[I -p(xj [yj)] log Qj --<

Lx

_ p(x i [yj) log p(x i [yj)

i= 1

iCj

_< [1 -p(xj lYj)] log [1 -p(xj lYj)]

follow directly from Theorem i and the iemma.

The equality sign on the right applies if, and only if, there is only one nonzero off-

diagonal term in the jth row of the p(x I Yl matrix. The equality sign on the left applies
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if, and only if, all the nonzero off-diagonal terms in the jth
are equal.

Substitutionof the inequalities abovein Eq. l results in

Ly

I(X;Y) --<H(X) +_ p(yj)[p(xjlyj) log p(xjlyj) + [1-p(xjlyj)] log [1-p(xjlyj)]]
j=l

_< H(X) - H(e IY).

I(X; Y) >/H(X) + _ p(yj) (xj lYj)

j=l

Ly

log p(xj IYj) + [1-p(xj lYj)] log

row of the [p(x IY)] matrix

[1 -p(xj [yj)] ._

Qj J

>/H(X) - H(e[Y) - _ P(e[yj) p(yj) logQj.

j=l

Theorem 3 now follows from Theorem 2 and from the fact that

log Qmax >_ log Qj (j = 1, z, .... Ly).

Approximate Formula for I(X; Y)

In order to use upper and lower bounds to estimate I(X; Y) in such a way that the

(2)

(3)

expected value of the estimation error is minimized, it is necessary to know the dis-

tribution function for I(X; Y). Since the distribution function is not usually available,

the estimate for I(X; Y) will be taken as the average of its upper and lower bounds. Such

an estimate minimizes the maximum possible estimation error.

It follows that we estimate that

Ly

II(X;Y ) = H(X) - H(e IY) -

j=l

P(e [yj) p(yj) log Qj

1
I2(X; Y) = H(X) - -_ (H(e) + P(e) log Qmax ).

(4)

(5)

The maximum estimation error e is given in each case by

Ly

e I = -_ P(e lyj) plYj) log Qj

j=l

e2 = l(H(e) + P(e) log Qmax ).

(6)

(7)
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The maximum error e in per cent, which results because the estimate for I was

chosen midway between the upper and lower bound, is

e%= (_) 100%,

where U is the upper bound, and L is the lower bound.

Ly

1_ P(e lYj} P(Yj) log Qj

j=l

el% = Ly

H(X}-H{elY) -2 P(e lYj) P(yj) I°gQj

j=l

l(H(e) + P(e) log Qmax)
ez% = 100%.

H{X) - H(e) - P(e) log Qmax

Thus

100%, (8)

(9)

The use of inequalities

H(e IY) _< H(e)

and

Ly

P(e [yj) p(yj) log Qj --< P(e) log Qmax

j=l

in (6) and (8) results in upper bounds for e 1 and el%

e 1 _< 1 P(e) log Qmax (10)

el% _<(H(X) 1p(e) logQmax-" HTe} -" P(e-) 1--_g Qmax )
I00%, (II)

which are easier to compute than the exact quantities given by Eqs. 6 and 8.

In Figs. XVII-9 andXVII-10 el% and e2% are plotted as functions of P(e) for various

values of Qmax for the cases H(X) = 4 and H(X) = 7. It should be remembered

that these graphs represent the maximum errors that can occur as a result of

approximating I(X;Y) by II(X;Y ) and I2(X;Y). The actual error that results when

I(X;Y) is approximated by I2(X;Y) will equal the maximum error if and only
if
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Fig. XVII-9. el% r upper bound vs P(e) and Qmax"
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Fig. XVII-10. e2% vs P(e) and Qmax"

i(x; Y) = H(X), (12)

or

I(X; Y) = H(X) - H(e) - P(e) log Qmax" (13)

Equation (12) holds if, and only if, all off-diagonal terms in the channel matrix are

zero (a perfect communication system). Equation (13) applies if, and only if, H(e IYj) =

H(e), and Qj = Qmax(J= 1,2 ..... Ly)(the same number of off-diagonal terms in each
column of the channel matrix, and all these terms equal).

Similarly, the errors that result when I(X; Y) is approximated by II(X; Y) are equal

to the maximum error only in special cases. If there is only one off-diagonal term in

each column of the channel matrix, then

I(X; Y) = H(X) - H(e IY).

If all the off-diagonal terms in each column are equal, then
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Ly

I(X; Y) = H(X) - H(e [Y) -
4--1

P(e lYj) P(Yj) log Qj.

The estimate I I(x;Y) is always better than or as good as I2(X ;Y). However, the

first estimate requires more computation than the latter• A useful procedure for esti-

mating I(X; Y) is :

1. Evaluate e z in per cent. If e 2 is acceptable, evaluate I2(X; Y) as an approxima-

tion to I(X; Y).

2. If e 2 is too large, evaluate the upper bound for e I in per cent. If this upper bound

is acceptable, evaluate II(X; Y) as an approximation to I(X; Y).

3. If the upper bound to e I is too large, then compute I(X;Y) from the exact

formula (1).

Example

The following channel matrix results when a human subject is required to make one

of eight responses to one of eight equiprobable statistically independent stimuli. The

information transmitted is to be computed to an accuracy of ±5 per cent of the true value.

X
1

x 2

x 3

x4

x 5

x 6

x 7

x 8

Yl Y2

•95 .O5

•05 .90

•05 .05

Y3 Y4 Y5 Y6 Y7 Y8

.O5

.90

.i0 .8O

.O5

.O5

.95

.05

.O5

.90

.05

.O5

.O5

.90

: [P(y Ix)].

Step I: Computation of e2 (per cent)

Qmax = 2

P(e) = O. lO

H(X) = 3

e 2 = 11•9%.
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The maximum error (per cent) resulting from the simpler estimate exceeds the

desired +5 per cent bound.

Step 2: Computation of e I (per cent)

e -.< 2.2%.
1

The maximum percentage in error that is caused by using II(X; Y) as an estimate

for I(X; Y) is within the required limits of accuracy.

8

1_2 P(e]yj) p(yj) log Qj = 0.050

j=l

H(e IY) = 0. 383

II(X; Y) = 2.57 bits/stimulus.

An exact calculation shows that

I(X; Y) = 2. 59 bits/stimulus.

Discussion

The amount of computation required for the estimate I I(X; Y) increases in proportion

to the number of messages. The simpler estimate requires little computation and is

independent of the number of messages. The maximum error (per cent) for both esti-

mates decreases as H(X) increases, since the influence of H(e) in the denominator of

equations (8) and (9) becomes less as H(X) becomes larger. When H(X) is small, the

first estimate will usually be required. For larger values of H(X), the second estimate

will usually yield acceptable values of e 2 per cent. While it is true that the amount of

computation necessary for the evaluation of II(X; Y) increases with the number of mes-

sages, it is also true that the probability that the simpler estimate will be satisfactory

also increases with H(X).

R. W. Donaldson
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B. MOTION OF MIDDLE-EAR JOINTS

To determine whether there is any significant articulation of the middle-ear
joints, we measured the phase and amplitude of three points, (i) on the body of
the stapes, (it) on the long process of the incus, and (iii) near the end of the
handle of the malleus. The measurements were made on anesthetized cats by
a method described earlier. 1'2 The phase delays and amplitudes of the stapes
and incus relative to the malleus are plotted in Fig. XVIII-I.

Most investigators (see, for example, MCller3 and Zwislocki 4) have stated
that the malleus and incus move as a unit, whereas the stapes moves separ-
ately with slippage occurring in the incudo-stapedial joint. The data indicate,
however, that there is movement in the malleo-incudal joint, and little, if any,
in the ineudo-stapedial joint. Figure XVIII-1 shows a slight increase in the incus
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Fig. XVIII-i. Phase and amplitude of the incus and stapes relative to the malleus.
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and stapes movement (relative to the malleus), in the 4-9 kc region, a decrease

in the relative movement at higher frequencies, and an increase of the relative

phase delay above 4 kc. All of these observations agree with a model of the

middle ear in which the malleus and incus are coupled elastically.

J. J. Guinan, Jr., W. T. Peake
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C. DEPENDENCE OF EFFERENT INHIBITION OF AUDITORY NERVE RESPONSES

ON INTENSITY OF ACOUSTIC STIMULI

Continuation of earlier studiesl on the efferent olivocochlear bundle (OCB) has con-

firmed the impression that the effect of electrical stimulation of the crossed OCB is

dependent on the strength of the acoustic stimuli. In particular, the data presented here

indicate that stimulation of the OCB, which produces considerable reduction in the ampli-

tude of auditory nerve responses to low-intensity clicks, has little, if any, effect on the

neural responses to high-intensity clicks. This finding differs from results published

by Desmedt. 2

The data presented here were obtained from anesthetized cats with both middle-ear

muscles cut. Responses were recorded from an electrode near the round window (ref-

erence on headholder) and from bipolar concentric electrodes in the auditory nerve. In

all of the results presented here electrical stimulation of the crossed OCB consisted of

a burst of 32 shocks at a rate of 400 per second. The pulse that produced the click was

delayed 2 msec from the last of the shocks.

Figure XVIII-2 shows averaged responses recorded from the round-window electrode

over a range of 80 db. Figure XVIII-3 is a similar presentation of responses recorded

from the concentric electrode in the auditory nerve.

Figure XVIII-4 shows a plot of the amplitude of the first neural component, N l, of

the round-window click response as a function of click intensity. Figure _v _11-_"_ is a

similar intensity series for the responses recorded from the concentric electrodes. It

can be seen from Figs. XVIII-2 through XVIII-5 that throughout the upper 40 db of the
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Fig. XVIII-2. Averaged responses to condensation clicks recorded at the

round window. Solid-Line traces are click responses with

no OCB stimulation; dotted-line traces are responses to

clicks presented 2 msec after the last of 32 shocks, 1.8

volts peak-to-peak, deLivered at a rate of 400/sec to the
crossed OCB at its decussation. Click intensity (re 4 volts

to PDR-10 earphone, 0. 1 msec square pulses) is indicated

on each trace. The vertical scale amplification, relative

to the calibration signal, accounts for number of responses

averaged and changes in amplifier gain. Visual detection

level for single responses, -90 db. Number of responses

averaged (a)64, (b), (c), (d), (e), 32.
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XVIII- 3. Same as Fig. XVIII-2 except that responses (to same stimuli)

were recorded from concentric bipolar electrode in the audi-

tory nerve. Number of responses averaged (a) 64, (b), (c), (d),
(e),_z.
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XVlII-6. Averages of same responses as shown in Fig. XVIII-2 with

time scale expanded by a factor of four and vertical scale

expanded as shown in each trace relative to calibration

signal. Solid line traces represent round-window response

with no OCB stimulation; dotted line traces, response to

click preceded by OCB stimulation. Number of responses

averaged, (a)64, (b), (c), (d), (e), 3g.
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intensity range the OCB stimulation seems to have little effect on the neural part of the

click response.

Figure XVIII-6 shows averaged responses from the round-window electrode with the

scales expanded to better display the cochlear microphonic (CM) response. As has been

reported 2'3 by other workers the CM component increases after OCB stimulation. Fig-

ure XVIII-7 is a plot of peak-to-peak amplitude of CM as a function of click intensity.

100 COCHLEAR MICROPHON IC
INTENSITY SERIES

Fig.

CAT W 173

o., I
-100 -90 -80 -70 -60 -50 -40 -30 -20 -10 0db

CLICK INTENSITY
re 4 VOLTS TO EARPHONE

XVIII-7. Cochlear microphonic intensity series. Open
circles, crosses, solid and dashed lines same
as in Figs. XVIII-4 and XVIII-5. CM amplitude
measured peak-to-peak as indicated in insert.
(Fine Line indicates a linear relationship between
CM and sound-pressure level.)
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The increase of CM from OCB stimulation canbe seento extendover a larger intensity
range than doesN1 reduction. In other preparations this increase has existed through-
out the intensity range.

Desmedt2, in similar studies confinedto low acoustic intensities, concludedthat

the effect of OCBstimulation onneural responsesto clicks canbe thought of as reducing
the intensity of the acoustic stimulus. The amountof equivalent reduction, he concluded,
is largely independentof the acoustic intensity for a given configuration of OCB stimu-
lation. If this were true over a large intensity range, the dashedcurves in Figs. XVIII-4
andXVIII-5 would be shifted to the right by a constantamountrelative to the solid curves.
The dashedand solid curves of Figs. XVIII-4 andXVIII-5 are clearly not parallel; there

appears, rather, to be a continuousdecreaseof the OCB effect onN1 with increasing
acoustic intensity. At intensities 70db or more abovethreshold for detection of N1, the
OCB seems to be incapableof reducing the neural response.

The effects demonstratedhere canbe enhancedsomewhatby increasing the voltage
of the electrical stimulus to the OCB.(Inall experimentsdiscussedhere the shockswere
at a level that causedno observable muscular response; no paralyzing drug wasgiven.}
It was observed, however, that evenwith shocksstrong enoughto causegross move-

ments of the preparation there was noevidenceof OCBreduction of the N1 responseto
0 db clicks.

Wehave not yet beenable to interpret thesedata in terms of possible characteristics
of the mechanismsof action of the OCB. It appearsfrom preliminary data that the fre-
quencyspectrum of the acoustic stimulus is also an important parameter in determining
the effectiveness of efferent inhibition. The combination of frequency and intensity
dependenceis under investigation at the presenttime.

M. L. Wiederhold, W. T. Peake
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D. CORRELATION ANALYSIS OF EEG AND TREMOR ACTIVITY

In the account of studies on normal or ,'physiological" tremors, which was included

in the report I on investigation of tremors in Quarterly Progress Report No. 76, it was

suggested that it would be of interest to compare by correlation techniques simultane-

ously recorded EEG and tremograms, in view of the appearance in the latter of com-

ponents of the same frequencies as that of alpha activity (8-13/sec in the parieto-

occipital EEG). In the present report findings are presented from analyses of such

recordings from two normal controls (the same subjects as were studied in the previous

report l) and in two patients, the first having a pronounced unilateral rhythmic tremor

of the outstretched upper extremity, and the second having a rather rhythmic physio-

logical tremor. The techniques of recording analysis of the data were the same as those

described in the earlier report. I All recordings were made with eyes closed and were

of 2 minutes duration, except for those carried out during intermittent photic stimulation,

which recordings were of 40 sec duration.

In Fig. XVIII-8 are shown a portion of the ink trace and correlograms for the first

normal control. The location of the first peak in the autocorrelograms of the tremo-

grams at a delay of i00 msec is indicative of tremor activity of an average frequency

of 10/sec. The last is very close to the average EEG frequency of 9. 5/sec which is

evidenced from the autocorrelogram for the latter. From the crosscorrelograms in

Fig. XVIII-8, it is apparent that there is only minimal crosscorrelation between the

tremors on the two sides. It is also apparent that the crosscorrelograms for the mid-

line parieto-occipital EEG with the tremors on the two sides, are essentially flat.

Results for similar recordings from the second normal control subject, from whom

bilateral EEG recordings in the parieto-occipital region were made, are shown in

Fig. XVIII-9. From the autocorrelograms, it is apparent that the average tremor fre-

quency, 8/sec, is much lower than that of the average EEG frequency, which is II. i/sec.

The crosscorrelation coefficient between the tremors from the two sides is seen to be

0.25. The crosscorrelation coefficient for the EEG on the two sides is approximately

0.6 at zero delay. The crosscorrelograms for the tremors with the EEG on the same

and on opposite sides are essentially flat.

In Fig. XVIII-10, results are shown from recordings, carried out at the suggestion

of Dr. G. F. Rossi of Genoa, Italy, during a visit to the Neurophysiology Laboratory

of the Massachusetts General Hospital, to investigate the possibility of altering the fre-

quency characteristics of the tremor by repetitive photic stimulation of the subject. It

is apparent from the autocorrelograms in Fig. XVIII-10 that the stroboscopic stimulation

was without effect upon tremor activity, in contrast to its effect upon the EEG. In all

instances, crosscorrelograms of EEG with tremor activity were essentially flat, and

hence none is shown in Fig. XVIII-I0.
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Fig. XVIII- 8. Simultaneously recorded midline parieto-occipital

EEG and accelerometrically monitored physio-

logical tremors of the outstretched upper extrem-

ities for a normal subject (B. J.). Accelerometers

mounted on the upper surface of the hands. Eyes

closed in this and subsequent figures. Duration

of this and subsequent recordings, 2 minutes,

except for recordings during intermittent photic

stimulation, for which 40-sec recordings were

made. Calibration is in terms of g, the acceler-

ation caused by gravity.
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Fig. XVIII-9. Bilateral tremograms and parieto-occipital EEG

recordings for a normal subject (B. K.).
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Fig. XVIII-10. Autocorrelograms for EEG and tremograms for intermittent photic
stimulation at various flash rates. {Normal Subject B. K.}
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Fig. XVIII- 11.

Midline parieto-occipital EEG and tremograms

for a patient {E. C.) with a pronounced unilat-

eral rhythmic tremor of the outstretched right

upper extremity. Apparent tremor recorded

from the accelerometer on the left side repre-

sents purely transmitted motion from the right

side. For this recording, the upper frequency

response of the system was limited to 15 cps

(1/Z amplitude} in order to eliminate a promi-
nent EMG content in the EEG leads.

A.

HANDS OUTSTRETCHED .TREMOR PRESENT

B.

HANDSOUTSTRETCHED,NOTREMOR

. ,/'

_!_I_iI!_,,_,i_i=_,iI:,L:,_
D.

AUTOCORRELOGRAM OF RESTING E EG

(2*MINUTE RECORDING)

0 OS IO

Fig. XVIII- l 2. Portions of EEG and tremogram for Patient E.C. for various

conditions (A). Both upper extremities in outstretched posi-

tion. (B). Tracing obtained just after extremities are out-

stretched but before the rhythmical tremor had appeared. (C).

Upper extremities at rest on the knees. (D). Autocorrelogram

of resting EEG.
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Recordings are shown in Fig. XVIII-11 from a patient with a pronounced rhythmical

tremor that appeared upon sustained posturing of the right upper extremity in the out-

stretched position. No tremor was present at rest on either side, and since the tremor

appeared only the right side upon extending the limbs individually, the output of the accel-

erometer on the left side in Fig. XVIII-I 1 must be considered to have resulted from

mechanical crosscoupling, through the trunk of the body, from the tremor on the right

side. The average tremor frequency is seen from the autocorrelogram to be 6/sec. A

very prominent 6/sec component is also present in the autocorrelogram of the EEG, and

a crosscorrelation coefficient of 0.35 is apparent from the crosscorrelogram for this

frequency component in the EEG and in the right-sided tremor. Identical findings

resulted from a second recording. The question of the possibility of an artefact of move-

ment of the EEG electrodes or leads, as a source of the 6/sec component in the EEG

trace must, of course, be immediately raised. A third accelerometer was not available

to permit direct monitoring of motion of the head, but inspection of the ink traces shown

in Fig. XVIII-12 suggests that the 6/sec component in the EEG ink trace did not derive

from movement artefact. Thus, upon close inspection of the EEG recorded when the

upper extremities are in the outstretched position (A, in Fig. XVIII-IZ) a 6/sec com-

ponent is evident, but its amplitude does not appear to parallel that of the tremor, as

would be expected if the former were purely a movement artefact. Moreover, a 6/see

component is evident in the EEG in the few seconds just after the upper limbs are out-

stretched, but before the tremor has developed, as is apparent in B, in Fig. XVIII-IZ.

The EEG in the latter instance contrasts with that recorded when the upper extremities

are completely at rest (C, in Fig. XVIII-IZ), which is characterized by rather prominent

alpha activity of an average frequency of 10/sec, as is evident from the autocorrelogram

shown in D in Fig. XVIII-12. Hence it appears unlikely that movement artefact is a

source of the 6/sec component in the EEG in Fig. XVIII-I l, but this possibility cannot

be excluded entirely.

Recordings from a patient with rather rhythmic tremors of the physiological type

bilaterally are shown in Figs. XVIII-13 through XVIII-19. In Fig. XVIII-13, the tremo-

grams and the parieto-occipital EEG tracings are very similar, but no such similarity

is apparent between the tremograms and the central EEG leads. The central EEG leads

were included in order to explore possible relationships between the tremor and the EEG

overlying the pre-central motor area. The similarity of the autocorrelograms of the

tremor recordings and those of the parieto-occipital EEG recordings is also evident from

inspection of Fig. XVIII-14. The average frequency of the tremor on the left side is

approximately 8.5/sea, on the right it is slightly lower, approximately 8/sec. The

_,_g_ f*-......... +h= parieto-occipita! F Ft. is _nnro_imntelv 9. _/qec: no prominent

rhythmic activity is present from the central EEG leads, as evidenced by the auto-

correlograms for the latter.
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Fig. XVIII- 13. Bilateral tremograms and EEG recordings from

bilateral fronto-central and parieto-occipital elec-

trodes for a patient (P. D.) with rather rhythmic

physiological tremors bilaterally.
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and EEG for Patient P.D.
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Fig. XVIII-15.

Crosscorrelograms of EEG with tremograms for

Patient P. D.
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Fig. XVIII-I 6.

Crosscorrelogram of left parieto-occipital

EEG with tremogram of left upper extrem-

ity: (A) for delays in the range -l - +I sec;

(B) for delays in the range +13-+15 sec.

Duration of recordings analyzed, 2 min-

utes. (Patient P.D.)
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DELAY (sec)
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FLASH RATE (per sec)
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LEFT

RIGHT

TREMOR:
LEFT
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Fig. XVIII- 17. Autocorrelograms of parieto-occipital EEG and tremograms

for Patient P.D. for various flash rates of photic stimulation.

Duration of recordings, 40 sec.
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Crosscorrelograms of the tremor recordings on the two sides with the several EEG

leads are shown in Fig. XVIII-15, and it is apparent that the amplitudes of none of the

crosscorrelograms exceed the level of sampling artefact, with the possible exception

of the correlograms for the tremor on the left with the parieto-occipital EEG, a finding

that may be of interest in view of the fact that this patient was left-handed. Since the

parieto-occipital EEG on the two sides are strongly correlated, as shown in the lower

correlogram in Fig. XVIII-15, it is not surprising that the crosscorrelograms of the

tremor on the left side with the parieto-occipital EEG from both sides are quite similar.

In view of the very similar autocorrelograms for the tremor on the left with the

parieto-occipital EEG (Fig. XVIII-14}, the question arose as to whether the apparent

crosscorrelation of these two resulted merely as an artefact of sampling in this 2-minute

recording, particularly in view of the fact that the peak in the crosscorrelograms is at

a delay of ~0. 5 sec, rather than nearer zero delay. To examine this possibility, the

crosscorrelogram was recomputed for the full range of delays extending from -i to

+15 sec (the upper limit available with the correlator), under the assumption that any

apparent correlation remaining after such large delays would be due solely to sampling

artefact. The initial and final segments of this continuously computed curve are shown

in Fig. XVIII-16. Following the peak in the crosscorrelogram at 0. 62 sec at no inter-

mediate delay did the amplitude exceed the value apparent in Fig. XVIII-16 at 14.6 sec

delay, that is, for no delays following the former did the amplitude of the crosscorrelo-

gram exceed more than 0.6 its value at 0.62 sec, although, at several intermediate

delays, the amplitude was approximately the same as that at 14. 6 sec. The last may

then be taken as an indication of the peak level of spurious correlation caused by sam-

piing artefact, and it is clearly exceeded for delays in the vicinity of 0.6 sec. (As a

check on the performance of the over-all system for correlation at such large delays,

a 10/sec sine wave was recorded on the magnetic tape and processed in exactly the same

manner as for the crosscorrelogram in Fig. XVIII-16, the crosscorrelogram being com-

puted out to a delay of 15 sec (150 wavelengths). The amplitude of the envelope of the

correlogram at a maximum delay of 15 sec had decreased by only 14 per cent of ampli-

tude at zero delay, the decrease being due to slight irregularities in the speed of the

magnetic drum and of the magnetic tape recorders.} It is apparent, then, that sampling

artefact does not appear to account for the crosscorrelation in the range of ~0. 6 sec

delay between the left-sided tremor and the parieto-occipital EEG. The possibility that

movement artefact in the EEG could be the basis for the apparent correlation between the

left-sided tremor and the EEG would appear to be excluded by the absence of correlation

of the left-sided tremor with the EEG from the central leads, and of the right-sided tre-

mor (whose amplitude was approximately the same as that on the left} with any of the

EEG leads.

Correlograms for this patient from recordings with repetitive photic stimulation are
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shown in Figs. XVIII-17 through XVIII-19. From the autocorrelograms of the tremor on

the left and right sides, as shown in Fig. XVIII-17, it is apparent that the average frequen-

cies of the tremor on the two sides remain virtually unchanged for different flash rates,

P1 1_ /'r_: _ V_TTTT ] .4_ A+the frequencies being only slightly diIl'erent from those with no l-a_,, _= _.

the same time, from Fig. XVIII-17, it is evident that the dominant rhythmic activity in

the parieto-occipital EEG is little altered by the flashing. As was the case with no photic

stimulation (Fig. XVIII-14} the average frequency of the tremor on the left side is very

similar to that of the parieto-occipital EEG activity, of 9/sec. The tremor rate on the

right side remained at 8/sec.

For a closer examination of the question of relationships between tremor and EEG,

the crosscorrelograms shown in Figs. XVIII-18 and XVIII-19 were computed. Upon first

sight, the crosscorrelograms of the tremor on the left side with the parieto-occipital

EEG activity (Fig. XVIII-18) for these very brief (40-sec} recordings appear to suggest

that these two phenomena are in fact correlated. Upon closer inspection of the cross-

correlograms, however, it becomes apparent that the location of the peaks nearest zero

delay are not consistently located on the delay scale; they appear in fact to be randomly

distributed about zero delay. Hence we must conclude that the apparent crosscorrelation

of tremor with EEG activity represents entirely an artefact of sampling in these short

recordings. The same is true for the crosscorrelograms of tremor on the right side

with EEG activity, which are shown in Fig. XVIII-19, the amplitudes of the crosscor-

relograms being generally smaller than those in Fig. XVIII-18. From these results,

it is clear that the tremor in this patient was not entrained by the photic stimulation, nor

was the tremor synchronized with the parieto-occipital EEG during the stroboscopic

stimulation.

To summarize, correlation analysis of recordings from two normal controls has not

indicated that the accelerometrically monitored physiological tremors from the out-

stretched upper extremities are correlated with the parieto-occipital EEG. There is

evidence that such a relationship was present in recordings from a patient with a pro-

nounced unilateral rhythmic tremor, but the possibility that this apparent correlation

may have arisen from a component of movement artefact in the EEG has not been com-

pletely excluded. Recordings from a left-handed patient with rather rhythmic tremors

of the physiological type bilaterally were suggestive of a crosscorrelation between the

tremor on the left side with the parietomoccipital EEG. Such a correlation was not distin-

guishable from that caused by sampling artefact in shorter recordings {40 sec instead

of 120 sec} with photic stimulation at flash rate in the alpha-frequency range. The latter

stimulation at several flash rates was without effect upon the frequency of the tremor.

_zmz_ar,y, no e.._L of _,_:-*^-_*+_+,_,_.._p_'_+_"..w._stim,,l_tinn........... upon tremor was found for one of

the normal control subjects.

The fact that the frequency of physiological tremors, the significance of which is
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Fig. XVIII-I 8. Crosscorrelograms of parieto-occipital EEG with tremograms
of left side for various flash rates for Patient P.D. Duration

of recordings, 40 sec.
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Fig. XVIII-I 9. Crosscorrelograms of parieto-occipital EEG with tremograms
of right side for various flash rates for Patient P.D. Duration
of recordings, 40 sec.
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.. . 2,3
still under olscusslon, may lie within the alpha-frequency range of the EEG has long

been of interest. 4"13 {Despite the fact that in some instances the characteristics of the

_'*--" ...... *_ for the trem.ers may _,m,,,_._ *he freqlJeney of the recorded

tremor, 14,15 the fact that tremors have been recorded with several different techniques,

some of which (for example, photoelectric) cannot alter the frequency characteristics

of the tremor itself, indicates that the basic phenomenon cannot be an artefact of the

recording system.) There has been no agreement, however, concerning the question

of whether physiological tremor activity is consistently correlated with EEG activity.

Thus, in some instances, short-time wave-to-wave correspondence, 4-7 as well as

statistical agreement between the mean frequencies of the two phenomena 9 (as determined

by visual analysis), have been reported, but in other series 13 no such agreement has

been found.

It seems clear that physiological tremor is not solely dependent upon rhythmic activ-

ity of the cerebral cortex, for the former has been observed when the latter is not pre-

sent, or when the connections between brain and limb, at the level of the spinal cord,

are interrupted. 7'8 The possibility that components in both, under particular circum-

stances, could be entrained by a common pacemaker at such a subtle level that no wave-

to-wave correspondence would be evident upon inspection of the simultaneously recorded

inked traces, might be considered. Such records might or might not exhibit the same

average frequency, as determined by visual or automatic frequency analysis. By cross-

correlation analysis, however, the presence of such a common (entrained) component

could be detected, even if it were not at all evident in the original traces. 19

Alternatively, for two quasi-rhythmic systems possessing similar or even identical

frequency characteristics which in reality are quite independent of one another,

a wave-to-wave correspondence, of an entirely fortuituous nature, could appear for

brief intervals of time. Such true independence could be demonstrated with the aid of

crosscorrelation analysis, appropriate attention being paid to the possibility of correla-
Z0

tion errors arising from sampling artefact.

The present study, which demonstrates the particular suitability of correla-

tion analysis for study of tremor-EEG relationships, has not unequivocally indi-

cated the existence of a consistent relationship between physiological tremor and

the EEG, within the limitations of the present experimental conditions, for the

subjects who were examined. Further studies of the problem, including simulation

ones, are planned.

This work was supported at the Massachusetts General Hospital by a U.S. Public

Health Service Career Program Award {Number 5-K3-NB-9201), and by a Public Health

Service Research Grant {Number NB-03752) from the National Institute of Neurological

Diseases and Blindness.

J. S. Barlow
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E. ACTIVE AND COMPENSATORY VISUAL-OCULOMOTOR TRACKING IN

RELATION TO THE VESTIBULAR SYSTEM

• i-B
In earlier experlments designed to study quantitatively the nature of the disorder

of stabilization of the visual image which follows complete loss of vestibular function in

man, it was found, for one such patient, that the compensatory oculomotor tracking

(fixation point stationary, head rotated passively while the subject was seated in the

motionless chair) was indistinguishable from compensatory oculomotor tracking by a

normal subject. The possibility that neck proprioceptive mechanisms might provide the

sensory basis for the remarkably accurate passive oculomotor tracking by the patient

was considered, but this possibility could not be directly tested experimentally in those

experiments.

To further explore the nature of visual-oculomotor tracking in relation to vestibular

and neck proprioceptive mechanisms, the present series of experiments, employing a
f f I f

Barany chair, were carried out. For this purpose, a Barany chair was modified so that

its angular position in the horizontal plane could be monitored electrically by means of

a potentiometer whose wiper is driven by the pivot of the chair. The electro-

oculographic (EOG) recording technique and the use of correlation techniques for anal-

yses of the data have been described previously, l For the present recordings, which

were limited to study of eye movements in the horizontal, one electrode was placed

adjacent tothe outer canthus of each eye.

Experiments were carried out with two patients who had suffered loss of vestibular

function following streptomycin toxicity to the labyrinthine apparatus, and with one

neurological patient with normal vestibular function and two normal adults who served

as controls. The recordings from one of the patients with vestibular loss were tech-

nically unsatisfactory for analysis (because of poor cooperation by the patient). Results

from the other patient with this disorder and from the control subjects are described

below.

Recordings were carried out as follows:

1. Compensatory visual oculomotor tracking, eyes open.

2. Compensatory oculomotor tracking, eyes open, with proprioceptive input: same

as (I), except that the subject maintains fixation on his thumb, which overlies the spot

on the oscilloscope, the hand grasping the front of the oscilloscope.

3. Compensatory tracking, eyes closed: the subject is instructed to attempt to

visualize and track the stationary object of (I) above, as he is moved passively in the
J f

Barany chair.

but with proprioceptive input as in (2).

5. Active tracking (eyes open): the subject attempts to track the spot of light on
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the oscilloscope as it moves randomly along the x-axis of the oscilloscope screen. (Input

signal to the x-amplifier of the oscilloscope: filtered noise in the band with DC to 0.8 cps

with an attenuation of 36 db per octave for higher frequencies.)

Results for the two young normal controls are shown in Figs. XVIII-20 through

XVIII-28. In Fig. XVIII-20, ink tracings and correlograms for compensatory visual

tracking are shown for subject T.D. The electrical positions of eye and chair are

remarkably similar, as are the two autocorrelograms. In the crosscorrelogram, the

appearance of the peak at zero delay indicates that there is no time lag between eye posi-

tion and chair position, the former compensating exactly for the latter, as the gaze is

maintained at the stationary object. No change is apparent upon the addition of proprio-

ceptive input which is afforded as the subject fixates on his stationary thumb, as is

apparent from comparison of Fig. XVIII-21 with Fig. XVIII-20.

In Fig. XVIII-22 results are shown for the recording in which tracking of the station-

ary object was attempted (by imagining the fixation point) while the eyes were closed.

Although itis evident from inspection of the ink tracings that there is some tendency for

eye movements to parallel those of the chair, the EOG is much more irregular in com-

parison with the tracing of the chair position than was the case in Fig. XVIII-20 with the

eyes open. Moreover, it is apparent from the crosscorrelogram that eye position lagged

the chair position by approximately 50 msec. The addition of proprioceptive information

while the eyes were closed (Fig. XVIII-23) was ineffective in improving the quality of the

attempted tracking. The time lag in the latter instance of eye position with respect to

chair position was approximately 60 msec.

For comparison with the results of compensatory oculomotor tracking shown in

Fig. XVIII-20, the findings for active tracking of the horizontally moving object (the spot

of light on the oscilloscope screen, the subject remaining stationary in the Barany chair)

are shown in Fig. XVIII-24. The irregular EOG tracing which results from successive

saccadie jumps is in striking contrast to the completely smooth EOG for compensatory

tracking shown in Fig. XVIII-20. The much greater irregularity of the eye movements

in Fig. XVIII-24 cannot be accounted for solely by the fact that the average frequency

of the tracking signal in the latter instance was somewhat higher than that used

in Fig. XVIII-20, inasmuch as saccadic movements are apparent even for the lowest fre-

quency components in Fig. XVIII-24. Despite this irregularity, however, the average

lag of eye movement with respect to spot movement is only 8 msec, as is indicated by

the location of the peak in the crosscorrelogram in Fig. XVIII-24.

Results of similar recordings from another normal subject are shown in

Figs. XVIII-25 through XVIII-28. In Fig. XVIII-25 are shown the findings for com-

pensatory tracking with eyes open, and it is evident that the EOG tracing is an almost

exact replica of the electrical recording of the chair position. The addition of proprio-

ceptive input resulted in no change in the precision of oculomotor tracking.
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AUTOCORRELOGRAMS

A. CHAIR POSITION B. EYE POSITION

DELAY (sec)

0 I 2 3 4 5 0 I 2 3 4 5

C. CROSSCORRELOGRAM OF EYE

POSITION WITH CHAIR POSITION

-3 -2 -_ 0 I 2 3

Fig. XVIII-20.

Compensatory visual-oculomotor tracking of
a stationary object (spot of light on an oscil-

loscope screen). Subject seated in Bgrgny
chair whose angular position is monitored

electrically. Eye position monitored eleetro-
oculographically by means of electrodes at

the outer canthus of each eye. The angular

calibration is the same for Figs. XVIII-20
through XVIII-33. (Note that a different

a n gu ia r calibration is employed for Figs.
XVIII-34 through XVIII-38.) Duration of

recording analyzed, 4 minutes. Delay scale
in seconds. (Subject T.D.)

Fig. XVIII-21. Compensatory tracking, eyes
open, with proprioceptive in-
put. (Subject T.D.)

S.

-3 0 3
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Fig. XVIII-22.

Attempted compensatory tracking with eyes
closed. (Subject T.D.)

C

-3 0 3

CORRELOGRAMS

5

Fig. XVIII- 23.

Attempted compensatory tracking, eyes
closed, with proprioceptive input. {Sub-

ject T.D.)

C.

-3 0 3
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C. CROSSCORRELOGRAM OF EYE POSITION

WITH SPOT POSITION

-3 0 3

Fig. XVIII- 24. Active tracking of a horizontally moving object
(spot of light on an oscilloscope screen, X-input
to oscilloscope, filtered noise, DC-0.8 cps).
Subject s e at e d motionless in B_rgny chair.
{Subject T.D.)
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C.

0 3

Fig. XVIII-25. Compensatory tracking, eyes open. (Subject C. M.)

C.

-3 0 3

Fig. XVIII-26. Attempted compensatory tracking with

eyes closed. {Subject C. M.}
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A

0 5 0 5

Fig. XVIII-27.

Attempted compensatory tracking, eyes
closed, with proprioceptive input. {Sub-
ject C.M.)

CORRELOGRAMS

A, B.

0 5 0 15

Fig. XVIII-28.

Active tracking of horizontally moving target,
eyes open, subj ect stationary. (See Fig.
XVIII-24.) (Subject C.M.)
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Attempted tracking of the imagined fixation point, while the eyes were closed, results

m an EOG tracing that bears little resemblance to the tracing of chair position

(Fig. XVIII-26). There does, however, remain some correlation between the two, as is

indicated by the crosscorrelogram, which shows that for the component common to the

two, the eye position lagged chair position by - 500 msec on the average. As is evident

from Fig. XVIII-Z7, the addition of proprioceptive input results in little change.

Findings for active tracking of the moving spot by the stationary subject

(Fig. XVIII-28) indicate the presence of prominent saccadic components in the EOG,

and the crosscorrelogram indicates an average lag time of approximately I00 msec.

Results of recordings from a patient with motor neuropathy, but with a normally

functioning vestibular system, are shown in Figs. XVIII-Z9 through XVIII-33. Compen-

satory tracking with eyes open by this patient (Fig. XVlll-Z9) is much the same as that

for the normal subjects shown in Figs. XVIII-20 and XVIII-Z5, and no change resulted

when proprioceptive input was added (Fig. XVIII-30). Upon closing of the eyes, however,

there was almost complete "decoupling" between the EOG and the electrical signal of

chair position, as is evident from Fig. XVIII-31, a finding that remained the same when

proprioceptive input was added while the eyes were closed (Fig. XVIII-32). It is of

interest that this patient was unable to carry out active tracking of the tracking signal

that was employed in these recordings (Fig. XVIII-33), a finding that contrasts

strikingly with the excellent compensatory tracking (Fig. XVIII-Z9).

Results of recordings from a patient who had lost vestibular function from strepto-

mycin toxicity to the vestibular apparatus approximately one year previously are shown

in Figs. XVIII-34 through XVIII-38. The absence of vestibular function for this patient

was evident from the fact that there was no response with electro-oculographic moni-

toring to air calorics, iced alcohol calorics, nor any nystagmus on positional testing.

The extent to which the EOG tracing for this patient resembles that of the electrical indi-

cation of chair position, in passive oeulomotor tracking, as shown in Fig. XVIII-34, is

truly remarkable. Provision of proprioceptive input results in no change (Fig. XVIII-35);

the time lag between the EOG and the chair-position signal in both instances is zero, as

is indicated by the location of the peak in the crosscorrelograms in Figs. XVIII-34 and

XVIII-35. Compensatory tracking attempted when the eyes are closed (Fig. XVIII-36)

indicates that the degree of "coupling" between the eye position and chair position is

considerably less than when the eyes are open, although it is not completely absent in

the former instance. It is of interest that the crosscorrelogram of Fig. XVIII-36 indi-

cates that the component of the EOG which was correlated with the chair position leads

the latter by approximately iZ0 msee. Provision of proprioceptive input with eyes closed

resulted in no essential change (Fig. XVIII-37).

Active visual oculomotor tracking by this patient (Fig. XVIII-38) is remarkably

smooth; in fact, it is better than that for any of the control subjects (Figs. XVIII-Z4,
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Fig. XVIII-29. Compensatory tracking, eyes
open. (Patient C. E.)

C.

-5 0 $

Fig. XVIII-30.

Compensatory tracking, eyes open, with pro-
prioceptive input. (Patient C.E.)
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CORRELOGRAMS

A. B.

o ? o

Fig. XVIII-34. Compensatory tracking, eyes

open. (Patient K. H.)

Fig. XVIII-35. Compensatory tracking, with

proprioceptive inp ut, eyes

open. (Patient K. H.)

C.

0-3

I I I
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Fig. XVIil-36. Attempted compensatory
tracking, eye s closed.
(Patient K. H.)

C.

o3 0 3

\

CORRELOGRAM$

A,

o

Fig. XVIII-37. Attempted compensatory
tracking, eye s closed,
with proprioceptive in-
put. (Patient K. H.}
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XVIII-28 and XVIII-33). Moreover, there is no time lag, on the average, between EOG

and the position of the spot (the tracking signal) as evidenced by the location of the peak

in the crosscorrelogram in Fig. XVIII-38 at zero delay.

The findings from the present series of experiments, together with those previously
1

reported, provide further quantitative information concerning the nature of active and

compensatory visual-oculomotor tracking, and suggest the following points in relation

to individuals with a normally functioning vestibular system:

1. Compensatory oculomotor tracking (stationary fixation point, passively moving
/ /

subject) is executed quite as well if the whole body is moved as a unit in the Barany chair

as it is when only the head is moved and the rest of the body remains stationary. It is

therefore evident that neck proprioceptive mechanisms have no essential role in compen-
4

satory oculomotor tracking of this type.

2. The "decoupling" of ocular movements which appears when the eyes are closed

is quite pronounced both in movements of the head with respect to the neck, 5 and in

movements of the entire body as a unit, while subjects are seated in a Ba_r_ny chair

(Figs. XVIII-ZZ, XVIII-26, and XVIII-31). Therefore, neck proprioeeptive mechanisms

appear to have no essential role in eye movements when the eyes are closed.

3. Compensatory oculomotor tracking in response to passive motion of the subject
I I

in a Barany chair when the eyes are open, is equally good with or without the proprio-

ceptive input that is provided by the stationary thumb as an object for fixation of gaze.

(Compare Figs. XVIII-20 and XVIII-29 with Figs. XVIII-21 and XVIII-30.)

4. The extent of "decoupling" of ocular movements when the eyes are closed is quite

pronounced with or without the above-mentioned type of proprioceptive input. (Compare

Figs. XVIII-22, XVIII-26, and XVIII-31 with Figs. XVIII-23, XVIII-27, and XVIII-32.)

It is therefore apparent that proprioceptive information from the upper limbs is not

effective for the control of eye position when the eyes are closed.

5. Compensatory oculomotor tracking, carried out either during passive movement

of the head alone, or during passive movement of the body as a unit, is much more

smoothly accomplished than is active oculomotor tracking, the former being completely

free of the saccadic jumps that characterize the latter. Itis therefore evident that the

fundamental neurophysiological bases of these two different kinds of tracking are dif-

ferent.

The following additional points are apparent from the results from the present and

the previously reported findings in patients with vestibular loss:

6. Compensatory tracking either with motion of the head alone, or during motion

of the body as a unit, is carried out quite normally in the absence of vestibular function. 6

\r_=,_1_._ .... _. mechanisms, +_-_^-__,,__u_ =, appear to have no essential role in the compensatory

tracking Observed in these experiments.

7. Active tracking was accomplished more smoothly by the present patient with
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Fig. XVIII-38. Active tracking, eyes open, of a hori-
zontally moving target. {Patient K. H.)
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vestibular loss than by the controls, a finding that suggests a tendency to a compensa-

tory effect for loss of vestibular function. The EOG tracings for active tracking by this

patient (Fig. XVIII-38) are, however, still much less smooth than those for compensa-

tory tracking (Fig. XVIII-34). It is apparent, then, that the physiological mechanisms

for active tracking do not provide a basis for the smooth compensatory tracking that

remains after vestibular loss in this patient.

These findings thus appear to indicate that the smooth compensatory visual-

oculomotor tracking observed in these experiments is not based upon proprioceptive,

nor vestibular mechanisms, nor upon the physiological mechanisms that are responsible

for active or pursuit tracking. Accordingly, the physiological basis for compensatory

tracking remains unclear. In view of the fact that the present patient had lost vestibular

function approximately a year before these recordings, the possibility may exist that,

in the intervening time, some as yet unelucidated mechanism may have compensated for

the loss of vestibular function. It would therefore be of interest to make serial

recordings from patients beginning soon after vestibular loss, in order to explore pos-

sible changes with time in the nature of compensatory tracking. Furthermore, in view

of the fact that active tracking was carried out by this patient more smoothly than by the

control subjects, it would be of interest to determine, by crosscorrelation analysis,
7

oculomotor reaction times to step-function tracking signals.

In future experiments, we plan to explore further the nature of the "decoupling" of

ocular movements which occurs when the eyes are closed. As one step in the investi-

gation of this phenomenon, recordings of compensatory tracking while the subject is in

the dark and attempting to maintain gaze directed at an imagined stationary fixation point

are planned, for comparison with recordings of compensatory tracking of a visible fixa-

tion point while the eyes are open, and for comparison with recordings of attempted

compensatory tracking with the eyes closed.

This work was supported at the Massachusetts General Hospital by a U.S. Public

Health Service Research Career Program Award (Number 5-K3-NB-9201), and by a

Public Health Service Research Grant (Number NB-03752) from the National Institute

of Neurological Diseases and Blindness, to Dr. J. S. Barlow.

J. S. Barlow, A. D. Weiss

(Dr. A. D. Weiss is Director of the Otoneurology Service, Massachusetts Eye and Ear
Infirmary and Massachusetts General Hospital.)
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A. NEW METHODS FOR TESTING CAMERA LENSES (Part II)

In Quarterly Progress Report No. 73 (pages 209-216} we described a new method

for testing camera lenses and cameras. This method, which makes use of an especially

designed analyzer lens placed in front of the camera lens, together with a polar

coordinate test chart, permits simple diagnosis of the focal properties of the lens-

camera combination. In particular, our method was shown to be sensitive to range-

finder error, misalignment of lens-to-film plane, and to astigmatism and curvature of

field.

Further tests with this method have indicated the need for the improved construction

of the analyzer lens element which is reported here. Also, we evidently did not exhaust

the potentialities of the method for the diagnosis of lens aberrations, since, with slight

modification, our earlier work provides a sensitive test for spherical aberration and for

coma. An additional, somewhat similar, test is also given which permits the determina-

tion of lateral chromatic aberration. Using both of these methods, we can determine

five of the seven primary lens aberrations; the exceptions are distortion and axial chro-

matic aberration. Since these tests do not require the use of a precision optical bench,

they should be particularly useful for amateur and professional photographers.

1. Improved Construction of the Analyzer Lens

In Fig. XIX-1 we show the basic method of lens testing. The analyzer lens CC is a

crossed cylinder, i.e., a spherocylinder having equal positive and negative powers about

two orthogonal axes, Y and Z. A narrow horizontal slit S is oriented at 45 ° to the axes

of the crossed cylinder. For our previous tests we used +1/8, +1/4, and +1/2 diopter

ophthalmic cylinder lenses. Recent tests, however, indicate that the best available

quality of such lenses of powers +1/8 diopter or smaller give uncertain results in

this application.

This work is supported in part by the Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.; The
Teagle Foundation, Inc.; the National Science Foundation (Grant GP-2495); the National
Institutes of Health (Grant MH-04737-04); the U.S. Air Force {Aeronautical Systems
Division} under Contract AF 33(615)-1747; and the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (Grant NsG- 49 6}.
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Fig. XIX-1. Arrangement of optical elements for testing the lens objective.

Accordingly, we have devised an alternative method of fabricating weak ana-

lyzer lenses, which makes use of the fact that the small section of the crossed

cylinder that we actually use (that portion visible through the slit) can be approx-

imated by a surface of a narrow rectangular glass prism stressed in torsion.

A prism, 3 X 7 X ~100 mm is cut from the best quality of optical flat glass

and stressed in torsion. Flexible couplings are used to eliminate bending moments.

While the torsional stress is held constant, the prism is securely glued to a

thicker optically flat glass window with a clear, well-mixed, epoxy cement (see

Fig. XI.X-2). The slit (parallel to the prism) is glued to the other side of this

window.

Satisfactory long-term bonding can only be achieved if the glass surfaces

are pretreated with a 2% solution of Union Carbide A-II00 Silane bonding agent

because the glue joint must withstand indefinitely the torsional prestressing of

the prism. Satisfactory bonds of 6-months endurance have been obtained by using

R-314 Epoxy bonding agent (Carl H. Biggs Company) and also Epon 825 cement

with a 20% Epon 2807 hardening agent. The maximum equivalent cylindrical power

of the lens that we have fabricated in this way is +I/8 diopter. We have found

that analyzer lenses with 2-inch apertures and of successively halved powers of

+I/2, +I/4, ±1/8, and +1/16 diopters will suffice to test most camera lenses.

We recommend the use of ophthalmic cylindrical lenses at the two strongest

powers and the stressed-prism construction for the weaker powers.

We have examined the diffraction images of these new analyzer lenses when used

with our best 200-mm telephoto lenses. Our tests with a high-power microscope
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Fig. XIX-2. Epoxy gluing of flat glass disc to  pr ism of optical glass deformed 
by torsion. Flexible couplings minimize bending moments. 

revealed some irregularit ies of performance which could be traced to  the tele- 
photo lenses,  but no defects that could be attributed to the new construction of 
the analyzer lens. 

2. Tests  €or Spherical Aberration and Coma 

We a r e  concerned with a lens tes t  in which the image of a point source is a line 
segment. The angular orientation of this line-segment image is a sensitive function 
of the focus of the lens. In testing for spherical aberration, we introduce a compli- 
cation, in that the various zones of the lens may have different focal lengths. The 
image of a point source in this instance will not be a line segment, but with simple 
spherical  aberration i t  will be a sigmoidal curve. In order to provide satisfactory 
imaging of the polar-coordinate chart  in this new situation, it is preferable that the 
chart  be ruled with white lines on a black background. With  this modification, we 
tested a lens  known to have large spherical aberration; the resul ts  a r e  shown in 
Fig. XIX-3. The 

effect of the spherical aberration is evident both in the appearance of the radial 
lines, and in the splitting of the images of the circles.  The appearance and angular 
extent of the split images of the circles  provides a n  indication of the spherical 
aberration of the lens (both in sign and magnitude); however, before precise meas- 
urements a r e  attempted by this means, it w i l l  be necessary to standardize the film 
exposure and development conditions and to obtain correlation with other methods 

(In Fig. XIX-4, we show a similar tes t  with a well-corrected lens.) 
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Fig. XIX- 3 .  Lens with appreciable spherical aberration. 
(Compare witn F ig .  XIX-4.) 

Fig. XIX-4. Well-corrected lens. 
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Fig. XlX-5. Array of point sources photographed

with lens system having coma.

Fig. XIX-6. Use of lens analyzer to test for coma.
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Fig. XIX-7. Test for coma with polar chart.
(Compare with Fig. XIX-4).

• \
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/

Fig. XIX-8. Lateral chromatic aberration.
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of measurement of the aberration of the lens.

The use of this method to determine coma is similar. We have simulated this

_t. .... +_ _,,, +_,_ 1,_,_ ,,_ _ _P,_]5_÷_ncto_._tynp irn_ _rnpl_fier. a Barlow-tvne negative

amplifying lens interposed between the telephoto lens and the film plane. Such a

combination has been found to generate almost pure coma, if the "TelXtender" is at

full aperture. This is perhaps evident from the image of an array of 15 dots shown

in Fig. XIX-5 (15 bail bearings illuminated with a single source). In Fig. XIX-6 we show

the corresponding images photographed with the analyzer lens in place. This method is

evidently a sensitive test for coma. In Fig. XIX-7 we show the appearance of the polar

chart when photographed with the same apparatus. It is evident that the angular extent

of the segments of the images of the circles becomes larger toward the edge of the field.

Measurements of this angular broadening should give the magnitude -- but not the sign --
of the eomatic distortion.

In summary, we note that this test determines four lens aberrations and also checks

the focus and alignment of the camera. Critical focus is not necessary for this lens test

to be effective.

3. Test for Lateral Chromatic Aberration

The method described here can be varied to permit determination of lateral chro-

matic aberration. The polar chart (black lines on white background) is photographed

in white light with panchromatic high-contrast film through a weak dispersive analyzer

prism oriented to provide spectral dispersion along the vertical axis of the chart. The

exposure, development, and printing variables are so adjusted that only those line seg-

ments that point in the direction of the spectral dispersion will register on the prints.

The spectral blurring in the vertical direction, caused by the analyzer prism, acts in

combination with the radial spectral blurring of the image, which is the effect known as

lateral chromatic aberration. The resultant of these two factors is a blur that obscures

all but a selected set of the circumferential line segments. The figure formed by this

set of line segments indicates the extent of the lateral chromatic aberration by the sign

and magnitude of its curvature.

Since lateral chromatic aberration is not a common defect of modern lenses, we have

simulated it by means of a large, single-element field lens placed one meter in front of

our polar chart. This introduces a noticeable change in magnification with color, with-

out significant focal error. For our analyzer prism, we used an ophthalmic prism that

provides 10-era deviation at one meter, and is made of glass with n = 1. 523 and v = 58.

In Fig. XIX-8 we show that the results of this test. The pattern has a similarity to our

earlier test in which horizontal lens misalignment was indicated. It is important to note

that in this test care must be taken with the focal adjustment.

B. Howland
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B. QUANTUM THEORY OF MEASUREMENT IN RELATION TO A GENERAL

THEORY OF OBSERVATION AND CONTROL

I. Problem Statement

The quantum theory of measurement, due in its formal aspects to Dirac and

von Neumann, is well known to have logical flaws, as well as to involve technical diffi-

culties. Both originate from the nonrelativistic theory of stationary states; for it is

immediately obvious that actual physical observables represent transitions between

states with finite lifetimes which therefore cannot be stationary.

Logically, this shows up in yon Neumann's account of measurement as the reduction

of the triadic relation observer-instrument-object to a dyadic relation instrument-object.

A standard example illustrating this point is the hydrogen atom; the electron, as object,

is projected into a set of discrete states by the field of the proton as instrument. Nothing

could actually be observed, however, without the perturbing effect of the radiation field

(RY) which must be reckoned as the observer and form an integral part of the theory of

measurement. The present perturbation theoretic treatment fails to be satisfactory

because quantized fields such as RF cannot be defined unambiguously.

Apart from the theory of measurement, this last difficulty may be regarded as a

technical one. Existing theory leans heavily on the use of self-adjoint operators which,

with real eigenvalues, must represent stationary states.

has to adopt not only microcausality

[_(x),_(x')]= o (x-x')z < o

but also equal time commutation relations

[¢(x),n(x')]t=t,= 5(x-x')

As a result, one practically

for field operators _(x) and their conjugates _(x). It is a well-known result

(1)

(z)

1
that there

are uncountably many inequivalent representations satisfying (I) and (2). There then

follows from the requirements of scattering theory the result known as Haag's theorem,

namely the only unitarily equivalent representations are the free fields.

Our problem can now be stated as follows:

(A) Reformulate the theory of measurement in terms of triadic relations. In prac-

tiee this means, find three term analogs of (1), (2).

(B) Show that (A) leads to a unique, or at least manageable equivalence classes of

representation.

This work was supported by the U.S. Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories
under Contract AFlg(628)-4147.
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There is a distinct advantage in looking at this problem in a wider context than the

physical, one ean then ask what is unique about physics as a theory of observation; this

will be implicit in the sequel. Before stating the approach specifically, some requisite

background will be given.

Z. Logic

There is a well-known isomorphism z between combinatory logic and computability,

considered in terms of Turing machines. There is also the further reduction now known

to exist (Arbib, Papert, unpublished lectures) to the theory of infinite, but finitely pre-

sented, semigroups. A basic building block of this theory is the Kleene three-term

predicate T(R, A, S) which states the existence of a logic (alternatively, a machine) with

rules of inference R, axiom A, derivations S (in the machine's case corresponding

indices, x,y, z, say). It is a well-known result that {x} = (X[3y T(x, x,y)) is a recur-

sively enumerable but nonrecursive set; that is, no finite amount of equipment will cer-

tainly decide whether x ° E {x}; nevertheless, {x} is finitely generated and therefore

has a well-defined structure. This is taken to indicate that in a theory of observation

we may reasonably speak of nonobservable entities having a structural significance.

The discussion above may be exemplified in the logic of quantum mechanics repre-
3

sented in the conventional way as the lattice of all closed subspaces of Hilbert space.
4

This is known to be a relatively orthocomplernented lattice which is not modular, that

is, it has sublattices of the form shown in Fig. XIX-9.

(a u b) " c

avb

br, c

b

Fig. XIX-9.

Here

(a _ b)'_c ¢ a_(b "_ c); (3)

however, the essential features of existing quantum mechanics depend only on modularity

(i. e., equality in (3)) without distributivity

a_(b _c) # (a_, b),'_,(a,.,c) (4)
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Fig. XIX- I0.

as in Fig. XIX-10. It seems very likely then that the ambiguity of field theory arises

from insufficient restriction on the appearance of nonmodular sublattices, thereby indi-

cating ordered indiscernibles rather than equivalent indiscernibles (as in the modular

case, Fig. X/X-10), and this restriction represents some symmetry condition on the

predicate T(R, A, S).

3. Quantum Field Theory

The typical problem 5 of field theory is the solution of the nonlinear equation

( n+k2)_ = E2@ 3 (5)

where • is an operator-valued function subject to conditions (i) and (2). The existing

approach is to treat the right-hand side as a perturbation and expand the integral form

of solution

¢(x) = Co(X) + £2 S _o(X-X') ¢(x') dx',
(6)

where ¢ , A are solutions of the 'free' equation (£=0). To remove divergences from
O O

the expansion, it is necessary to interpret it in terms of Feynman diagrams; while this

can be done consistently, it is ad hoc and leaves us with no theroy about what determines

the experimental values of (m, g). There are other equal methods such as the program

known as 'Reggeization' in scattering theory of removing ambiguities from field theory.

It seems that there are at least two other approaches that could lead to a deeper

theory. The first is to consider (5) as an equation in the non self-adjoint operators

A + = (J+ik+ £ _). (7)

To justify this one would have to show that the A's give a representation of a group that

expresses,in some basic way,a theory of measurement. This will be indicated in section 4.
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Alternatively, one can notice that if ¢ is a c-number, (5) has a solution in terms of

elliptic functions with modulus v (period ratio} which determines (re(v), g(v)). The last

need not be constant off the light cone (or mass shell) and the modular transformation

group F gives a basis for introducing what is currently known as the renormalization
6

group. To go over to a g-number theory one can consider the Hilbert space of differ-

entials on a Riemann surface 7 and its various orthogonal decompositions. The impor-

tance of this approach is that it establishes a connection with the powerful methods of

algebraic field theory when K(T) is algebraic. In particular, we shall have in some limit

_gI,Iv = (x-x')z, (S)

where v is a valuation that may not be Archimedean. 8 This crucial point explains why

nonlocal field theories have failed up tillnow. A typical 9 form of it requires relations

of form

[P_[Pp, ¢]] = k2¢
(9)

[x_[x_, ¢]] = xz¢;

however, if X is chosen to be a self-adjoint (or even normal) operator (therefore diag-

onalizable, with eigenvalues x _, say) we are back essentially to a localizable theory,

since there is no way of distinguishing the domains x_x _: k z.

4. Non Self-Adjoint Operators and Group Representations

If A is not a normal operator (i. e., does not commute with its adjoint) then it cannot

be unitarily equivalent to a diagonal, but only a triangular form. The eigenfunctions are

not orthogonal and this has the apparently unpleasant consequence that probability is not

conserved, but there is no evidence that this should be so in every bounded domain.
10 .

Non self-adjoint operators have forced themselves on the attention of physicists, in

particular, in the theory of scattering by metastable systems. Here we should ask only

that the A's give a representation, necessarily nonunitary, of some group that is uniquely

associated with a theory of measurement. Mackey 11 has pointed out that the most

natural infinite representations of groups are not necessarily unitary and that nonunitary

representations can be induced for subgroups by unitary representations of larger ones.

Two questions now arise which can be seen as reformulations of (B) and (A), respectively.

(C) What is the source of nonunitary representations? The answer is in algebraic
12

groups, that is, groups whose field of definition is restricted to algebraic numbers.

This is discussed further in section 5.

(D) What group structure expresses the uniqueness of physical measurement? The
13

answer here, which I have discussed in a preliminary fashion elsewhere, lies in a
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phenomemon occurring uniquely in the exceptional simple Lie groups which is known as
14,15

the 'Principle of Triality'.

This principle can be formulated as a physical one by regarding it as a far-reaching

extension of the 'Dirac trick,' by which is meant the following-- in the relativistic theory

of the electron, the angular momentum operators M (as generators of the Lorentz group

D2) are extended to M' = (M+_), so that M' becomes a constant of the motion. In this

case M' acts on a direct product of two representations {Infinite and Spin) of the same

group D 2. We have a degeneracy which would be lifted if the direct product representa-

tion were replaced by a single representation of a larger group; it seems that there is

a unique candidate for the latter, namely the exceptional Lie group F 4. Operators of

this group can be put in the form A = (Z+_l+_2), where the terms operate respectively

on a vector space V and two spin spaces S 1, S 2. There exists, then, as an automor-

phism of the group, a triality operator J such that V = JS 1 = j2S 2. The existence of J

is due to the fact that V is an 8-dimensional vector space (relativistic phase space)that

can be coordinatized by the nonassociative division algebra Q8(z) of octonions which, in

addition to the involution Tz = _, has another S{ZlZ 2) = Zl(Z2.) because of the nonasso-

ciativity. Then J = ST.

Triality is the mathematical expression of what has been called 16 'the elementarity

of measurement,' since it says- no matter how V is distinguished, the information

obtained is the same. The group F 4 thus contains within it not only coordinate but gauge
17

transformations that at present are considered separately, for example, as the group

A 2 of strong interaction symmetries.

It follows from this that, unlike the Dirac case, the representations of _I' _2 must

be infinite dimensional, at least if that of Z is. But, in any case, there are no finite

dimensional representations of Q8(z) on account of the nonassoeiativity. The nature of

these representations is at present a matter of speculation, but in view of what was said

in the previous section it seems likely that they may be totally discontinuous p-adic

representations. If this is the ease, possible substitutes for (1) would be

[_1' _2] = Jv(z-z'),

together with two further relations obtained by application of J,

assumed to act on the valuation of v(z).

5. Algebraic Field Theory

The key to representation theory is algebraic

approach to these through Abelian functions that

a Riemann surface. A surface of genus g (i. e.,

ized by (3g-3)

correspondence

(10)

since this can be

20
groups. There is a classical

represent an algebraic field on

g cuts) is completely character-

moduli. The transformation group I" on these moduli establishes a
19

between surfaces which, when the moduli are from an algebraic
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number field K(T), may be an automorphism (for elliptic functions this is known as

complex multiplication). To represent a Lie group G on the variables of these func-

tions one has to embed the Weyl groum WiG) in I". Elsewhere 18 I have given some

conjectures about this for F 4. An essential role here is played by the class field

theory of KIT), that is, the equivalence classes of ideals in K(T), hence the connec-

tion with p-adie valuations. Since F is an infinite group, it may contain finitely pre-

sented groups with an unsolvable word problem, hence a connection also with the

remarks on logic of section 2.

It seems quite essential to preserve the preferred role of time as implied by (2),and

therefore another condition imposed on KiT) will be that it causes just such a splitting

of the group structure.

6. Global Viewpoint

The group F 4 represents only half, which we may consider the local part,

picture. If we write the relativistic wave equation in the form

of the

(11)

where the covariant derivative

V = 0 + i<A > (12)
_t kt

is determined by the expectation value <At> of the electromagnetic potential, then the

triality{ 6 <7 , K / is local in the sense that it describes events in the
\Sjkt '

hypersurface
/

determined, apart from <A >, by the element of support F _ considered as a constant.

If the last is no longer assumed, we have the point of view of general relativity and

all the arguments about triality now apply to F _.

F 4 is not the largest group that acts on an octonion structure. This structure is E 8

which acts on a tensor product of octonion algebras in the same way that D 6 acts on the

Dirac algebra (of F's) as a tensor product of quaternions. It is evident that the splitting

relations here are important just as they are in the Dirac case, where

( I_, to) = (o-1, Pi' 1, p3 ) (13)

(_i' Pi' elements of complex quaternion algebras).

(12), that the 'trialities' will not be independent.
15

The relation between the groups is

In particular, it is clear, in view of
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m= 1 2 3 8

n = 1 B1A2 C3 F4

2 A2-'A 2 A 5 E 6

4 D 6 E 7

8 E 8

Here, (m, n) are the dimensions of the algebras; B 1 is the rotation group of real 3-space;

A 2, A 5 (=SU(3), SU(6)) have been proposed as gauge groups for strong interactions. If A 5

turns out to be the correct identification, then we have the possibility of the approximate

splitting, E 8 ~ A 5 + B 3, where B 3 is the smallest group admitting a nontrivial triality,

for which I have given an interpretation elsewhere in terms of a cosmological model. 2z

M. C. Goodall
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G. A. Masek O. Sanchez-Felipe B.L. Zuber
A. A. Sandberg

A. MICROSACCADES AND THE VELOCITY-AMPLITUDE RELATIONSHIP FOR

SACCADIC EYE MOVEMENTS

It has been known for some time that the velocity of a saccadic eye movement is

dependent upon its amplitude, l-3 This relationship is one of the nonlinearities eneountered

in a study of the versional eye movement system as a servomechanism. 4 Westheimer l

has studied the relationship of maximum velocity to amplitude for voluntary saccades

ranging from g to 30 degrees. His curve shows a curvilinear relationship over the entire
Z

range, with a tendency to saturation for larger amplitudes. Gurevich, in studying aver-

age velocity, has found a similar relationship, although his velocities are much lower

than Westheimer's, as would be expected. Gurevich also found that average velocity

measurements for any given size movement were fairly constant under the following con-

ditions: horizontal, diagonal or vertical movement; variation of starting position and

direction of movement; in the presence of visible fixation points for the stimulus or in

total darkness with conditioned eye movements. He also found that average velocities

of secondary saccadic corrections fell on the same curve that he obtained for the types

of movements described above. The range of amplitudes used in his study was from 1 to

35 degrees.

The data of Gurevich indicate that a single physiological system is responsible for a

wide variety of saccadic eye movements. In an attempt to determine if microsaccades,

the small (l to 20 minutes of arc) involuntary saccades observed during fixation, are the

output of this same system, we have made a study of the maximum velocity of such

movements.

The apparatus for presenting a fixation point and calibration points at optical infinity,

as well as the method of measuring these small eye movements, has been described 5

previously. The signal proportional to eye position was recorded on one channel of a

recorder (Sanborn Model 320). This signal was also electronically differentiated and

the derivative recorded on the other channel of the recorder. In an attempt to improve

resolution, signals proportional to the pen positions on the eye position and velocity

channels were recorded on a second recorder (Visicorder Model 1508). This provides a

#
Major support fox" Lhis research is provided by the U.S. Public Health Service

(B-3055-4, B-3090-4, MH-06175-0Z), the U.S. Navy (Office of Naval Research
(Nonr-1841 (70)), the U.S. Air Force (AF49(638)-1313), administered by the Electronic

Systems Laboratory, M. I.T.
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further amplification factor of approximately five. Thus two recorders were used, the

Sanborn being primarily used to keep both signals on scale and to provide an immediate

check on the linearity of calibrations. Visicorder records were used in all analyses.

Calibration of the velocity channel was accomplished by recording a triangular wave

on the eye-position channel and its derivative on the velocity channel. All gains and

calibrations were unchanged for this procedure. Thus, given the amplitude of the trian-

gular wave on the eye-position channel and the frequency of the waveform, a velocity in

degrees per second could be related to a given deflection on the velocity channel. Such

T
2.25'

POSITION L

T
7,7 o/SEC

VELOCITY L

_.l SEC-------_

T
7.7 °/SEC

V E LOCIT YL _J_,_/__

PO ,TO: 
---.I SEC --_

Fig. XX- I. Two typical microsaecades and their velocity traces. Note
that although the two movements are approximately the same

size, only one has overshoot.
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calibrations were made for at least three frequencies within the range of velocities

observed in the experiment.

Figure XX-I shows some typical microsaccades and their velocity traces. Here

we see two movements of roughly the same size, one with a great deal more overshoot

than the other. Note that the overshoot is proportionately much greater than that nor-

mally seen with larger saccades. Figure XX-2 is a plot of maximum velocity in

degrees per second (ordinate) as a function of amplitude in minutes of arc {abscissa}. It

is clear that velocity is an increasing function of amplitude for these movements.

In Fig. XX-3 we have replotted the data from Fig. XX-2 and added data points

from larger voluntary saccades and secondary corrective saccades. The latter data were

obtained in the same manner as those for the microsaccades, except, of course, that

the stimulus conditions were different. The velocity data for the larger movements are
1

very close to those of Westheimer. The points are plotted on logarithmic scales because

of the large ranges involved. A smooth continuous curve through all data points is clearly

justified, and indicates, indeed, that microsaecades are produced by the same physio-

logical system as voluntary saecades and involuntary corrective saccades.

It is interesting that so much overshoot is observed on microsaccades as compared

with larger saccades. With further experiments designed to provide a dynamical model

of this system, it is hoped that some explanation of this observation will be forthcoming.

We are indebted to Professor L. R. Young, of the Department of Aeronautics and

Astronautics, M.I.T. , who pointed out the need for velocity data on microsaccades.

B. L. Zuber, G. Cook, L. Stark
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B. HUMAN HORIZONTAL EYE-MOVEMENT MECHANISM

This report gives an account of a continuing investigation into the horizontal eye-

movement mechanism, the first part of which was reported in Quarterly Progress
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Report No. 76 (pages 343-352). Since the time of the first report, new evidence has

brought about certain changes and additions in the model of the physical plant.

The -pdated model {Fig. _xx-5) h_ been u,_ed with exoerimental data to determine

the controller or driving-function behavior during saccadie movements. The minimum

time behavior for the model has also been calculated and is compared with the actual

behavior.

1. Physical Structure

a. Resting Length of Muscle

Robinson 1 describes measurements on the lateral rectus of a cat in which he finds

2
the rest length to be approximately 25 mm. By extrapolation from a figure of Robinson,

one finds that the distance from the length of maximum tension to that of zero tension
3

is approximately 12 ram. From Wilkie, we find that this distance just described is

Lo/2, where Lo is the length of the muscle for developing maximum tension. Therefore,

Lo/2 _ 12 ram, and Lo = 24 ram. So the rest length is approximately the same as Lo

which means that if we look straight ahead, the operating point of the muscle is on the

peak of the curve. See Fig. XX-4.

Tmox

o_

Tmox/2

Fig. XX-4.

Lo/2 L o

LENGTH

Active muscle length-tension relationship.

This point brings up a question about stability, since the stretched muscle will now

be operating with a negative spring coefficient. The shortened muscle, which is oper-

ating with a positive spring coefficient, is more highly activated and predominates,

thereby ensuring stability at any resting position. As for the dynamic situation, during

a movement toward center where the stretched muscle is more highly activated than the

shortened one, incremental instability may exist. This means that for a given degree

of activity the force pulling on the eye increases during the movement, although the eye

is moving in the direction of the force. As the desired position is approached and the
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activity of the stretched muscle falls off, the stable situation described above prevails.

A factor that lessens this temporary incremental stability is the flatness of the

length-tension muscle characteristic in the neighborhood of the peak. Because the

NERVE STIMULATION

I
I

Kp {. I

,,
TAg TAn t

e KA 0 KA O
2 I 3

Fig. XX-5. Model of the physical system.

muscle does operate in this flat region, the contractile element is modeled as a tension

source in parallel with nonlinear damping {Fig. XX-5).

b. Passive Tension

With the active muscles represented as tension sources with appropriate dynamics,

the passive tension becomes important in bringing about an equilibrium of forces when
4

the two muscles have different degrees of activity. From Rueh and Fulton, we find the

length tension slope of a relaxed muscle to be Tmax/L o. For the human, assuming

Tma x = 500 gm and L ° =4 cm, we obtain Kp _ 125 gm/cm; and since the radius of the

eye is approximately 1 cm, Kp _ 2 gin/degree.

c. Active Muscle Elasticity

Wilkie 3 states that at T o = T 3 per cent stretch occurs in the active muscle.max'

For Tma x = 500 grams, and a length of 4 cm, this yields a spring coefficient of

500 gram
KA : 0_.03X4 cm'

or since 1 cm = 1 rad, K A = 73 grams/degree.

d. Active Damping

5
tlill, who has spent many years studying muscle behavior, advanced the most

accepted analytic description of a shortening active muscle behavior in the following

equation:

v(T+a) = b(To-T ),
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where T is tension, v is velocity, T is static tension, and b is one-fourth the maxi-o

mum shortening velocity of the muscle. This equation can be rearranged to yield

T o * all

T : TO - \

Now, a = 0.25T . Therefore
O

tl. 25 b° /T: T O - v+ v,

and the active damping coefficient is

1.25T
O

BAg v + b

Here T is the tension with zero velocity and with the muscle at length L T
' 0 O" 0

increases with increased activity to a maximum value of Tma x. We then see that the

active damping coefficient of a shortening muscle is proportional to the degree of activ-

ity and is also a function of velocity.

It can be shown from the model, Fig. XX-5, that during an isometric contraction,

b= 0.25 "_AA"

NOW,

T
_ max

KA 0.3 L'

where L is the rest length of the muscle. Therefore

b = 0. 0075 X-_-----X L.
max

Assuming similar time behavior between cats and humans, we refer to Adler. 6 He

shows an isometric contraction of a cat; L = 2.5 cm, T/Tma x = 210, and b = 3 rad/sec

or 180°/sec. Recalling that 4b = maximum muscle velocity, we will take b = 250°/sec,

since velocities as high as 800°/sec have been reported.

Katz 7 showed that the damping coefficient in an active muscle that is being lengthened

is quite different from that in one that is shortening. It is still proportional to activity,

but much larger than that for the shortening muscle and no longer a function of velocity.
7

From Katz we find

12.5 To .BAn t =
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Furthermore, Katz states that forces greater than i.8 Tma x in the lengthening muscle

can damage the muscle. This factor will be an important consideration in calculating

the minimum time behavior of the model.

e. Primary Position Tension

Breinin 8 shows a graph of integrated muscle potential vs eye position. Linearizing

this curve, we obtain Fig. XX-6. For a 15 ° movement, the difference in tension

TAg- TAn t = 15×Kp = 30 grams.

In Fig. XX-6 this corresponds to 6.4-4. S, or I.6 units on the ordinate. Inman et al.9

found a linear relation between electric integral and tension with constant muscle length.

i

6.4

_z 5.6

u

_ _ 48

i1:

I-

_z
I J J

-L5 0

EYE POSiTiON (degrees)

15

Fig. XX- 6. Integrated muscle activity
vs eye position.

We shall assume that the small length changes, 15 °, do not invalidate this relation which

we shall now utilize.

30 gm__
1.6 units × 5.6 units = 105 grams.

Thus, the tension in each muscle in the primary position, 0 °, is approximately I00

grams.

f. Passive Damping

An experiment by Robinson 1 was used to determine the passive damping. The eye

was activated for the zero-degree position, forced to the 4 ° position and released. Upon

release, if we neglect inertia, it can be shown that Bp@(O} = Kp@(O).

With Kp= 2, 0(O) = 4 and e(o) = 520°/sec, we obtain Bp = 0.016 gramsec/degree.

For convenience, all the parameters of the system illustrated by Fig. XX-5 are

tabulated:
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BAg

BAnt

K A

=T I.

/250 25 \gram sec
Ag

+ @2) degree

1Z.5 gram see
= TAnt 250 degree

= 73 grams/degree

Kp = 2 grams/degree

Bp = 0. 016 gram sec/degree

J = 0. 000047 gram sec2/degree.

2. Controller Behavior

The basic configuration is shown in Fig. XX-7. The target and output are known,

and we would like to know the behavior of the control variable, U

W(U) : Oout

-I
U : W (@out).

If W is known and if W -l exists, then U can be found. Here, U is the nerve stimu-

lation to the agonist and antagonist muscles.

This can be measured directly in the form of electromyograms. The accuracy and

CONTROLLER PLANT

Fig. XX-7. System configuration.

>-

>

.<

,f

tlnltlal tflnal

TIME

Fig. XX-8. Antagonist behavior during
a saccadie movement.
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readability of such measurements, however, leaves much to be desired, except in

static situations.

Since W is known and W -1 exists, experimental output data can be used to

calculate U. A problem does exist in that there are two unknowns, TAg and

TAn t. The electromyograms of the antagonist (see Davson 10) are taken as the

more readable of the two. On this basis, TAn t is assumed to have the behav-

ior shown in Fig. XX-8. This leaves TAg as the only unknown and it can be
determined.

In the form assumed for TAn t, we require that before the movement

TAn t = 100 - (-_)(Oinitial) ;

and after the movement,

TAn t = 100 - (_-_)(@final).

%Ve also desire that during the movement, TAn t -- O.

This was programmed on the computer first by generating a function gl such as that

shown in Fig. XX-9 with the corners coming right after the start of the movement and

right before the end of the movement. This function gl was then divided by 1 + Ke to

gl
yield gz; that is, gz = --" K was taken to be of such size as to cause gz to be very1+K6
small throughout the movement.

100-/--_) 8]nitla I

mo-(K2-e-)e_,,oj

TIME

Fig. XX-9. gl artificial function used

in generating TAn t.

The behavior of TA_ t is shown in Fig. XX-10, together with the resulting behavior

of TAg. It is seen that sometimes there is a burst of activity in 7Ant toward the end

of the movement. This is caused by overshoot in the movement (e going negative} and
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Fig. XX-1 1. Computed maximum force during
saacadic movements.
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by the way g2 is generated, that is,

gl
g2-

I+K0

Davson 10 reports that such bursts have been observed in the antagonist, and, for this

reason, no attempt was made to remove the peak.

The reciprocal innervation is well displayed here. The maximum force applied by

the agonist for various movements is tabulated below and displayed in Fig. XX-11.

Movement (degrees) Max TAg (grams)

0 to 6.25 143

0 to 12. 5 240

0 to 18.75 3Z3

0 to 25.0 369

6.25 to 12.5 172

6.25 to 18.75 254

6.25 to 25.0 337

12. 5 to 25.0 283

18.75 to 25.0 243

3. Minimum Time Behavior

The control function that would be applied to the system to attain a given state in

minimum time has been determined. Position and velocity plots, together with a phase

trajectory for such a movement, are shown in Fig. XX-12. These data were obtained

through computer simulation. The control behavior during these movements is as

follows:

Kp
TAg[O, tl) = 100 + 2 0initial

TAg[tl,ts) = 500 grams (TAgmax)

TAg[t s, t2} = O

TAg[t2,_) = 100= (-_) 0fina 1

TAnt[O, tl) = 100 - (K2---P-)Oinitia 1
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TAnt[tl,ts) = O

TAnt[ts, tZ) = 500 grams ('TAntmax)

if _ --<16°/sec

720
TAnt[ts ,t 2) = __

0
1+2--- _

if e > 16°/sec

(Recall TAnt i1 + 2e-_)

TAnt[tz, oo] = 100 - (_) 8fina 1.

_< 720 to prevent muscle damage. )

II
t I t 2

VELOCITY

0 t I t2

(a) (b)

=;_ YY.l_ {_ Minimum time plots. (b) Phase trajectory.

actual movement behavior and the mini-
Tabulated below is a comparison of the eye

mum time behavior.
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Actual Behavior Minimum Time Behavior

Movement (degrees) Time (msec) Movement (degrees) Time (msec)

0 to 6.25 35 0-6.6 9.4

0 to 12.5 52 0-13. 6 18.8

0 to 18.75 65 0-21.8 32.6

0 to 25 94 0-28.2 43.8

6.25 to 17. 5 35 6.3-12.2 9.4

6.25 to 18.75 56 6.3-18.6 18.8

6.25 to 25 73 6.3-26. 1 32.6

12.5-18 9.8

12.5 to 25 60 12.5-24 19.4

18.75 to 25 44 18.75-23. 9 I0. l

It is evident that the actual behavior of the system requires from 2 to 4 times as

much time to execute a movement as would be the case if the system were minimizing

time. It would be of interest to compare the actual system behavior with that which

would result if other cost functions were minimized. Another consideration is that there

may be transient processes between the nerve stimulation and the variables TAg and

TAn t of Fig. XX-5.

G. Cook, L. Stark
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C. HOSPITAL INFORMATION SYSTEMS: AN AUTOMATED TUMOR REGISTRY

At the Massachusetts Memoria! Hozp_la!s of the Boston ITniversity Medical Center

we have undertaken the design and implementation of an automated Tumor Registry

system. It is planned that this system will be readily accessible for administrative,

medical, and research use by hospital personnel. The present Tumor Registry is con-

tained in folders and file cabinets and has proved inadequate for the demands of the hos-

pital community. The new system (Fig. XX-13) will be organized around an IBM 1620

digital computer and will use conventional hospital records and the Termatrex Informa-

tion System. This report describes the organization and programming of an initial pilot

system for the Tumor Registry.

The basic components consist of an IBM Model II 1620 computer with 60,000 mem-

ory cores, punched card and typewriter input/output, and a 1311 disk storage drive.

The computer is equipped with the Monitor I executive routine. The Termatrex System

TERMATREX __
SYSTEM

PUNCHED

J CARDS

I

I
LISTINGS OF REGISTRY J
CORRELATION STUDIES I

DATA ANALYSIS J

|_ 1620
COMPUTER

PUNCHED J
J CARDS

Fig. XX-13. Automated tumor registry system.

I HOSPITAL
RECORDS

FOLLOW, UP I
INFORMATION
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is a hand-operated, cross-referenced filing system; by assigning predetermined codes

to the various characteristics of a case history, it can accommodate several hundred

characteristics of as many as 10,000 patients.

The computer serves as a clearing house and storage area for the Tumor Registry.

All information entering the Registry initially passes through the computer, where three

types of processing occur. First, the Model 1620 checks the data for errors; for

example, a birth date of June, 1967 is an obvious mistake; less obvious errors might

be the incorrect spelling of a diagnosis or a nonexistent type of medication. When the

data have passed the error-check routine the computer matches each item of the

patient's record with the appropriate Termatrex code. The code is then output immedi-

ately on punched cards or directly on the 1620's on-line typewriter. The third

processing function is storage of the information on the disk pack. This constitutes the

actual entry of information into the Registry. Before storage, the data are broken down

into two major categories, initial data and subsequent or follow-up data. These cate-

gories conform to the pattern of the conventional hospital record and provide a con-

venient way of organizing the Registry on the disk.

For the pilot system there are approximately 20 terms describing the initial

condition of a tumor, and 8 terms for each follow-up report. The initial data are

stored at the front of the disk pack and arranged in sequential tables with one table for

each term. Follow-up data for each tumor are stored as a pointer list, starting directly

after the last entry of the initial data tables. Theoretically, there is no upper limit to

the number of tumor cases that can be stored in the completed Registry, as more disk

packs can be added to increase its capacity. The pilot system's size, however, is now

limited to 1008 cases, as this number can be easily handled on one disk pack, and, at

the same time, is large enough to permit a thorough debugging of the system.

The system is augmented by several main programs, corresponding to the major

functions of the system, such as data storage, updating, and information retrieval.

Figure XX-14 shows the organization of the data-storage program. The main program

is a control program; it keeps track of which data has been processed and which sub-

program is next to be executed. Each subprogram processes one item of the input

record. During execution, control passes from the main program to a subprogram,

back to the main program, and then on to another subprogram. The subprograms are

completely independent of each other and can be executed in any order and any number

of times for each case input. Part of the data of each input record is a code telling the

main program the order in which the subprograms are to be executed to process that

input record.

This structure permits great flexibility in deciding which characteristics should be

recorded in the system. If a new term must be added to each patient's record, a new

subprogram is written and added to the rest. Space on the disk pack for storing the new
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DATA STORAGE
MAI N PROGRAM SUB001 I

SUB002 I

SUB003 l

I

v :

r

Fig. XX- 14.

SUB N

Data-storage programs.

term can be procured either by copying the entire disk onto another disk and leaving an

appropriate amount of blank space between the previous last initial data table and the

first follow-up data, or by isolating a block of space in the follow-up data area.

The actual method of entering data into the Tumor Registry is still rather primitive.

The pertinent data are abstracted from the patient's record, keypunched in a standard

abbreviated form, and then introduced into the Model 1620. When the total system is

operational, it should be possible to set up a direct communication link from data-

collection points to the computer through a time-sharing system teletype; this would

permit either an abstracter or a physician to enter the data directly into the Registry.

Use of such a system for entering the data would greatly facilitate updating of the

Registry.
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Information retrieval is, of course, the major goal of a computerized Tumor Regis-

try. For example, the computer can produce, in a very short time, a listing of the

entire Registry of the patients who are due for follow-up visits in a given month, or of

patients with more than one primary tumor. It readily allows comparisons to be made

of the results of a similar treatment of different tumors, of survival times of patients

with tumors in various stages of growth or of the frequency with which a clinical

diagnosis is confirmed by histological evidence. Because the information is stored

essentially by characteristic and not by patient, the search time for a given set of

characteristics is minimal.

The work, thus far, has been concerned with laying out the format of the disk pack,

comparing various methods of data storage, and coding initial data-storage programs.

The disk pack format is being designed for the entire group of initial and follow-up

terms, and data-storage subprograms are being coded for all of these terms.

T. Ostrand, J. F. Dickson

D. INTERPRETIVE AND DIAGNOSTIC MATRICES FOR COMPUTER

DIAGNOSIS OF ELECTROCARDIOGRAMS

1. Introduction

Figure XX-15 is a block diagram of the operational sequence in a computer

system designed for remote on-line, real-time diagnosis of clinical electrocardio-

grams (EKG). In operation, an executive monitor which is used by a hospital tech-

nician for remote control of the sequence of operations, is placed in the G.E. 225

computer in the laboratory of the Neurology Group at the Massachusetts Institute

of Technology. The diagnostic process is then begun by the hospital technician with

the telephone line transmission of a patient's identifying data and EKG signals to

the computer.

The EKG signals originating in the hospital are often obscured by noise, and pre-

processing is necessary to facilitate rhythm interpretation, pattern recognition, and

parameter extr,action. The rhythm section, analyzing the atrial and ventricular rates

and prematurities, yields approximately 20 mutually exclusive, tentative, rhythm inter-

pretations. In the morphological identification section of the program, the current fil-

ters analyze the X-lead of Frank's orthogonal lead system. The P, QRS, and ST-T

segments of the EKG signal are introduced to adaptive matched-filter pattern-recognition

programs that provide tentative pattern-recognition interpretations. Following point

recognition, the parameter-extracting portion of the program makes pertinent determi-

nations that relate to amplitude (as amplitude of the QRS complex) and interval (as the

Q- T interval}.
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I

I
Patient Information

EKG Data

I
I

I

HOSPITAL

EXECUTIVE
MONITOR

I
I
J M.I.T.

I
I

I
I

I

I
I

I
I

I

I
I

Patient

j Data

Tentative Medical Diagnosis

_ ANALOG TO DIGITALCONVERS ON

1

RHYTHM MORPHOLOGICAL

MEASUREMENT

1
IR_THMTREEI

IDENTIFICATION

P, QRS, ST-T
FILTERS

I I
Tentative Rhythm Tentative Morphologic

Interpretation Inteepretatlon

1 1
Irh_thm,aot_I i"'t_.ttern_I

THE INTERPRETATION MATRIX- Interdependency

Tentative Cardiopulmonary Diagnosis

I
Diagnostic Feedback Path

to Hospital

I

,r DIAGNOSTIC MATRIX I_

1
_KG DIAGNOSIS_

J PARAMETEREXTRACTION I

Extracted
Parameters

IParamet__1

J EKG INTERPRETATION I

Fig. XX-15. Sequence of the diagnostic system.

2. Interpretive and Diagnostic Matrices

In this part of the diagnostic sequence the independently determined rhythm, pattern

recognition, amplitude, and duration parameters are allowed to interrelate for the first

time in an additive pattern-recognition matrix. Stratifying factors, such as age, sex,

ponderal index, drugs, etc. are also admitted to the diagnostic sequence at this point

in the program. Fixed weightings are assigned for the various diagnostic criteria either

arbitrarily or adaptively by a learning matrix technique. This matrix yields 25 EKG

interpretations (Fig. XX-16), in addition to the rhythm interpretations mentioned above.
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1. Withinnormallimits These findings are returned by telephone
2_. Left ventricular hypertrophy line for display by teletype at the hospital
3. Right ventricular hypertrophy

4. Complete left bundle branch block laboratory.

5. Incomplete left bundle branch block In the course of reading electrocardi-

6. Complete right bundle branch block ograms one essentially looks for or

7. Incomplete right bundle branch block
encounters many information points and

8. Intr aventricular block

then sums their contribution over a
9. Acute myocardial infarction

10. Anteroseptal myocardial infarction decision area for a final diagnosis. We

11. Inferior myocardial infarction have developed this weighted additive
12. Lateral myocardial infarction

13. Digitalis effect matrix to operate somewhat similarly.

14. Digitalis intoxication _t is an adaptive, linear model that

15. Hyperkalemia accepts nonbinary, probabilistic inputs,

16. Hypokalemia does not require that its outputs (diag-
17. Hypocalcemia

18. Nonspecific ST-T abnormalities noses) be independent, and can display

19. Marked ST depression straightforward numerical reasons for

20. Pericardltis its decisions. This matrix now has 174
21. Left atrial hypertrophy

rows and 25 columns. The rows are
22. Right atrial hypertrophy

23. Acute cor pulmonale divided into 43 categories relating to four

24. Chronic cor pulmonale types of data: (i) stratified clinical infor-
25. Wolff- Parkinson-White syndrome

ruction, such as age, height, weight, sex,

Fig. XX-16. Twenty-five EKG interpre- and electrocardiographically important

tations contained in the in- drugs being taken, (ii) tentative rhythm
terpretation matrix.

analyses, (iii) tentative adaptive matched-

filter interpretations, and (iv) the result-

ant findings of the parameter extraction program. The columns represent the 25

commonly encountered EKG interpretations that have been selected from a frequency

table of diagnoses made in the EKG laboratory of the Massachusetts Memorial Hospitals

in the years 1961-1962.

The values used to fill the matrix may range from -500 to +500, a negative value

indicating that a particular entry in the matrix weights negatively in the determination

of a particular interpretation, as with a short QRS duration for bundle branch block.

Zero entries indicate that the information does not contribute to a decision. For the

filters the assigned weighted number for pattern recognition is multiplied by the deter-

mined correlation coefficient, though it is not clear at this time that the correlation

coefficient should necessarily modify the weighted number linearly. Originally, the

matrix values were assigned arbitrarily on the basis of clinical experience; however,

a self-learning program for the matrix now makes use of our EKG library to refine

these values. In the calculation process a patient vector is created, each element of

which corresponds to a specific row of the matrix. In each case, except for the filters,
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a coefficient of 0 or 1 is assigned as is appropriate. For the filters the correlation

coefficient is used. The patient vector is multiplied by the matrix, after which each

_ulamn is _li_i,_,_ to yicld _J _+_,_.................._+_,'p*'_f_tinn tntals Since even the largest sum

may represent an unlikely interpretation, the final step is to establish a "certainty"

normalization for these interpretation totals. This is done as follows. A maximum

possible value for each category is +500. An interpretation of maximum certainty would

give a column total equal to the sum of the exhibited patient vector coefficients multi-

plied by 500 for an ideal sum. Accordingly, the sum of each column is divided by the

ideal sum, and yields a certainty factor between minus one and plus one for each inter-

pretation. The interpretation and diagnostic matrices are similarly constructed, so

that the final output of the system is an EKG diagnosis with a certainty factor. A means

for the automatic adjustment of weightings by a "self-learning" routine is available.

Location

1

Age Z

3

4

Sex 5

6

7

8

Height 9

I0

II

IZ

Weight 13

14

15

16

Mean 17

Blood 18

Pressure 19

Z0

Zl

QRS filter Z2

(pattern) number Z3

24

Z5

Exhibited Range
or Datum

0-2-0 years 7

21-40 |

41-60 |

over 61 ]

male ]female

under 60 inches
60-64

65-69

70-75

over 75

under 100 lbs.

101-150

150-200

over 200

60-80 ram. Hg |
81-I00

101-120

121-140

140-160

#z
_3
#4
#5

Interpretation
Matrix

J..->AI I

Fig. XX-17. Abbreviated interpretation matrix.
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It reinforces or negatively reinforces appropriate matrix elements, since data from a

patient with a known EKG interpretation are passed through, the outcome depending on

whether the matrix arrives at a correct or an incorrect interpretation.

The approach just outlined is demonstrated by the following example {Fig. XX-17}.

The input data for a given patient are entered in the appropriate locations {rows} of a

column vector whose potential entries correspond exactly to the named entries (rows}

of the interpretation matrix. Most of this information is in the form of graded catego-

ries. The rows are labeled with respect to the patient's age, height, mean blood pres-

sure, weight, sex, and type of electrocardiographic pattern.

The matrix on the right side of the figure can yield only five interpretations in this

instance (the result has been abbreviated here for pedagogical purposes}. When the data

on a given patient are entered in the column vector on the left, the corresponding rows

of the matrix become operational; that is, the weighting coefficients in the rows to which

the patient has contributed data are selected for the diagnostic summing process. For

a male patient, Z5 years old, whose height is 68 inches, weight 16Z lbs, mean blood

pressure 98 mm mercury, and whose electrocardiographic QRS complex most closely

resembles the pattern of filter No. Z, the rows Z, 5, 9, 14, 17, and 2Z of the matrix

would become operational. The weighting coefficients located in each cell of these rows

would then be summed for each of the 5 diagnostic columns of the matrix. The interpre-

tation assigned to the column with the largest sum would then be output as the most likely

interpretation, together with a "certainty coefficient" that would indicate the likelihood

of its correctness (in this case the sum of the observed coefficients divided by 1Z, 500).

In the case of the "learning matrix," each cell in every row and column of the matrix

would initially be zero. Consequently, when the very first patient was put through, the

sum in each column would be zero and all five diagnoses would be equally possible. For

this case, an arbitrary tie-breaking decision has been assigned: the machine is

instructed to take the leftmost diagnostic column in case of ties and consider that to be

the diagnosis. Our hypothetical first patient would thus be given the diagnosis of "right

ventricular hypertrophy" {column 1).

Suppose, however, that his correct diagnosis as established clinically was "normal

tracing" {column 5}. During the matrix learning process, this correct answer would

also have been entered in thecomputer. A comparison between the correct answer and

the answer given by the matrix would be made. In case of a discrepancy, such as that

just outlined, all of the operational entries in the right ventricular hypertrophy column

would be negatively reinforced by subtracting an arbitrary amount from those weighting

coefficients. Similarly, all operational entries in the 5th column would be reinforced

by addition of the sam_ amount as was previously subtracted in the "punishing" routine.

The "punishment" and "reward" would be equalized in this way, to prevent the numer-

ical value of the matrix as a whole from drifting off-scale. The average value of the
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matrix at all times would thus be equal to zero. If this sequence were frequently

repeated by processing many patients with known diagnoses, the matrix of weighting

ceefficients wo,,ld ideally converge toward the situation wherein the individual entries

would have a meaning analogous to conventional statistical discriminant function coef-

ficients.

The advantages of the present "adaptive" scheme are its greater convenience (auto-

maticness) and its open-ended quality. By the last we mean that the stored matrix can

be improved at any time without having to destroy the current matrix and start afresh

each time a new group of patients with known diagnoses is to be processed. On the other

hand, with the learning matrix scheme outlined above, the matrix in its current state

can be used to interpret unknown tracings at any time by operating in a fixed, nonlearning

form.

For research purposes, the interpretation matrix must contain various indexing and

bookkeeping rows and columns that keep track of the types of previously diagnosed elec-

trocardiograms entering into the adaptive matrix, the number of the various clinical

input and filter parameters actually utilized, and a tally with respect to the number of

correct matrix interpretations and normalizing factors giving estimates of the validity

of the weighting coefficients in the matrix at any given time. It will thus be possible to

assess quantitatively, perhaps for the first time in extenso, the importance of various

clinical and morphologic characteristics for a given interpretation.

J. F. Dickson, D. Martin, G. H. Whipple
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XXI. NETWORK SYNTHESIS

Prof. H. B. Lee
Prof. W. C. Schwab

J. Andersen V. K. Prabhu
R. S. Smith

A. AN ADDITIONAL REALIZATION CYCLE FOR LC IMPEDANCES

Several authors 1'2 recently have introduced new realization cycles for lossless

driving-point impedances. The cycles in question develop the impedance function into

unsymmetrical lattices terminated in simpler impedances. In the present report we

introduce another realization cycle for lossless impedances, one that develops the

impedance into an unsymmetrical bridged tee terminated in a simpler impedance.

The new cycle is shown in Fig. XXI-I. The cycle is appropriate to lossless imped-

ances of the form

Z(s) = A (I)

and has associated a remainder function of the form

2 2 2 2s(s
Zr(S)= H (S2+5_)... (S2+52-2). (2)

The cycle is canonic, since itachieves a four-coefficient simplification of the driving-

point function at a cost of four circuit elements.

The procedure for executing the cycle is as follows.

I. Make two total pole removals from Z(s) at infinity, one on the admittance basis,

and one on the impedance basis, as shown in Fig. XXI-2.

2. Extract a Brune section from the

Fig. XXI-2; select the null frequency ¢o°

of the equation

Z 1(J_o) ¢020=2-- -2C
Jo_° o o

2 [Z](j_o) +-LoCo o
Ju) o

remainder function Zl(S ) as shown in

of the Brune section to be any positive real root

(3)

3. Replace the dashed two-port of Fig. XXI-2 by an equivalent two-port of the type

shown in Fig. XXI-3. (This can be done conveniently by computing z22 for the two-port

and then developing z22(s ) into a ladder having series capacitors and shunt inductors. )

To establish the validity of the procedure it is only necessary to show that the boxed
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two-port of Fig. XXI-2 is equivalent to a two-port of the type shown in Fig. XXI-3, under

the condition {3}. This can be done as follows.

Direct analysis of the boxed two-port shows that its impedances take the form

ds 4 + cs 2 + b

zzz - 3 (4a)
s + as

Z
es + b

zlz - 3 (4b)
s + as

F(a, b, c, d, e)s z + b
P

Zl 1 = 3 (4)
s + as

where the parameters a, b, c, d, e are functions of C o , L o, L, C, and p, and F{a, b, c, d, e)

is a function of a,b, c,d,e which makes the zij(s ) compact at s = ±j _-a-.

The realizability conditions for the two-port of Fig. XXI-3 are readily found 3

to be

I. The zij(s ) must satisfy the general conditions for lossless realizability.

II. The zij{s } must take the form

d's 4 + c's 2 + b'

zzz = 3 (5a)
S + aWs

c's z + b'

z12 - 3 (5b)
S + als

F(a',b',c',d', c')s z + b'

Zli = 3 (5c)
s + als

Clearly, the impedances (4a,b, c) satisfy the foregoing realizability conditions, pro-

vided that

e=c.

Direct calculation shows that (6) amounts to the requirement

(6)

L 2 p(p-1)L L °

0 = _-(p-l) + C +_ (7)
0

Substitution of the well-known 4 values
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1 [Z Zl(Jco°)_]j% ] ; C=

z z 1(J%)lj -q j

p ---

z 1{Jcoo)
! •

Z i(Jcoo)
Jcoo

z i(jcoo)
z _ 0%) +

Jcoo

and extensive simplification lead to (3). Hence the boxed two-port is equivalent to a two-

port of the type shown in Fig. XXI-3, provided that (3) is satisfied.

The following considerations show that (3) admits of at least one positive real

solution.

(i) The right-hand member of (3) is a continuous function of coo on the interval

< col denotes the lowest frequency at which Zl(Jcoo) has a pole).0 < coo (C°l

= 0+[=ZZ_(0)], and is negative at co =(it) The right-hand member is positive at coo o

Col- [_-(ZCokg+LoCoco2ok) (coo-col)1 2 ' where k= wRoe:l[Z(jCoo)]].

The basic cycle has several variants. These are as follows.

1. The cycle that results when the capacitors and inductors of Fig. XXI-1 are inter-

changed.

2. The dual of the cycle shown in Fig. XXI-1.

3. The dual of the first variant.

The first variant is appropriate to impedances of form (1), and has associated a remain-

der impedance of form (2). The second and third variants are appropriate to impedances

of the form

(s +°n9
Z(s) = A , (8)

s(sZ+_)... (sZ+PnZ_D

and have associated remainder impedances of the form

Z (s) = H
r

(s'-,.&)
(9)

H. B. Lee
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